Anger over e-toll billing errors
People are being billed who do not own cars, credit-card details get lost
and e-tags do not work.
Angelique Serrao 23 December 2013
Many motorists are complaining about problems with the e-toll system from bills delivered to people who don’t own cars to credit card details
being lost and e-tags that won’t work.
Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance chairman Wayne Duvenage said its
website had been inundated with people writing in about strange
happenings with their e-toll accounts.
People are also turning to social media platforms to vent their anger as
well as customer service rating centres such as Hello Peter.
Heimrich Swart lives in Mokopane, Limpopo, and has not been in Gauteng
since the beginning of the year. His wife does not have a car registered in
her name. But last week she received SMSes from the e-toll violations
processing centre informing her she was behind on her account.
Swart said he called the customer call centre to enquire about the
messages but none of the four people he spoke to could help him.
“After being on the phone for 21 minutes without getting any help, I put
the phone down.”
Alastair Dooley registered for an e-tag the day before e-tolling started on 2
December. He travels through seven gantries to get to work.
He registered online and the South African National Roads Agency Limited
confirmed his credit card details were correct by processing a R1
transaction on his account.
But a few days later, Dooley got an e-mail from Sanral saying his credit
card had been declined, and then the call centre told him his credit card
had expired.
HOT-LISTED
“But I was on my account and I could see the expiry date on the system
was correct and the credit card hadn’t expired,” Dooley said.
He was then told that his credit card had been hot-listed and that he must
go into a customer call centre and swipe the card.
“As soon as they said I had to swipe the card, I knew there was a problem
with their system. I told them I believed they were lying to me and that
they had a problem with their system, but they denied this,” Dooley said.
Dooley knew a woman who worked for a bank on the e-toll project and
asked her if she knew anything.
“She told me there was a glitch in their system and that the credit card
details of all those who had registered between 1 and 4 December could
not be retrieved,” said Dooley.
There were 84 complaints against Sanral on the Hello Peter website in the
past week.

One customer wrote that they had sold their vehicle in July 2013 but
Sanral had put this vehicle on their account. The customer centre couldn’t
help, and the customer wrote that, “to make matters worse, they
confirmed the vehicle was deleted from my account but (money) still gets
deducted”.
Another motorist wrote about going to a customer service centre for help.
After an hour there, officials deleted two extra accounts that had
mysteriously been added to the motorist’s original account.
A few days later, the same motorist got a letter saying there were
discrepancies with the account, so no discount would apply, and telling
them to go to a service centre to link the tag again.
Sanral spokesman Vusi Mona said he could not deal with individual
customer complaints and urged motorists to call their call centre to get
help. - The Star
www.iol.co.za

Do more than 94% of South Africans have access to clean and safe water?
Water and Environment minister Edna Molewa has said they do. The
claim is false.
Researched by Julian Rademeyer Edited by Peter Cunliffe-Jones 5 December
2013

Do more than 94% of South Africans really have access to safe drinking
water? The question arose after a recent Africa Check report in which we
quoted a statement by Water and Environmental Affairs Minister Edna
Molewa claiming that 94.7% of the population had “access to clean and
safe drinking water”.
A reader wrote to us querying the accuracy of the figure and argued that
by referring to official statistics like this, “journalists minimize the extent
of the [water] problem” in rural and poor municipalities.
Government says over 94% have access to safe water
So is the claim true or not? Certainly Edna Molewa is not the only one to
have made such a statement about water provision in South Africa.
In June 2011, her predecessor, Bulelwa Sonjica, told the National Council
of Provinces that “when the government took office in 1994, a mere 62% of
households had access to clean drinking water. Today that figure stands at
an average of 93%”.
A report published by the South African government’s BuaNews agency in
August 2011 referred to 92.9% of South Africans having “access to a safe
water supply”.
And on Saturday, during Freedom Day celebrations, President Jacob Zuma
remarked that the “percentage of households with access to potable water
has increased from 60 per cent to over 90 per cent” since 1994.
Household survey shows much lower access figures
Mava Scott, head of communications for the department of water affairs,
told Africa Check that the department’s figures show that 96.4% of
households currently have “access to piped water”. The issue of water
quality is a “separate issue”, he said.
However, according to the 2011 National Census, 91.2% of households had
access to piped water, either inside their own homes or yards or from
communal taps, and 8.8% (or about 4.5-million people) had absolutely no

access to piped water.
More detailed figures are contained in a 2011 general household survey
published by Statistics South Africa (StatsSA), the government statistical
service. And that report stated that 89.5% of South African households had
access to piped water. Breaking that number down, 43.3% had piped water
in their homes, 28.6% had access to water in their yards, 2.7% had the use
of a neighbour’s tap and 14.9% had to make use of communal taps.
This suggests the number of those with access to “piped water” is lower
than that claimed.
Access to a tap does not mean access to water
And there is another issue besides the number with access to “piped
water”. According to Scott, the department of water works on the
assumption that if people have access to a tap, they have access to water.
“When we talk about piped water, we are normally referring to
infrastructure and people have access to water coming out of that
infrastructure,” he told Africa Check.
However, according to Oliver Ive, a water and sanitation engineer and MD
of Amanz’ abantu Services, a private company involved in rural water
supply and sanitation projects, “the fact that someone has a tap doesn’t
mean they have clean water or access to piped water”.
“If you put a pump or a service in a village, is it still working in five years
time? Government will say that they have spent the money on
infrastructure and the people have access, but if you go out and physically
check if those taps are delivering water, and quality water, the answer is
probably no.
And what about water quality?
“The reality,” says Oliver Ive, “is that everyone in South Africa has access
to water because they are alive. Without water you die. The real question
is, do they have access to water that is going to be good for health?”
It is a far more difficult question to answer.
One of the primary benchmarks of water quality in South Africa is the
annual Blue Drop Report released by the department of water affairs. It
focuses not only on water quality but also on operational aspects of water
service providers including their risk and asset management and water
safety plans.
As a pure barometer of water quality, the report is problematic. The
department is careful to emphasise that “a town without Blue Drop
certification does not automatically mean that its water is unsafe for
human consumption”.
Releasing the most recent Blue Drop report in 2012, Molewa said: “The
certificate is awarded as an acknowledgement of Excellent Drinking Water
Quality management which surpasses the requirements of national norms
and standards by a significant margin. In fact there are a number of water
systems in many towns where the water complies well with set standards
but there are certain shortcomings identified with the overall risk
management aspect.”
Assessments limited to 153 municipalities
There is another problem. Blue Drop assessments in 2012 were limited to
153 municipalities designated as water services authorities.
Hundreds of smaller rural water supply schemes, where many people still
obtain water pumped from boreholes and springs, slip through the cracks.

So while the programme has deservedly attracted wide praise as the most
effective regulatory mechanism implemented by the department of water
affairs to date, it does present a skewed portrait of water quality in South
Africa.
According to the 2012 report, as Molewa noted in her speech, “The overall
national drinking water compliance figure is recorded at 98.3% (based upon
microbiological, chemical, physical and organoleptic data).”
The Eastern Cape, for instance, obtained an 82.10% Blue Drop compliance
score although the province has been dogged for years by reports of unsafe
water systems, poor management and poor access to piped water in rural
areas.
The reason is simple. “They are getting an artificially high reading because
some of the less compliant municipalities and metropolitan areas are not
reporting their figures,” says Dr Anthony Turton, a prominent water
resource management specialist and professor at the University of the Free
State’s Centre for Environmental Management.
“Because of this, it comes out as a zero value and doesn’t impact on the
final stats…So there is a bias in the reporting towards compliant
municipalities and the compliant municipalities are, by definition,
compliant.”
There are no penalties if a scheme is not submitted for evaluation.
Perversely, if a district water supply authority wanted to improve its Blue
Drop score, it could simply leave poorly scoring rural water supply schemes
out of its final reporting.
Water supply is a “highly politicised issue”
Faced by mounting service delivery protests around South Africa, one of
the victories that government can claim, says Turton, is that they “have in
fact improved water supply”. Which means that water supply and quality is
a “highly politicised” issue.
“So wherever you get information from (on water quality and supply) it is
likely to be biased by the political process.”
There are also concerns about the accuracy of municipal data.
Jay Bhagwan, water use and waste management executive manager at
South Africa’s Water Research Commission (WRC), was recently quoted
saying that 18% of South Africa’s municipalities had poor record-keeping,
30% have “worthless records” and 13% have “no records”.
A report published late last year by the WRC on water loss in South Africa
found that only 19% of 132 municipalities sampled in its research “could
supply complete, plausible and comprehensible data”.
“A large portion of the data supplied was erratic and completely unreliable
which reflects poorly on the state of record keeping in a significant
number of municipalities in the country.”
Consumer satisfaction with water quality declining
And although Blue Drop scores have been increasing steadily since 2009,
consumer satisfaction with the quality of water services has been declining
since 2005.
According to the 2011 Stats SA general household survey, only 62.1% of
those surveyed rated the quality of water-related services as “good”
compared to 76.3% in 2005.
About 7.5% of the respondents believed their water was not safe to drink,

8% said their water was not clear, 8.9% said it tasted bad and 11.1% said
their water was not free from bad smells.
Another aspect that has an impact on water supply and quality is the state
of existing infrastructure.
According to the WRC study, 36.8% of South Africa’s municipal water is lost
before it reaches customers – most of it as the result of leaks and
deteriorating water supply systems. As a result, government loses R7billion in revenue and South Africa, regarded as a “water-stressed”
country, loses 1,580-million cubic litres of water each year.
The WRC report warns: “With increasing water scarcity, significant service
delivery backlogs and poor revenue recovery, the losses are negatively
impacting on the ability of the municipalities to provide sustainable and
efficient services…The maintenance backlogs and the deteriorating
infrastructure within municipalities is a matter that must be addressed
urgently if the water losses and poor service delivery are to be addressed
adequately.”
Conclusion: access to safe water lower than claimed
Clearly, as shown by the official statistics agency’s data and other
numbers, Molewa’s claim that 94.7% of the population had “access to
clean and safe drinking water” does not hold true. The department of
water affairs, in referring to a similar figure, says its statistics refer only to
“access to piped water” and that water quality is a “separate issue”.
Even then, the department’s claim that 96.4% of households have “access
to piped water” should be treated with circumspection. There are
questions about the accuracy of the data kept by a strikingly large number
of municipalities. And the department’s figures on “access to piped water”
would appear to be based on mapping infrastructure, not whether that
infrastructure is actually providing water a year or two or three down the
line. Reports on water losses serve to illustrate the problem of
deteriorating infrastructure. As Oliver Ive said, “the fact that someone has
a tap doesn’t mean they have clean water or access to piped water”.
The 2011 Census has also been the subject of some controversy. And the
Blue Drop audits, while commendable, cannot be relied upon for an
accurate assessment of national water quality as they do not include many
rural water schemes. Perhaps the picture that is closer to reality is that
from the 2011 Stats SA general household survey, which recorded that only
62.1% of those surveyed rated the quality of water-related services as
“good”. This compared to 76.3% in 2005.
Statistics should never simply be accepted as fact. All too often in
speeches, reports, newspapers and magazines, they are quoted with
authority. Numbers are equated with hard facts. But, in truth, statistics
usually only tell part of the story. And that story may not be an accurate
reflection of reality.
www.africacheck.org
In our original report we stated that just over half the municipalities in
South Africa were audited in terms of last year’s Blue Drop programme
and that 125 municipalities were left out of the survey. As a reader has
pointed out, the Blue Drop audit only looks at municipalities that have
been designated as “water services authorities” and many municipalities
do not fall into this category. Where the Blue Drop survey does fall short
is in its monitoring of hundreds of small rural water supply schemes. We
apologise for the error.

COSATU Gauteng press statement on the campaign against e-tolls

COSATU 3 December 2013
The Congress of South African Trade Unions in Gauteng has noted that the e-tolling system has
become live today, after having being delayed on several occasions. We have declared today, 3
December 2013, as Black Tuesday for the poor and the working class.
3 December 2013 will go down in history as a turning point for the democratic state and
government. It will represent the day on which our government refused to listen to the views of the
people and the poor. They have demonstrated their stubbornness and unwillingness to cooperate
with workers and the working class. It represents a clear demonstration of cadres who have been
power drunk and believe that they can do as they so wish.
We wish to confirm that as COSATU, and all other working class formations opposed to the e-tolling,
will continue to fight for the scrapping of the unjust system. We will continue to mount campaigns
on the freeways, hunger strikes, sit-ins, lunch-hour demonstrations, stay-aways and civil
disobedience by not buying e-tags and also not paying for the e-tolls, as part of our program moving
forward, and also persuading all of those who have bought the e-tags not to register and not to open
their account with Sanral.
We hope that now the system has became a reality many people will begin to realize the need to
join the mass protest and civil disobedience organised by the federation. The most important
weapon now at our disposal is to refuse to cooperate with Sanral and not to buy e-tags in numbers.
The success of the system depends on the co-operation and support from the public and motorists.
We call upon all those who have registered to de-register and it is on this basis that as the federation
we are developing a de-registration form to be used by the public and this will be posted on our
website. We hope that the form will be accessible before the end of the week.
The ANC, as the ruling Party, will regret the effect and impact of the E-tolls, as it will reduce its
majority of voters in the province as a result of this E-tolling. Many loyal supporters of the
movement will not go to the polls due to this unjustified and unfair system. We hence once more
make an appeal to them to engage with us to find the most sustainable solution to this fiasco.

We believe that there is still time to intervene and scrap this unjustified system in the province
before it is too late.
We are planning various forms of protest which will be unleashed in the New Year to continue to
defy and call for the scrapping of the tolling system in the country.
We are now also starting a petition, in a 2-million signature campaign as part of the programme
going forward.
Dumisani Dakile (Provincial Secretary)
COSATU Gauteng Province
110 Jorissen Cnr Simmonds Streets
5th Floor COSATU House
Braamfontein

2017
Tel: +27 11 403-0990
Fax: +27 11 403-1653
Mobile: +27 82 727 1422
E-Mail: dumisani@cosatu.org.za
Trucks becoming deadly menace in KZN
Kevin Lancaster (The Mercury)

3 December 2013

Truck traffic has increased so dramatically on Durban’s roads in the past
decade that roads are taking a pounding and the number of accidents has
grown alarmingly.
Statistics from the eThekwini Municipality’s transport planning department
show that between January last year and July this year, 12 395 heavy
trucks were involved in accidents in the metro – this was 7 percent of all
accidents.
Also, one in 10 road deaths in the metro involved trucks.
DRAMATIC INCREASE
The city’s statistics show that between 2001 and 2011, the number of
trucks entering Durban increased by 53 percent.
“It is a national issue, there is an increase in the number of light delivery
vehicles and heavy trucks as road freight escalates,” said AA spokesman
Graeme Scala.
He said the driving force behind the growth in road freight was inefficiency
in the rail network.
“It is not a cost thing, rail is cheaper (than road), but the infrastructure is
not up to pace. It is more effective to use road freight.”
The only viable alternative was air freight which, Scala said, was too
expensive for most.
ROAD DAMAGE
“There is an increase in the damage to our roads due to the number of
trucks and the fact that a lot are overloaded and in poor condition. Our
roads can’t keep up,” he said, adding that road maintenance backlogs
were growing.
Scala’s view was shared by the provincial Department of Transport, which
confirmed that roads were under huge “pressure”.
“If you drive on the N3 freeway, for instance, in the space of one hour you
will see more than 100 trucks. It is a concern,” said spokesman Kwanele
Ncalane.
“We are moving to a serious situation where trucks will occupy the
majority of our roads.”
RAIL IS THE ANSWER
Ncalane said his department strongly believed that most goods transported
by truck could be moved to rail, which would limit road damage.
“The surfaces of our roads are suffering and, for us to maintain them, we

need to look at a long-term solution,” he said.
Ncalane said that the number of accidents involving trucks was a concern.
Although Scala said rail was a slower alternative, he and Ncalane believed
it was the answer to the need to decrease road freight volumes.
A Transnet Freight Rail spokesman, Michael Asefovitz, said that a road-torail strategy was in place and that R300 billion would be spent over seven
years to improve the railway network.
“It is not going to be an overnight story, but we are confident we are
making an impact in shifting goods from road to rail,” Asefovitz said.
He said Transnet had recently signed memorandums of understanding with
Imperial Logistics and Barloworld Logistics, a step towards getting logistics
companies on board, and this had support of the government. -The
Mercury
www.iol.co.za

Brutal crackdown fuels Angola rage
Louise Redvers (Mail & Guardian)

30 November 2013

The country is on edge over the death of another activist – and the state's
apparent glee.
Tensions are rising in Angola following the fatal shooting of an opposition
party member and the use of tear gas and water cannons at an antigovernment protest at which nearly 300 people were arrested.
People all around the country are angry, not just about how the police
managed the protest but also about how the state media chose to gloat
that it defeated those trying to demonstrate.
I think, generally, people feel things have gone too far now, the respected
Angolan journalist Rafael Marques de Morais said. The police statement has
upset a lot of people. It was too much to try to justify what happened.
The civil society group, Acção para o Desenvolvimento Rural e Ambiente,
said it was worrying and serious that, during peacetime, human lives are
being lost due to differences in political opinion and it called on the public
media to show less partiality in their reporting.
A teacher, Manuel de Carvalho Hilberto Ganga, a member of the youth
wing of Angola’s third-largest opposition party, the Convergência Ampla de
Salvação de Angola-Coligação Eleitoral (CASA-CE), was detained by soldiers
from the presidential guard in the early hours of Saturday morning for his
part in distributing posters advertising a demonstration that had been
called in the name of two missing activists who, is it claimed, were
murdered by security agents.
The 28-year-old was reportedly shot twice by a group of soldiers assigned
to protect the president and his family.
Protests over alleged torture and murder
The Polícia Nacional described his death as an unfortunate incident but
said that Ganga had violated a security perimeter and was distributing
subversive and offensive propaganda posters.
However, several witnesses dispute this and say the activist was picked up
outside a football stadium nowhere near the presidential palace.
Discrepancies about the circumstances of his death aside, what is clear is

that coming so soon after the leaked reported about the disappearance
and alleged murders of António Alves Kamulingue and Isaías Sebastião
Cassule, it has the potential to light a dangerous fuse.
Last weekend’s protest was convened by the opposition party, União
Nacional pela Independência Total de Angola (Unita). It was in response to
the allegations that war veterans Kamulingue and Cassule, who
disappeared after trying to organise a protest in May 2012, were tortured
and murdered by officers from the State Intelligence and Security Service
of Angola.
The ruling Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola Movimento Popular
de Libertação de Angola (MPLA) issued a statement regretting the pair’s
death but accused its former civil war rivals of trying to create chaos and
anarchy and re-start the war.
On the Friday evening before the Saturday morning protest, the ministry of
the interior used state television to read out a communiqué banning the
demonstration. It justified its decision by saying there was a need to
prevent potential conflict aspects that might disrupt public order security,
and calm, and even internal security.
A new level of anger
For Marques, the fact that so many people, as well as the leadership of
Unita, chose to ignore the warning from the government and turn our
regardless was very significant.
A year ago, no-one would have showed up, he said. But now, they are
prepared to stand up to the authorities and that reveals a new level of
anger.
There is a new wave of people finding new solidarity and, in some ways,
Ganga, Cassule and Kamunlingue have all become symbols of that, which is
exactly what the MPLA didn’t want to happen but has.
Although the largest concentration of people formed in the capital Luanda
on Saturday, there were also small pockets of people who tried to protest
in other towns and cities around the country, though their attempts were
quickly put down.
The New York-based lobby group Human Rights Watch has strongly
condemned the reaction of the police who deployed helicopters, dog
teams, mounted police and armed patrols, and used tear gas and water
cannons.
Its deputy Africa director Leslie Lefkow said: “The government’s killing of
an activist and the mass arrests and dispersal with tear gas of peaceful
protesters is only increasing public discontent. Opposition parties and
activists have every right to peacefully protest alleged murders by security
forces and to call for justice.”
Lefkow urged a full investigation into the fatal shooting of Ganga and into
allegations that a human rights lawyer was also manhandled by police
officers on the day of the protest.
More protests
In an interview with Reuters this week, Unita’s leader, Isaias Samakuva,
said more protests were likely.
“We are left with no other way than to go to the streets. Maybe then they
[the ruling MPLA party] will listen to us,” he said.
Investors, including many in South Africa, will be watching developments
closely. They will be hoping that the oil-rich country, which since the end

of the civil war in 2002 has offered businesses rich rewards, manages to
contain this anger and it that it does not spill over into sustained civil
unrest.
Angola’s long-serving president, José Eduardo dos Santos, will also be
watching carefully. Currently in Spain on a “private visit”, which many
believe relates to his allegedly deteriorating health, the 71-year-old is
understood to be planning his exit from power after 34 years at the helm.
Should he decide to leave office before the next election in 2017, Vicepresident Manuel Vicente, the former chief executive of the county’s
powerful oil company Sonangol, would take over. However, neither this
recent protest nor the way it has been handled is doing much to create a
smooth exit.
mg.co.za

Joburg street trading crisis
Outrageous cowardice of High Court as is dismisses traders' urgent application to return to trading
The Workers and Socialist Party 28 November 2013
In an outrageous failure to apply his mind, Judge Ramarumo Monama today dismissed the joint
urgent applications to return the thousands of forcibly removed Johannesburg street traders to their
trading spots in the city. The applications, brought in the names of the South African Informal
Traders Forum (SAITF) and the South African National Traders Retail Alliance (SANTRA) respectively
on behalf of thousands of Johannesburg street traders will now be transferred to the normal court
roll, meaning the case will be heard some time in the course of 2014.
Already about 8000 traders with about 40000 dependants have been forced to get by without an
income for two months since the City of Joburg imposed its so-called ‘Clean-Sweep’ campaign,
removing traders without notice, on September 30.
Street traders broke down in tears outside the South Gauteng High Court as the news were broken
by the Socio-Economic Rights Institute (SERI) which represents them. The struggle continues,
however. Trader organisations as well as the Workers and Socialist Party (WASP), which has
supported both the court action and the rolling mass action from the onset, is currently meeting at
the SAITF offices in Bree Mall where a press briefing will be held at about 16h30 (first floor, corner
Sauer/ Gwigwi Mrwebi St, opposite park).
- It is a total outrage that the court has gone with the extremely weak arguments of the City, says Liv
Shange of the Workers and Socialist Party.
- It’s beyond comprehension that the fact that up to 50 000 residents who were making a living from
the streets of Joburg have had their livelihoods ripped apart by the City, do not know where to get
their next meal or pay rent has been ruled not to be an urgent matter.
- For the judge to go with the City’s argument which basically boils down to ‘it’s not a big deal
because millions of people in SA are already poor and hungry’ is an indictment on the state.
- This is clearly a judgment delivered under political pressure – the ANC has hinged what remains of
its credibility on the Clean-Sweep.
- It has just been proved once again that this capitalist system has no justice for the working class,
except for what we win in struggle.

The street traders had asked the court to order that they are allowed to immediately return to their
trading spots, that the City re-erects the stands that it dismantled, and that forced removals,
harassment and confiscation of goods is stopped.
The City has not complied with the Business Act, let alone its own by-laws either procedurally or
substantially, in imposing its so-called Clean-Sweep campaign which has seen about 8000 breadwinners removed without notice since September 30.

INQUIRIES: Liv Shange (WASP) 081 393 1914, Matron Mhlanga (ATC) 079 556 8170, Phumulani
Ndlovu (SAITF) 078 471 9727

300 Turkish miners barricade themselves underground
LibCom

27 November 2013

300 miners across two shifts at a mine in the Black Sea area of Zonguldak
have barricaded themselves underground in protest at atrocious health and
safety. Turkey has the worst mine safety record across all of Europe, with
2,554 miners losing their lives since 1991. They have vowed to continue
their protest until the demands have been met.
The protest was initiated by workers on the night shift , and then gained
widespread support from those who were due to work the day shift.
Around 2000 workers who did not wish to go underground have been
conducting a protest outside the mine in solidarity with their colleagues.
The miners have a long list of demands that relate to health and safety
considerations, including issues such as, adequate boots and coats, which
you would assume should be an absolute basic in any work environment. At
the other end of the scale there are serious concerns such as doors being
locked from the outside during work hours, and the length of time it takes
emergency vehicles to reach the mine following an accident. The miners
gave an example of a worker that had suffered a heart attack having to
wait 35 minutes for an ambulance to arrive.
A spokesperson for the miners said that:
Quote:
“They have reached the end of their rope. No manager has been
appointed to the business for the past five months, and nobody says
anything about it. The main paths inside the mine collapsed 6 months ago.
There are not enough workers and mine paths are unsafe.”
Turkey has the worst mining health and safety record in Europe and the
third worst in the world, with thousands of workers losing their lives since
1991. Earlier this year two miners a gas leak killed 8 workers, and in 2010
30 workers died underground from carbon monoxide poisoning.
Despite receiving reports of walls collapsing and ceilings crumbling, the
bosses just carry on regardless, treating serious injury and death as just an
everyday workplace event.
libcom.org

SUPPORT THE PAKISTANI TILE WORKERS!

Pakistan: Master Tiles workers strike against anti-union repression of
management
PTUDC Gujranwala 26 November 2013
Today is the third day of strike action by workers at the Master Tiles
factory in Gujranwala. After more than 15 years of repression, torture and
violation of labour laws at the hands of the owners and management,
workers finally managed to get their union registered by the Labour
Department.
However, the owners reacted immediately by sacking more than 400
workers of a total of 1500. Management are demanding that the workers
should cancel the registration of the union and only then they can enter
the factory gate. All the office bearers of the union were also among the
400 sacked workers.
The sacked workers of started their peaceful protest outside the factory
gate on the morning of Saturday, 25th November. A few hours later
workers inside the factory joined them in protest and a total strike
stopped production.
The police was also called by the owners to harass the workers but they
remained steadfast. They said that belonging to a union is their right and
now they cannot abandon the struggle. Later false allegations of theft and
damaging property were registered at the local Police Station in which all
the office bearers of the union were nominated while 50 unidentified
persons were also included.
The police also threatened the workers that their leadership will be
arrested and jailed if they do not return for duty. Management also used
their influence in the District Administration through Commissioner of
Gujranwala and other officials to sabotage the strike, but despite all these
threats the workers are standing firm.
In the manufacture of Tiles natural gas is an important raw material,
others being sand and clay. The owners have been accused of theft of gas
by the gas department. The theft of natural gas, which is provided by
government, is common in most industries in Pakistan. The owners never
pay their bills and get by through corruption in government departments.
The Master group of industries is also manufacturing ball point pens,
Pampers, ceramics, sanitary fittings, bathroom accessories and other items
in Gujranwala. In all these industries no registered unions are present
despite there being a labour force of many thousands. The growing profits
of this group and those of other industrialists is due to the extreme
exploitation of labour which is working without basic safety arrangements.
Chemicals used in Master Tiles provoke breathing and eye problems for the
workers, who have no security measures to protect them. Social security,
that is compulsory for all workers, is not granted to them. No additional
wages for over time are given. Safety arrangements for fire and other
hazards is not adequate. Many other aspects of labour laws are also not
adhered to in the factory.
This is why management never wants representative unions of workers be
established in the factory.
The Pakistan Trade Union Defence Campaign is supporting the workers in
this struggle. Comrades Adam Pal, Umar Rasheed, Nasir Butt, Irfan Shah,
Zahid Baryar, Sibghat ullah, Awais, Gulzada, Dr. Umar Naseer, Ashraf
Bhutta Advocate and others visited the protesting workers and extended
complete solidarity with them. The PTUDC has also held protests in
Rawalpindi and Kasur in solidarity with the workers of Master Tiles.

A leaflet by the PTUDC was also distributed on t first day of the strike
which was appreciated by the workers. On the second day a leaflet
addressing the workers of other factories in the vicinity was also
distributed. In this leaflet the workers of Master Tiles appealed to other
workers to register unions in their own factories and support the striking
workers. This leaflet was also appreciated and workers vowed to get
organized in their factories against the repression on the part of the
factory owners and government officials. The leaflet also warned against
pocket (yellow) unions and traitors in the guise of labour leaders who sell
these unions to the owners and exploit the workers.
We appeal to the working class of world to support the workers of Master
Tiles in their struggle.
www.marxist.com

RBS accused of pushing small businesses to the edge to boost profits
Dossier claims business assets were seized cheaply amid call to end
turnaround arm's 'conflict of interests'
The Guardian 25 November 2013
City regulators have been handed a dossier of evidence compiled by an
adviser to Vince Cable which claims that Royal Bank of Scotland was
deliberately wrecking viable small businesses to make profits for the bailed
out bank.
The business secretary – a long-time critic of the banking industry's lending
practices – said some of the allegations were so serious that he had handed
the report, compiled by businessman Lawrence Tomlinson, to the
regulators and the bank. It has also been given to Sir Andrew Large, a
former deputy governor of the Bank of England, whose report on lending
failures by RBS will also be released on Monday.
Tomlinson, appointed by Cable as entrepreneur in residence, has compiled
evidence from hundreds of businesses which have approached him after
ending up in the bank's global restructuring group (GRG), and subsequently
had their properties sold to its specialist property arm, West Register.
There are many devastating stories of how RBS has wrecked good
businesses and the ruinous impact this has on the lives of the business
owners, said Tomlinson.
His redacted report, which removes the names of the businesses, also calls
for RBS and Lloyds Banking Group to be broken up into six banks with a 10%
market share to foster competition on the high street.
The accusations centre on the reasons businesses are referred to the GRG
arm, run by the veteran banker Derek Sach, and the process by which West
Register ends up taking control of some of the properties.
RBS argues that most of the businesses that end up in GRG are successfully
turned around. It has promised to review the allegations made by
customers.
Tomlinson, who initially posted requests for ideas on lending on the
professional networking site Linked-In, cited shocking examples of business
owners being confronted with last minute demands for information and
money that forced businesses into financial difficulty. One business said
dealing with GRG had cost them £256,000 while another claims it had to
hand over £40,000 immediately to carry on borrowing from the bank.

These claims have yet to be confirmed. Businesses found themselves
referred to GRG because the bank considered the value of their property
had fallen or because of technical breaches of loan terms, such as late
filing of information.
The profit-making nature of GRG significantly undermines its position as a
turnaround division, in which good businesses should be restructured and
returned to normal banking. The temptation to get hold of assets and take
additional profit from these businesses to boost GRG's balance sheet is
clear, said Tomlinson, a Leed-based entrepreneur.
From the cases I have heard, it is clear that a perception has arisen that
the intention is to purposefully distress businesses to put them in GRG and
subsequently take their assets for the West Register at a discounted price.
This needs to be addressed and the conflict of interest removed, he said.
Cable, who did not commission the report, said: Some of these allegations
are very serious and I am waiting for an urgent response as to what actions
have been taken. I am however confident that the new management of
RBS is aware of this history and is determined to turn RBS into a bank that
will support the growth of small and medium sized businesses.
Stephen Hester, who ran the bank for almost five years after its £45bn
bailout, left in October and was replaced by New Zealander Ross McEwan.
The bank said on Sunday: In the boom years leading up to the financial
crisis, the over-heated property development market became a major
threat to the UK economy RBS did more than its fair share to fuel this and
commercial property lending was one of the key drivers of our near
collapse as valuations rapidly plummeted.
www.theguardian.com

Strikes and sit-ins at Chinese Nokia factory

LibCom

23 November 2013

Around 3,000 workers at a Nokia factory in Southern Guangdong have
started a rolling programme of strikes and sit-ins to protest against the
management who are bullying people into leaving their jobs.
Following a decision to sell its mobile phone division to Microsoft, Nokia
bosses have made draconian changes to the staff rule book in what appears
to be a deliberate ploy to force employees to leave their jobs in order to

avoid paying them compensation when the inevitable job losses occur.
The deal with Microsoft was announced in September this year and
following a vote of shareholders earlier this week, takes effect on January
1st 2014.
Tensions first arose in the weeks after the deal was agreed when over a
thousand workers walked out, demanding changes to the rule book. An
unnamed worker provides an example from Nokia’s new rules:
Quote:
“We are facing punitive regulations that get harsher by the day. If you are
five minutes late, there will be a warning. Two warnings and you are out
of here. More than 100 hundred workers have been forced to resign.”
Earlier this week 3,000 workers started taking turns in staging peaceful
sit-ins at the factory. They are refusing to work again until Nokia listen
and back down. Ten people have been arrested and six injured following
clashes with the police outside the factory. One of the picketing worker
claims that:
Quote:
“We lay down in the road and blocked vehicles from leaving, until a driver
got out and told us he would drive over us. The factory management said
they could afford the compensation if we were crushed to death. We all
got very angry at this. Then they sent in the armed police to beat people
up, the workers surrounded their vehicles, so the police took some of us
sitting in the front row away and beat them up. The factory has already
fired ten people for striking. They made the first person go through
dismissal proceedings at midnight. Every time they come out they name
someone who has been fired.”
There are now 59 reported cases of workers being dismissed for
participating in the strike action. All workers have been informed that they
are ‘violating work regulations’ by refusing to return to work and will be
dealt with accordingly. One of the workers picketing the plant had this to
say:
Quote:
“They have no grounds for firing us. We’ve already chosen this road to
walk on, so we will stick with it.”
Nokia errand boy, Doug Dawson, claims that:
Quote:
“The company has held a number of sessions with its employees over the
past few days to explain the situation and dispel the many rumours, and
false statements. We have terminated the contracts of 59 individuals who
elected not to return to work. The vast majority of the factories 5000
workers are at work and manufacturing operations are continuing.”
The workers say that this is not the case. They are claiming that no
attempts at negotiation have been attempted by the management
whatsoever. As part of the dispute the workers are demanding the
restructure of their current trade union as it is run by the factory
management.
libcom.org

Publishing Images Of Nkandla Against The Law

Natalie Simon (Yahoo News) 22 November 2013
It is against the law to publish and distribute images of President Jacob
Zuma’s private Nkandla residence, said State Security Minister Siyabonga
Cwele in the post Cabinet meeting address on Thursday.
Ministers in the security cluster including Cwele and Police Minister Nathi
Mthethwa said Zuma’s Nkandla home is a national key point and that all
images of national key points are considered classified information.
According to Mthethwa Nkandla was declared a national key point in 2008.
Ministers in the cluster said media houses would be contacted and asked to
take down images of Nkandla.
Despite repeated requests from opposition parties a full list of the
country’s national key points has not been made public or available. It is
thus unknown which sites in South Africa are considered national key
points.
According to Constitutional law expert Pierre De Vos the sections of the
Act are almost certainly unconstitutional:
“The National Key Points Act creates criminal offences relating to Key
Points, but we have no idea which properties have been declared Key
Points and are unable to comply with the law because we are not allowed
to know what the law has prohibited. On this ground alone, these
provisions cannot stand.”
The National Key Points Act has been much maligned by opposition parties
and civil society for being an Apartheid law, accusing the government of
using the law “willy nilly” to suit their aims.
Freedom Front Parliamentary Leader Pieter Groenewald earlier this month
accused the government of using the bill to cover up corruption into the
President’s private residence.
“What is the important strategic value of Nkandla for the country? What
threat is there for South Africa if there is an attack on Nkandla? Who will
in any case want to attack on Nkandla? This is the reality of the issue,” he
said in a speech in Parliament.
“For those of us who are old enough to have felt the effects of apartheid,
fought against its evil and racist laws, and vowed that never again will we
allow such oppressive, secret and damaging laws to be applied in a free
and democratic South Africa, causes the ACDP to question the rationale
behind retaining this archaic piece of apartheid legislation, which the
National Key Points Acts is,” said the African Christian Democratic Party’s

Wayne Thring.
While the Democratic Alliance’s Parliamentary Leader Lindiwe Mazibuko
said the law was passed when “the paranoia of the Apartheid government
was at its peak.”
“It was used to wage war against our own people. This Act was designed to
reinforce the safety of the Apartheid system and to give the Apartheid
Minister of Defence very broad authority to ‘declare’ any place in South
Africa a national key point.”
za.news.yahoo.com

Extortion Over Minimum Wage In Germany
BMW, Daimler, VW Threaten to Offshore Production
Testosteronepit 19 November 2013
Germany has neither a minimum wage nor a government. Someday it might
have both.
If not, there will be new elections, and Chancellor Angela Merkel might get
pummeled because she’d get blamed for them. The CDU/CSU won a
phenomenal victory in September, but not an absolute majority. To
govern, it must form a coalition. Erstwhile coalition partner, the FDP, got
kicked out of parliament. Now Merkel’s clan is negotiating with the leftleaning SPD, runner-up in the elections, to form a Grand Coalition.
They’re horse trading over who gets which ministry, and they’re tearing
each other’s hair out over sharing election spoils, and they’re butting
heads over legislative projects. Among the SPD’s campaign promises was a
general minimum wage. Not a non-subsistence minimum wage, of the kind
favored by the US government, but €8.50 ($11.50) per hour.
Fear-mongering over it started to heat up at the end of October when
Daimler CEO Dieter Zetsche told the Handelsblatt that imposition of a
minimum wage would cost jobs in the long run. It would not hit the
automotive industry per se due to its higher wage levels, he said, but the
Mittelstand – privately held enterprises that have become world leaders in
their niche, at least until the Chinese came along. They’re component
suppliers, so higher wages would feed into input costs for automakers. The
labor market must remain flexible, Zetsche said. But at the time, he still
couldn’t envision moving production from Germany to China.
What a difference three weeks make.
Germany has been accused of becoming a low-wage country. For a reason.
Workers – from doctors to cleaning staff – have watched their real wages
decline for years. Individual taxes have been jacked up, corporate taxes
have been cut. Retail sales are now lower than they were in 1994. It’s not
magic. It’s a national policy handed down from government to government
like a religious document: exports at any price.
This dependence on exports, and the parallel overexposure to wages in
China and elsewhere, “has deprived Germany’s workers of what they have
earned, and should be able to save and spend,” US economist Adam Posen
writes. “Most importantly, this means they move down the value chain in
relative terms, not up.”
But low wages are corporate manna. Hence the fight over minimum wage,
with a good dose of corporate extortion.

They did it together during a joint interview published by the Sunday
edition of the Bild, the most read paper and tabloid in Germany: the CEOs
of Daimler, BMW, VW, und Opel. But it was Daimler’s Zetsche who pulled
the ripcord: “If the conditions in Germany continue to get worse, we have
to think about the transfer of production to other locations.”
Offshoring to China? For years, they’ve been building plants in China, and
it has become their most promising market. China is written between the
lines every time a CEO of a German automaker says anything at all.
The auto industry needed to strengthen its competitiveness, not weaken
it, Zetsche said. VW CEO Martin Winterkorn agreed; collective bargaining
partners should be the ones negotiating wages, not the government. “The
principle of collective bargaining autonomy in Germany has been proven,”
he said – in light of the real-wage declines that these CEOs are so proud of.
And they fretted about the controversy over temporary and contract
workers that has been spiraling out of control.
More than one million people work as temporary or contract workers for
the metal and electrical industry in Germany, which includes the
automakers, the Spiegel reported. Nearly one third of the workers in the
industry! In the auto industry, 100,000 temporary workers and 250,000
contract workers (employed by Randstad, Loewe, or other staffing
agencies) work alongside 763,000 regular employees.
Manfred Schoch, chairman of BMW’s supervisory board (workers’ council)
explained that he was not opposed to contract work per se to keep some
flexibility, but “a problem arises when tasks that used to be performed by
BMW employees are assigned to other companies whose employees on our
premises get half the wages.”
Detlef Wetzel, head of the Industrial Union of Metalworkers (IG-Metall)
didn’t mind contract workers in general, he said. But he was against them
“when they’re used to massively suppress wages.”
The evil combination of a decent minimum wage and some limitations on
temporary and contract work are now on the negotiating table in Berlin. If
they make it into law, Zetsche said, “Germany would squander its lead in
Europe in terms of competitiveness.” And VW’s Winterkorn opined that it
was “reckless to eliminate or limit these instruments of flexibility.”
These “instruments of flexibility” have worked well: record corporate
profits, fabulous bonuses for the top echelon, and record trade surpluses.
On the other side of the ledger: strung-out workers who cannot afford to
spend or save money they’re not making. And the consequences have been
documented by a huge, multi-year ECB study.... Total Fiasco: Germans are
the Poorest in The Eurozone
But cheap labor wasn’t their only concern. They also complained about the
cost of energy, which BMW CEO Norbert Reithofer said was twice as high as
in the US. And now, companies may soon lose an exemption from
expensive renewable energy surcharges. Business leaders worry this will
“destroy Germany’s industrial core.” Read.... German Industry Dreads
Getting Slammed By The Costs Of Green Energy
www.testosteronepit.com

Minister ready for war over e-tolls
Theresa Taylor and Brendan Roane (IOL News)21 November 2013
This warning was issued by Transport Minister Dipuo Peters yesterday in

announcing that the controversial scheme was to go operational on
December 3.
She said the government was confident that most motorists would cooperate.
“We cannot afford to expose Sanral’s (SA National Roads Agency) system to
any further financial risks… and we have already experienced two delays,”
said Peters.
“We are expecting the majority of South Africans to co-operate… This is
part of Madiba’s plan, creating a better South Africa,” she said.
Peters made the announcement at Sanral’s offices in Val de Grace,
Pretoria, yesterday.
She said motorists who did not register for e-tags would pay double the
kilometre rate and would not get discounts.
“Those who don’t have tags, you know if you don’t pay, we will make sure
the law is applied in its strictest form,” said Sanral chief executive Nazir
Alli.
Civil rights organisation AfriForum said yesterday it would not register its
vehicles for e-tolling.
DOOMED TO FAIL?
AfriForum chief executive Kallie Kriel said that if enough motorists refuse
to register for the tolls, the system would become impractical, forcing
Sanral to reconsider. The system would simply not be cost-effective.
“If the public accepts e-tolling, an expensive system with high admin
costs, without protest, the government will be able to launch similar
projects without considering more cost-effective recoupment methods,”
Kriel added.
Peters said “all great and world-class initiatives come at a cost”.
She said congestion on the Ben Schoeman highway before the improvement
had cost R15 million an hour in fuel, accidents and delays. Urban tolling
was the best system available.
DEBT COLLECTION SYSTEM
Alli said they would be following a debt-collection process with those who
did not comply with e-tolls.
“There is a myth where people think that the court system will be
overflooded. The court system will not be overflooded,” said Alli.
Sanral said 707 000 tags had already been sold.
Gauteng MEC for Roads and Transport Ismail Vadi said they had looked at
alternative routes near the toll roads and had started upgrading these.
“These are good-quality roads, I can tell you,” he said.
He said the process had shown that public consultation was important, but
that indefinite consultations could not be held.
The idea for the Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project (GFIP) and the etolling project dates as far back as 1998, when the policy document on the
toll strategy was produced.
However, it took nine years before Sanral published the notice of intent to
toll on the GFIP. Then, in 2008, Sanral published its final notice of intent

before awarding the GFIP contracts.
The Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance (Outa) has fought the system all
the way, losing in the Pretoria High Court when Judge Louis Vorster ruled
in favour of the project and ordered it to pay the government’s legal fees.
Outa took the case to the Supreme Court of Appeal, which ruled against
Outa last month, but ordered that the alliance would not have to pay the
legal fees. -The Star
www.iol.co.za
OUTRAGE ON TWITTER:
- “If only the boeremags convicts were not jailed, we need them to bomb
#etolls gantries #f**kourgovernment.” – Motshwane Mogorosi
- “@Zwelinzima1 # etolls, the defiance campaign should be intensified!!!
ANC=NP, poor workers will die poor. DICTATORSHIP ZUMA @MyANC_ Tlou
Mokoka: “Baby it’s not you… It’s #etolls… We can’t continue with this long
distance relationship.” – AbortedNews @AbortedNews
- “There you have it. Caller from AUSTRIA on @Radio702 says there’s NO
urban #eTolls in Austria. Don’t poo on their own doorstep, just ours!” –
Justice Project SA
- “Pffft #etolls, like s**t will I buy your tag and pay to drive!
#GoShoveYourTag” – Renier van Heerden.
- “So I hear that Austrian companies will be making a killing from the
#etolls? Someone remind me, what’s the ANC’s mantra again?” – Koketso
Dlongolo
- “@ewnreporter: #eTolls Peters: Yes, we expect the majority of South
Africans to cooperate.” Really, expecting us to cooperate?” – Sam Mahlase
- “#eTolls actually MOST of them are Government AND Rental Vehicles who
have been FORCED to participate. Avis, Budget.” – @Sandbrat
- “I wouldn’t want 2 pay #etolls. But the only place 2 win, it’s at the
courts. If they allow the govt 2 implement it. Then we have to pay!!!” –
Joseph G Balukuna
- “Cancelling online shopping orders, sorry Retail shops, blame it on
#eTolls There goes your JSE listing. oops! #blamethegovernment #ANC” –
Dagmar De Souza
- “700 000 etags have been bought thus far and Sanral is still sitting with
about a million etags. #etolls” – Lelo Ndalo Motsoane
- “As if Christmas wasn’t expensive enough! Your @ancylhq has tightened
the belt a bit more with #Etolls. No holiday for @southafricans!” – Nicole
van Dyk
- “I will add an extra 10 minutes to my drive time to avoid the #Etolls” –
Mallory Perrett
- “@mynameisjerm: Oh my god. RT @eNCAnews: UPDATE: Peters says
#etolls are part of #Mandela’s legacy ‘for a better life for all’ CRAZY
FOOLS” – Denise Liston
- “#etolls implementation is set for 3 December. Nice shock for commuters
just ahead of Christmas. Great timing!” – Gerrie Butler
- “#etolls have the go ahead, i will not buy a tag and i will not use number

plate either, f**k #ANC, im not ready for another national crisis.” –
@itsMiggy
- ”How about regular increase in #Etolls fares for the already tagged
motorist to cover for the lost turnover. Just like tv lic #No2etolls” – Peter
Tshiololi
- “This #etolls malarchy is starting to make my blood boil.” – @skeelo3
- “@mthombothi: #Etolls a better life for all” Anything but to enrich the
few, at the expense of the masses that struggle to make a living.” – Thabo
Ndlela
- “Big ups to the anc for taking more money from us by agreeing to this
#etolls” – @schuller777
- “@ShellsPemBroke ready to give it the bird everytime I drive under one
of those things. #etolls”
– Nicholas Marini
- “Massive disappointment with govt decision!! Never! Never! And never
again! #etolls Scumral” – @WhytheRed
- “A friend of mine that has secretly bought an e Toll tag is still my friend.
#etolls” – Veli Ngubane

Power Shift in Chile
Jonathan Franklin (beforeitsnews.com)

19 November 2013

Champagne. Cumbia music. Street parties. The Chilean student leaders
who upended their nation’s political agenda in 2011 with dozens of street
protested on Sunday transformed their activist power into a mini bloc of
student activists. Four of the young students – Giorgio Jackson, Camila
Vallejo, Karol Cariola and Gabriel Boric — won congressional seats and will
take seats in the Chilean congress in March.
“We have battled for some time for our ideals for what we think chile
deserves and the transformations that Chile needs,” said Vallejo, the 25
year old former student body president as she celebrated on Sunday
evening. “It has been a long fight to open up the [political] spaces to win
this via the elections process and the street fight. In those two
environments we have advanced and won.”
“It is time for big changes in the economic model and the political
system,” said Vallejo who first came to fame as the charismatic leader of
massive street protests calling for free university education for all Chilean
students. “The right wing is in the Intensive Care Unit. You can see it in
the polls and in the streets,” said Vallejo. “They are unleashing pure
propaganda in an attempt to salvage the low turnout they maintain. It’s
sad…they could have taken the high road and formed a series debate and a
discussion about political platforms.”
With four student leaders now holding power in congress and tens of
thousands of students ready to march and protest for free and quality
public education, Chile is now recovering the spirit of community
organizing long smashed by the Pinochet dictatorship. In peaceful and
clean campaigns using thousands of college-aged volunteers, the 4 young
leaders are still stunned by their victory. Giorgio Jackson, the former
Catholic University student union president, sprayed champagne into the

crowd then a few minute later, as he prepared his first press conference to
CNN was seen dancing in the hallways while rock music blasted around
him. As he grabbed a beer and leaned out the window, the crowd roared
and the jubiliant street party continued below. In Chile, the balance of
power has shifted.
“Our country has started to live a new [political] era…as youth and student
leaders we were the protagonists of this new political era,” said Karol
Cariola, a 26-year-old nurse who came to fame during her organization of
student protests in 2011. “We are part of this social movement that shook
up and awoke this country. In some ways it is necessary that we arrive in
Congress to shake up a Congress that has been tremendously hermetic and
conservative over the years.” Asked about the agenda for the young
leaders, Cariola, cited free university education, tax reform, a full
overhaul of the Pinochet era constitution and reform of election laws that
are tailored to protect pro-Pinochet right wing political parties
While economic growth in Chile over the past quarter century has been
phenomenally stable – often topping 5% a year – key social institutions
including public education and prisons are widely seen as failures. An
invigorated populace is now demanding a radical overhaul of Chile’s
market oriented ideology.
Chilean Senator Victor Perez of the right wing UDI party is vocally opposed
to these new political forces. Perez called on party loyalists to defend
what he called the “Christian values” that has allowed Chile to develop “a
moral and ethical model which has allowed us to have an orderly
society…and that today are at risk by the programs of a leftist government
that promotes abortion and same sex marriages.” Perez argued that the
priority of the Chilean state was “the protection and promotion of the
family, which is formed when a man and a woman opt for a common life
and have children, that is not possible with same sex couples.” He
described marriage as “an institution designed to form families.”
It was exactly those type of retro concepts that caused Perez’s UDI party
to lose 8 congressional seats and highlighted a strong progressive grass
roots movement that will only be more emboldened after Sunday’s string
of victories.
Presidential Candidate Michelle Bachelet who supports gay marriage,
abortion and free daycare is expected to win the second round of voting on
Dec 15 in a landslide. Governing the now-enervated Chilean electorate,
however, will remain a challenge. “There is this very successful country
that we see in the news, but that is not always what we see in our own
homes,” said Bachelet during her final campaign rally. She called on
supporters to “confront the inequality” and vote for the “New Majority”
coalition that she heads up. “We have to vote for a new Constitution, that
is much more than a text,” said Bachelet who recognized the challenges of
pushing her agenda through a congressional system still ruled by arcane
procedures from the Pinochet dictatorship. “Some changes we can
complete, others we will launch” said Bachelet who recognized the
“challenges” facing Chilean political leaders and called on citizens to vote
for those “who measure up to the challenges” now facing Chilean political
leaders.
Jonathan Franklin writes about South America for the Guardian and
CounterPunch.
http://beforeitsnews.com

Abahlali baseMjondolo to March in Clare Estate

Abahlali baseMjondolo Press Statement
17 November 2013
We will be marching on Councillor Bhekisane Ngcobo on Monday 18 November 2013. The march will
leave the Foreman Road shack settlement at 9:00 a.m. and will finish at Ngcobo’s office in Asherville
at 13:00.
The message of the day is that: FOREMAN RD DEMANDS LAND, HOUSING & DIGNITY IN OUR LIFE
TIME.
This is the first time that the ratepayers’ associations are supporting an Abahlali baseMjondolo
march. We have had a number of meetings with the Clare Estate Ratepayer’s Association. The
politicians are always using the ratepayers as an excuse to force the poor out of the city. They blame
their programme of reruralisation on the ratepayers. However we and the ratepayers have agreed
on a common programme. We have agreed that we want to build a Clare Estate for all, a Clare
Estate where everyone has a decent house, decent services, good schools, where development is
democratically decided and everyone feels at home and can enjoy living in the area in safety. The
march is organised by Abahlali baseMjondolo and supported by ratepayers and civic organisations of
ward 25; viz. Clare Estate; Asherville; Springtown & Puntans Hill. It is also supported by the local taxi
association and other local businesses.
The demands for this march are as follows:
- The municipality must build a community hall in the Foreman Road settlement.
- The city must buy all the vacant land in Clare Estate and Reservoir Hills and set it aside for housing
development.

- There must be an immediate end to job reservation for ANC volunteers. All jobs must be open to
everyone without regard to political affiliation.
- There must an immediate end to giving priority to ANC volunteers for houses and services. The
government must be for everyone that lives in South Africa.
- All shack settlements must be fully electrified and, until this is done, the armed disconnections by
the municipality must stop.
- We need demarcated taxi ranks in the Foreman Road, Kennedy Road and Palmiet settlements.
- We need more toilets in the new sections that have been opened up (from below) in the Foreman
Road settlement (i.e. Zone 14, Marikana and eZinkawini).
- We need a proper access road to the Foreman Road settlement. It is ok if it is gravel but it must be
usable on rainy days.
- The Development Committee in Foreman Road must be abolished. It is unelected and is only ANC.
The Municipality must only work with freely elected structures open to all and not unelected ANC
committees. All organisations in our settlement with elected leaders and proven support must be
allowed to participate in decision making.
- We need concrete pathways and steps, as well as drainage, in the Foreman Road settlement.

- DSW jobs must be freely available to all residents and not just ANC volunteers
- Government policies must be there to serve all our people and not just those in the ruling party.
- More than a hundred million rand is generated in tax in Clare Estate each year and yet people are
living like pigs while the politicians and their families and friends get fatter and fatter. We want our
area to be turned into a home for all, a home that we can all be proud of. There is enough land and
money to achieve this. The ratepayers are clear that this money should be used to integrate all shack
dwellers into the area with decent housing.
- We need Section 21 Schools in Sydenham & Reservoir Hills. The government thinks that we are all
rich here because we are living in the suburb but in fact many of us are poor. We Therefore we need
these schools here.
- The bus shelters in Clare Estate, Sydenham and Reservoir Hills must be repaired.
- We need traffic lights at Foreman Road and Clare Road intersection.
- The vacant land next to the Loon Road cemetery must be set aside for housing for Foreman Road
residents.
- We demand to know how many houses have been reserved for Foreman Road in the Cornubia
Development.
- There is massive corruption in Durban. The Manase Report is out but no one is arrested. For the
last two years the Municipality have rolled over the housing budget to treasury due to corruption
and incompetency. Therefore Nigel Gumede must go.
- The illegal evictions and repression by the state and the ruling party at the Marikana Land
Occupation in Cato Crest must be bought to an immediate end. There must be a full and public
inquiry into the corruption, illegal evictions and state and ruling party violence in the area. And due
to the serious repression of anyone who stands up against corruption in this city Nigel Gumede must
go.
We stand for a Clare Estate for all. We stand for land, housing and dignity for all.
abahlali.org/node/13180
Contact:

Mnikelo Ndabankulu, Abahlali baseMjondolo: 081 263 3462
Bandile Mdlalose, Abahlal baseMjondolo Secretary General: 084 557 5090
S’bu Zikode, Abahlali baseMjondolo Chairperson: 083 547 0474
Dennis Pillay, Clare Estate Ratepayers: 082 567 8162
Rajen Rajpal, Clare Estate Local Businessperson: 082 442 2588
Back

Kshama Sawant will be on the next Seattle City Council”
Democrat Richard Conlin concedes to Socialist Alternative challenger
Socialist Alternative Reporters, Seattle 18 November 2013
Long-time Seattle City Council member Richard Conlin conceded to
Socialist Alternative challenger Kshama Sawant last Friday evening, after
new election numbers showed her 1,640 votes ahead and with an everwidening lead in the race for ‘Position 2‘ on the Council.
Two Socialist Alternative candidates ran historic grassroots election
campaigns, Kshama Sawant in Seattle and Ty Moore in Minneapolis. Both
campaigns shattered the myths that progressive, left wing candidates must
take corporate money and work with the Democratic Party.
“Our campaign is not an isolated event, it’s a bellwether for what’s going
to happen in the future,“ commented Kshama Sawant.
A new interview with Kshama on KING 5 News can be seen here:
www.socialistworld.net

Wikileaks Releases Draft Text of Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
Knowledge Ecology International (KEI) 14 november 2013
Knowledge Ecology International (KEI) has obtained from Wikileaks a
complete copy of the consolidated negotiating text for the IP Chapter of
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). (Copy here [3], and on the Wikileaks
site here: https://wikileaks.org/tpp/ [4]) The leaked text was distributed
among the Chief Negotiators by the USTR after the 19th Round of
Negotiations at Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei, in August 27th, 2013.
There have been two rounds since Brunei, and the latest version of the
text, from October, will be discussed in Salt Lake City next week.
The text released by Wikileaks is 95 pages long, with 296 footnotes and
941 brackets in the text, and includes details on the positions taken by
individual countries.
The document confirms fears that the negotiating parties are prepared to
expand the reach of intellectual property rights, and shrink consumer
rights and safeguards.
Compared to existing multilateral agreements, the TPP IPR chapter
proposes the granting of more patents, the creation of intellectual
property rights on data, the extension of the terms of protection for
patents and copyrights, expansions of right holder privileges, and increases
in the penalties for infringement. The TPP text shrinks the space for
exceptions in all types of intellectual property rights. Negotiated in secret,
the proposed text is bad for access to knowledge, bad for access to
medicine, and profoundly bad for innovation.
The text reveals that the most anti-consumer and anti-freedom country in
the negotiations is the United States, taking the most extreme and hardline positions on most issues. But the text also reveals that several other
countries in the negotiation are willing to compromise the public’s rights,
in a quest for a new trade deal with the United States.
The United States and other countries have defended the secrecy of the
negotiations in part on the grounds that the government negotiators
receive all the advice they need from 700 corporate advisors cleared to

see the text. The U.S. negotiators claim that the proposals need not be
subject to public scrutiny because they are merely promoting U.S. legal
traditions.
Other governments claim that they will resist corporate right holder
lobbying pressures. But the version released by Wikileaks reminds us why
government officials supervised only by well-connected corporate advisors
can’t be trusted.
An enduring mystery is the appalling acceptance of the secrecy by the
working news media.
With an agreement this complex, the decision to negotiate in secret has all
sorts of risks. There is the risk that the negotiations will become hijacked
by corporate insiders, but also the risk that negotiators will make
unwitting mistakes. There is also the risk that opportunities to do
something useful for the public will be overlooked or abandoned, because
the parties are not hearing from the less well-connected members of the
public.
The U.S. proposals are sometimes more restrictive than U.S. laws, and
when consistent, are designed to lock-in the most anti-consumer features.
On top of everything else, the U.S. proposals would create new global legal
norms that would allow foreign governments and private investors to bring
legal actions and win huge damages, if TPP member countries does not
embrace anti-consumer practices.
General provisions, and dispute resolution
The existing multilateral copyright and trade treaties, negotiated in the
light of day, generally provide better balance between right holders and
users. The WTO TRIPS Agreement is the only multilateral agreement with
impressive enforcement mechanisms. The TRIPS agreement is defined not
only by the specific provisions setting out rights and exceptions, but
general provisions, such as Articles 1, 6, 7,8, 40 and 44, that provide a
variety of safeguards and protections for users and the public interest. The
US is proposing that the new TPP IPR provisions be implemented with few
if any of the safeguards found in the TRIPS, or weaker versions of them.
The dispute resolution provisions in the TPP permit both governments and
private investors to bring actions and obtain monetary damages if
arbitrators find that the implementation of the agreement is not favorable
enough to right holders. This effectively gives right holders three bites at
the apple -- one at the WTO and two at the TPP. They can lobby
governments to advance their positions before a WTO panel, and/or, the
separate dispute mechanisms available to governments and investors in the
TPP. There are no opportunities for consumers to bring such disputes.
The addition of the investor state dispute resolution provisions in the TPP
greatly increases the risks that certain issues will be tested in the TPP,
particularly when the TPP provisions are modified to be more favorable to
right holders, or lack the moderating influence of the TRIPS type
safeguards which the US is blocking in the TPP.
Access to Medicines
The trade agreement includes proposals for more than a dozen measures
that would limit competition and raise prices in markets for drugs. These
include (but are not limited to) provisions that would lower global
standards for obtaining patents, make it easier to file patents in
developing countries, extend the term of patents beyond 20 years, and
create exclusive rights to rely upon test data as evidence that drugs are
safe and effective. Most of these issues have brackets in the text, and one
of the most contentious has yet to be tabled -- the term of the monopoly
in the test data used to register biologic drugs. The United States is
consistently backing the measures that will make drugs more expensive,

and less accessible.
Some of the issues are fairly obvious, such as those requiring the granting
of more patents with longer effective terms, or monopolies in test data.
Others are more technical or subtle in nature, such as the unbracketed
wording of Article QQ.A.5, which is designed to narrow the application of a
2001 WTO Doha Agreement TRIPS and Public Health, and its obligations to
provide for “access to medicine for all.” By changing the language, the
TPP makes it seem as if the provision is primarily about “HIV/AIDS,
tuberculosis, malaria, [US oppose: chagas] and other epidemics as well as
circumstances of extreme urgency or national emergency,” instead of all
medicines and all diseases, including cancer.
Patents on Surgical Methods
An interesting example of how the US seeks to change national and global
norms are the provisions in the TPP over patents on surgical methods. The
WTO permits countries to exclude “diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical
methods for the treatment of humans or animals.” The US wants to flip
this provision, so that “may also exclude from patentability” becomes
“shall make patents available.” However, when a version of the IP Chapter
was leaked in 2011, the US trade negotiators were criticized for ignoring
the provisions in 28 USC 287 that eliminated remedies for infringement
involving the “medical activity” of a “medical practitioner.” The exception
in US law covered ”the performance of a medical or surgical procedure on
a body.” The US trade negotiators then proposed adding language that
would permit an exception for surgery, but only “if they cover a method of
using a machine, manufacture, or composition of matter.” The US
proposal, crafted in consultation with the medical devices lobby, but
secret from the general public, was similar, but different from the U.S.
statute, which narrowed the exception in cases involving “the use of a
patented machine, manufacture, or composition of matter in violation of
such patent.” How different? As Public Citizen’s Burcu Kilic puts it, under
the US proposal in the TPP, the exception would only apply to “surgical
methods you can perform with your bare hands.”
Why is the United States putting so much effort into narrowing if not
eliminating the flexibility in the WTO agreement to provide exceptions for
patents on “diagnostic, therapeutic, and surgical methods for the
treatment of humans or animals”? It did not hurt that AdvaMed, the trade
association for the medical device manufacturers, hired Ralph F. Ives as
Executive Vice President for Global Strategy & Analysis. Before becoming a
lobbyist for the medical device industry, Ives was the head of
pharmaceutical policy for USTR. And Ives is just one of an army of
lobbyists (including former Senator Evan Bayh) representing the medical
devices industry. ITAC3, the USTR advisory board for Chemicals,
Pharmaceuticals, Health/Science Products And Services, includes not only
Ralph Ives, but also representatives from Medronic, Abbott, Johnson and
Johnson, DemeTech, North Coast Medical and Airmed Biotech -- all
companies involved in the medical device business.
All are considered “cleared advisors” to USTR and have access to the TPP
text.
Uncertainty over compulsory licenses on patents
At present, exceptions to exclusive rights of patents may be implemented
under a general exceptions clause (Article 30 of the TRIPS), a rules based
system (Article 31), or under other provisions, including limitations to
remedies, the first sale doctrine, or the control of anticompetitive
practices. The option to use the TRIPS Article 31 mechanisms has been
proposed by New Zealand, Canada, Singapore, Chile and Malaysia, but is
not currently supported by the US, Japan or other countries. This presents
significant uncertainty over the freedom to use compulsory licenses. If
QQ.E5quater is not accepted, the rules based WTO approach will not be
possible, and governments will have to satisfy a restrictive three step test,
and run the risk of litigation under investor state dispute resolution

provisions of the TPP.
Article QQ.E.5quater: {Other Use Without Authorisation of the Right
Holder}
[NZ/CA/SG/CL/MY propose: Nothing in this Chapter shall limit a Party's
rights and obligations under Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement or any
amendment thereto.]
Copyright
There is little reason for any language on copyright in the TPP. All of the
TPP member countries are already members of the WTO, which has its own
extensive obligations as regards copyright, including obligations to
implement Articles 1 through 21 of the Berne Convention. The TRIPS has
already expanded copyright coverage to software, and provides extensive
protections to performers, producers of phonograms (sound recordings)
and broadcasting organizations. Moreover, the United States and Australia
have proposed that all TPP member countries “ratify or accede” to two
1996 treaties (the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty), as well as the 1974 Brussels Convention Relating to
the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite.
Despite this, the TPP provides its own nuanced and often detailed lists of
obligations. Collectively, the copyright provisions are designed to extend
copyright terms beyond the life plus 50 years found in the Berne
Convention, create new exclusive rights, and provide fairly specific
instructions as to how copyright is to be managed in the digital
environment.
Copyright terms
There are significant differences in the positions of the parties on the term
of protection. Some countries are opposing any expansion of the term
found in the Berne Convention, the TRIPS or the WCT, which is generally
life plus 50 years, or 50 years for corporate owned works.
For the TPP copyright terms, the basics are as follows. The US, Australia,
Peru, Singapore and Chile propose a term of life plus 70 years for natural
persons. For corporate owned works, the US proposes 95 years exclusive
rights, while Australia, Peru, Singapore and Chile propose 70 years for
corporate owned works. Mexico wants life plus 100 years for natural
persons and 75 years for corporate owned works. For unpublished works,
the US wants a term of 120 years.
While the US negotiators are indeed promoting US legal norms, they are
promoting norms that most experts and consumers see as a mistake, that
should be corrected. There is no justification for 95 year copyright terms
for corporations, or 70 years of protection after an author is dead, or 120
years for unpublished works.
3-Step Test
One set of technically complex but profoundly important provisions are
those that define the overall space that governments have to create
exceptions to exclusive rights. The Berne Convention established a system
combining “particular” exceptions for the most common and important
topics such as quotations, news of the day, public affairs, speeches, uses
of musical compensations, and education, and a general purpose exception
to the reproduction right that could be implemented in any other case not
covered by the particular exception. Any exception not spelled out as a
particular exception was subject to a very restrictive three step test.
When the WTO incorporated the bulk of the Berne Convention articles, it
retained this system, and added additional areas of flexibility, including
very broad freedom to apply the first sale doctrine (Article 6 of the TRIPS),
to control anti-competitive practices (Articles 8 and 40), and to implement
a liability rule approach through Article 44.2 of the TRIPS.

In recent years, the publisher lobby has sought to elevate the 3-step test
to a high level filter to limit all copyright exceptions, including the so
called “particular” Berne exceptions, as well as anything else that limits
exclusive rights. In the TPP, the copyright lobby has succeeded in
obtaining a formulation based in part upon the 1996 WIPO WCT treaty,
which can be read to provide some recognition of the Berne particular
exceptions, but (unlike the 2012 Beijing treaty) does not specifically
reference the important agreed upon statements in the 1996 WCT, which
support more robust exceptions.
In its current form, the TPP space for exceptions is less robust than the
space provided in the 2012 WIPO Beijing treaty or the 2013 WIPO
Marrakesh treaty, and far worse than the TRIPS Agreement. While this
involves complex legal issues, the policy ramifications are fairly
straightforward. Should governments have a restrictive standard to judge
the space available to fashion exceptions for education, quotations, public
affairs, news of the day and the several other “particular” exceptions in
the Berne Convention, and more generally, why would any government
want to give up its general authority to consider fashioning new
exceptions, or to control abuses by right holders?
Formalities
The TPP goes beyond the TRIPS agreement in terms of prohibiting the use
of formalities for copyright. While the issue of formalities may seem like a
settled issue, there is a fair amount of flexibility that will be eliminated by
the TPP. At present, it is possible to have requirements for formalities for
domestically owned works, and to impose formalities on many types of
related rights, including those protected under the Rome Convention. In
recent years, copyright policy makers and scholars have begun to
reconsider the benefits of the registration of works and other formalities,
particularly in light of the extended terms of copyright and the massive
orphan works problems.
In April 2013 a major workshop on this topic took place in Berkeley,
titled: “Reform(aliz)ing Copyright for the Internet Age?” (
http://www.law.berkeley.edu/formalities.htm [5]), where the benefits
and challenges of reintroducing formalities was discussed.
On the issue of formalities, the TPP language is an unnecessary and
unwelcome barrier to introducing reforms.
TPM/DRM
The copyright section also includes extensive language on technical
protection measures, and in particular, the creation of a separate cause of
action for breaking technical protection measures. The US wants this
separate cause of action to extend even to cases where there is no
copyrighted works, such as in cases of public domain materials, or data not
protected by copyright. It is worth noting that the restrictions on breaking
technical protection measures include several exceptions, including, for
example:
“lawfully authorized activities carried out by government employees,
agents, or contractors for the purpose of law enforcement, intelligence,
essential security, or similar governmental purposes”
In the United States the problem of TPMs and the complicated rulemaking
process for exceptions and limitations to anticircumvention measures was
part of a recent controversy when the Librarian of Congress refused to
renew an exemption to allow the unlocking of cell-phones. After a petition
by over 100,000 to the White House, the Obama Administration responded,
agreeing that an exemption should exist to permit unlocking of cellphones.

Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) introduced a bill, co-sponsored with bipartisan
support, called the "Unlocking Technology Act" which would make clear
that there is no liability for circumvention of a TPM where circumvention is
done to engage in a use that is not an infringement of copyright. Such a
bill is potentially threatened by the aggressive proposals on TPMs in the
TPP.
The TPP provisions on technological protection measures and copyright and
related rights management information are highly contentious and
complex, and as a practical matter, impossible to evaluate without access
to the negotiating text. Given the enormous public interest in this issue
and other issues, it is very unfortunate that governments have insisted on
secret negotiations.
Damages
One of the largest disappointments in the ACTA negotiations was the
failure to sufficiently moderate the aggressive new norms for damages
associated with infringements. The TPP negotiation has been far more
secretive than the ACTA negotiation, and what is now clear is that as far as
the issue damages is concerned, the TPP text is now much worse than the
ACTA text.
Particularly objectionable is the unbracketed Article QQ.H.4: 2ter, which
reads as follows:
2ter. In determining the amount of damages under paragraph 2, its judicial
authorities shall have the authority to consider, inter alia, any legitimate
measure of value the right holder submits, which may include lost profits,
the value of the infringed goods or services measured by the market price,
or the suggested retail price.
Aside from the obvious overreaching of requiring consideration of "the
suggested retail price," the US is ignoring all sorts of national laws for
copyright, patents and trademarks, and TRIPS rules as regards layoutdesigns (topographies) of integrated circuits, that set different standards
for damages in cases of infringements. The following are just a few
examples:
Under the Article 36 of TRIPS, damages for certain infringement are
limited, by the WTO, to "a sum equivalent to a reasonable royalty such as
would be payable under a freely negotiated licence in respect of such a
layout-design."
Under the Affordable Care Act, a company infringing on undisclosed
patents for biologic drugs is only liable for a reasonable royalty, or no
royalty, depending upon the nature of the disclosure.
The US DOJ and the USPTO recently took the position that certain patents
infringements related to standards setting activities, should be limited to a
reasonable royalty.
The US proposal in the TPP will also prevent the United States from using
limitations on remedies for infringement as part of a larger effort to
expand access to orphaned copyright works -- an approach that has been
endorsed by the US Copyright Office, and by Senator Patrick Leahy.
For several other examples, see: " Two areas where ACTA is inconsistent
with US law, injunctions and damages, KEI Policy Brief [6], 2011:2, as well
as: Access to Orphan Works, and ACTA provisions on damages KEI Policy
Brief
2010: 1 [7].
Concluding comments
Although there are some areas of agreed to text, the leaked text from
August 30, 2013 also highlights the numerous areas where parties have yet

to finalize the agreement. That there are over 900 brackets means that
there is still plenty of opportunity for countries to take positions that will
promote the public interest and preserve consumer rights. These areas
include substantive sections of the most controversial provisions on
patents, medicines, copyright and digital rights where there are often
competing proposals. The publication of the text by Wikileaks has created
a rare and valuable opportunity to have a public debate on the merits of
the agreement, and actions to fix, change or stop the agreement.
Wikileaks-secret-TPP-treaty-IP-chapter.pdf [3] 633.97 KB
Source URL: http://keionline.org/node/1825
Links:
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[2] mailto:james.love@keionline.org
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http://keionline.org/sites/default/files/Wikileaks-secret-TPP-treaty-IPchapter.pdf
[4]https://wikileaks.org/tpp/
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Filipino Gov. Misused Public Funds As People Suffer from Post-Typhoon Devastation

Prof. Jose Maria Sison interviewed by Jessica Desvarieux on the Real News Network

13 November 2013

JESSICA DESVARIEUX, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News Network. I'm Jessica
Desvarieux in Baltimore.
Typhoon Haiyan has been dubbed the most powerful storm in history, hitting the Philippines over
the weekend and killing at least 10,000 people.
With us to discuss this devastating storm and the relief effort is Jose Maria Sison. He is the
chairperson of the International League of People's Struggle, and he joins us now from the
Netherlands.
Thanks for being with us, Jose.
JOSE MARIA SISON, CHAIRPERSON, INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE OF PEOPLES' STRUGGLE: Good
afternoon, Jessica.
DESVARIEUX: So, Jose, we are hearing of horrific scenes of corpses hanging from trees and bodies
just on the sidewalks. You've been in touch with many people there on the ground. Can you just
please describe for us the degree of devastation that has just taken place in the Philippines?
SISON: Fifteen million people at the least have been subjected to death and destruction of
property and so on. And these are all--these are mainly in the central part of the Philippines.
The overview by planes and satellites show the wide swath of destruction in 35 provinces, that the
storm, super typhoon, hit hard in the provinces of Leyte, Samar, Isabela, the two Negros provinces,
Iloilo, Capiz, and Aklan, also Mindoro, the bigger provinces. So you have a lot of provinces hit hard.

And I think more than 10,000 lives were lost in the super typhoon, and probably several scores of
billions of property in pesos have been destroyed.
But the government, the corrupt government has been able to shell out only $1 billion, a little over
$1 billion, and it's trying hard to raise, supposedly, $20 billion. And that's a small--that's a small
part of what is needed.
And the problem is corruption has hit hard. The calamity fund that should be used, that should be
accumulated to save people during these disasters--but the money has been used up. And so there
is really a big demand for aid from various international sources.
Anyway, the rescue and relief operations are quite late and too little and too late in coming to the
millions of people who are afflicted by the super typhoon.
DESVARIEUX: You mentioned the government and the level of corruption there. Can you just point
us to some specific examples of how this government is corrupt, in your words?
SISON: In stealing public funds, they make a lot of lump sum appropriations. And it's only the
president who has the discretion to spend the money. The Congressman, the members of Congress
and the Senate, would beg the president to release the funds to them. And they have the system of
taking cuts from contractors of projects.
And they have developed a new technique for stealing. They use paper NGOs or fake NGOs. They're
ghost projects. And the money is given to the fake NGOs. And then it's a split between people in
the executive and in the legislative branches. They have this neat trick, with the members of
Congress supposedly in charge of the purse being able to dictate how the money is spent in specific
ways. And the executive plays ball, agrees with the legislators in stealing the money and using
various types of mechanisms for thievery.
DESVARIEUX: Okay. What about the relief effort right now? Can you just describe for us what's
going on? And do you feel like it's being handled appropriately by the government?
SISON: There should be warehouses for relief in times of disaster in every province in every region.
But warehouses are empty and the relief goods are not coming. The relief goods should include
canned goods, water, medicine, clothing, and materials for shelter, like tents and so on. But these
things are not going to the people.
And there should be a mechanism for the government to buy the things useful to the people that
are in private stores and the supermarkets. But the government is not doing anything to buy these
things for the people. Instead, they accuse the people of looting instead of the government
immediately paying for things that the people can use in their period of disaster and extreme need.
DESVARIEUX: And it seems like this storm has really hit the most vulnerable populations there in
the Philippines. We'll certainly keep on tracking this story. Thank you so much for joining us, Jose.
Thank you.
And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network.
therealnews.com
Prof. Jose Maria Sison is a Filipino patriot, a proletarian revolutionary and internationalist. He is a
Filipino statesman, known for his experience in and knowledge of the people’s democratic
government and revolutionary forces in the Philippines. He is sometimes consulted by high officials
of foreign governments and by presidents, senators, congressmen and local officials of the
Philippine reactionary government concerning peace negotiations with the National Democratic

Front of the Philippines (NDFP) and related matters. He is recognized as the the foremost thinker
and leader of the Filipino people’s movement for national liberation and democracy in the last 50
years.

Johannesburg informal trading fiasco
S A NATIONAL TRADERS RETAIL ALLIANCE, a voice from the people’s economy 12 November 2013
Johannesburg informal trading fiasco, DAY 40, 10 November 2013
Forty days without income for 7,000 Johannesburg CBD displaced street traders, all of whom are
being accused of being responsible for grime, crime and obstructions.
Given the fact that 1,300 of these traders were removed from a City Improvement District managed
zone that was street crime free, the argument against trading is wearing thin.
A blatant mayoral anti-poor campaign is in place.
Johannesburg informal trading fiasco, DAY 41, 11 November 2013
No drug “clean sweep”, as Mayor Tau continues to get it all wrong!
100s of Hillbrow drug dealers trading openly on sidewalks have escaped the Mayoral clean sweep of
the poor.
Illegal Hillbrow street traders were targeted yesterday yet well known drug hotspots were left
untouched, further evidence that the Mayor’s total focus is on the poor. He regards selling apples to
be a bigger crime than selling drugs.
Johannesburg informal trading fiasco, DAY 42, 12 November 2013
Millions earmarked to “develop” the people they have chased off the streets. What has the money
been spent on?
An official has been suspended. Rumours are flying as both the informal trading forum and the
Metropolitan Trading Company, the informal trading management arm of the city, have collapsed.
How much has this fiasco cost rate payers, with no end in sight?
The Johannesburg Mayoral Committee faces a growing credibility crisis as it slowly loses control of a
worsening situation. The JMPD is now beating up traders at will. No return for 7,000 poor people to
trading sites. No action against drug dealers on the streets.
Issued by S A National Traders Retail Alliance Spokesperson, Edmund Elias, Cell: 072 157 2481

Greece: Police evict journalists from TV studio

LibCom

11 November 2013

Greek riot police have forcibly evicted dozens of journalists from the former
state TV headquarters (ERT), bringing to an end a five month occupation
that started after the TV station had been taken off air, and the journalists
sacked. The closure had been part of a programme of public sector job cuts
to meet their austerity targets. Many of the workers had stayed behind and
kept the station running with an illegal news feed via the internet.
Scuffles broke out between the journalists, their supporters, and the police.
The streets around the building were cordoned off, and several rounds of
tear gas were used to disperse those protesting. Four people were arrested
on charges of ‘resisting the authorities’.
A spokesperson for the radio workers union said that:
“I was on air when riot police stormed into the studio and ordered me to
shut the microphones and leave. I’ve never seen anything like this before;
it’s barbaric and indicative of the kind of democracy we have in this
country.”
A former ERT employee who had been evicted stated that:
“This is how fascism works, slyly and in darkness. I feel like they have
violated my home, violated my life, my democracy. They have destroyed
everything.”
The government condemned the illegal ‘occupation’ and said that the dawn
raid carried out by the police was necessary to uphold the law and to
restore legality. Government inspectors are now going through the studio
with a fine tooth comb to check whether the facilities and equipment have
been damaged so that they can lay further charges on the occupiers. The
studios will be handed over to the new state TV station, which will no doubt
put a much more positive spin on the government and their austerity
measures.
A series of rallies in support of the occupiers are being planned for the
coming days.
libcom.org

US: Socialist Alternative election campaigns create shock waves

Strongest showing by socialists in decades - Opportunities for workingclass politics must be seized
Bryan Koulouris (Socialist Alternative) 7 November 2013
Two Socialist Alternative candidates sent historic shock waves through the
United States on 6 November. Both candidates, Kshama Sawant, in Seattle,
and Ty Moore, in Minneapolis, mounted the strongest election campaigns
by open socialists in a major US city in many decades.
Only initial results have been announced, and more ballots are being
counted in the next couple of weeks. At the moment, both races are too
close to call. Moore is down by only 130 votes. Sawant is down by only 4%
in the initial count of an estimated 38% of the total ballots expected, with
the remaining ballots likely to trend strongly in Sawant’s favour.
Regardless of the final count, the votes for these firebrand socialist
candidates illustrate clearly the vacuum in US politics and the anger at the
corporate-controlled Establishment.
Rooted in the Great Recession and the shallow economic recovery, there is
a tremendous distrust of the political establishment, which fuelled both
campaigns. The government shutdown also stoked a popular rage that
allowed the socialist campaigns to strike a real chord with working people.
During the government shutdown, the approval rating for Congress
slumped to a historic low of 5%. In a Gallup poll, a record-high 60% said
that a new party was needed in the US, and a record low of only 26% said
the two parties were doing an adequate job.
Many people in the US often feel discouraged and demoralised by the
rigged pro-corporate electoral system. However, these campaigns
demonstrated, beyond a shadow of doubt, that independent candidates
and working-class people can challenge the Establishment without taking a
dime of corporate money! Ty Moore raised more money than his main
corporate-backed opponent, and Kshama Sawant raised approximately
$110,000, compared to her opponent’s $238,196.
Socialist Alternative’s campaigns showed clearly that it is possible for

ordinary people and young people to organize together and fight to change
the world. Socialist Alternative wants to build on this momentum for
future campaigns of the 99%, like the “Fight for a $15/hour minimum wage
and a union”, and the struggle to tax the super-rich to pay for a green jobs
programme and mass transit.
As cuts to popular government programmes, like Social Security, are likely
coming, possibly in the next few months, both corporate parties will
probably see their support further undermined. Going into the 2014 midterm elections, these socialist campaigns have shown the huge opening for
independent working-class politics. Coalitions of fighting union leaders,
socialists, Greens and civil rights groups should be built in every city across
the country to organize movements and mount independent candidates.
These election results, along with the ‘Arab Spring’, the Wisconsin labour
uprising, and the Occupy movement, have made possible what seemed
impossible. They are ushering in a whole new process in society. Not only
are these electoral campaigns leading to the growth of a new vibrant
socialist movement in the United States, but they will also serve as a
model that will contribute to the eventual inevitable rise of a new party
that will fight the richest 1% – a mass party of working people.
Socialist ideas on the rise
Many people on the left argue that socialist ideas cannot gain mass support
in this country; these campaigns show that they are dead wrong. Pew
Research Center Polls show over and over that a majority of young people
and people of color now prefer “socialism” to “capitalism.” Obviously, this
consciousness is confused, but it illustrates that people are fed up with
growing inequality, the unbearable rises in the cost of living, and
capitalism itself.
Sawant and Moore’s opponents barely bothered to resort to “red-baiting”
against socialist ideas. Instead, incumbent Richard Conlin, in Seattle, used
thinly-veiled anti-immigrant and sexist arguments against Sawant, while
Alondra Cano, in Minneapolis, shied away from negative campaigning,
preferring to rely on her support in the real estate industry and the
political establishment.
Socialist ideas are clearly back on the agenda, and Socialist Alternative is
uniquely positioned to help build a new socialist movement. This needs to
be done by socialists being the most effective fighters for the needs of
working-class people, such as a $15 an hour minimum wage and a tax on
the super-rich to fund jobs and services. Socialist Alternative has stood out
on the left for our ability to connect with politicized workers with
understandable language. At the same time, we honestly explain that
reforms in our society can only be fully sustained if power is taken out of
the hands of big business and a new socialist system based on democratic
public ownership of the top 500 corporations is established.
Building movements
Ty Moore’s campaign in Ward 9 of Minneapolis was built alongside
important high-profile housing justice campaigns led by Occupy Homes
Minnesota. Moore and Socialist Alternative helped co-found this
organization, which successfully defended many homeowners from being
evicted by big banks and the police. The center of Occupy Homes’s
“Foreclosure and Eviction-Free Zone” was in Ward 9, a diverse, workingclass community, and both Occupy Homes and the Moore campaign
mutually reinforced each other.
Likewise, in Seattle, Sawant’s campaign helped put the “Fight for 15” strikes and protests of low-wage workers for a $15/hour minimum wage at the centre of political debate. Socialist Alternative energetically built
this movement, aiding victimised striking workers and countering
arguments against raising the minimum wage. When labour organisations

placed an initiative on the ballot to raise the minimum wage to $15 in the
suburb of SeaTac, the Kshama Sawant campaign energetically supported
this movement, contributing to the ballot initiative’s historic success.
Eventually, both mayoral candidates, who had not mentioned the minimum
wage at the beginning of their campaigns, came out vaguely in support of
a $15/hour minimum wage. Sawant’s success at shifting the political
debate prompted the Seattle Times, the largest newspaper in Seattle, to
say before the election that “the winner of Seattle’s election is already
the socialist Kshama Sawant.”
The labor movement
These independent working-class electoral campaigns have important
lessons for the labor movement, which is facing a serious crisis. The labor
movement is under attack from big business, and the Tea Party
Republicans are trying to destroy union rights altogether. However,
Democratic politicians are often the ones proposing cuts, privatization and
other attacks on unions, too. In this situation, the labor movement needs
to regain its fighting traditions and run more of its own independent
working-class candidates.
Instead, labor leaders often back Democrats either out of fear of
Republicans, habit, or the fact that many labor leaders live lives of luxury
that have more in common with politicians than their own members.
However, the Moore and Sawant campaigns demonstrate that workers are
increasingly fed up with politics as usual, and labor support can be gained
by credible independent campaigns with concrete demands. Moore
obtained the active support of the SEIU State Council in Minnesota which
played an instrumental role in the campaign. Meanwhile, Sawant won
endorsements from six union locals, and a majority of the King County
Labor Council voted in favour of endorsing Sawant (narrowly missing the
super-majority necessary for an endorsement).
In the coming months and years, union members will face continual attacks
on their rights and living conditions. In the course of these fights, we will
need to use protests, pickets, strikes and direct action to defend
ourselves. Workers will have to struggle to win democratic control of their
unions and elect leaders who are actually willing to resist the corporate
onslaught. These battles will show the need for workers to have their own
independent political representation. The Moore and Sawant campaigns
show that unions can run very successful independent candidates, which
should be a step towards forming a new party of the 99%.
Next steps
Many people who supported Moore and Sawant are breaking from the
Democratic Party, but are not ready yet to fully make the break. Socialist
Alternative will continue to argue within social justice movements and
coalitions that the Democrats are fundamentally a party of big business,
and that working-class people should not give any support to them, even
candidates on their “left wing.”
We urgently need a party of working people, connected to social
movements, fighting unions, community organizations, Greens and
socialists. As a concrete step to get there, we should form coalitions
throughout the country with the potential to come together on a national
level to run 100 independent working-class candidates in the 2014 midterm elections. The unions who supported the Moore and Sawant
campaigns and many others should run full slates of independent workingclass candidates in the mid-term, state, and local elections.
United States capitalism is in a deep economic and social crisis. The
political establishment is discredited, and their system of government
appears broken. Deep anger is growing against inequality, racism, sexism
and homophobia. Environmental destruction is worsening. The situation is

crying out for an alternative.
If socialists, Greens and union leaders do not capitalise on this opening,
then the right wing will. For instance, a Libertarian candidate for Virginia
governor won over 145,000 votes in this election. Even worse, reports show
that openly racist, far-right groups are growing.
This is an urgent situation. We need to actively build the socialist
movement along with broader coalitions of the 99% to challenge the
agenda of big business. The incredible election results of Ty Moore and
Kshama Sawant are shining examples of the way forward.
www.socialistworld.net

Privatising prison ‘was a huge mistake’
Bongani Hans

6 November 2013

Bloemfontein - The Department of Correctional Services now says
privatising the Mangaung prison was a huge mistake.
However, the department said on Tuesday it had no option but to proceed
with the R10.6 billion contract because cancelling it would have had legal
consequences.
The department said it would not be scared to deal harshly with private
security company G4S should it be found to have violated conditions of the
25-year deal.
Speaking after he had briefed the portfolio committee on correctional
services about the state of his department, Correctional Services Minister
S’bu Ndebele said the department did not plan to punish the company.
Instead, it wanted to make things work smoothly until the end of the
contract.
Even though the idea of running prisons privately was practised
successfully in many countries, it had proved to be a failure in South Africa
and the UK.
Ndebele noted that if G4S had adhered to the conditions of the contract,
the Mangaung Private Correctional Centre would have been a successful
model.
He said the department would like to give G4S a second chance to do
things right so as to avoid a sudden change of system.
Ndebele told the committee that the department would take over
ownership of the prison facilities from the Bloemfontein Corrections
Consortium when the contract ended in 2016.
The department would have to wait until 2025 to take over day-to-day
operations of the prison when the R10.6bn contract with G4S comes to an
end.
G4S has recently been accused of torturing inmates, and some of the
inmates have attacked each other and the security guards.
Correctional Services chief financial officer Nandi Mareka said:
“We were experimenting and we made mistakes. We had no benchmark of
entering into the PPP (public-private partnership).

“Britain was the only benchmark we had; already it is also now facing
challenges.”
G4S could not be contacted on Tuesday night, their phones rang
unanswered.
www.iol.co.za

Jo'burg's 'Clean Sweep' is a dirty affair
Niren Tolsi, Manqoba Nxumalo

1 Novwember 2013

Removing traders – and not much else – has done very little to improve
Jo'burg's inner city conditions.
There appears to be no coherent follow through on the City of Johannesburg's mayoral plan to "clean up" its inner city, even though it was
hatched more than a year ago. Meanwhile, the traders swept off its streets
in the past month as part of the programme are living hand to mouth.
The Mail & Guardian is in posession of a report compiled by the office of
Roslynn Greeff, the member of the mayoral committee in charge of
development planning, which was completed on October 10 last year, and
presented to Mayor Parks Tau's mayoral lekgotla on October 26 last year.
The report calls for a "new broom" to respond to the challenges of
pollution and criminal activity in the inner city. It identifies "challenges"
that place the inner city "on a slippery slope to potentially becoming a
slum", including cleanliness levels, the invasion and hijacking of buildings,
illegal trading, migration and influx management, poor management of
city properties and neglected, empty potholes.
Yet, while it also calls for every city department and stakeholder involved,
including the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department (JMPD), the
Johannesburg Roads Agency and Pikitup cleaning services, to come up with
a programme of action that includes medium- and long-term targets, "with
emphasis on the short term", the city seems to have gone only as far as
removing vendors from the streets.
The M&G understands that the city's plans for the vendors' immediate
future was to have been presented to trader organisations on October 30,
but at the time of going to press on Thursday afternoon, this had not taken
place.
Unrepaired streets.
JMPD spokesperson Edna Mamonyane told the M&G that the removal of the
estimated 5 000 to 6 000 traders, which started at the beginning of
October, dovetailed with a "simultaneous" cleaning of the streets and
fixing of potholes.
However, inspection of the area between Park Station and Albertina Sisulu
Street this week found uncollected rubbish and unrepaired streets.
Meanwhile, as many as an estimated 30 000 dependants of the evicted
traders, the majority of whom have legal permits from the city to trade,
remain unsure where their next meal is coming from, or whether their
children can continue to attend school and write their upcoming final
examinations.
"I ate only white bread last night [Wednesday]," said Mandla Mabaso, a
cobbler who used to trade in Kerk Street's linear market and who was
interviewed by the M&G last week when he was forced to stop trading on
October 22.

Mabaso, who has two children, aged three and five, said that he had
decided to sell his computer "so that I can hopefully make about R700 to
send my children to crèche and buy some food for the month".
He said he had borrowed money to pay his November rent and with his
children's crèche costing R600, he hoped to use cash from the computer
sale to buy food and groceries. Mabaso is also worried that customers who
left their shoes with him to repair will not be able to reclaim them
because he is no longer trading at his usual spot. And he may not be
allowed to return until next year. This was confirmed by Mamonyane, who
said that police were "going to maintain the streets like this until January
next year".
Clean sweep
With its streets cleared of people, Johannesburg's vibrant hustle and bustle
has diminished. The clearance of traders is also having a knock-on
economic effect on business in the inner city.
"The problem is that our biggest customers were those hawkers," said
France Madiba, who owns a pie shop on Twist Street.
"Now that they are gone, I have sold only 100 pies since the morning. When
people come to buy from the hawkers, they inevitably find themselves
buying from us as well."
Greeff's development planning report for the mayoral lekgotla calls for an
integrated, cross-departmental plan of action from the city when rolling
out the "clean sweep".
Yet there appears to have been very little planning, or integration, which
has raised questions - both from trader organisations and residents who
live and shop in the streets - as to the reasoning behind an apparently
heavy handed approach from the city, which is contrary to its policy
documents and appears to clean up people, and not much else.

Worker sabotage in a financial services call centre
An inspiring first person account of employee sabotage in a pensions
call centre, where workers helped customers recoup forgotten pension
benefits at the cost of the company in response to bullying
management.
LibCom 30 October 2013
Some years ago I worked in a call centre/contact centre as a
pension/assurance call handler, with complaints handling as my main
work. There were maybe 200 workmates/25 bosses on my floor. Every day
at least a few people (often several people) burst into tears, for being
sworn at, threatened, made anxious, etc by complaints (at the time of
intensive conflict about the failure of low cost endowments - 'policy
holders' vs 'financial advisors') for mis-sold policies.
In our case, the company Scottish Widows Plc had a fairly typical call
centre layout: 6-12 workers per per composite table with a line manager,
every few composite tables had a group of mentors (for tech advice to
workers) and a few floor managers. All bosses knew very well the severe
stress caused to workers, and a culture of blaming the victim was used - if
a woman burst to tears "she was not suitable for the job" or "not tough
enough". If men broke down and screamed out, hit their desks or cried,
similar accusations were made. The standard induction course of Scottish
Widows at my workplace specifically noted that call centre/contact centre

(particularly complaint handler) jobs had an expectancy of not lasting
longer than two years.
To keep the pressure on, Learning and Developement Plans (LDPs) were
used for monthly/quarterly review, so that the company kept track of
targets being met. Those who didn't meet targets went on formal
Performance Reviews (a warning system which is either dropped if you
return to target, or dismissal if not). One of our workmates was put on
paperwork tasks because she burst into tears in the morning. We had our
tea break and news came to us that she and another workmate were no
coping in the morning before 10.30am. We came back from our smoke and
she was back on the phone taking complaints. So a few of us confronted
the line manager, demanding an explanation of why she is being exposed
to calls after the morning stress. He said he didn't expect her to be around
much longer and needed call handlers on call. After months of pressure we
secured safer work (data entry) for her and a few others. In the meantime,
we introduced our own version of "work to rule". Between us we agreed:
•we would conference calls (put calls on hold if calls were from financial
advisors, or other business source which caused us stress, until callers hung
up, which made a second call line available, while the first was on hold).
•while the call was on hold, we would search through our lists of previous
pension calls about "gone aways/addressee unknown/return to sender"
change of address entries, the reason for this is that pension companies
make a fortune from abandoned pensions. We searched company
information on systems and phoned relatives, friends anyone who we could
find that might be able to speak with pension owners that have lost track
of their money.
About pensions - if you retire early (eg. maybe a professional dancer will
retire at 35 or 45 because of the workload/health ratio, your back can't
take the pressure throughout your life to a 60/65 retirement). Retiring
early is one of the greatest penalty calculations to a pension annuity,
another high penalty at retirement is to cover a second person (spouse).
Obviously many people retire at an average retirement age, but with the
mature years sometimes comes forgetfulness.
In one case a man worked two jobs of about 30 years each. He forgot
about his first pension when his age of retirement came about because he
moved home a few years before retiring. He was in his late 70s when he
actually retired on the one more recent pension he knew about. A further
interesting thing about pensions is that the calculation becomes extremely
favourable when you get your pension late (recovered pensions cost
companies a lot). He was in a list of "gone aways" and during one of our
"work to rule" calls we found someone who knew him and they would ask
him to phone us. We took the call a few days later. At this time the
pensioner was in his late 90s struggling on a standard pension. The fact his
earlier pension was not used at retirement meant that now that he is in his
late 90s it was worth hundreds of thousands of pounds. He was one out of
hundreds of people we did this for, despite that management didn't have
an idea what we were doing.
I witnessed this method being used for long over a year until I had my final
conflict with the managers. Workmates I spoke to years afterwards said
that this method was still used occasionally. We cost Scottish Widows
millions of pounds - SW bosses are selfish bastards. We hit them where it
hurt!
This account was originally posted as a comment by AES here in our
forums. The formatting has been slightly edited by libcom.org.
libcom.org

South-side Chicago fights back against Koch industry made pollution

Tom Shepherd interviewed by Jaisal Noor on the Real News Network 29 October 2013
JAISAL NOOR, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News Network. I'm Jaisal Noor in Baltimore.
In Chicago this summer, a group of activists found piles of petroleum coke, or pet coke, which is a
byproduct from the refinement of tar sands oil that had piled up along the shores of the Culumet
River that runs through the city. The Detroit river had been similarly affected with residents
documenting a large black cloud of swirling pet coke back in July. Both sites are home to Koch
Industries' affiliated company KCBX, part of their coke carbon division.
Now joining us to discuss the latest findings in Chicago is one guest, Tom Shepherd. He's the vice
president of Southeast Environmental Task Force. He's a longtime activist looking to address the
issue of environmental degradation in his community.
Thank you so much for joining us, Tom.
TOM SHEPHERD, VICE PRESIDENT, SOUTHEAST ENVIRONMENTAL TASK FORCE: Thank you for the
opportunity.
NOOR: So, Tom, can you just tell us exactly what you found on the Calumet River?
SHEPHERD: Yes. Earlier this year, early part of the summer, we began to see an increase in the
volume of large black material being stored and shipped into--via the Calumet River and stored
along the banks. We were alarmed when we got a view that you can't see from the street--we
happened to have an unusual view of this and just finally learned of the magnitude and the plans
for this being occupying a half square mile south of 106th Street on the Calumet River on the South
Side of Chicago.
NOOR: And, Tom, can you tell us what specifically the concern is over pet coke, not only on the
Calumet but in the neighborhoods in the South Side of Chicago?
SHEPHERD: Sure. Well, we've dealt with coal and other things being stored, other bulk materials
being stored along the river for many years. We are a steel producer or were a steel-producing
area. All the mills that were on the South Side of Chicago are now gone, and as well as the coalfired power plants that were in the area. So we thought that we were going to be rid of coal along
the river and the dust that it brought.
Unfortunately, with the expansion of the BP refinery, which is just a couple of miles east of us in
Whiting, Indiana, they began to ship that over here to Illinois for a couple of reasons. Number one
is that Indiana has stricter regulations governing the storage of pet coke, so they didn't keep it on
the BP site, they had to get it off the site; and number two, the ready availability of rail, truck,
roads, and being on the Calumet River, where bulk material handling operations were already in
existence.
NOOR: Now, the company that's responsible for this, Koch Industries, is one of the most powerful
organizations on the planet. Talk about the actions you've taken to address this pet coke presence
in your community and what your organization is calling for today.
SHEPHERD: Right. Well, the first thing that we realized was that we were not going to be able to
do it alone, that we would have to have partners. And we reached out to the larger organizations in
the city, national organizations, and began to get assistance. We had meetings with the Illinois
Environmental Council and pulled together groups like the Sierra Club, Environmental Law and
Policy Center, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the Respiratory Health Association of

Greater Chicago. In fact, the Respiratory Health Association began to furnish us with information
that was coming down from Michigan because they were dealing with the same issue on the Detroit
River up there.
In that case, the city of Detroit and the state legislature in Michigan enacted some legislation that
made it stricter for the storage of pet coke on the Detroit River. There was a big uproar, and in
fact from Windsor, Canada, because of dust blowing over to their side of the river as well. And we
saw tapes that really alarmed us. We saw video of when the dust would blow, it would just blacken
the sky and come over the citizens of Detroit and Windsor, Canada. We didn't want that to happen
here, and we brought together a number of groups to take on this issue and to see what we could
do about it.
NOOR: And there's reports that pet coke exports from Canada to the U.S. have doubled between
2010 at 2012, and it's being used to replace coal in old coal-burning fuel plants to keep them still in
use. Are you also concerned with that as well?
SHEPHERD: Well, we are. Just this past year, in 2012, we saw the Fisk power generating plant and
the Crawford generating plant, which were both coal-fired power plants in Chicago, close down
after many years of environmental groups working on that. We also have what was a coal-fired
power plant since the 1920s just a few miles from us on Lake Michigan on the Indiana border, and
that one also closed in March 2012.
However, this pet coke, from what we understand, although it cannot be burned in the United
States due to the regulations, can't be burned in its pure form, but they are in certain states
allowing it to be mixed with coal and still to be fueling for power plants.
The other issue is that other countries have less of a standard. For example, we understand that
Canada has very lax regulations, so they're using it up there as fuel, and cement firms and power
plants. And also when you get to Mexico, Brazil, and China, it's used on a greater scale.
NOOR: So, Tom, I also wanted to ask you about the massive dust storm you've experienced in
Chicago, as well as what your future plans are next to address this issue of pet coke in your
community.
SHEPHERD: Right. So we have been watching with great interest the mounting levels of the pet
coke being brought into the area. Now it covers approximately a mile to a mile and a half of two
sides of the Calumet River from about 100th Street to around 112th Street. That was bad in itself
until August 30, when a large--we had a very unusual storm come up in Chicago, which turned into
a rainstorm, but prior to the rains there was a very windy gust that came across our neighborhood.
And it picked up the dust to such a extraordinary level that people were calling the fire department
thinking there was a fire on their city streets somewhere. We had some people that photographed
that and a couple of videos of that, and it really brought to light the hazards or the potential
dangers of what we were going to be facing if we didn't do something really quick.
Now that the citizenry has been pretty much acquainted with what's going on over there, and we
have been going door to door with leaflets and telling folks who to call and what to do in the event
that something like this happens again, and we have a community meeting set for tomorrow, we've
gotten a lot of interest in that. Neighbors are pretty worked up and pretty upset about it. So we
are rallying the community in hopes that they will be able to move our legislators and our local
aldermen to take up some kind of regulation, some kind of legislation in the state of Illinois or
whatever it takes to either confine or get rid of this pet coke.
NOOR: Thank you so much for joining us, Tom Shepherd, and we'll keep following this story.
SHEPHERD: And thank you.

NOOR: Thank you for joining us on The Real News Network
therealnews.com
Tom Shepherd is the longest serving board member at the Southeast Environmental Task Force on
Chicago's far-southeast side -an area where steel once was king, and where there is an abundance
of environmental degradation, garbage dumps, and contaminated land. Tom's background as an
activist and community organizer brought him to to his work to cure some of those environmental
ills in the region.
Peggy Salazar's disgust for obnoxious odors in her southeast Chicago neighborhood brought her to
environmental work with the Southeast Environmental Task Force. Peggy began as a board member
with SETF, and became Executive Director of the small -yet effective- organization a few years
ago, leading a number of community actions against industrial polluters in the area.

Cato Crest arrests update
Today We Return to Court in Solidarity with Four of Our Comrades
Arrested in Cato Crest
Abahlali baseMjondolo Press Statement 28 October 2013
Today we return to the Durban Magistrate’s Court in solidarity with four of
our comrades arrested in Cato Crest during the current wave of repression.
The four comrades appearing in court today are Bandile Mdlalose and, in a
separate case, Nokulanga Magobongo, Sibongile and Mr. Mzihle.
Bandile Mdlalose was arrested on the 30th of September 2013 during a
spontaneous demonstration against the murder of Nqobile Nzuza, 17, who
was shot in the back of the head by the police. Bandile’s only real ‘crime’
was to refuse to be intimidated and to be in silence in the face of police
murder and intimidation. She was detained in Westville Prison for a week
and then released on a very high bail (R 5000) and with onerous conditions
including a ban on her entering Cato Crest. This is an outrageous violation
of her basic political rights.
We note that although there are witnesses to the murder of Nzuza the
police officer who committed the murder continues to operate freely in
Cato Crest. We also note that although there are witnesses to the shooting
of Nkosinathi Mngomezulu in the stomach (with four shots) by the Land
Invasions Unit in Cato Crest on 21 September there has also been no arrest
in that case and the official who shot Mngomezulu also continues to
operate freely. There have also been no arrests of the ANC leaders that
have made open death threats against our members in the area or of the
Land Invasions Unit who have repeatedly demolished homes in Cato Crest
in violation of the Constitution, the law and a number of court orders. It is
clear that the criminal justice system, like the Land Invasions Unit, and
like the Housing Department, is being openly misused for party political
purposes and to repress our movement.
Nokulanga Magobongo, Sibongile and Mr. Mzidle were arrested in Cato
Crest on the 5th of September after Bellair Road was blockaded in protest
at the ongoing illegal and violent evictions in the area as well as the
violent repression, including two assassinations, of the struggle against
these evictions.
Nokulanga and Sibongile were brutally beaten in the holding cells of the
Cato Manor police station and were denied medical attention while in
custody. Of course no police officer has been arrested for the beating that
they suffered in the police station. As we noted in our statement after

they received bail:
“As they were being beaten they were asked who is behind their political
act. This is incredible. The Municipality is destroying people’s homes,
stealing their property and beating them. Their leaders are being
assassinated. At the same time it is said that the reason for the housing
crisis in Durban is the presence of people from the Eastern Cape. Yet
when people decided to protest it is thought that someone else must be
thinking for them, telling them what to do.”
The politicians, and others, continue to believe that we cannot think for
ourselves. They also continue to think that if they intimidate us enough,
and bribe us enough, we will accept our oppression. When we started our
struggle in 2005 we made it clear that we would not accept ‘breyani
politics’ – the politics where politicians bring people breyani instead of
engaging us with respect and discussing our real problems with
seriousness. On Saturday James Nxumalo, the Mayor, came to the Kennedy
Road settlement with a four ton truck full of meat. It seems that they
thought that if they changed ‘breyani politics’ to ‘inyama politics’ they
would be able to persuade us to accept our oppression. They were wrong.
We like breyani and we like meat but we reject ‘inyama politics’ as much
as we reject ‘breyani politics’.
When Nxumalo arrived with his truck full of meat residents blockaded the
road and burnt the rubbish that has not been collected in the settlement.
Nxumalo had to leave the area in humiliation.
Nxumalo must have been hoping to be on the front page of the Sunday
newspapers handing out meat to grateful shack dwellers. Instead there
was an article on the front page of the Sunday Tribune quoting Thulsile
Mpanza saying that “I think the mayor is trying to get our vote with meat.
The ANC must not disrespect people who are living in shacks.”
Our struggle will continue until the ANC, the DA, the NGOs, the media and
all other elites learn to respect people who are living in shacks and we can
begin to move towards democratic cities where land, wealth and power
are shared fairly and there is decent housing for all.
Tomorrow we go the uMlazi court to support our three comrades who are
appearing there.
abahlali.org/node/12996
For more information and comment please contact:
Mnikelo Ndabankulu 081 309 5485
S’bu Zikode 083 547 04874

Police vehicles torched and shots fired at anti-fracking protest
LibCom

21 October 2013

A protest against fracking in Eastern New Brunswick has turned violent
after Canadian mounted police with assault rifles and camouflage uniforms
turned up to enforce a court order to remove a barricade set up by the
Elsipogtog and Mi'kmaq First Nations tribes (indigenous Canadians).They
pepper sprayed dozens of people, used rubber bullets, sets dogs on
people, and fired high powered hoses The protesters responded by
throwing petrol bombs and setting fire to five police vehicles.
Over 40 arrests were made and. It is alleged that at least one shot was
fired at the police and security goons, and that a small incendiary device
was found nearby. The police told the protesters that - “Crown lands

belong to the government, not to fucking natives.”
The road blockade had been set up several weeks ago to prevent a fracking
company from moving their machinery around. Extra police had been
drafted in to enforce the injunction following threats of violence against
security goons hired by the fracking bosses. As a precaution local schools
had been closed for the day and many local roads diverted away from the
protest.
The media have been kept several hundred feet away from the incident so
the limited report, pictures and footage is coming from the protesters.
A spokesperson for the protesters said that:
Quote:
“We’ve tried to speak to politicians, we’ve petitioned, we’ve marched on
the legislature, we’ve done everything that we should be doing and
Alward and his government just keep saying they have a mandate. I don’t
know who he got it from, it sure wasn’t the people of New Brunswick,"
The First Nations tribes are concerned that their drinking water will be
contaminated by chemicals used in the fracking process. As you would
expect, the government does not give a fuck.
Solidarity!
://libcom.org

Workers Take Over Closed Or Abandoned Firms
Bolivian Government Authorizes Workers To Take Over Closed Or
Abandoned Firms
Alfredo Rada and Richard Fidler 17 October 2013
On October 7, President Evo Morales issued a government decree that
allows workers to establish “social enterprises” in businesses that are
bankrupt, winding up, or unjustifiably closed or abandoned. These
enterprises, while private, will be operated by the workers and qualify for
government assistance.
Morales issued Supreme Decree 1754 at a ceremony in the presidential
palace marking the 62nd anniversary of the founding of the Confederación
General de Trabajadores Fabriles de Bolivia (CGTFB – the General
Confederation of Industrial Workers of Bolivia). The Minister of Labour,
Daniel Santalla, said the decree was issued pursuant to article 54 of
Bolivia’s new Constitution, which states that workers
“in defense of their workplaces and protection of the social interest may,
in accordance with the law, reactivate and reorganize firms that are
undergoing bankrupty, creditor proceedings or liquidation, or closed or
abandoned without justification, and may form communitarian or social
enterprises. The state will contribute to the action of the workers.”
In his remarks to the audience of several hundred union members and
leaders, President Morales noted that employers often attempt to
blackmail workers with threats to shut down when faced with demands for
higher wages. “Now, if they threaten you in that way, the firm may as well
go bankrupt or close, because you will become the owners. They will be
new social enterprises,” he said.
Labour Minister Santalla noted that the constitutional article had already
been used to establish some firms, such as Enatex, Instrabol, and
Traboltex, and that more such firms could now be set up under the new

decree.
Business spokesmen predictably warned that the new provisions would be a
disincentive to private investment and risk the viability of companies.
Santalla also said that firms that do not comply with their workforce
obligations under the law will lose preferential mechanisms to export their
products to state-managed markets. And he cited some recent cases in
which the government had intervened in defense of workers victimized for
their attempts to form unions. In one such case last month, Burger King,
the company was fined 30,000 Bolivianos ($4,300 US), ordered to reinstate
the fired workers and to recognize the union.
In the following article Alfredo Rada, Bolivia’s Deputy Minister of
Coordination with the Social Movements, draws attention to some
important developments within the country’s labour movement and
suggests some means by which the unions can be more effectively
incorporated within the “process of change” being championed by the
government of the MAS-IPSP, the Movement for Socialism – Political
Instrument for the Sovereignty of the Peoples. My translation from the
Spanish.
Richard Fidler
The working class and the political process in Bolivia
Alfredo Rada, Rebelión 8 October 2013
Five months ago, I was in Tarija participating in a forum debating the
political process in Bolivia, a process we call the Democratic and Cultural
Revolution. One of those attending asked me whether it was possible to
deepen this revolution, to make it an economic and social revolution,
without the participation of the working class. My immediate response was
no, that to consolidate a period of transition to the construction of a new
form of communitarian socialism it was absolutely necessary that the
workers participate within the revolutionary social bloc that has managed
this process of transformations starting in 2000 in the so-called water war,
when the overthrow of neoliberalism began.
It was a very relevant question since at that moment, in May of 2013, the
mobilizations over the Pensions Act called by the leadership of the Central
Obrera Boliviana (COB – Bolivian Workers Central) in opposition to the
government of Evo Morales were at their height.[1] Strongly influenced by
ultraleft political tendencies organized around the self-described “Partido
de los Trabajadores” [PT -- Workers Party], the COB committed a
monumental error in mobilizing their ranks with fevered speeches calling
for replacing Evo with “another government,” as a leader of the urban
teachers in Santa Cruz put it.
This maximalist orientation led the COB inexorably to defeat, since the
strike and the mobilizations never met with popular support and in the end
the union leadership had to retreat in virtual disarray. The diversion that
led to the defeat originated in the characterization that the ultraleft
makes of the present government as “bourgeois and pro-imperialist,” a
simplistic deceit peculiar to the political currents of an excessively classist
and workerist ideological mould that blocks them from understanding the
varied nature of the Bolivian social formation, which can only be analyzed
in terms that combine nation and class.
The present process of change is made up of a dynamic deployment of
social class struggles within capitalism that are combined, sometimes in a
contradictory way, with the historic struggle of the indigenous nations
against the internal capitalism. That is the dialectical nature of this
process, in which the anticapitalist and anticolonialist structural
tendencies expressed in the political action of exploited classes and

oppressed nations make possible the revolutionary transformation of the
economic relations of exploitation, the political relations of exclusion and
the cultural relations of oppression. Yet there is always the risk that this
course of transformations, as a result of external pressures, internal
fragmentation or programmatic concessions, will become exhausted or
reversed.
Turning to the conflict with the COB, following its dénouement the
government set itself the task of rapidly mending its relationship with the
working-class sectors while at the same time the rank and file workers
began to settle scores with the ultraleft leaderships within the unions.
That is what has just occurred in the Sindicato Mixto de Trabajadores
Mineros de Huanuni [Combined Union of the Mining Workers in Huanuni],
an emblematic organization because that district, located in the western
department of Oruro, has the largest proletarian concentration in the
entire country. Its 4,500 miners more than a year ago had elected a union
leadership radically opposed to the government. This leadership led in the
May strike, the blockade of roads in Caihuasi and the blowing up of a
bridge located in that locality. Today, weakened and isolated, that
ultraleft that was perched for some time in the Huanuni union has ended
up being removed by a mass general meeting of the workers, who also
decided to approve the construction of a new political pacto de unidad
[unity agreement] with the government of Evo Morales.
No doubt such repositioning within the workers movement will have a
major impact on the future of the PT since that political instrument has
now lost its backbone; the effects will also be felt in the orientation of the
Federación Sindical de Trabajadores Mineros de Bolivia [Federation of
Mining Workers of Bolivia] and in the COB itself.
Let’s look at another industrial sector, that of the construction workers.
This is one of the fastest growing sources of employment owing to the
expansion in public and private investment in new building construction.
Everywhere in Bolivia’s cities you can see building and housing complexes
under way, and with them the hiring of many workers as casual or
piecework labour. But the unions in this sector are weak and dispersed,
partly because their leadership tends to be controlled by the big
construction companies but also because of the sparse regulation exercised
by the state.
This submissiveness of the unions began to change at the most recent
national congress of the Confederación Sindical de Trabajadores en
Construcción de Bolivia [Bolivian Construction Workers Union
Confederation], which met in the city of Santa Cruz. The construction
workers elected a new union leadership and set their sights on the
mandatory organizing of all the building workers, teachers and assistants,
replacing oral agreements with the bosses with collective labour contracts
in all construction projects. This will also be a means of overcoming the
situation of “informal workers” that is one of the worst legacies of
neoliberalism in a country in which less than 20% of the workers are
unionized.
Manufacturing workers have been one of the hardest-hit sectors,
decimated by the massive layoffs euphemistically labelled “relocations” by
Supreme Decree 21060 of August 1985. The manufacturing sector was
subsequently subjected for almost two decades to the labour flexibility
policies of neoliberalism in order to reduce payloads and increase the
profits of capital.
Today the manufacturing sector is undergoing a rapid reorganizing of the
unions that has helped to strengthen the Confederación General de
Trabajadores Fabriles de Bolivia [General Confederation of Manufacturing
Workers of Bolivia]. Yet to be consolidated is the organization of new
unions, particularly in the cities of El Alto and Santa Cruz, the two major

concentrations of industrial factories in Bolivia.
The importance given to reincorporating workers in the process of
transformations around a common programmatic agenda with the Morales
government lies not only in the fact that it will help to bring together a
strong labour base of support, but also that it will strengthen the antiimperialist and revolutionary tendencies in the process. The programmatic
agenda to which we refer could address the following aspects: (1) a new
General Labour Law which, while preserving the advances already in the
present law, will grant new rights to the workers; (2) a natonal campaign
of massive union organization in all industries that are unorganized; and
(3) the strengthening of the social and communitarian sector of the
economy, in alliance with the nationalized state sector.
www.zcommunications.org
Alfredo Rada is Bolivia’s Deputy Minister of Coordination with the Social
Movements.
[1] The COB demanded an increase in state pensions to 8,000 bolivianos
($1140) annually for miners, and 5,000 bolivianos ($715) for other sectors.
The government offered 4,000 and 3,200 bolivianos respectively
($600/$470), saying that any more would risk the financial sustainability of
its pension scheme.
The conflict saw miners, teachers and health workers take to the streets of
La Paz, while roadblocks and strikes took place across the country. Police
were deployed to break up blockades in Cochabamba and La Paz, leading
to several arrests and injuries, while workers at the state-run Huanuni
mine joined the La Paz protests, paralysing tin production and costing
several million dollars.
Other social sectors in Bolivia organised counter-marches in favour of the
government. Representatives of the Confederación Sindical Única de
Trabajadores Campesinos de Bolivia (CSUTCB), and the Confederación de
Mujeres Campesinas y Originarias Bartolina Sisa marched in La Paz to
reject the blockades and mobilisations organised by the COB, while coca
workers also protested in favour of the government in Cochabamba. At a
rally in La Paz, Morales strongly criticised the COB leaders, accusing them
of being at the service of imperialism, capitalism and neoliberalism.
After 16 days of protest, COB leaders agreed to lift the strike for 30 days
to allow time to analyse a government offer to reform the current pensions
system. Union leaders negotiated for several days in La Paz with officials
from the labour and finance ministries, during which the union lowered its
demand on pensions to 4,900 bolivianos for miners and 3,700 bolivianos
($700 and $530 respectively) for other sectors. It remains to be seen
whether permanent settlement can be reached. (Source: “Strikes and
blockades organised by trade unions in pension protest,” Bolivia
Information Forum, News Briefing May-June 2013)

Women’s Groups In Uproar As Traditional Courts Bill Back Before Parliament
Natalie Simon 15 October 2013
The contentious Traditional Courts Bill (TCB) will on Tuesday come before
the National Council of Provinces’(NCOP) select committee for security
and constitutional development. According to a report on FeministsSA the
Bill is to be discussed clause by clause at the committee despite the fact
that the process stalled in November 2012.
The TCB, when first gazetted, prompted an overwhelming number of

public submissions on the Bill. Twenty out of the 22 organisations who
made submissions on the Bill called for its withdrawal from Parliament,
claiming it was unconstitutional.
According to Director of Rural Women’s Action Research (RWAR) Dr Aninka
Claassens the Bill appearing before the NCOP on Tuesday is effectively the
same Bill which was introduced to the National Assembly in 2008.
“This Bill’s substantial content and the procedure followed in its drafting
are beyond repair. In spite of its many flaws, the ANC seems intent on
ramming it through. One can only assume that it aims to please traditional
leaders in the run-up to the election next year. But this is a false promise,
as this Bill will not stand up to constitutional scrutiny,” FeministsSA quoted
her as saying.
“In the face of the storm of protest that the Bill elicited, both President
Jacob Zuma and Minister Jeff Radebe made far-reaching concessions about
inherent problems and the need for major changes over a year ago. Yet it
is the flawed original version that is once again before the NCOP,” she
added.
“Pushing the Bill through would be a slap in the face of the many rural
communities that have gone to great lengths to attend the public hearings
and who have opposed the Bill consistently since 2008,” Senior Researcher
at RAWR, Dr Mbongiseni Buthelezi told FeministsSA.
General criticism of the Bill was that it would exacerbate abuses in rural
areas by providing chiefs with autocratic power, allowing chiefs to
override accountability measures in place in indigenous rural cultures.
In public hearings on the bill people from rural communities complained of
abuses by chiefs in their areas. These included the extortion of tribal taxes
and excessive fines, women being treated with derision, the banning of
community meetings, the sale of community land and high-handed chiefs
engaged in corrupt mining deals, wrote Claassen in a Mail & Guardian oped last year.
za.news.yahoo.com
Back

Today Even More of us are S’bu Zikode
Abahlali baseMjondolo Press Statement 7 October 2013
Our movement has faced serious repression since it was formed in 2005. Our protests have been
banned, they have been attacked by the police, we have been arrested on trumped up charges,
beaten in the police stations, driven form our homes, tortured and murdered.
We have always made it clear that we want to negotiate with the government, that we want to bring
the people to the government and the government to the people. But it is clear that the politicians
prefer a politic of violence to a politic of negotiation.
This year three people have been murdered in Cato Crest, two others have been shot, a number
have beaten by the police and others have been evicted over and over again. Politicians, from the
local councillor of the chairperson of the party in eThekwini have made death threats. One of the
people who has been threatened is Bandile Mdlalose. She has harmed no-one and has not destroyed
anyone’s home yet she is in Westville Prison denied bail. Another person who has been threatened
is S’bu Zikode. Strange men are coming to his home at all hours looking for him. The same men are

searching the taxi ranks for him. Journalists are phoning him to report that they have been told all
kinds of lies about him by powerful people.
S’bu Zikode has been subject to serious repression before. He has been beaten by party thugs. He
has been beaten by the police. He has had his home destroyed by party thugs. In 2009 he had to go
underground for some months due to all the threats of assassination that were being made. The
statements made by Willies Mchunu, MEC for Safety and Security in the province, and Nigel
Gumede, head of housing in the eThekwini Municipality after the attack on our movement in
Kennedy Road in 2009 made it clear that they supported the politic of violence. In 2011 Nigel
Gumede publicly threatened S’bu Zikode.
S’bu Zikode is not making us to rebel. It is the condition of our lives that is making us rebel. It is
evictions, transit camps, shack life with its rats, mud and fires, the brutality of the land invasions unit
and the police, politicians that only talk to us before elections and then ignore us and the repression
of our movement that is making us rebel. It is our eviction from this democracy that is making us to
rebel.
We also want to express our concern about the article on our movement published by the Sunday
Tribune. In this article it is said that we are funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the
Broadway Cares Foundation, the Equity Fight Foundation, the Calamus Foundation, the Charles
Stuart Mott Foundation, the Cobble Creek Foundation and the European Climate Foundation. We
have never been funded by any of these organisations or even met with them. It may be that the
newspaper is confusing us with Shack Dwellers’ International – an international NGO that is also
funded by the South African state and is an official partnership with the South African government.
We expect the newspaper to acknowledge its error and to publish a retraction.
But we are deeply concerned by the fact that his newspaper has decided to publish a photograph of
S’bu Zikode’s home and to publish his address. Everyone in Durban knows that S’bu Zikode’s shack in
Kennedy Road was destroyed by ANC supporters in 2009 and that he has been subject to public
death threats on a number of occasions. Everyone in Durban knows that two housing activists have
already been assassinated in Durban this year.

Any newspaper has a right to enquire into our funding and we will always be happy to answer such
questions honestly. We have always been open about money and we will continue to be so.
However when a newspaper decides to give the address of a person that has been threatened with
murder, and who has already had their home destroyed and looted once, at a time when political
assassinations are taking place this is a deeply irresponsible decision. S’bu Zikode and his family will
now have to flee this home with immediate effect and the movement will, one again, have to find a
safe place for him to stay.

It was the movement that took a decision that S’bu Zikode should move out of a shack because we
needed him to be a safer place. When his home was attacked in 2009 and he was threatened with
death the police refused to intervene. The least that we could so was to make sure that he could be
moved to a safer place. In this we were supported by human rights organisations and churches. It is
no crime for a person to move from a shack and into rented accommodation in a place where they
will be safer. In fact we always try and secure safe houses for any member that is under threat of

assassination and we will continue to do so. It would be grossly irresponsible for any newspaper to
publish the details of any safe house.

Despite the repression our movement is stronger than ever before. Thousands of us can march on
the City Hall. We can organise road blockades 500 strong around the city. The police can beat us,
shoot us, arrest us and we are back on the streets the next day. The Land Invasions Unit can
demolish our homes and we rebuild them the next day. We have thousands of members and
supporters. We have shown our determination. We have shown that we will not give into
intimidation. This morning eight of branches organised road blockades around the city including
Clare Estate, Isipingo, Mayville, Shallcross Siyanda and Umlazi. There were five arrests. Our protests
will continue until our comrades are released and the City responds to the memoranda that we
delivered to them on our march of thousands on 16 September.

We call on all our comrades around South Africa and around the world to take urgent action in
solidarity with us and against the repression we are facing. We call on all comrades to support our
call for the authorities in Durban to cease their violent repression of our movement; to clearly
condemn the violence of the police, the Land Invasions Unit, the party thugs and the assassins and
negotiate rather than repressed the organised poor; to act against those that have perpetrated this
violence and embrace a democratic politic, a politic of negotiation.
This morning we will be going to the Durban Magistrate’s court to support Bandile Mdlalose and we
will be going to the court in Umlazi to support Themba Msomi, Thembeka Sondaba & Fikiswa
Mgoduka.
We wish to make it clear to the ANC, to the country and to the world that we all stand with S’bu
Zikode. We are all S’bu Zikode.
Our struggle is just and it will continue.
http://abahlali.org/node/12363
Contact:
Mnikelo Ndbankulu 081 309 5485
Bheki Simelane 078 598 9491
SA’s youth distrusts politicians: study
IOL News

3 October 2013

Actions, not words, are what will win the hearts and minds of voters in the
next general elections, findings of a survey suggest, prompting a political
analyst to warn that politicians on the campaign trail may not be taken
seriously.
Durban - Actions, not words, are what will win the hearts and minds of
voters in the next general elections, findings of a survey suggest,
prompting a political analyst to warn that politicians on the campaign trail
may not be taken seriously.
University of KwaZulu-Natal senior political lecturer Zakhele Ndlovu was

reacting to a survey by consumer insights company Pondering Panda that
found four out of five younger South Africans did not trust politicians.
Ndlovu said this was worrying as South Africa was a young democracy.
But such feelings of distrust for politicians were common the world over,
he said.
Pondering Panda interviewed 2 212 people, including 430 in KZN, ranging
in age from 18 to 34 from September 13 to 20. All were asked the same
four questions.
In answer to the first question, “Do you trust most South African
politicians?”, 81.7 percent of the KZN respondents said politicians did not
always tell the truth. The percentages were the same in the 18 to 24 and
25 to 34 age categories.
Asked what South Africans valued more – what politicians said now or what
they had done in the past – 51.4 percent of respondents in the younger age
category (and most of the KZN respondents – 58.5 percent) said it was
their track record.
For the third question, “If a politician comes to your area to speak to
people there, would you go and listen to them?”, most in the 18 to 24 age
category responded in the negative. In KZN, 38.1 percent said yes, 31.1
percent said no and 23 percent said it would depend on the party the
politician was from.
The final question was, “Are you interested in listening to politicians from
parties other than the one you support?” In KZN, 53.9 percent said yes;
46.5 percent in the 18 to 34 said no and 47.1 percent in the 25 to 34 age
category said no.
“Politicians trying to win the youth vote in 2014 have a tough task ahead
of them,” said Pondering Panda spokeswoman Shirley Wakefield.
“The vast majority of younger South Africans don’t trust what they
(politicians) have to say, and only a minority are interested in listening to
them in the first place.”
Wakefield said all parties faced a big challenge in growing their share of
the vote, “as it appears almost half of younger potential voters are not
receptive to the message of parties other than the one they already
support”.
For politicians looking to inspire undecided younger people next year, the
message is clear: “Deeds, not words, are what’s going to win their vote.”
Political analyst Protas Madlala identified with the conclusion, saying
younger South Africans had not experienced oppression or felt any political
pressure.
“They are more inclined to look after their own career and interests,” he
said. “They don’t have a loyalty for any political party. They are the
undecided vote and are free for sale to politicians. All political parties will
be gunning for their vote.”
Ndlovu said many young people had been let down by politicians’ promises
of jobs, “which they failed to deliver”.
“Politicians should be worried because when they are campaigning, people
won’t take them seriously,” he said.
Madlala agreed with Ndlovu that distrust for politicians was common

anywhere in the world. This was exacerbated by scandals and corruption.
“I’d be very concerned about those who did trust politicians.”
DA provincial leader Sizwe Mchunu said people were losing faith in
democracy.
To address voter apathy there should be more focus on voter education.
“Voters employ the politicians in government,” Mchunu said.
MP Khuleko Hlengwa, the national chairman of the IFP, felt the bigger
challenge was for young people to “be part of the problem-solving”.
“Elect politicians into positions and hold them accountable,” he said.
Provincial ANC spokesman Senzo Mkhize felt the survey left out a huge
section of young people, particularly those from the rural areas.
“Political parties should focus on the youth who don’t appear to be
politically active,” Mkhize said.
“We need to mobilise them.”
noelene.barbeau@inl.co.za

Woman shot dead after protesters corner cops in Cato Crest
Manqoba Nxumalo (Mail & Guardian)

30 September 2013

The housing allocation dispute in Cato Crest has claimed another victim,
this time a 17-year-old girl who was shot and killed during a housing
protest in Cato Manor, Durban on Monday morning.
The latest killing brings to three the number of people killed in the raging
battle in Cato Crest, following the murders of housing rights activists,
Nkululeko Gwala and Thembinkosi Qumelo, a few months back. Two weeks
ago another housing rights activist, Nkosinathi Mngomezulu, was shot by
the city's land invasion unit during a resisted demolition of shacks in the
area.
Abahlali baseMjondolo's Mnikelo Ndabankulu, spokesperson for the shack
dweller's movement, said Mngomezulu has been discharged from the King
Edward Hospital Intensive Care Unit but not yet out of hospital.
Ndabo Mzimela, chairperson of the Cato Crest branch of the shackdweller's
movement, said the deceased was identified as Nqobile Nzuza (17) from
Maphumulo.
Meanwhile, Bandile Mdlalose, secretary general of the organisation, was
reportedly arrested during Monday's violent protest in the area.
Early on Monday, branches of Abahlali baseMjondolo in Cato Crest informal
settlement, Kenny Road and Siphungo decided to block the road,
demanding an immediate response to their petition sent to the Durban
Municipality on September 16.
Police called to disperse crowd
South African Police Service's spokesperson Colonel Jay Naicker told
News24 that residents blocked Bellair Road in the morning and police were
called to disperse the crowd.
"About 500 people surrounded the vehicle. They started stoning the vehicle

and broke all the windows. The suspects then tried to pull the police out
of the vehicle," said Naicker.
"They heard gunshots among the crowd. They fired shots into the crowd
and the crowd dispersed ... they used live rounds. They definitely would
have been killed by the crowd [otherwise]."
The vehicle then left the area.
Police returned to the scene a while later and found a young woman had
been shot. She died on the scene.
"Members of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate were called
to the scene. They opened a docket of public violence and one of murder,"
said Naicker.
On September 1, the municipality demolished Cato Crest shacks in
violation of an undertaking made to the high court in Durban on August 22,
that it would halt evictions pending the finalisation of the application for a
final order.
Manqoba Nxumalo is the Mail & Guardian's Eugene Saldanha Fellow for
social justice reporting in 2013.
mg.co.za

UN's Ban Ki-moon: We won't negotiate with unions
Labour Start

23 September 2013

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon, is
derecognizing the organization's staff unions who represent 65,000
workers.
He will no longer negotiate with unions over issues like safety and security,
welfare and conditions of service.
The people who work for the UN often risk their lives to do so.
In the last decade, 555 staff have been attacked and 200 killed.
They often work in dangerous and hostile locations.
The UN Staff unions are calling for support from trade unionists
everywhere.
They are demanding that Ban Ki-moon respect labour rights at the UN.
Please support the online campaign and spread the word - click here.
www.ituc-csi.org
Thank you!

Three Abahlali baseMjondolo Members Shot in Cato Crest
Abahlali baseMjondolo Emergency statement
21 September 2013

eThekwini Municipality’s Invasion Unit has shot three Abahlali baseCato Crest with live ammunition

Abahlali has witnessed the leader of the Land Invasion Unit Mr Goven, shooting at our members in
Cato Crest. We witnessed him shooting at Mngomezulu. Goven was in his white shirt while the rest
of his crew was wearing blue. Three live bullets were fired at Mngomezulu.

Three Abahlali members including Mngomezulu have been rushed to hospital after their own
government has shot them - the other two comrades were shot with rubber bullets. Mngomezulu is
in a critical condition.

This government has declared war on its poor citizens. They believe that the gun must be the rule of
the day and not the law.

The shooting took place 9:00 a.m. this morning. Now instead of the SAPS protecting residents they
are arresting the victims of crime committed by eThekwini municipality. Ndabo Mzimela, Abahlali
Chairperson in the area, has just been arrested for defending his house and is being severely
assaulted by the SAPS.

The Land Invasions unit have continued to demolish homes this morning and to try and force
residents out of Cato Crest. Today at least eighteen shacks were demolished despite number of
court orders protecting the residents and the Municipality’s own undertaking to the court not to
evict.

Today eighteen shacks were demolished on the Spar side. Yesterday at about 9:00 a.m. eight shacks
were demolished, also at gun point, on the other side. So, shacks are demolished on both sides
including the side that is not even in the dispute.

It is clear that it is not the so called community that prohibits implementation of court orders but the
municipality. Yesterday they mentioned that they were sent by the provincial government. It is clear
that the ANC that cannot differentiate between itself as party and itself as government. They take
any challenge to the government as a challenge to the party. They take any challenge to the party as
an act of war.

Party members, assassins, the land invasions unit and the police are all being used to crush the
people in Cato Crest who have stood up for their humanity and their rights as guaranteed in the law
and the Constitution.
www.abahlali.org

Update: 12:57 p.m. Abahlali baseMjondolo marched on the Cato Crest police station to demand the
release of the arrested comrades. They have secured their release.

Contact:
Bandile Mdlalose 084 5575090
S’bu Zikode 083 5470474
Mnikelo Ndabankulu 081 2633462
Lindiwe Mazibuko 072 7493693
100,000 on the streets of Poland
“Part-time jobs, full-time exploitation”
Ben Gliniecki 19 September 2013
On Saturday 14 September over 100,000 people marched through Warsaw
in a joint action called by Solidarity, the All-Poland Alliance of Trade
Unions (OPZZ) and the Forum of Trade Unions. This was the culmination of
four days of trade union demonstrations against the Donald Tusk
government.
The main demands of the protests were on the issues of unemployment,
the minimum wage, the retirement age and access to social benefits for
those in need. The unions are demanding, along with changes to proposed
legislation, the dismissal of Wladyslaw Kosiniak-Kamysz from his post as
Minister of Labour. The size of this demonstration is far greater than has
been seen in Poland for many years and is a reflection of the economic
stagnation and falling standards of living that Polish workers have
experienced over the past years.
The spark
The spark for the demonstrations last week were the proposed reforms to
the labour code that allow for so-called “junk” contracts, which refer to
temporary contracts designed for casual labour under which employment
rights are severely limited. One demonstrator, Zdzislaw Urabanek, a 60
year old chemical factory worker and member of the Solidarity trade union
said on Saturday, “I want an end to temporary contracts. Young people are
only getting contracts for one, two, three months” and one of the placards
being carried on the demonstration read “Part-time job, full-time
exploitation!” In response to these proposals the leaders of the three
major unions voted to walk out of talks with the Minister of Labour and
call for joint demonstrations against the government.
Economic troubles
This proposed reform has not come out of nowhere. Poland’s economy is
stagnating. Although it was the only European country to officially avoid
recession in 2009, its growth rate at present is an unimpressive 0.1%.
According to staffing firm Randstad, 67% of Polish companies expect the
economy to either stagnate or contract over the next six months and only
25% expect growth.
Meanwhile the Polish government’s tax revenues have fallen well below
expectations, forcing the government to push through an amendment to
the 2013 budget last Friday that allows for an increase of the budget
deficit by PLN 16 billion (USD 5.07 billion) beyond what was originally

expected.
Wider demands
As a result of these economic woes and in order to safeguard the profits of
the Polish bourgeoisie, the ruling liberal party – Civic Platform (PO) – is
being introducing cuts in public services and worsening working and living
conditions for Polish workers. This attempt to introduce more “junk”
contracts is just one reflection of this tendency. It is therefore not
surprising that the demands of the protestors grew to be wider than simply
an end to “junk” contracts. Marek Lewandowski, a spokesman for
Solidarity, said “We want better pensions at the age of 65 as before, and
not at the age of 67. We want better social policy and guarantees for
employees.” Another major demand of the unions is the introduction of a
law that will create a faster rate of increase for the minimum wage.
But the unions have not stopped at economic demands. Tomasz
Danielewicz, a nurse who travelled to Warsaw to take part in the
demonstration, said “We have come to Warsaw to show a red card to the
government”. Piotr Duda, the leader of Solidarity, said “We should start
collecting signatures calling for the dissolution of parliament because the
government are beyond coming up with anything new”, while Jan Guz, the
leader of OPZZ told the demonstration “The government gets its last
warning today. If it draws no conclusions, we will block the whole country,
all roads and highways”. As a minimum requirement for the unions to come
back to the negotiating table the leaders have demanded the dismissal of
the Minister of Labour. As with all workers across Europe in the recent
period, Polish workers are increasingly insistent on political change to
solve their worsening economic position.
A political change to what?
The question Polish workers will be asking is: a political change to what?
With 59% of Poles in favour of these protests, and only 31% against, it is
clear that the majority can see that the PO offers no alternative to the
economic problems and decline in living standards faced by ordinary
workers. However, the main opposition party is the right-wing conservative
Law and Justice Party (PiS), whose economic policy is one of privatisation,
nationalism and protectionism. But these policies would not change
anything for Polish workers.
Meanwhile, what is supposed to be the biggest Left party – the Democratic
Left Alliance (SLD) – is currently led by Leszek Miller whose time as Prime
Minister of Poland from 2001-2005 saw increased privatisations and a
strengthening of capitalism in Poland, despite the party’s roots in the
communist Polish United Workers Party.
It is not simply the “bad” policies of the PO that are responsible for the
grievances of the Polish workers – it is the direct result of the crisis of
capitalism. Like the PO, the PiS is a bourgeois party, and a political change
to a PiS government would simply lead to continued attacks on the working
class – nothing would change. This realisation that neither party offers
anything different is beginning to dawn on a layer of Poles. In 2011 PiS and
PO between them captured almost 70% of the vote. The latest polls
suggest this is now at 60% and will fall further before the next elections in
2015.
A dangerous game
But the Polish working class has shown that it will not wait for a clear
political alternative to present itself before making its presence felt.
Unemployment is over 13%, and inequality between rich and poor, town
and country is steadily increasing. Healthcare and pensions were already
rated poorly by Poles before the crisis (one in three said there was a lack
of investment) and are now subject to sweeping attacks across the board,
the retirement age is being pushed up higher and higher and VAT has once
again been increased to 23%.

These factors have been simmering below the surface in Poland for some
time now and are the motor force behind these demonstrations. The
proposed labour code reforms have brought this growing anger into plain
view. Such protests have not been seen for many years in Poland and they
suggest that the pressure of worsening social conditions is penetrating the
collective consciousness of the Polish working class and is beginning to stir
them into action to defend their standards of living.
Meanwhile, the leaders of the unions and the political parties have been
playing a dangerous game with their manoeuvres at the top. Solidarity and
OPZZ are traditionally enemies, with anti-communist and communist
traditions respectively. Solidarity is close to PiS, while OPZZ is closer to
the SLD. But the fact that they have been forced to call the present
protests together show the amount of pressure that is building up from
below.
No doubt these union leaders see the anger of the movement as a means
to ‘let out steam’ from the brewing anger of the Polish workers while they
at the same time use the workers movement as a tool with which to
advance their own interests and preferred political parties. But this is
likely to be a serious miscalculation. The movement of the working class
cannot be turned off and on like a tap by the union leaders when it suits
them. As the workers become more conscious of their power to change
society they will become more insistent on change that runs deeper than a
superficial switch from one capitalist party to another. Unless the leaders
of the unions break with capitalism and fight for a genuine socialist
solution to the problems that have been building up and will continue to
accumulate, they too will face the anger of the Polish workers.
For a long period Polish politics has been dominated by sly manoeuvres and
backroom deals at the top. These latest demonstrations are the first signs
that the working class is rising its head again and shaking off the aparent
apathy and passivity which characterized it in the past period and instead
are starting to take their destinies into their own hands. And once the
workers start moving no corrupt politician will be able to hide. The centre
of political gravity will begin to shift from politicians’ offices onto working
class streets.
www.marxist.com

ANC Thuggery Undermines the Rule of Law Once Again
Abahlali baseMjondolo Press Statement

17 September 2013

Yesterday we occupied the centre of Durban in our thousands. After our
march some of us went to court, once again, for the Cato Crest matter. We
have won a number of orders from the High Court interdicting the
eThekwini Municipality from illegally evicting our members from the
Marikana land occupation at Cato Crest. However the Municipality has just
ignored these court orders. The court eventually decided to order various
officials to appear before the court to explain why they should not be
arrested. But even the agreement made to stop the evictions, which have
been violent, while the Municipality prepared its case, was violated. While
we were in court threats were made against us and guns were passed
around outside the court. Two activists have already been assassinated in
Cato Crests and death threats have to be taken seriously.
Yesterday the court ruled that both our legal team, and the Municipality's
legal team, must go to Cato Crest today. All of the people who were part
of our application to the court to force the Municipality to stop its illegal
evictions were supposed to be at their shacks with their IDS so that it could

be shown which shacks were protected.
Today we went to Cato Crest as ordered by the court. However the process
that the court has ordered could not take place. The land invasions unit
where there . Ngiba, the local councillor, was there with people believed
to be his hit men. There was a senior politician there in a black BMW with
blue lights. The ANC had mobilised their supporters. Songs were sung
threatening us. Death threats were made against S'bu Zikode and Bandile
Mdlalose. Our lawyer was intimidated. S'bu Sithole, the ANC Community
Liason Officer in the area said that Bandile must be the next to be killed.
Eventually we had to leave the area without completing the process
requested by the court.
Our members have been illegally evicted from their homes based on their
ethnicity (it is said that they are from the Eastern Cape and that they must
return there). When they have tried to organise their leaders have been
assassinated. When they have gone to court to force the Municipality to
cease its illegal evictions the court orders have been ignored. When they
have gone to the streets to protest against these evictions they have been
arrested and beaten by the police in custody.
We have been openly threatened with death in ANC meetings in Cato
Crest, we have been threatened by the ANC in court and we have now
been threatened with death by ANC members while trying to implement
the process mandated by the court.
We have survived very serious threats, intimidation, lies and repression
over the years. We will survive this. Yesterday our red sea bought
thousands into the centre of the city. We occupied it. We showed our
power. We showed it peacefully.
It is clear to us that we are dealing with a City that has contempt for the
poor and hated for the organised poor. It is clear that we are dealing with
a City that has contempt for the rule of law. It is clear to us that we are
dealing with a City that is very happy to deal with us with the violence of
the police, ANC members and assassins (izinkabi) instead of engaging us
politically or in the courts. It is clear to us that we are dealing with a City
that is only interested in housing as a source of wealth and power for
members of the ruling party.
We will stand firm for our dignity. We will stand firm for our right to this
city which is a right to live in this city and to shape it from below. We will
stand firm for our right to be part of this democracy. We will stand firm in
our demand that wealth, land and power must be shared. We will stand
firm in our instance that everyone counts.
www.abahlali.org/
Contact:
Bandile Mdlalose: 071 424 2815
Mnikelo Ndabankulu: 081 263 3462

March on the Durban City Hall to Demand Land, Housing and Dignity
Abahlali baseMjondolo Press statement 13 September 2013
March on the Durban City Hall to Demand Land, Housing and Dignity
Abahlali baseMjondolo Movement SA together with Abahlali baseSipingo Transit Camp (eMathinini)
will be marching to the Durban City Hall on Monday, 16 September 2013. We will be joined by

Abahlali from around the province of KwaZulu-Natal including Howick and the South Coast. For a
very long time there has been serious neglect of people in smaller towns.
This march comes at a very tough time for our movement. It comes at a time when we are not only
beaten and repressed for raising our voices but also threatened with death and killed. Our crime has
been to organize in shack settlements and to organize unorganized communities. Our crime has
been to organize outside state control. Our crime has been to organize outside party control. Our
crime has been to create a platform for people who are supposed to be spoken for and about to
speak for ourselves. Our crime has been to speak truth to power. Our crime has been to speak out
against the corruption that implicates top politicians in Cato Crest. Our crime has been to insist that
everyone counts. Our crime has been to insist on our right to the cities. Our crime has been to take
action to put the social value of land before its commercial value. And yes, our crime has been to
insist that the state does not treat the poor as if we were beneath the rule of law and outside of our
constitutional democracy.
The Isipingo Transit Camp communities have have been living under life threatening conditions on
flood plain and in a dump area. Many of the residents there are sick, really sick from asthma and
other respiratory related sicknesses. This is not a place for human beings to live. In 1990 the ANC
said 'Occupy the Cities'. We were promised housing in the Freedom Charter and election promises.
Now we are being forced into transit camps where we are left to rot and this is called delivery. We
cannot accept the conditions in this transit camp or in any transit camp. Transit camps are an attack
on our humanity. They vandalize our dignity.
We have all been lied to from Kennedy Road to Cato Crest. One thing that Mayor James Nxumalo is
known for and good for is lying. He says everything but does nothing. This is what he will be
remembered for on his term. Lies and more lies. Lies and silence when his councilors threaten to kills
us.
In Cato Crest our homes have been illegally demolished, we have been beaten by the police and
threatened with death by the ANC. No one has been arrested for the assassinations of Thembinkosi
Qumbelo and Nkululeko Gwala. Court orders against evictions are just being ignored. Today the
residents whose shacks have been illegally demolished were supposed to be able to rebuild. This is
what the court order demanded. The Cato Manor SAPS have been served with interdicts so today
they used the Mayville SAPS to prevent the rebuilding. They are using all means possible to subvert
the rule of law.
We are entering dangerous times. If we as the poor don't count to the rule of law and can be freely
beaten, evicted, threatened and killed what hope can we really have in democracy? We have always
warned and we continue to warn that the anger of the poor can go in many directions.

Each Abahlali branch in each community has prepared its own memorandum for this march after
discussing it in their own community. We have asked the MEC for Cooperative Governance and
Traditional Affairs, the MEC for Human Settlements in the KZN Province and Mayor James Nxumalo
to come and receive our memoranda.

However we make the following collective demands:

•We demand well located land and decent housing in the cities.
•We demand an end to transit camps.
•We demand an end to repression and full and open investigation of all repression against our
movement including the Kennedy Road attack in 2009, repression in KwaNdengezi and the
assassination of Nkululeko Gwala etc.
•We demand that the eThekwini Municipality cease its open violation of the Constitution and the
law when it comes to the treatment of poor people in Durban
•We demand an immediate end to the illegal and violent harassment of our members in Cato Crest
including the demolition of their homes in violation of court orders.
•Nigel Gumede must go.
Our dignity is not negotiable. Our right to the cities is not negotiable. Our right to participate in this
democracy is not negotiable.

Our march will begin at King Dinizulu Park (Botha) and proceed to the Durban City Hall. It will start at
9 a.m. and finished at 13:00 p.m.

Please contact:

Thinabantu Khanyile Abahlali National Administrator 078 2891314
Mnikelo Ndabankulu Abahlali baseMjondolo Media Officer 081 2633462
Bandile Mdlalose Abahlali baseMjondolo Secreatary General on 084 5575090

National Farmers and Social Strike gets seeds control law 970 suspended

In Colombia after 21 days of a nationwide strike by thousands of farmers, blocking more than
40 roads nationwide, protesting farmers forced the Colombian government to negotiate the
rejection of a farm bill and the release of detained protesters.
The Real News Network 14 September 2013

UN report calls for wage hikes to boost SA’s economy
Business Day

13 September 2013

COMPANIES need to hike their employees’ wages to lift household spending
and the domestic economy, according to the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development’s (Unctad’s) 2013 Trade and Development Report
released in Johannesburg on Thursday.

In South Africa, household consumption was about 60% of gross domestic
product (GDP), and, along with the rest of the world, labour income had
dipped in real terms as had household consumption, said Unctad economist
Diana Barrowclough, one of the authors of the report, Adjusting to the
Changing Dynamics of the World Economy.
Sustained global growth and development needed consistent growth in
household consumption, the largest component of which was labour
income, yet declines in wage share had begun in the 1980s and were
unabated, she said.
Research by Unctad put wage share at about two-thirds of total income in
developing economies.
It was also not wise to increase domestic purchasing power through debt,
Ms Barrowclough said.
She said the theory that wages should be lowered as a means of lowering
costs and so increasing competitiveness was misguided, because it caused
a reduction in the number of consumers available to buy a company’s
products.
"(Companies) need to start thinking of workers as consumers, and not just
a cost," she said.
Labour market deregulation had caused a rise in "precarious employment"
such as contract work that brought fewer benefits, Ms Barrowclough said.
Debate over wages and the government’s inflexible labour-market policies
has been heated, and incidents sparked by this debate have sometimes
been tragic, either in consequent job losses or, arguably, life.
There needed to be an agreement between companies, such as happened
in some places during the height of the global financial crisis, for better
wages and less retrenchment, said Ms Barrowclough.
"There is long-term benefit in seeing things collaboratively."
Governments and companies also needed to start spending cash reserves,
she said.
"The most important aim of most business is profit retention; we need
policies that stimulate reinvestment … in the last five years firms and even
households have been holding large cash reserves. We need fiscal policy
that encourages firms to spend. We need a stronger, more engaged state,"
she said.
In April, the Old Mutual Investment Group South Africa said the private
sector was not sitting on the often-quoted R1.34-trillion in bank deposits
(by non-financial companies) as at the end of November 2012, and that
"true" nonfinancial corporate deposits were only R578bn, or 43% of this
total. This meant that cash held by companies was only 18% of GDP, rather
than the 41% of GDP commonly quoted (using the R1.34-trillion figure).
Trade and Industry Minister Rob Davies, who attended Thursday’s launch,
said the government valued Unctad’s contribution to debate about how to
boost the global economy, and the body’s opinion, as set out in the report,
"resonates with where we are trying to move South Africa".
Unctad favours the lifting of domestic and regional trade, industrialisation
and diversification, especially in the global south, increased central bank
control in economies and a larger voice for the global south in
international politics. Given the parlous state of the global economy, South

Africa and other developing economies needed to focus on improving
domestic trade over international trade, the report say.
"The global economy is far away from strong, sustained growth (and) …
inequality and income inequality are major obstacles to development and
the global economy," Ms Barrowclough said.
www.bdlive.co.za

Durban officials face imprisonment for Cato Crest evictions
Manqoba Nxumalo (Mail & Guardian)

11 September 2013

eThekwini municipal heads will appear before the court to explain why
they continued to demolish Cato Crest shacks despite a court order
prohibition.
The eThekwini municipal manager Sibusiso Sithole and the head of the
Land Invasions Unit have been ordered to appear before the Durban High
Court on Thursday to explain why they should not be imprisoned for
contempt of court for continuing with Cato Crest shack demolitions despite
a court order prohibiting the destruction of shacks.
On Friday September 6 2013, Abahlali baseMjondolo and residents of Cato
Crest informal settlement approached the KwaZulu-Natal High Court in
Durban for the third time to prevent the eThekwini municipality from
illegally destroying their homes.
The judge granted an interim order compelling Sithole and the head of the
Land Invasion Unit to appear in court on Thursday, September 12, to
explain why they should not be imprisoned for 30 days.
Sbu Zikode, from the Abahlali baseMjondolo's shack dweller's movement,
said they were shocked that the municipality could flagrantly disregard a
court order and that they looked forward to Thursday's hearing.
"We obtained yet another order because the municipality continues to go
against the law and now they face arrest," Zikode said on Tuesday.
The order further directed the municipality to construct "temporary
habitable dwellings that afford shelter, privacy and amenities at least
equivalent to those destroyed, and which are capable of being dismantled,
at the site at which their previous informal housing structures were
demolished" to the residents whose shacks were demolished on September
1 and 2.
This has not been done.
"When the state wilfully disobeys a court order, it makes a criminal of
itself. It subverts the rule of law. It tears the fabric of our constitutional
democracy," said Stuart Wilson, executive director of the Socio-Economic
Rights Institute (Seri).
"It is unacceptable that poor residents of an informal settlement must go
to court three times in order to stop the illegal demolition of their homes
... It is equally disturbing that the only way to hold a municipality
accountable to enforce court orders is to bring individual office-bearers to
court on pain of imprisonment for contempt."
Appointed local government enforcers often face threats and violence
when they attempt to disband informal communities taking advantage of
loopholes in land use management legislation.
mg.co.za

Manqoba Nxumalo is the Mail & Guardian's 2013 Eugene Saldanha Fellow
for social justice reporting.

Field’s Hill: Report warned of tragedy
IOL News

9 September 2013

Durban - As funeral plans for the 22 people killed in the Fields Hill horror
crash last week get under way, it has emerged that provincial transport
authorities rejected a task team’s report – compiled by its own senior staff
members – that called for heavy-duty trucks to be banned on that part of
the M13.
The report, submitted to Transport MEC Willies Mchunu in December 2011,
was compiled by senior officials at the KwaZulu-Natal Department of
Transport, the Road Traffic Inspectorate, local businesses and the former
councillor for the Pinetown area, Warwick Chapman.
On Thursday 22 people died and scores were injured after an articulated
truck that had apparently lost its brakes ploughed into five taxis and a car
at the base of Fields Hill.
According to a reply to the task team, the recommendations were rejected
by the KZN department’s senior manager, engineering services, in part
because it would come at a cost to large retailers in the area, who have to
use smaller trucks to stock their stores in the Highway area. The Daily
News has a copy of both documents.
The report found that there had been a huge increase in traffic on the hill,
with an average of 57 052 vehicles a day in 2001/2 rising to 66 905 in
2009/10. Heavy vehicles on the hill had risen from 1 980 in 2001/2 to 3 359
in 2009/10. Over the same period heavy vehicle accidents had risen five
times from 5 to 25 a year over that period, showing a steady increase
every year.
The report urged the MEC to use his authority to enforce a section of the
KZN Provincial Road Act – as was done in Western Cape – that allows the
provincial government to restrict usage of a road to specific categories of
vehicles.
The scene of the crash on Field's Hill was described by police and
paramedics as the worst they had ever seen.
ER24
The 2011 report states that trucks should be using the “purpose built” N3
toll road as it reduced the risk of accidents because of its superior
alignment, gradients and sight distances compared to Fields Hill, which
had sharp bends and poor visibility.
The department of transport rejected the report, no commenting on
sections of it, and disagreeing with the issues of safety.
“(The economic implications) would be considerable to business as goods
would have to be either transferred from larger to smaller trucks if
available…”, Walter Bennet, the department’s senior manager,
engineering services, wrote in March 2012 in response to the task team’s
report.
“Most large chains such as Woolworths, Checkers, Pick n Pay, etc use class
4 trucks for deliveries. Refrigeration trucks delivering fresh produce could

also be a problem when coming from far afield, necessitating the swopping
of delivery vehicle,” Bennet wrote. “The consumer ultimately will pay.”
However, Chapman believes there were solutions to the possible economic
impact.
“There were options like allowing trucks to go far as the last bridge at
Fields Hill with the further option of turning around and still accessing the
broader economic area there. And if trucks needed to take one of the offramps onto Fields Hill they could get a special permit and get a police
escort. But there was none of that; it (the report) was just dismissed
outright,” Chapman said on Sunday.
“If they had listened to us then and implemented the recommendation, a
very large truck with containers on it would not be on Fields Hill on
Thursday night and the driver would not have to make a choice on how to
arrest the vehicle.” Chapman said the report had clearly identified it was
not only the gradient but also the sharpness of the corners at Fields Hill
that posed a problem. The road was never designed for large trucks, he
said.
“It is all good and well when the truck is operating fine but that is not the
problem. The problem is when there is a crisis situation. There is no space
on Fields Hill to build an arrestor bed,” he said. “As it stands the downhill
section is two lanes only and recovery becomes a massive issue as there is
just no space for an arrestor bed. What happened is totally unforgivable as
we warned them about this.”
According to the report, truckers interviewed by the Road Traffic
Inspectorate have said the reasons they use the M13 is to avoid the toll fee
but also to avoid the weighbridge at Mariannhill.
“The cost in lives, damage to infrastructure and the economic impact of
reduced productivity, although difficult to calculate, must far exceed any
cost benefit of using the M13 instead of the safer, purpose built N3,” the
report said.
Over a 10-hour period in each of three days in September 2010 a survey of
heavy vehicle traffic showed that 226 to 347 heavy vehicles used the
route, while on a Friday 620 trucks used the downhill route.
The report urged the provincial department to restrict trucks and also
reduce the speed limit on Fields Hill from 80km/h to 60km/h.
It said the combination of a steep downhill gradient and a sharp curve on
the road, the potential of fatigue of long distance drivers, as well as
darkness and rain, made it a “dangerous situation on Fields Hill”.
“This is compounded by mechanical failure or load instability which often
occurs when a heavy duty vehicle is subject to a sudden swerve or heavy
braking. In summary, Fields Hill suffers from serious geometric design
problems which makes it unsuitable in terms of current designs and
standards.”
Kwanele Ncalane, spokesman for the department of transport, had not
responded to queries by the time of publication.
DA caucus leader in eThekwini, Zwakele Mncwango, said the MEC should
take responsibility for the crash because he had rejected the report: “We
gave the MEC the report... but the response was arrogant. Some items he
refused to comment on and others he said we failed to give evidence. The
MEC can’t act suprised now. He should be honest and take responsibility.”
“It’s an issue of will, not of budget. If they can’t fund another road then

give trucks special rates at the toll. It can’t be an issue if it saves lives.”
The Deputy Speaker of the KZN Legislature, Mtholephi Mthimkhulu, said on
Sunday that calls by the DA for Mchunu to resign left the Office of the
Speaker appalled “at the DA’s attempt to turn a terrible tragedy in which
so many people have lost their lives into a political football”. “We believe
the DA is being so insensitive and irresponsible simply because the majority
of the people who died in this accident were black and it just shows the
contempt with which they treat black people,” he said.
www.iol.co.za

“MONARCHICAL DEMOCRACY” POLICE DETAIN INTERNATIONAL PANELLISTS IN SWAZILAND
SSN-STATEMENT 6 September 2013
The Swaziland Solidarity Network condemns the detention of trade
unionists and international panellists from Zimbabwe, Swaziland and South
Africa by the Swazi police. The Secretary General of the Trade Unions
Congress of Swaziland (TUCOSWA) Vincent Ncongwane and the former
COSATU General Secretary and cabinet minister Jay Naidoo by King
Mswati’s were detained by king Mswati’s police together with others. They
have since been released thanks to an intervention by the International
Labour Organization [ILO}.
Naidoo was in Swaziland to participate as a panellist in a summit organised
by the International Trade Union Confederation [ITUC] to gather the
experiences of Swazi workers concerning how labour rights violations
impact their lives.
While we condemn the actions of the Swazi dictatorship, we also extend
an accusing finger to the Southern African development Community
(SADC), which even today continues to pretend as if Swaziland is another
democratic state.
The arbitrary detention of these innocent panellists is an example of the
way all pro-democracy activists are treated in Swaziland by King Mswati
whenever they organise peaceful activities with a political motive.
This is not an environment which is conducive for democratic elections and
it is a shame that the SADC continues to “observe” these human rights
violations in silence when they should not even be dignifying the process
with their presence.
Unless they share the hallucinations of king Mswati’s supposed
“Monarchical democracy”, we expect the SADC observer mission take
these events into consideration when reporting on the selections going on
in Swaziland.
Issued by the Swaziland Solidarity Network [SSN]
Contact
Lucky Lukhele –SSN-spokespeson
0725024141
Lucky LukheleTell:011 339 3621
Fax: 0866135762
Mobile: 072 502 4141
Email: lucky.lukhele@gmail.com
Skype: LuckyLukhele1
Twitter: lukhelelucky

We Are Under Attack in Cato Crest!

Abahlali baseMjondolo Pres statement
5 September 2013

Ethekwini Municipality violates Court Order Again
Despite both an undertaking and an Order of Court issued by Durban High
Court the eThekwini Municipality is demolishing Cato Crest shacks right
now.
Comrades are under attack in their own homes.
They have told the residents that they are the ruling party and nobody and
nothing will stop them from ruling the city in the manner they want to.
People are have taken to the streets in protest. The tyres are burning and
Bellair Road has been closed. Comrades are also under attack on the road
blockade but the blockade is holding so far.
We request the media to rush to Cato Crest now.
Contact:
Ndabo Mzimela 072 4015974
Lindiwe 072 7493696
Our Movement is Under Attack
Abahlali baseCato Crest Press Statement
2 September 2013

The eThekwini Municipality's Land Invasion Unit has again demolished
shacks and evicted residents in Cato Crest without a Court Order. This is
despite the undertaking made before the Durban High Court that they will
not demolish any shacks in Cato Crest pending the final court decision.
They demolished on Sunday and again this today. This morning they
demolished 15 shacks, 8 of them were the homes of people who where
among those who secured an interim court order preventing the
destruction of their homes. The few bullies running this municipality are
rendering it a criminal municipality with no respect for the poor, for
democracy or the rule the law.
Yesterday they said they were not finished with us. Today they still say
they are not finished with us. They say that they will rule us whether we
like it or not. They say that they will use all their power to force us to
accept their rule. This is black power used in the same way as the white
power of Dr Verwoed.
This morning ANC Councilor Mzimuni Ngiba called the ANC members in
Cato Crest to a meeting at the local sport ground to plan and discuss this
eviction. S’bu Zikode was the main subject in this meeting, just as
Nkululeko Gwala was the main subject of the meeting called by the ANC in
the area on the 26th of June. Gwala was assassinated on the same day.
Ngiba has declared war on Abahlali members. His comrades insist that they
have fought and died for this country and that it is therefore their turn to
rule even if that means that they must rule without regard for law.
In today's attack three people including women have been shot by
municipal security with rubber bullets. Abahlali comrades have rushed
them to hospital. "Engabe kanti sesiyabulawa ngempela uhulumeni wethu”
“are we really being killed by our own government”, cried one woman.
The evictions in Cato Crest started as ethnic evictions. They are now
political evictions.
The war on our movement is a war on democracy.

We urge the media to rush to Cato Crest now.
www.abahlali.org
Contact:
Makwasa, Abahlali baseMjondolo member in Cato Crest on 071 8455214
Scelo, Abahlali baseMjondolo member in Cato Crest, 076 3903642/083
6654618
Ndabo Mzimela, Abahlali baseMjondolo Cato Crest Chairperso

Workers in Venezuelan State Run Companies Protest “Bureaucratic” Management
Ewan Robertson 31 August 2013
(Venezuelanalysis.com) – Workers in several Venezuelan state owned
companies have launched protests against what they call “bureaucratic”
management, instead advocating that the companies be run under a
worker control model.
Workers at the state run Lacteos Los Andes gained important concessions
from the government this week after protesting management
“irregularities” in the company, which makes milk, yogurt, and juice,
among other products.
300 workers from Lacteos demonstrated last Monday outside the country’s
National Assembly to highlight what workers described as a “sabotage” of
company production by management and the minister for food, Felix
Osorio.
Problems at the plant included a lack of primary materials being delivered
for production and a fall in the number of trucks arriving at factory
installations to distribute Lacteos Los Andes’ products. Workers charged
management as trying to make the nationalised company fail as part of a
plan to “hand it over to the right wing bourgeoisie business people”.
In a meeting with representatives of the Venezuelan presidency on
Tuesday, Lacteos workers put forth their main concerns and demands,
which were: lack of imported materials and containers for production,
poor company administration, the withholding of accounting information,
and “above all” not taking workers’ contributions into account.
“We have an unresponsive management that hasn’t done anything. The
solution is to remove that management, and open an administrative, civil
and penal investigation…this [company situation] can be solved with
worker control,” said one worker to Aporrea.
As a result of the meeting, the Maduro presidency decided to dismiss
Lacteos’ management, and guarantee the import and delivery of all
materials required for the company’s production.
Lacteos workers further proposed to the executive that the company be
run under a model of worker self-management, or “worker control”. On
Thursday workers were set to debate this in a workers’ council meeting,
aiming to propose one of their own to occupy the position of “worker
president” at the company.
According to Aporrea, Lacteos workers “trust that President Maduro will
fulfil agreements reached [with workers] to put Lacteos Los Andes back on
a level footing”.
Further protests

The struggle in Lacteos is one of several labour mobilisations in state run
companies against management in recent weeks, including the successful
effort by worker-run Diana Industries to avoid the “imposition” of a
businessman as manager.
On Wednesday employees in state run food distributer PDVAL marched to
the presidential palace at Miraflores to protest labour conditions and
treatment by management. Workers said they do not enjoy a collective
contract, and they did not receive an across the board pay rise granted to
public sector workers earlier this year.
PDVAL workers have since met with management and reportedly reached
some agreements in order to move forward. However workers sent a
message to President Maduro that they do not regard recent incidents in
Lacteos Los Andes, PDVAL and Diana Industries as isolated, warning the
president against a “fifth column dressed in red” in state companies.
“We’re going to lose the revolution, Maduro, if we don’t get organised,”
said one worker, according to Aporrea.
Meanwhile, in the state owned Pedro Camejo agricultural machinery and
transport company, workers and farmers have occupied factory
installations in the western state of Yaracuy.
In a press release on Wednesday, workers said they were fighting against
the “idleness and lack of attention of management”, which has failed to
procure necessary machinery parts, “putting the coming harvest in
danger”. The workers also argued for the implementation of a worker
control model at the company.
The occupation also has the support of various grassroots groups, the Hugo
Chavez Frias commune, and the local mayoral candidate for the
government’s United Socialist Party (PSUV), who argued for the company’s
management to be “replaced”.
venezuelanalysis.com

‘Vessel should not have left harbour’
Kevin Lancaster

28 August 2013

Durban - Should the MV Smart have been allowed to leave Richards Bay
harbour in heavy swells and high winds last Monday or did those in charge
doom the ship by giving it the green light to sail?
Coastwatch - an affiliate of the Wildlife and Environmental Society of
South Africa - chairwoman Di Dold posed these questions on Tuesday, in
addition to asking whether the cost involved, if it had been decided not to
depart, contributed to the decision to send it out.
“The ship should not have been let out of the harbour. It was a bad
judgment call by the captain and the harbour master,” said Dold.
The MV Smart, which was carrying 148 000 tons of coal when it broke its
hull while stuck on a sandbank outside the harbour, was too heavily laden
to sail in the 10m-swells last Monday, as the risk was too high, she said.
“The vessel was drawing 17.4m of water and was sailing out of a 22m
channel,” said Dold, adding that this resulted in a very small margin of
error in rough conditions.

“Nothing can be done now, and we must minimise the environmental
damage, but hopefully for the future they have learnt a lesson,” she said.
Dold said the shipping business was very competitive and most players
operated on low profit margins, which may have seen the Smart not want
to delay its voyage because of harbour charges.
South African Maritime Safety Authority manager for the east coast,
Captain Saroor Ali, said they would release a report on how the ship came
to “break its back” on the sandbank, but would only do so after a full
investigation.
“The investigation may take a long time to complete, a few months, and is
under way,” said Ali.
Ali said the crew of the Smart had provided statements to the maritime
authority after being rescued.
“The oil pumping is going very well,” he said.
More than 50 percent of the potential pollutant had been safely extracted
by Tuesday afternoon.
The Smart was carrying 1 830 tons of fuel oil when it ran aground. The
salvage operation to remove it was expected to be completed in the
coming days.
Richards Bay harbour master Vernal Jones could not be reached for
comment.
www.iol.co.za

African Food Sovereignty under attack by corporate interests
Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa

27 August 2013

Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA), a coalition of pan-African
networks, with members in 50 African countries and representing
smallholder farmers, indigenous peoples and civil society, met in Addis
Ababa 12-16th August 2013 to formulate an action plan to safeguard
Africa’s sovereignty over its food, seeds and natural resources from the
assault on Africa’s food systems.
Africa’s diversity and knowledge systems are being threatened by
corporate and genetically modified (GM) seeds, agro-chemicals, resource
grabs and laws that prevent farmers from freely using, sharing or selling
their seed.
These threats come from amongst others, the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa (AGRA) and the G8 "New Alliance for Food Security and
Nutrition" that strongly promote the interests of multinational seed,
fertilizer and agro-chemical companies at the expense of the rights and
interests of smallholder farmers.
Currently, 80% of seed in Africa is bred by smallholder farmers, who freely
save and share seed, resulting in a wide diversity of agricultural crops and
a safety net for food security. “We are outraged at the way African
governments are being strong-armed into adopting draconian seed laws
that ensure the dominance of corporate seeds; giving private breeders
monopoly and exclusive marketing rights over seeds” said Elizabeth Mpofu,
from La Via Campesina Africa.

The entry point for corporate agribusiness into Africa is through valuable
cash crops such as cotton. Bt cotton is promoted as necessary for African
farmers to compete on the global cotton market. "Bt cotton production in
Burkina Faso and South Africa has failed to achieve its promise. Small
farmers are finding that yields and quality of Bt cotton are extremely low.
For this reason Bt cotton planting this year has plunged from 400,000
hectares to 200,000 hectares in Burkina Faso." Fatou Batta, Association
Nourrir Sans Détruire, Burkina Faso.
The G8 New Alliance places a heavy emphasis on nutrition that focuses
almost exclusively on the bio-fortification of key staple crops. According to
Bernard Guri from COMPAS Africa “Bio-fortification is a dangerous
distraction from real solutions for nutrition such as increasing crop
diversity. We cannot look to dependence on so-called ‘fortified’ crops,
whilst ignoring the real socio-economic causes of malnutrition.”
The many pan-African networks belonging to AFSA all note with great
concern the increasing acquisition of huge areas of African land by mining
conglomerates and biofuel and export agribusiness. Smallholder farmers
such as those displaced by these land grabs feed 70% of the world. Their
model of agro-ecological family farming is the most efficient and
productive in the world. We must support them instead of undermining
their knowledge and practice." said Million Belay, Coordinator of AFSA
www.waronwant.org
Notes to Editors
The ALLIANCE FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY IN AFRICA (AFSA) is a Pan African
platform comprising networks and farmer organisations working in Africa
including the African Biodiversity network (ABN), Coalition for the
Protection of African Genetic Heritage (COPAGEN), Comparing and
Supporting Endogenous Development (COMPAS) Africa, Friends of the
Earth- Africa, Indigenous Peoples of Africa Coordinating Committee
(IPACC), Participatory Ecological Land Use Management (PELUM)
Association, Eastern and Southern African Small Scale Farmers‟ Forum
(ESSAFF), La Via Campesina Africa , FAHAMU, World Neighbours, Network
of Farmers' and Agricultural Producers' Organizations of West Africa
(ROPPA), Community Knowledge Systems (CKS), Plate forme Sous
Régionale des Organisations Paysannes d'Afrique Centrale (PROPAC) and
African Centre for Biosafety (ACB).
AFSAmembersrepresent small holder farmers, pastoralists,
hunter/gatherers, indigenous peoples, citizens and environmentalists from
Africa who possess a strong voice that shapes policy on the continent in
the area of community rights, family farming, promotion of traditional
knowledge and knowledge systems, the environment and natural resource
management. Thus, providing a forum to analyse, discuss issues, challenge
policies and identify ways forward.
Member countries of COMESA in collaboration with the African Seed Trade
Association (AFSTA) and ACTESA (The Alliance for Commodity Trade in
Eastern and Southern Africa have drafted seed registration law that will be
considered by COMESA governments in September 2013. These draft
Regulations create a compulsory regional registration system allowingonly
marketing of private sector seeds while criminalizing the sale of
smallholder farmer varieties that have evolved over centuries.
In addition, African regional institutions such as the African Regional
Intellectual Property Office (ARIPO) and the South African Development
Community (SADC) have also developed draft intellectual property
frameworks that only grants proprietary rights to the private sector
varieties, while preventing small-holder farmers from continuing their
sustainable farming practices of freely using, exchanging and selling seeds.
Theseframeworks enables corporate take-over of African seeds and

undermines seedsovereignty.

Colombia Nationwide Strike
Sarah Lazare

26 August 2013

A nationwide strike in Colombia—which started as a rural peasant uprising
and spread to miners, teachers, medical professionals, truckers, and
students—reached its 7th day Sunday as at least 200,000 people blocked
roads and launched protests against a U.S.-Colombia Free Trade
Agreement and devastating policies of poverty and privatization pushed by
US-backed right-wing President Juan Manuel Santos.
"[The strike is a condemnation] of the situation in which the Santos
administration has put the country, as a consequence of its terrible, antiunion and dissatisfactory policies," declared the Central Unitaria de
Trabajadores (CUT), the country's largest union, in a statement.
The protests and strikes, largely ignored in the English-language media,
have been met with heavy crackdown from Colombia's feared police, with
human rights organization Bayaca reporting shootings, torture, sexual
assault, severe tear-gassing, arbitrary arrests, and other abuses on the
part of state agents. Colombia’s Defense Minister Juan Carlos Pinzon
recently claimed that the striking workers are being controlled by the
"terrorist" Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), in a country
known for using unverified claims of FARC connections as an excuse to
launch severe violence against social movements.
"Violent clashes continue in rural areas where farmers and truck drivers
have been setting up roadblocks since Monday, and the Santos
administration has deployed 16,000 additional military personnel to
'control the situation,'" Neil Martin of the Colombia-based labor solidarity
organization Paso International told Common Dreams Sunday. "There have
not been deaths reported in relation to this violence, but human rights
organizations and YouTube videos have documented military personnel
beating protestors, stealing supplies, carrying out vandalism unwarranted
arrests, and generally inciting violence."
Protesters are levying a broad range of concerns about public policies that
devastate Colombia's workers, indigenous, and Afro-Colombian
communities. The US-Colombia Free Trade Agreement has forced small
farmers to compete with subsidized US products, made them more
vulnerable to market fluctuations, and eroded their protections and social
safety nets through the implementation of neoliberal policies domestically.
Farmers are demanding more protections and services in a country beset
with severe rural poverty.
Meanwhile, the Colombian government is handing out sweetheart deals to
international mining companies while creating bans and roadblocks for
Colombian miners. Likewise, the government is giving multinational food
corporations access to land earmarked for poor Colombians. Healthcare
workers are fighting a broad range of reforms aimed at gutting and
privatizing Colombia's healthcare system. Truckers are demanding an end
to low wages and high gas prices.
"This is the third or fourth large-scale non-military rural uprising this year,"
Martin told Common Dreams.
Colombian workers organizing to improve their lives are met with an
onslaught of state violence: Colombia is the deadliest country in the world
for union activists, according to the AFL-CIO Solidarity Center, and 37

activists were murdered in Colombia in the 1st half of 2013 alone, leading
news weekly Semana reports.
Santos, who says he refuses to negotiate while the strikes are taking place,
has so far been unsuccessful in his efforts to quell the swelling protests
that are paralyzing much of the country, particularly in rural areas.
"[W]e just want solutions to our problems,” Javier Correa Velez, the head
of a coffee-growers association called Dignidad Cafetera, told the Miami
Herald. “The strike is simply a symptom of an illness that the entire
agriculture sector is suffering from.”
www.zcommunications.org
www.bbc.co.uk
www.ibtimes.com

Workers Demand Worker Control
Tamara Pearson ( Venezuelanalysis.com)

24 August 2013

On Monday, 300 workers from Lacteos Los Andes rallied outside the
Venezuelan national assembly in order to request administrative and
financial intervention into the company.
The nationalised Lacteos Los Andes processes and pasteurises milk, and
produces yoghurt, juices, chicha (sweet rice drink), chocolate milk, oat
milk, and jelly. It employs 3,375 people, and its products are distributed
around the country through bread shops, corner shops, supermarkets, and
the state owned PDVAL.
Aporrea reported that workers blamed the food minister Felix Osorio for
sabotaging their supply and distribution. Over the last month, worker run
cooking oil company Industrias Diana has also accused Osorio of imposing a
manager on them and of preventing the distribution of their products.
Lacteos workers accused some distributors of increasing prices, and said
they discovered trucks with primary materials at the La Guaira port.
Presumably such supplies would be sold overseas for higher than regulated
prices in Venezuela, or is being stored there to sabotage production.
Workers said that where as 15 to 20 food distribution trucks used to arrive
at the plant daily, now only one, two, or none arrive. They said they
believed the “irregularities” are part of a plan to bankrupt the company
and “hand it over to the right wing bourgeoisie business people”.
The rallying workers told Aporrea that because of the “ferocious sabotage”
by their management and the food ministry they feel worker control is
necessary. The “bureaucracy has taken the company to the point of
collapse”, while the workers are “fighting to take it forward”, they
argued.
Workers said that Lacteos president Jairo Areyano has been “completely
absent” from the plants and demanded that he be fired. One worker
commented that Lacteos is “self sufficient”.
“We are for worker control as the only way of guaranteeing production and
distribution, and that the surplus goes to the Venezuelan people and the
workers. We aren’t fighting for any benefits [for ourselves], we want to
recover the plants,” the worker continued.
Lacteos workers want to manage the new budget, as well as
administration, sales and distribution.

In a press release, the Lacteos Los Andes company reported a 15.4%
increase in production in July compared to June. However other Lacteos
workers, protesting last Wednesday outside the Valencia plant, said that
due to a lack of primary material, production has decreased by 40% over
the last six months.
The Venezuelan government nationalised Lacteos Los Andes in 2008.
During 2007 Lacteos had decreased production in order to create milk
scarcity and increase its sale price. It was also allocating most of its milk
to products like yoghurt, which are more profitable than ordinary milk.
The milk scarcity also occurred in the lead up to the 2007 constitutional
referendum. The private company was first founded in 1986, coming out of
the old Leche Lacteos Merida.
While most products that were scarce following former president Hugo
Chavez’s death and in the lead-up to and after the April presidential
elections, are now available, if intermittently, powdered milk remains
hard to get.
www.zcommunications.org

Ramphele made R40m from ‘failed’ BEE
IOL News

23 August 2013

Johannesburg - More than two-thirds of Agang SA leader Mamphela
Ramphele’s R55 million personal wealth came from BEE deals.
The Star can reveal that Ramphele, who has been rubbishing BEE as a
“failed” policy that “enriched a tiny politically connected elite”, has
benefited from black empowerment deals worth R40m since 1994.
She was given shares in Eduloan, Nashua Western Cape, Pearsons, Solar
Capital and private hospital group MediClinic.
Ironically, Agang’s economic policy posted on the party’s website states
that “the way BEE has been applied has failed in its primary purpose of
transforming the economy but has created high compliance costs and only
enriched a tiny politically connected elite”.
Ramphele, who has publicly disclosed her personal finances and dared
President Jacob Zuma to do the same, for the sake of transparency, has
since sold the Eduloan and Nashua shares.
On Thursday, Ramphele, through her spokesman, Adi Mistry-Frost,
confirmed that she benefited from R40m worth of BEE deals in five
companies. However, she denied she was a hypocrite who rubbished the
very policy that benefited her for political expediency.
“With the exception of Pearsons, the BEE deals Dr Ramphele has been
involved in were part of her remuneration as a chairperson or director.
In helping to lead these companies, Dr Ramphele has therefore been in a
position to add value to the company by pursuing growth, job creation
and, above all, championing the transformation agenda,” said Mistry-Frost.
Ramphele’s office said she was consulting with party members to form
Agang SA’s BEE policy, “because it is clear that people feel BEE has not
been correctly implemented”.
She denied she was selective in her quest for transparency by targeting

Zuma, instead of calling on all senior ANC and opposition politicians to
come clean.
“It is the president above all, as the first citizen, who should set the right
example for the rest of the country to follow. That is why Dr Ramphele has
called on President Zuma to disclose his personal finances to the people of
South Africa.”
Mistry-Frost said Ramphele was not prepared to disclose the financial
interests of her immediate family members because she had disclosed hers
in her capacity as Agang leader.
She added that “the party would not disclose its funders unless they
specifically tell us to do so”.
This came as the ANC descended on Ramphele, labelling her a misguided
populist whose “show-off stunt does not assist the poor or the fight against
corruption”.
National ANC spokesman Jackson Mthembu maintained the constitution,
the Executive Members Ethics Act and Sars were enough to ensure public
representatives declared their financial interests or else faced criminal
charges.
He said the country needed leaders who were committed to eradicating
poverty, unemployment and inequality rather than “politics of personality
and flaunting one’s personal wealth in the face of our people”.
“The ANC has been part of a progressive body of opinion in our society that
believes in the need to inculcate values of humility and service among our
people, discouraging the so-called Izikhothane tendencies as demonstrated
yesterday,” Mthembu added.
Political analyst Professor Tinyiko Maluleke said Ramphele’s attempt to
project an image of transparency and honesty could backfire if interpreted
differently.
“One way of reading her declaration is for people to say ‘Wow, so much
money amassed by one person in a country where half the population is
poverty-stricken?’.
“Were you also honest and transparent in the means you used to acquire
the wealth? Is that all you have? People might say she’s too rich to identify
with me, or she might be seen as a role-model and idolised for her
wealth,” he said.
www.iol.co.za
piet.rampedi@inl.co.za
The Star

Khotso Batho: workers used and discarded by CEPPWAWU general secretary
DSM

21 August 2013

Socialistsouthafrica.co.za publishes a report sent by workers of Khotso
Batho, the ‘Black Economic Empowerment’ labour broker company which
was contracted to Sasol, until it was shut down recently after massive
corruption was exposed. Khotso Batho Mining Services is owned by Maureen
Mofokeng, married to the CEPPWAWU (Chemical, Energy, Paper, Printing,
Wood and Allied Workers Union) general secretary Simon Mofokeng who
also played a key role in the company. The workers who were left stranded
by the closure of the company are organising and fighting to be re-

employed by Sasol.
As Khotso Batho workers we were not allowed to join a union; those who
tried to organise targeted and fired. It was really surprising for a company
of Maureen Mofokeng, the wife to a unionist – Simon Mofokeng – not to
allow workers to associate with any union. We were exploited, paid
peanuts, while the Mofokengs are living a lavish life. For the past five
years they didn't raise the salaries. Workers were always told that the
company has no money whereas those who were spying for the CEO,
Maureen Mofokeng, would get a raise and bonuses. Our salaries were
always paid late. Payslips were issued months after we were paid. It could
take five to six months to get a payslip. Some workers would get paid less
than they deserved. To complain without a payslip is difficult and even if
you had a proof that you were paid less, it would still take you time to get
the difference they owed you. Salaries were reduced without consultation.
Workers were working more than eight hours a day but were paid for only
eight hours and there were workers who were forced to work on weekends
and holidays but not paid for those hours. It was a grossly unfair labour
practice. Subsequently it emerged in newspapers this year that the
company had not been paying tax from 2009 and was not even paying
workman’s compensation which led to cancellation of Khotso Batho’s
contract by Sasol.
Now workers face the serious challenges as we lost employment last month
after it was exposed that Khotso Batho was fraudulently run. Mofokeng and
his wife were co-owners of Khotso Batho Mining Services whose 13-year
contract was terminated last month after it was disclosed that they used
fake documents to secure business with Sasol. On August 8, former workers
of Khotso Batho took their grievance memorandum to COSATU house and
the CEPPWAWU head office. In a memorandum they said we were surprised
that Simon Mofokeng, a unionist, can operate such a corrupt activity using
fraudulent documents as purported in the national print media to acquire
such a huge tender stake by Sasol, worth hundreds of millions of Rands
while at the same time profiting from employing workers as cheap
labourers. It is clear that Maureen and Simon Mofokeng used Simon
Mofokeng’s position in CEPPWAWU, at first as regional secretary in
Mpumalanga and now as general secretary of the union that organises Sasol
workers, to get into business with SasolSimon Mofokeng in other words
used the union members to benefit himself and his family. We also told
COSATU that our bosses didn't allow us to join any union, threatening us
with dismissal. They also violated the basic regulations and labour law
provisions that protect workers.
Some of the 72 workers were still not paid half of their wages. While their
salaries are still outstanding, there are no severance wages paid to anyone
of us. Our UIF payments are still outstanding. The workers demand that
general secretary of CEPPWAWU be sacked as it was a conflict of interest
for him to be involved with a union and running a labour broker company.
We even asked CEPPWAWU to intervene on our behalf to ask Sasol to
employ them. Still we are waiting for an answer.
www.socialistsouthafrica.co.za

Damning CHE report into university performance
David Mcfarlane(Mail & Guardian)

20 August 2013

Less than 5% of black African and coloured youth succeed at university,
and more than half of all first-year entrants never graduate at all.
Less than 5% of black African and coloured youth succeed at university,

and more than half of all first-year entrants never graduate at all,
according to a new report. (Delwyn Verasamy, M&G)
This was revealed in a hard-hitting report released by the Council on
Higher Education (CHE) on Tuesday.
Poor academic preparation at school is "the dominant learning-related
reason" for poor university performance – but there is "no prospect" that
the schooling sector will be able to produce the numbers of adequately
prepared matriculants that higher education requires "in the foreseeable
future".
These are among the starkly dismal facts the CHE report powerfully
presents in arguing the need for radical changes to undergraduate degrees.
The main change the document proposes is extending undergraduate
degrees by a year. This is the platform of a raft of proposals the report
says are essential if South Africa is to have any chance of producing the
numbers of good-quality graduates it needs for "all forms of social and
economic development".
The CHE is a statutory body that advises the higher education minister.
The high-powered task team it appointed to conduct the investigation that
has culminated in this week's report includes former University of Cape
Town vice-chancellor Njabulo Ndebele, who chaired the team, renowned
scientist Wieland Gevers, former Unisa vice-chancellor Barney Pityana and
UCT educationist Professor Ian Scott.
Scott told the Mail & Guardian earlier this year that "by and large the
patterns [of dropout, failure and graduation] have remained the same"
since the most reliable means of measuring these trends were first
employed 13 years ago.
The CHE team's 260-page document pulls no punches in making the case
for radical reform. The bleak picture of higher education includes "major
shortcomings" in overall graduate numbers, in equity, and in the
proportion of the student body that succeeds.
"Despite there being a small intake that has good academic potential,
performance in higher education is marked by high levels of failure and
dropout," the report says. For example:
•"Only about one in four students in contact institutions (that is, excluding
Unisa) graduate in regulation time (for example, three years for a threeyear degree);
•"Only 35% of the total intake, and 48% of contact students, graduate
within five years";
•"When allowance is made for students taking longer than five years to
graduate or returning to the system after dropping out, it is estimated that
some 55% of the intake will never graduate";
•"Access, success and completion rates continue to be racially skewed,
with white completion rates being on average 50% higher than African
rates"; and
•"The net result of the disparities in access and success is that under 5% of
African and coloured youth are succeeding in any form of higher
education."
'Dysfunction'
Higher education needs "between twice and three times as many wellprepared entrants as the pre-tertiary sectors [schools and colleges] are
currently producing – around 100 000 additional candidates", the report
says.
But neither the schooling nor the further education and training (FET)
college systems make this achievable in the "foreseeable future".
Although "the level of dysfunction in schooling must continue to be a
primary focus of corrective effort, [the report] has concluded that the

overwhelming weight of evidence from current analyses of the school
sector is that there is effectively no prospect that it will be able, in the
foreseeable future, to produce the numbers of well-prepared matriculants
that higher education requires".
The report is similarly sceptical about FET colleges, saying their "priorities
and capacity" will not enable them to produce "a substantial proportion of
the well-prepared candidates for higher education that would be needed".
"In these circumstances, a choice has to be made by the higher education
sector: between, on one hand, allowing the status quo to persist, and, on
the other, undertaking to act on factors that are within its control to
address the systemic conditions impeding student success."
'Duration and flexibility'
The report argues unequivocally for the second choice, in particular to
introduce what it calls a newly "flexible curriculum structure". Two of its
fundamental elements would be:
•"Duration: To meet the needs of the majority of the student intake, the
formal time of all current three-year degrees and diplomas, as well as
current four-year professional bachelor's degrees ... should be increased by
one year"; and
•"Flexibility: To provide effectively and fairly for diversity in
preparedness, the new curriculum structure should be flexible to allow
students who can complete a programme in less than the formal time to be
permitted to do so."
•The report includes a comprehensive financial analysis showing that the
increased costs of its proposal to lengthen degrees would be significantly
"outweighed" by the improved rates of graduation.
•"The overall conclusion of the analysis is that implementing the new
structure would be financially viable, and would constitute the most
resource-efficient way of achieving substantial graduate growth," the
report says.
mg.co.za
The report is open for public comment until November 29. It can be
downloaded from www.che.ac.za

Year After South African Mine Shooting, Residents See No Change
Anita Powell 16 August 2013
MARIKANA — In South Africa, August 16, 2012, will be remembered as the
date of one of the country's most violent police confrontations since the
apartheid era. Police shot dead 34 striking mineworkers at the Lonmin
platinum mine in Marikana. The miners were striking to demand a
significant pay raise and improved conditions. Officials say that since then,
progress has been made: a commission is investigating the incident and the
miners have been granted some raises. A year later, residents believe
things have changed for the worse, not better.
Mine workers sing before a memorial service near the Lonmin's platinum
mine in Marikana, South Africa, August 16, 2013.
Mine workers dance before a memorial service near the Lonmin's platinum
mine in Marikana, South Africa, August 16, 2013.
Miners arrive for a commemoration service for the striking platinum miners
that were killed a year ago, in Marikana, South Africa, August 16, 2013.
Mine workers sit on a hill where a year ago, police opened fire on fellow

workers killing 34 and injuring 78, near the Marikana mine, South Africa,
August 16, 2013.
Police attempt to stop mine workers from marching towards the mine
before a memorial service, near the Lonmin's platinum mine in Marikana,
South Africa, August 16, 2013.
Miners who survived last year's shooting gather at the scene were they lost
their fellow workers in Marikana, South Africa, August 15, 2013.
Many South Africans said this scene reminded them of the apartheid days.
Not since those dark days, they say, have they seen police shooting wildly
into a crowd of black workers.
But this happened in 2012, when miners held an illegal strike at the
Lonmin platinum mine in Marikana. They were led by the Association of
Mineworkers and Construction Union, which challenged the powerful
National Union of Mineworkers.
Police said that since last year, another 13 union members have been
killed -- and that many of the slayings happened in broad daylight.
Just days before the one-year anniversary, Minister of Police Nathi
Mthethwa visited the scene of a shooting of a female union representative,
who was killed in front of her house.
Critics accuse police of not doing enough to solve the crimes, a charge
Mthethwa disputes. "No, people have been arrested. And as you know, you
must have your facts right, as you know, the Farlam Commission released
people who police have tracked down and arrested, and those people are
at large," he explained.
Police spokesman Brigadier Thulani Ngubane said police have formed the
Mine Crime Combating Forum, a joint initiative of police, unions and
industry. "These are some of the efforts that are being put to ensure that
labor, communities, the police in the forefront. We all work together to
ensure that we bring the necessary peace and stability that is relevant in
this area. And we also call the relevant citizens of this area to work with
us," he said.
Dozens of residents gave VOA near-identical accounts of being harassed
and intimidated by union representatives.
But few would speak on camera, saying they feared they might be targeted
by union-backed thugs.
The area was raided just days before by police, and residents said they
don't feel safe.
"Not at all," mineworker Sibongiseni Mibuzi said. "No, I'm not safe. Even the
police don't make me feel safe, because they come here at night and raid,"
he said.
This mineworker said he constantly feels threatened.
"The security in this place is very poor. Police just show up, kick people's
doors in in the middle of the night," said mineworker Bangela Phathekile.
"It is not safe at all. Our lives are at risk."
A year later, there are few signs of the massive bloodshed that happened
on this plain outside the mine.
These crosses, representing the shooting victims, were not here last year.
But these 34 deaths are not the only ones that stain the ground of

Marikana.
allafrica.com

Big metros fail latest audit
The Star 14 August 2013
Johannesburg - Only 17 of the country’s 278 audited municipalities
received clean audits for the past financial year - and big metros don’t
even make the 5 percent that fared well in the Auditor-General’s books.
In fact, the big metros of Joburg, Tshwane, Ekurhuleni, eThekwini, Cape
Town and Nelson Mandela Bay - which between them account for more
than R170 billion of the municipal budget - received qualified audits. None
received clean audits, a trend that worries Auditor-General Terence
Nombembe.
“The metropolitan municipalities faltered in their crucial role of proving
exemplary leadership to smaller municipalities…,” he said in Pretoria
yesterday when presenting his 2011/12 audit into the performance of
municipalities.
The report paints yet another grim picture of the state of municipalities it reveals that only 5 percent of municipalities have, for the third year
running, received a clean bill of health in their audits.
The A-G completed the audits of 317 (94 percent) of the 338
municipalities. His report shows they spent R370 million on external
consultants, including auditors.
Of concern was the fact that the overall audit outcomes showed regression
“as 41 auditees improved (while) 50 regressed”.
“The progress towards clean audits has been slow, with the number of
clean audits remaining at the same low level of 5 percent in the past three
years.”
Another worrying trend was that almost all of those audited and that got a
clean audit were municipal entities, rather than municipalities themselves,
Nombembe said.
The reasons for the porous audit reports were not new: a lack of skilled
personnel, such as chief financial officers and municipal managers, in
strategic positions.
Internal control deficiencies in the supply chain control management also
accounted for some of the poor financial reports.
“At 73 percent of the auditees, vacancies in key positions and key officials
without the minimum competencies and skills continue to make it difficult
for these auditees to produce credible financial statements and
performance reports,” Nombembe said.
To fill this gap, 71 percent of those audited depended on consultants to
assist with financial reporting, Nombembe said, also expressing concern
that municipalities were not using the available skills development
opportunities.
He called on the councillors of 76 of the municipalities that were slow in
addressing poor audit outcomes to seek support from national and
provincial governments in their pursuit of knowledge and skills.

“They (councillors) must also effectively and ethically apply the leadership
skills that earned them the trust of their communities.”
Nombembe added that there was a “critical need to strengthen the
municipal public accounts committees and support the important role they
play”.
Decisive action had to be taken against political leaders and officials who
deliberately ignored their duties and disobeyed the law, as their
“transgressions” led to poor service delivery.
“Transgressors should be decisively dealt with through performance
management and by enforcing the legislated consequences for
transgressions,” he said.
The A-G took solace “in the exemplary (audit) results” of the three
municipalities that improved. These are George, Langeberg and Mossel
Bay, in the Western Cape, as well as municipal entities like the
Johannesburg Fresh Produce Market, the Durban Marine Theme Park and
the International Convention Centre in Durban.
Deputy Minister of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs Andries
Nel was visibly embarrassed by the report, which he described as
“thorough and meticulous”.
“I think the picture the report paints is one that cries out for intervention
at local, provincial and national levels. It doesn’t make for pleasant
reading,” he said.
lebogang.seale@inl.co.za

Did US investors flout sanctions to help Mugabe?
Stefaans Brümmer

8 August 2013

Authorities have been urged to investigate a hedge fund after it funded a
$100m loan that allegedly helped Mugabe to steal the 2008 elections.
United States authorities have been urged to investigate a New York hedge
fund for sanctions-busting after it funded a $100-million loan that
allegedly helped Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe to steal the 2008
elections.
The Mail & Guardian revealed last year that Och-Ziff Capital Management
Group, one of the world's largest asset managers, was the mystery investor
whose purchase of $150-million of stock in a controversial mining firm
enabled the latter to throw Mugabe's regime a $100-million (about R1billion now) lifeline in return for platinum mining rights.
Contrary to listing rules, Och-Ziff's stock purchase was not disclosed at the
time. The loan allegedly made it possible for Zimbabwe's functionally
bankrupt regime to embark on a campaign of mass intimidation and votebuying ahead of the 2008 presidential run-off, leading frontrunner Morgan
Tsvangirai to withdraw, handing the election to Mugabe.
Now a British nongovernmental organisation working on human rights in
business has built on the M&G exposé, showing that Och-Ziff may have
broken US sanctions by making the transfer. It has called on the US
treasury, which monitors the sanctions, to investigate.

The US instituted targeted financial sanctions on Zimbabwe in 2003,
prohibiting transactions with Mugabe and others it accused of "undermining
democratic processes or institutions". These were extended in 2008, not
long after the elections, to bar transactions with any senior government
official and many others allegedly responsible for human rights violations.
The NGO, Rights and Accountability in Development (Raid), said in a report
last week that "there is evidence that finance originating from Och-Ziff
went to the government of Zimbabwe; and that the government of
Zimbabwe is synonymous with the Mugabe/Zanu-PF regime - comprising
sanctions targets - who used the finance to undermine democracy, commit
human rights abuses and retain power for their own benefit".
The report held that "specifically designated nationals" (SDNs) named in
the US sanctions were "directly implicated in the planning and
orchestration" of Operation Makavhoterapapi, the intimidation campaign in
2008.
And "not only did SDNs benefit from the loan, but certain designated
entities were parties" to the platinum rights transaction for which OchZiff's money was used.
The report conceded that timing might have been crucial in this respect.
The state-owned Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation, which was
central to the transaction, was designated on July 25 2008, only three
months after Och-Ziff's stock purchase.
Raid said it had written to the US treasury to ask that it investigate
whether US sanctions were broken, and to Och-Ziff to clarify questions
including the nature of the due diligence it had done before the
transaction; the purpose and timing of its investment; and "the extent to
which it knew, or should have known, that it was providing funds whose
ultimate beneficiary was the Mugabe regime and SDNs".
Och-Ziff has maintained that it was no more than a passive investor,
implicitly pointing fingers at the Central African Mining and Exploration
Company (Camec), the London-listed firm in which it invested and which in
turn provided the loan to the regime as part payment for platinum rights.
This week a spokesperson said: "Och-Ziff has no connection to Zimbabwe
politics whatsoever and made no loan to Camec. The firm was among many
institutional investors who participated in a private placement of shares in
a London-listed public company [Camec], and as a passive investor had no
role in the direction of the company."
There is evidence, however, that Och-Ziff's investment in Camec was not
so passive.
Och-Ziff's $150-million dwarfed the $50-million in total invested in the
same Camec share issue by other investors. It is very unlikely Och-Ziff
would have committed so much capital without interrogating how Camec
would use the money.
A Camec regulatory announcement in early March 2008 stated that the
original purpose of the new share issue was to raise cash to develop Camec
assets in the Democratic Republic of Congo. But on March 28, a day before
the first round of elections in Zimbabwe, Camec put out another
announcement saying that it had "further discussions with the placees [the
would-be investors] regarding the multiple investment opportunities
available to the company in Africa".
On April 11 - as the regime was holding out against announcing election
results that showed Zanu-PF had lost its parliamentary majority and
Mugabe was trailing presidential challenger Morgan Tsvangirai - Camec

announced the Zimbabwean platinum rights acquisition, to be paid for
partly by providing the $100-million loan to the regime.
The implication of Camec's two statements is that it consulted Och-Ziff
about using its money in Zimbabwe rather than in the Congo.
In the weeks following the transaction, pending the presidential run-off,
Operation Makavhoterapapi went into overdrive.
mg.co.za

Why the South African government is still protecting apartheid racketeers
Martin Plaut

10 August 2013

It leaves one asking, why on earth the present South African government is
so determined to protect apartheid era sanctions-busters?
The story goes something like this. During the apartheid years, several
South African and foreign banks were involved in busting sanctions imposed
by the international community.
Some – including the bank that is now called Absa – got into difficulties,
and were bailed out by the Reserve Bank. So far so good.
In 1994 the ANC comes to power under Nelson Mandela and starts looking
at the books, only to discover that this money is still outstanding.
It asks a British investigative firm to look into the matter. The firm – Ciex –
discovers that squillions are still owed to the South African government.
In fact, according to the Cape Town based investigative magazine,
Noseweek, these are the sums owed to the Reserve Bank:
◦R3.2bn from Absa
◦R3bn to R6bn from Sanlam and Rembrandt
◦Up to R5.5bn from Aerospatiale/Daimler-Chrysler
Yet – amazingly – rather than pursue the money, the investigation was
shelved, even though Ciex offered to pursue the matter for just a
percentage of the funds recovered.
In September 2010 Noseweek ran the story with this opening paragraph:
“The ANC government was told in a secret report how apartheid-era
government operatives stole hundreds of billions from the State – and how
vast sums could be recovered from those responsible and the European
bankers who helped them hide the loot. But mysteriously, the Mbeki
cabinet and the Reserve Bank decided to do nothing about it. Why?”
One of South Africa’s outstanding investigative journalists, Sylvia
Vollenhoven, was commissioned by the state owned broadcaster, the
SABC, to make a film about this strange story.
This was completed, the film shown to the SABC and a date for
transmission was set.
Her film, entitled “Project Spear” was to have been the launch
programme, scheduled for 23 September 2012 at 9pm, of an SABC2 series
of six documentaries, ironically titled “Truth be Told”.
Then, at the last minute, the film was pulled. An SABC editorial
compliance officer explained that the film constituted “unfair trial by the

media.”
Vollenhoven says that in September 2012 she received an email from the
SABC. “We got an email from Thando Shozi, acting head of ‘factual’
commissioning, who said she had a few problems. One of the quotes from
her email was that ‘The government is not going to take kindly to being
asked, why are we walking away from recovering so much money?’”
When Sylvia Vollenhoven and Noseweek attempted to show the film at the
Franschoek festival near Cape Town in May, the SABC had a judge on
standby and a lawyer at the planned screening to prevent the showing
going ahead.
Now, the SABC has gone further. It is taking Vollenhoven to court
demanding that she hands over all of the raw footage, annotated scripts,
and research material related to the film, as well as the master
recordings.
Vollenhoven, initially thrown by these developments, is fighting back.
She is determined to re-make the film, with new footage.
And she has launched her own challenge in the courts. She has the support
of the Committee to Protect Journalists and the Freedom of Expression
institute (FXI). And the Legal Resources Centre is fighting her case.
Sheniece Linderboom, the head of the FXI’s law clinic, said: “We definitely
will be showing our support in any way we can. It’s an issue of freedom of
expression.
“We are particularly concerned about the fact that Vollenhoven is not
allowed to make an adaptation of the documentary. That is too extreme.
“The Copyright Act gives exemption when it comes to reporting on current
events. That’s where public interest comes in.”
Meanwhile, the sums involved are now astronomical. It is estimated that
R60 billion ($6 billion) is the current value of the funds siphoned off by the
apartheid state.
martinplaut.wordpress.com

South African broadcaster holds back sensitive documentary
By Sue Valentine/ CPJ Africa Program Coordinator 10 August 2013
The South African Broadcasting Corporation is in the news for not airing a
politically sensitive documentary that details allegations of apartheid-era
theft of public funds. The public broadcaster, which had commissioned the
film, has also refused to sell the rights back to the filmmaker and has filed
lawsuits demanding she turn over her raw footage and accusing her of
breaching copyright by staging private screenings.
“Project Spear” documents a 1999 proposal from the British-based private
investigation company CIEX to the South African government to recover
billions in public funds the firm said were misappropriated by apartheidera bankers and officials. The film is based on a story first broken by the
independent investigative magazine Noseweek in September 2010. (The
film has no connection to “The Spear,” a satirical portrait of South African
President Jacob Zuma, which caused debate last year.)
“Project Spear” was originally scheduled for broadcast in September 2012
as the first in a six-part series called “Truth Be Told,” commissioned by
SABC 2, one of three free-to-air TV channels operated by the public

broadcaster. It was later advertised for broadcast on November 4, 2012, as
the last in the series. However, it never aired.
Veteran South African journalist and filmmaker Sylvia Vollenhoven and her
company VIA produced the documentary. Another of VIA’s films, “Roar
Young Lions,” which described forgotten veterans of the liberation
struggle, was also part of the series and was screened as scheduled.
Vollenhoven told CPJ that when she asked why “Project Spear” had not
been shown, she was told by the SABC’s acting head of factual
commissioning, in an email, that the film was "too sophisticated for an
SABC2 audience.” She was told by another SABC staffer that the
government “would not take kindly” to its content.
In an editorial on December 1, 2012, castigating the SABC for not showing
the 47-minute documentary, for which it had paid 280,000 rand
(US$30,000), Noseweek quoted an SABC editorial compliance officer as
saying the film constituted “unfair trial by the media.” The officer was
also quoted as saying that the film promoted Noseweek in violation of
corporation policy.
In an interview with Noseweek, Vollenhoven said that senior reserve bank
officials had declined to be interviewed for the documentary. She said she
would have been willing to make revisions had the SABC sought any
specific changes, but the piece over all was an accurate examination of a
significant public issue.
About that time, when it became clear the SABC had no plans to air the
program, Vollenhoven said she offered to buy back the rights to the film.
She said the SABC initially responded by saying her offer was “being sent
around for signatures,” but she heard nothing more.
Vollenhoven and Noseweek’s top editor, Martin Welz, held a private
screening of the film for those who helped produce it and in December
2012, after no further responses from the SABC, Noseweek arranged a
screening of the film for its subscribers. When the news magazine
announced its intention to show it to an audience at a literary festival
outside Cape Town in May, SABC lawyers sent a letter instructing
Vollenhoven not to show the film and threatened to obtain a court order to
prevent the screening if necessary.
The corporation subsequently filed a lawsuit demanding that Vollenhoven
hand over all of the raw footage, annotated scripts, and research material
related to the film, as well as the master recordings. The legal papers also
stated that the SABC had decided not to sell any of its rights in the
production to her. In a separate legal brief, the SABC also demanded that
Welz surrender his DVD copy of the documentary.
Welz told CPJ that he was reluctant to give up the disc, but he could ill
afford fighting the SABC in court. He condemned the SABC’s demand that
Vollenhoven hand over her raw footage and research and said he disagreed
with their claim that keeping it was a breach of copyright.
“This film is not a work of fiction. It’s factual reportage, therefore the
SABC has no ownership of the story,” said Welz. “They don’t own my
opinions or anyone else’s. This is public information and a factual history
recorded by me.”
This week, with the support of South Africa’s Legal Resources Centre and
the Freedom of Expression Institute, Vollenhoven said she would oppose
the SABC’s demands. Vollenhoven said she simply wants to make another
version of the film using her original footage and research--but it seems
that is what the SABC wants to prevent.

SABC spokesman Kaiser Kganyago told CPJ that he did not understand what
the fuss was about. “It’s not an issue about broadcasting a documentary,
it’s about the SABC commissioning something and asking Sylvia to deliver
her materials,” he said. “The SABC paid for her work ... You can’t use it
another form. We commissioned it and we can decide to use it or not, or
any parts of it. When it may be broadcast, we can debate at a later
stage,” he added.
Kganyago said he was “unaware” that the documentary had been
scheduled for broadcast saying that “editorial people make that decision.”
He did not respond to CPJ email inquiries seeking an explanation as to why
the SABC is unwilling to sell back the rights to Vollenhoven, or explain why
the film was not shown in the first place.
The issues raised in the documentary have been brought to the attention
of South Africa’s public protector, Thuli Madonsela who, in July 2011, said
she would investigate some of the allegations made by Ciex. The firm had
secured a contract in 1997 to investigate apartheid plunder, details of
which were also documented by the Institute for Security Studies in a
report published in 2006. Madonsela’s report is due to be issued next
month.
“This is why I’m anxious to work on a second film,” said Vollenhoven, “but
as things stand, I can’t use a single minute of anything I filmed as part of
the SABC’s commission. The story still stands.”
Vollenhoven said the SABC lacked clear leadership and the decision not to
screen the film was made by people who were fearful they could lose their
jobs. “On the surface the SABC claims this is about protecting their
copyright, but they have no intention of showing the film so their action is
purely punitive,” said Vollenhoven.
www.huffingtonpost.com
Sue Valentine, CPJ's Africa program coordinator, has worked as a
journalist in print and radio in South Africa for several years. She has
worked as a reporter for The Star paper in Johannesburg and as the
executive producer of a daily current affairs radio show on the SABC,
South Africa's national public broadcaster.

Mandela threatened over $660 utilities bill
Siphiwe Sibeko

6 August 2013

Authorities admitted on Monday they had mistakenly delivered a utilities
bill to Nelson Mandela's upmarket home and threatened to cut the icon's
water and electricity supply.
Johannesburg city council apologised for the "unfortunate incident" after
the 6,500-rand ($660, 500-euro) bill arrived at the global peace hero's
house in the suburb of Houghton over the weekend.
"The address and account number stated on the notice belong to another
customer and property in a neighbouring suburb, not to the Mandela
residence," said city spokesman Kgamanyane Maphologela.
The notice threatened "discontinuation or restriction of services" and legal
action if the 30-day arrears were not paid, local media Eyewitness News
reported.
With Mandela receiving treatment in a Pretoria hospital since June 8, the
slip left the city council red-faced.

But it is not the first time an errant bill has embarrased the city.
Last month a bill for over 3.5 million rand ($355,000, 270,000 euros) was
erroneously sent to the African National Congress party headquarters.
za.news.yahoo.com

Stop the destruction of trade union rights in Peru

LaborStart

7 August 2013

Peru's new Civil Service Law aims to smash the power of the country's
public sector unions. The law has already been passed by the country's
Congress, and if it is approved by President Humala it will:
* remove the right of public sector unions to negotiate wages
* determine a model of union organisation in the sector
* allow for the implementation of reforms in the structure of employment
and public services without any legislative consultation.
* deny the right to strike in essential sectors, without defining which
sectors are 'essential'.
The Peruvian government is facing a growing movement of protests and
strikes against corruption and poor pay in the country – it must not be
allowed to shift the blame on to hard-working public sector workers.
If you believe that all workers have the right to independent unions and
collective bargaining, please take a few seconds to send a message to
demand that President Humala throws out the worst elements of this law.
Please forward this on to your colleagues and contacts.
www.labourstartcampaigns.net

Zanu (PF) cheats caught in the act

The Zimbabwean

5 August 2013

MDC Secretary General Tendai Biti stumbled upon Zanu (PF) voters from the Honde Valley who had
been bussed into Harare to cast to their votes in Mount Pleasant. See the video here: Zanu (PF)
Wits 'can't afford to end outsourcing' of workers
Mail & Guardian

2 August 2013

University of the Witwatersrand vice-chancellor Adam Habib told
outsourced workers that he cannot afford to employ them.
Bitter tensions over outsourced workers at the University of the
Witwatersrand escalated this week when the institution's top management
insisted it could not afford to abandon the controversial practice.
In a heated meeting with about 400 outsourced workers this week, new
vice-chancellor Adam Habib said he would "love" to reverse outsourcing but
"can't take the risk and run the university into a crisis".
"I know the one thing you want is to be insourced. I can't afford it," Habib
said.
But his audience was clearly unconvinced.
"It's not your money we want, but the university's," a cleaner said. "This R2
000 [monthly salary] is probably your child's lunch stipend."
Said another: "It's not that we want huge money, just reasonable money so
that we can improve lives in our homes."
Habib replied: "I wish I could, but I can't. There are no reserves. I'm talking
about Wits's money. Wits doesn't have money. If I start spending recklessly,
then nine months from now Wits will be in trouble."
The Mail & Guardian has obtained a management-commissioned report
handed to the senate last week that says insourcing would double labour
costs to R150-million a year.
The report considered services such as cleaning, catering, grounds
maintenance and student transport.
Habib said he would be "happy" to consider insourcing again "if [Wits] starts
earning more income in two to three years".
But this would come from either hiking student fees or getting increased
funding from the government.
"I don't like outsourcing, I think it's wrong. If I [had been] here in 2001 I
would not have done it," he added.
Outsourcing was introduced in 1999 by then vice-chancellor Colin Bundy,
igniting more than a decade of campus conflict that remains unresolved.
More than 1 000 workers are outsourced, the report said.
The university's deputy vice-chancellor for finance, Tawana Kupe,
confirmed that it has no cash reserves.
"If you look around the university you see new infrastructure. After these
projects, we don't have reserves."
"The cost of insourcing is not something we can afford now," he said.
The M&G previously reported that Wits had pumped R1.5-billion into
improving and developing facilities four years ago.
"The only thing we want from Wits is civilisation, not the continuation of
[economic] apartheid," said landscaper Mathews Bodiba, whose R2 500
salary includes a R300 supplement from Wits.
"I think it's still early for Habib to say now he doesn't even have a cent.
They should at least say 'we'll discuss things as senior management and see

how much we can offer you'."
The students' representative council and the Wits Workers Solidarity
Committee, a forum comprising academics, students and outsourced
workers, lashed out at management for "shockingly endorsing
exploitation".
"In a context where an overwhelmingly black, female and working-class
labour force is reduced to cheap labour (servicing an academic staff that is
disproportionately white and male), outsourcing arguably replicates
apartheid on our campus," they said.
Kupe said it was "unfair" to accuse Wits of apartheid practices.
"Under apartheid there were not even minimum wages," he said.
mg.co.za

US: Socialist Seattle city council candidate arrested resisting home eviction
Anti-foreclosure group Stand Against Foreclosures and Evictions (SAFE),
Seattle Socialist Alternative, City Council candidate Kshama Sawant,
and other allies gathered to peacefully resist an eviction.
Socialist Alternative, CWI supporters in the US 2 August 2013
SEATTLE – Despite months of concerted efforts by construction worker
Jeremy Griffin to negotiate with Wells Fargo, the King County sheriff
arrived today at Griffin’s home in Seattle to evict him. Jeremy Griffin has
done everything he can to work with the bank to keep his home he’s
owned for 8 years, including writing a check for six months of advanced
payment. Wells Fargo has flatly refused to negotiate because they can
make more profits by reselling the home to a new homeowner.
The anti-foreclosure group Stand Against Foreclosures and Evictions
(SAFE), Seattle Socialist Alternative, City Council candidate Kshama
Sawant, and other allies gathered at Griffin’s home to peacefully resist the
eviction. Four people were arrested at 1:15 pm, attempting to block the
eviction - Kshama Sawant, Occupy activist Dorli Rainey, SAFE leader Josh
Farris, and Sawant campaign supporter Lauren Tozzi.
The protesters who were arrested were released shortly thereafter.
Unfortunately, the action was not able to stop the sheriff’s department
from evicting Jeremy Griffin.
Over 16,500 families have lost their homes in Seattle since the housing
crisis began. One third of all Seattle homeowners are now under water,
meaning they owe more on a mortgage than the market value of their
home because of the collapse in housing prices. Sawant’s opponent, City
Council incumbent Richard Conlin, and other local politicians have done
nothing to address the foreclosure crisis.
Kshama Sawant called “on everyone who believes that working people
should not be kicked out of their homes to satisfy the banks’ drive for
profit to join the growing struggle against foreclosures and evictions in
Seattle.”
Seattle Socialist Alternative and the Kshama Sawant campaign supports a
moratorium on home foreclosures and evictions and is fighting for rent
control and affordable housing for all.
www.socialistworld.net

E-tolling contractor paid R25m a month
The Star 1 August 2013
Johannesburg - Sanral has to pay the company implementing e-tolling
around R25 million a month, even though e-tolling has not yet begun.
At a media briefing on Thursday, Sanral communications manager Vusi
Mona and Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project (GFIP) manager Alex van
Niekerk explained the agency’s financial situation.
Van Niekerk said Sanral was ready to go ahead with e-tolling and was
waiting for President Jacob Zuma to sign the Transport Laws and Related
Matters Amendment Bill.
It has been more than two years since e-tolling was first expected to begin
in Gauteng. Mona said the agency was cautious about estimating
timeliness.
Van Niekerk said that at present they were in a “soft-tolling phase”, which
meant that the system was live-testing, but was just waiting for the goahead from the president to start sending out invoices.
The project manager said they were paying the contractor - Electronic Toll
Collection (ETC) - around R25m a month for services such as maintenance
of the system, building costs, taxes, banking fees and employee salaries.
He would not say what the company would receive once e-tolling went
live, saying this depended on how many motorists bought e-tags and paid
their tolls.
Van Niekerk said they had costed in both extremes - the first is that the
project will be smooth sailing and everyone gets an e-tag, and the second
is that people do not co-operate and there will be postage, call and debt
collection fees.
He said they were ready administratively for both situations. “We have
planned to handle the volumes,” Van Niekerk said.
Because e-tolling has been delayed, Sanral has not been able to raise
bonds on the open market.
Mona said recent press reports that Sanral was broke were incorrect. This
was because 84 percent of the agency was funded by the Treasury and did
not consist of toll roads. A large portion of the remaining 16 percent were
toll roads owned by concessionaires.
It was the 1 800km of state toll roads that were facing financial shortages.
Mona said the agency needed to raise R1.48 billion to pay off its debts and
it was going to approach commercial banks to help it do this.
In the meantime, the agency was halting all tenders and future projects to
stop it incurring more debt. Van Niekerk emphasised that road
maintenance on tolled roads would continue.
“We are reaching a stage within the next three months when (finances)
will become critical,” said Van Niekerk.
Sanral is losing R200m every month that e-tolling does not go ahead.
Van Niekerk said they had to cancel big capital expenditure projects such
as upgrades along the N1 north to Beitbridge, a ring road around

Polokwane and a ring road near Musina.
He said that until they could raise money on the markets again, they could
not go ahead with phase two of the GFIP, which is the building of 150km of
highways in Gauteng.
“It will cost R100m for every kilometre built,” he said.
The road travelled so far:
Apr 1998: Gauteng produces document on toll road strategy.
Oct 2007: GFIP launch. Sanral publishes notices of intent to toll on GFIP.
Feb 2008: Transport minister approves GFIP tolling.
May 2008: Sanral awards GFIP contracts.
June 2008: Construction starts on GFIP phase 1.
Sep 2009: Construction of e-toll gantries starts.
Feb 2011: First toll tariffs issued; later transport minister suspends
implementation of tolling.
Aug 2011: The cabinet approves new e-toll tariffs.
Oct 2011: Transport minister postpones e-tolling; Sanral says e-tolling will
start in February.
Nov 201: Sanral starts e-toll registration.
Jan 2012: Sanral says e-tolling won’t start in February.
Mar 2012: Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance challenges e-tolls.
May 21, 2012: The Treasury and Sanral appeal to Constitutional Court.
Nov 2012: The Pretoria High Court hears a review on e-tolling.
Dec 12, 2012: The court decides e-tolling must go ahead.
Jan 26, 2013: Appeal into the Pretoria High Court’s judgment of e-tolling
goes ahead.
angelique.serrao@inl.co.za
www.iol.co.za

Icasa 'cancer' allows mobile companies to 'rip-off' the poor
Sapa

31 July 2013

South Africa's communications regulator is failing to perform and allowing
mobile service companies to "rip off" the poor, MPs said on Wednesday.
Members of Parliament's labour and public enterprises select committee
were briefed by the Independent Communications Authority of SA (Icasa)
on the high cost of broadband and cellphone calls.
During the briefing, African National Congress MP Livhuhani Mabija said the
committee had been experiencing "a lot of problems with Icasa", and
suggested it was suffering from a disease.
"According to my personal understanding, analysis, and diagnosis... there is
a very dangerous cancer... that is eating Icasa.
"And, before a thorough examination is done, and there is a diagnosis and
medication to heal it, our masses are going to be suffering. The poorest of
the poor are going to suffer. Something needs to be done."
She said Icasa was not playing the role expected of it.
"We are not happy about the product. They [Icasa] are not giving us what
is expected of them. This is very serious. Heads must start rolling," Mabija
said.
Earlier, Icasa senior marketing manager Christian Mhlanga showed

members a graph indicating that the cost of using pre-paid mobile phones
in South Africa was "way above" that of most other African countries.
"The cost to communicate in our country is too high," he said, adding that
Icasa was taking steps to address this.
The committee also heard from communications department deputy
director general Themba Phiri, who said the mobile market in South Africa
was dominated by the two biggest operators - MTN and Vodacom. Between
them, they had over 91 percent of the market.
He said the telecommunications sector was "plagued with high prices".
In a recent study, South Africa was ranked 30th out of 46 "as having the
most expensive pre-paid mobile tariffs among African countries".
He also pointed out that the South African telecommunications sector
"grew from about R7 billion in 1992, to over R100bn in 2009".
Among outcomes of this growth were high retail wholesale prices, and
pricing information being presented in such a complex manner "that even
the most sophisticated consumer cannot comprehend for informed decision
making", Phiri said.
Committee chairwoman Priscilla Themba lambasted senior Icasa officials
present at the briefing, including the authority's chairman Stephen
Mncube, telling them their presentation was "not up to what we expected".
ANC MP Mbuyiselo Jacobs wanted to know when "the rot had started" at
Icasa.
"Because Icasa is the regulator and supplier of licences. [Yet] it supplies
them without any restrictions; it just gives."
He suggested mobile service companies could do whatever they liked.
"That is why these companies are regulating themselves. That's why they
are putting such high prices, and no-one is monitoring that."
Jacobs also accused the cellphone service companies of "ripping off" the
poor.
"You [Icasa] say... South Africa is ranked 30th out of 46 countries as having
the most expensive pre-paid mobile tariffs. And this is meant for the poor
because the ordinary people [use] pre-paid. They do not use contracts.
"So it means they [the companies] are ripping off the poor... and now,
what is the function of Icasa if we allow that our people should be ripped
off?"
Cellphones were an essential means of communication nowadays.
"So why do we have to make it expensive...? I'm not happy at all."
Jacobs further suggested mobile service providers were determining prices
among themselves.
"They are talking among themselves on how to determine the prices, and
we are not there to monitor, or to bring them [the prices] down... they are
talking among themselves, and we are not protecting our own people," he
said.
Committee members also called for a review of existing legislation so that
mobile service companies which wanted to operate in South Africa could

"dance to the music we play".
Phiri said existing legislation -- the Electronic Communications Act --did
not make provision for price regulation.
"We do not have a regime of a definite price regulation, where you can say
the minimum must be this, and the maximum shall be that.
However, this was an issue that "the ICT policy review, having been
launched at a ministerial level, has to look at", he said.
Phiri said the matter of high pre-paid tariffs was "a huge problem".
Wednesday's committee meeting comes at the same time Parliament's
communications portfolio committee is conducting public hearings in three
provinces on the high cost of communication, including mobile tariffs, in
South Africa.
A recent international survey ranked the country 117 out of 140 countries
in terms of mobile tariffs.
www.timeslive.co.za

Israeli elections rigging machine exposed

Hazel Ndebele (Zimbabwe Independent)

July 19, 2013

NIKUV International, a shadowy Israeli intelligence company allegedly
hired by Zanu PF to rig the forthcoming general elections through
manipulation of the voters’ roll, has a checkered history in the region, as
it was dragged to court in Zambia on allegations of tampering with voter
registration to rig polls, Zambian court records show.
Zambian court documents obtained this week by the Zimbabwe
Independent –– which first reported on Nikuv’s role in local electoral
activities in 2000 –– show that although former Zambian Chief Justice
Matthew Ngulube dismissed the application by the United National
Independence Party and Liberal Progressive Front in 1996 on the technical
grounds that the voter registration was legally conducted by the electoral
commission, not by the Israeli firm as claimed, the allegations left Nikuv’s
reputation badly dented.
Nikuv, which was embroiled in a controversial US$6,9 million contract in
which under clause 2. l on page 85 it was to supply government with up to
four million voters cards although it eventually only registered 2,5 million
people in Zambia, has been involved in shady voter registration activities
in Zimbabwe for some years now.
Zimbabwe’s recent voter registration exercise was chaotic and the voters’
roll is in a shambles ahead of elections on July 31, raising fears of ballot
rigging and theft.

In the Zambian situation then, as is the case in Zimbabwe now, Nikuv was
accused of being contracted to manipulate and rig the elections from the
voters registration exercise to the declaration of results.
The applicants argued the company was hired to rig the electoral process
to retain the then ruling Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD) in
power.
The decision to approach Nikuv had been made by MMD in a bid to secure
re-election in 1996 after the party under the leadership of the late
president Frederick Chiluba had defeated founding leader Kenneth Kaunda
in 1991 during the first multiparty elections in the country.
However, the applicants argued that the contract, signed by the vicepresident’s office and designed to rig elections in favour of MMD, was
“unlawful” as it violated the Electoral Act and Zambia National Tender
Board Act.
They also charged it ousted the jurisdiction of the Zambian Electoral
Commission.
A government technical committee was appointed by the government to
work with Nikuv, effectively sidelining the electoral commission.
Nikuv has been working with Registrar General Tobaiwa Muede’s office
amid claims it has been manipulating the voters’ roll to help President
Robert Mugabe and Zanu PF to rig elections 2000.
Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai questioned Nikuv’s role during a meeting
he held with Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (Zec) chairperson Justice
Rita Makarau and her deputy Joyce Kazembe three weeks ago.
He charged that Zanu PF, through the Registrar General office, was
working with the secretive Israeli company to tamper with the voters’ roll,
which Zec has also admitted is in a shambles.
Tsvangirai’s spokesperson Luke Tamborinyoka said the premier had asked
Zec to investigate the role played by Nikuv in the voter registration
exercise.
The Zambian parties which took Nikuv to court wanted, among other
things, an order of certiorari (an order by a higher court directing a lower
court, tribunal, or public authority to send a record in a given case for
review) quashing the decision by the Zambian government to award the
contract of registration of voters to Nikuv and another order prohibiting
the electoral commission and the director of elections from delegating its
function to register voters to Nikuv.
They also wanted an order making it clear Nikuv is not entitled to conduct
the registration of voters in Zambia; that the said contract be declared
null and void;
that the said contract was wrongly classified as “secret” by the Zambian
government and that the registration of voters exercise being conducted
under the direction Nikuv be halted forthwith and that the said
registration be declared null and void as it was a violation of the laws of
Zambia.
The applicants further wanted an order of prohibition to bar the Electoral
Commission and the Director of Elections from delegating its functions to
register voters to Nikuv and also an order of mandamus (an order
instructing a public body to do or to refrain from doing some specific act
which it is obliged to do under law) that the Electoral Commission be

ordered to direct and supervise the registration of voters and the
compilation of an updated voters’ register for the conduct of elections
later that year.
Nikuv International – which was then called Nikuv Computers – had signed a
contract with the Zambian government in November 1995 to supply it with
up to four million voter cards at a cost of US$6 870 000.
The contract Nikuv to compile an up-to-date registration of voters,
something applicants argued was in breach of the Zambian constitution
and the Electoral Act which state that the electoral commission should be
the major player in the registration of voters and conduct of elections.
When questioned by the Supreme Court, Nikuv’s project manager Gershom
Korda confirmed his company had been awarded a contract but because he
knew it was known the firm was not registered, he chose not to give
evidence to avoid cross examination.
Despite the order being dismissed on technical grounds, the case left
Nikuv’s image tainted as it became notorious all over Africa as an elections
rigging machine which many incumbents and their governments, including
in Zimbabwe, resort to when they desperately need to win elections to
ensure political survival.
www.theindependent.co.zw
http://zimbabweelection.com/2013/07/19/israeli-elections-riggingmachine-exposed/
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Rogue firms get R900m contracts
IOL News

30 July 2013

Johannesburg - The Limpopo Human Settlements Department has awarded
contracts worth R900 million to companies with invalid tax-clearance
certificates.
This is according to a forensic investigation commissioned by the provincial
Treasury Department into multimillion-rand low-cost housing projects.
Some of the beneficiaries in the controversial procurement were business
associates of former premier Cassel Mathale and expelled ANC Youth
League leader Julius Malema.
The Star’s exposé in February lifted the lid on the questionable
procurement.

At the time, former human settlements MEC Clifford Motsepe denied any
wrongdoing. But in April, the provincial treasury instructed that the
contracts must be cancelled.
The Star has not seen a full report by the Joburg-based law firm Edward
Nathan Sonnenbergs, which was commissioned to investigate the matter.
But The Star has seen internal correspondence between former treasury
MEC David Masondo and Motsepe, in which the report’s findings were
outlined. Citing some of the damning revelations, Masondo wrote that:
* Companies whose tender documents were incomplete were given another
opportunity to submit, despite other companies having been disqualified
for not submitting the same documents,
* Certain criteria in the terms of reference were relaxed to ensure that
selected companies would then qualify; and
* Bidders with invalid tax-clearance certificates were passed through and
awarded contracts, notwithstanding the fact that this should have
disqualified them in the early stages.
Masondo instructed Motsepe to cancel the contracts, saying the
procurement process was “seriously flawed”.
He suggested that Human Settlements officials who processed the
procurement were incompetent and ordered that an investigation be
launched against department head Nnana Manamela and officials in the bid
evaluation and bid adjudication committees.
“Such action should of necessity include holding the (head of department)
and the officials concerned accountable and taking disciplinary steps
against them,” said Masondo.
The Public Protector and the Public Service Commission are also
investigating the matter.
Manamela and the Human Settlements Department would not comment
until all investigations were completed.
In May, the head of the national intervention team in the province, Monde
Tom, withheld the human settlements development grant until the
ministry restarted “a new non-corruptible (bidding) process.”
Unless Tom and the provincial treasury were satisfied with the new
procurement process, Limpopo would not build a single low-cost house this
financial year.
Some of the beneficiaries of the “flawed” process included fraud accused
Selby Manthata and his wife Helen Moreroa.
The couple were partners with Mathale and his wife, Mokgadi Kgohloane,
in separate businesses.
Manthata, his wife and brother Makgetsi were arrested and charged with
fraud and corruption last year in connection with a R52 million contract
awarded to controversial company On-Point Engineering by the Limpopo
Roads and Transport department in 2009.
Mathale, who was recently told to resign, claims to have done nothing
unlawful.
moloko.moloto@inl.co.za
The Star

www.iol.co.za

SA’s upper class ‘more African — and ever wealthier’
Carol Paton (Business Day)

29 July 2013

Wealth in South Africa has become more highly concentrated in the hands
of the upper class since the transition to democracy began in 1993, while
the lot of the average household has hardly improved, says a study of
income distribution published by online economics policy forum Econ3x3.
The study casts new light on the much-touted story of the growth of the
African middle class, showing that it has come with a marked
concentration of income at the very top.
The slow income progress of households in the average or middle part of
the income spectrum — which includes a large proportion of workers —
could also help explain the “rising political unrest and social instability in
South Africa”, said the study’s author, Justin Visagie.
Mr Visagie used three nationally representative household studies to show
how income distribution has changed since 1993.
He divided the income spectrum into three: households living in poverty
with incomes of less than R1,400 per person per month; the middle class,
with incomes of between R1,400 and R10,000 per person per month; and
the upper class, with household earnings of more than R10,000 per person
per month.
While the middle class, by this definition, would include a large portion of
blue-collar workers, it was important to note, he said, that only 25% of the
population earned above this threshold.
Between 1993 and 2008, the middle class grew from 7.7-million people to
10.4-million — but this was only marginally above the population growth
rate, and the share of the population falling into the middle class only
increased from 19% to 21%. By contrast, the upper class trebled in size and
grew from 0.4% of the population to 1.3%.
The number and share of people living in absolute poverty — below a
poverty line of R2,060 per month for a family of four — decreased from
56.9% to 51.7%.
The upper class also dramatically increased its share of the national
income, from 17% to 32%, showing a rising concentration of wealth at the
top. The middle and lower classes “actually lost ground in terms of their
combined income share, which decreased from 83% to 68%”, says the
study.
During the period under review, both the middle class and upper class
underwent a dramatic change in racial composition, hence the story of the
growth of the black middle class. The number of middle-class Africans
more than doubled from 2.2-million to 5.4-million, while the number of
whites shrunk by a third. Africans now make up most of the middle class.
The number of Africans in the upper-class grew even more dramatically,
from 19,000 to 257,000 in 15 years.
The reasons for the declining number of whites in the middle class, said Mr
Visagie, were the shrinking white population, high levels of emigration
between 1993 and 2000, and the fact that a “small but notable” number of

whites had moved up into the upper class.
Mr Visagie’s analysis also debunks the belief that incomes in South Africa
are too high, often touted as a reason for low levels of investment and
productivity. In 1993, the median income was R690 a month, which means
half the population earned below this level. By 2008 this had risen to R760,
which implies “very slow income growth” of only about 0.5% a year.
www.bdlive.co.za

Bulgaria parliament siege escalates political crisis
Tsvetelia Tsolova and Angel Krasimirov(Reuters) 24 July 2013
SOFIA (Reuters) - More than 100 Bulgarian lawmakers, ministers and
journalists spent the night besieged inside parliament by anti-corruption
protesters before police evacuated them early on Wednesday in the latest
instability in the southeast European state.
A political crisis that began over utility price rises and spread to
accusations that private interests control state institutions has caused
months of protests in the ex-communist state, which joined the European
Union in 2007 but has struggled to live up to its governance standards.
Parliament was closed for business on Thursday, barricaded and under
heavy police guard, after speaker Mikhail Mikov urged deputies not to go to
work until public order is restored.
Lawmakers were escorted out of the building in police vans at around 3
a.m. more than eight hours after they were trapped inside by protesters
shouting "Mafia!" and "Resign!" who tore up paving stones and piling up
garbage for makeshift barricades.
European Justice Commissioner Viviane Reding, departing from diplomatic
usage, lent open support to the protest movement on Wednesday when she
told civil society groups in Sofia: "My sympathy is with the Bulgarian
citizens who are protesting on the streets against corruption."
"Bulgaria must continue its reform efforts."
In Brussels, European Commission spokesman Olivier Bailly called for calm
on all sides and declined to distance himself from Reding's comments,
saying what was at stake was public order and the right to demonstrate in
Bulgaria.
More than 10,000 mainly well-educated Bulgarians have rallied daily in
Sofia for the last 40 days to demand the resignation of the Socialist-led
government that took office in May after an inconclusive election.
The movement was sparked by the appointment of an influential media
figure to a top security post, which many saw as an example of murky ties
between politicians and businessmen.
The government withdrew his nomination but the protests have persisted
amid widespread disenchantment with the political class. The previous
centre-right government quit in February after mass protests against
electricity price rises and failed to return to power after a deadlocked
election in May.
GOVERNMENT WON'T QUIT
The blockade of the parliament was sparked by a government decision to
borrow 1 billion levs (440 million pounds), raising the budget deficit to 2

percent of gross domestic product.
The move is not likely to threaten fiscal stability, but centre-right
opposition parties and some analysts see it as an example that this
government plans to fuel spending rather than carrying out any significant
reforms.
About 30 protesters were drinking coffee in public outside parliament, as
they have in the past 20 days, to maintain pressure on the government to
resign.
"We want people in the parliament to start thinking about the people, and
not only for their own pockets," said 35-year old Anna Grozdanova, sipping
coffee outside a protest tent in front of parliament.
"It is important we send honest and decent people, so that these
outrageous appointments and deals stop. They need to think about
education, healthcare, how to take Bulgaria forward. Instead we see this
government is not doing that," she said.
Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski's cabinet has refused to quit and about
500 to 1,000 pro-government supporters have held daily counterdemonstrations in Sofia and about 200,000 people have signed a petition
supporting him.
Earlier, police forced a pathway through hundreds of activists in the
capital of the poorest EU country to free the trapped lawmakers.
"Police reacted very adequately, policemen did their job perfectly
although protesters behaved extremely aggressively," Interior Minister
Tsvetlin Yovchev told reporters.
The protests have turned violent with some clashes with police and stone
throwing.
Several protesters were treated for head injuries, a hospital official said.
Two police officers were also wounded.
"We will try to find those who threw stones at police and deputies," the
minister said.
Ivailo Kalfin, a member of the European parliament and a former foreign
minister, wrote on Facebook: "With apologies to the millions, who voted
two months ago, we need new elections."
An earlier attempt to get deputies out of the parliament with a bus led to
a scuffle with police. It was aborted after protesters threw bottles, stones
and other objects at the bus, while others sat in front of it.
(Additional reporting by; writing by Paul Taylor)
za.news.yahoo.com

State censors say sugar-daddy film
Charl Blignaut

19 July 2013

The opening film of the Durban International Film Festival was not
screened because it had been banned.
The Film and Publication Board (FPB) has decreed that Of Good Report by
Jahmil Nxedlana contains child pornography and is not fit for public
consumption.

This is because of a scene in the film where a teacher has sex with a Grade
9 pupil who he obsesses over. The film tells a South African story where a
teenage school girl sleeps with her sugar-daddy teacher.
Although the age of the pupil – in fiction – is somewhere between 14 and
16 years – the actress playing the role is 23 years old.
Director Nxedlana last night appeared on stage with his mouth bound with
transparent tape, refusing to give interviews because he had been gagged.
He took out his ID document and tore it in half – symbolically denouncing
his citizenship in protest.
Although he had learned of the judgment the night before, the cast and
audience were stunned when a notice filled the big screen at the Suncoast
Cinema, saying: “This film has been refused classification by the FPB in
terms of the FPB Act 1996. Unfortunately we may not screen the film Of
Good Report as to do so would constitute a criminal offence.”
Festival director Peter Machen said he received an email from the FPB
refusing classification after it had viewed a tape of the film.
The state censors said the character was clearly under age and this
constituted child pornography. In fact, the actress, Petronella Tshuma, is a
mother and an adult.
The FPB said scenes showing the character Nolitha, played by Tshuma,
confirmed that she was a minor when she was seen in her school uniform
as a teenager.
“All copies of the film must either be surrendered to the police or
destroyed,” they wrote.
There were gasps and cries of anger from the VIP audience in Durban when
the ruling was read out loud.
Cast members and producers then took to the stage, calling for a protest
against the ruling.
“I’m speechless,” said Tshuma. “I took this role to speak about my sisters
who are running to older men.”
The cast called on representatives of the National Film and Video
Foundation – who had delivered a speech earlier in the evening – and the
Department of Arts and Culture, who were present, to do something about
the ruling. The government agencies remained silent.
The film’s producers said they would take the matter to the Constitutional
Court.
The director’s wife, Lwazi Manzi, an emergency doctor in Cape Town,
spoke to City Press, outraged. She said she watched government talking
about World Aids Day and 16 Days of Activism and Youth Day and Women’s
Day – but at the end of the day “there I am with the teenagers who come
into the hospital wanting abortions or suffering miscarriages from sugar
daddies and their problems are not solved. It’s all just talk. They don’t
really want to engage with the problem.”
Emcee for the evening, actress Hlubi Mboya, was furious about the ruling.
“It’s barbaric,” she said. “And here we were talking about Madiba’s
birthday and freedom of expression in the opening speeches.”
Veteran actress Nomhle Nkonyeni, who stars in the film, said she had

fought apartheid and had been physically removed from stages by the
security police but that “history is repeating itself. They are using the
same old laws to censor us now.”
The film has been selected to show on festivals in Toronto, Dubai and
Rotterdam – but will not be seen at home unless the festival’s appeal
against the ruling is successful.
www.youtube.com

Call for probe into eThekwini spending
Gugu Mbonambi (The Mercury)

17 July 2013

Durban - Highly irregular spending by eThekwini municipal officials, who
seem to have ignored spending procedures and allowed a R22 million bill to
escalate, is being questioned by the city’s public accounts committee.
Just why and how officials were able to sanction spending on landscaping,
cleaning and security without any checks and balances being applied has
city bosses in a fury.
On Tuesday, eThekwini’s public funds watchdog body called for a probe
into how the irregular expenditure was incurred when a three-month
contract was extended to three years - from last December - without the
knowledge of the council or its executive committee.
In a report prepared by the internal audit department for the public
accounts committee, it emerged that the conditions of the contract
authorised Drake & Skull Facilities Management to procure the services of
other companies - which were then paid by the city.
These included:
* Cleaning services by Drake & Skull’s subsidiary Tsebo Cleaning Services
for R3.1m.
* Enforce Security Services security and uniforms for R7m.
* Topturf maintenance and waterproofing for R2m.
* Other work for technology, painting, building and much more totalling
R22m.
The report said what had happened contravened section 4 (3) of the city’s
supply-chain management policy, which says the council or accounting
officer may not delegate or sub-delegate supply-chain management powers
to a person who is not a municipal official.
“Other service providers that were engaged by the main contractor are
currently being vetted to establish the relationship between these
companies and Drake & Skull,” the report read.
The work was done under the auspices of the “priority zone areas” - a
concept introduced during the World Cup to fast-track cleaning and safety
in the inner city - but again, there was no documented approval for this.
The management fee also went from R90 000 to R292 395 a month.
“The monthly services provided for cleaning, security and landscaping
cannot be easily verified or validated due to the lack of detailed
description,” the report reads.

On Tuesday, the internal audit department recommended to the municipal
public accounts committee, after receiving legal opinion, that the
extension of the contract should be revoked. The possibility of litigation
against the contractor was also being considered.
Another recommendation was that officials responsible for the
administration of the priority zones should be warned that continued
transgressions would lead to “serious consequences”.
The committee on Tuesday expressed its frustration about the blatant
abuse of council procurement processes.
City manager S’bu Sithole said it was crucial to establish what the money
was spent on.
“We must interrogate this. The project might be good, but we need to
look into it.”
DA councillor Andre Mitchell said the contract should have been stopped
immediately when it was discovered that officials extended a three-month
contract to three years without following proper processes.
“Somebody must be held accountable for wasting ratepayers’ money,” he
said.
ANC councillor Nompumelelo Chamane said this matter required a forensic
investigation, and money should be recovered, whether or not the council
received value for money.
“We have an issue of people doing things they are not supposed to and
getting away with murder in the name of value for money,” she said.
gugu.mbonambi@inl.co.za
The Mercury
www.iol.co.za

Liv Shange back in South Africa

A victory for the whole working class
By Meshack Komane, Democratic Socialist Movement (CWI in South Africa)
15 July 2013

On Sunday July 14, Liv Shange was able to return to South Africa. She had

been threatened to be kept out of the country because of the political role
she played in the mineworkers’ struggle. The Workers and Socialist Party
launched the Liv Shange Defence Campaign to put pressure on the
authorities against this threat. So far they had to back off and let Liv and
her three children back in.
Background
On Tuesday June 11, shortly before Liv left South Africa for a family visit
to Sweden, African National Congress (ANC) General Secretary Gwede
Mantashe stated to a business forum in Sandton that foreigners from
Sweden and Ireland were behind what he described as “anarchy in
Marikana”. This was followed by an attempt to throw leading Democratic
Socialist Movement (DSM) and Workers and Socialist Party (WASP) activist,
Liv Shange, a Swedish citizen married to a South African, out of the
country.
Mantashe was referring to the role the DSM and Liv amongst others were
playing in the mineworkers’ strikes last year. They helped the mineworkers
to set up their own strike committees and coordinate them in the National
Strike Committee. The Workers and Socialist Party, which will stand in the
next general elections and aims to unify workers and community struggles
was born out Marikana and the committees. Both the mineworkers and
WASP seem to be a constant pain in Mantashes neck, which he tries to
overcome with repression.
But the attack on Liv Shange was not an isolated act. There is a low
intensity civil war going on in the mines including suspension of shop
stewards, harassment of trade union activists and court proceedings
against trade unions. Additionally the expulsion of the Tlokwe ANC
Councillors who ousted a corrupt major shows how the ANC government
deals with political opponents inside and outside the ANC.
This defeat of the repression against Liv Shange is a victory for everybody
facing repression in the country.
Liv Shange Defence Campaign
The Liv Shange Defence Campaign collected hundreds of signatures from
different organisations, activists and trade unions. Many signatures were
collected on the mines of Rustenburg and Carletonville. Well known people
like the author Don Materra declared their support for Liv Shange. People
from all over the country and internationally sent letters to the
Department of Home Affairs. Among them was also a letter by the Irish
Member of the European Parliament who also replied to Mantashes
allegations.
On Sunday, after a long and nervous wait, a large group of WASP
comrades, community and trade union activists, gave Liv a warm welcome.
During the jubilant celebration of this victory, Liv was even hoisted up in
the air by members of the Amplats workers committee.
The concession that has been won is that Liv was allowed back into SA, for
now on a three-month visitor’s permit. She is engaging with Department of
Home Affairs to resolve the issue of her immigration status. The struggle to
counter the threat of abusing the powers of the Department of Home
Affairs to exile Liv will continue.
The authorities have made a u-turn in the last few days, after saying I
would have to wait in Sweden for them to approve my return to SA, and
that is thanks to the pressure of the campaign, says Liv.
The threats against are part of the government’s preparations to disarm
workers ahead of the major attacks the mine bosses are pushing for. I’m
not intimidated and will continue to together with my comrades support
the struggles of the mineworkers and working class communities.

An injury to Liv is an injury to all was written on the posters at the airport.
Thus a victory for Liv is a victory for all. The left, trade unions and
communities must now unite against all repression confronting them and
discuss a strategy how to fight the governments and mine-bosses policies.
www.socialistworld.net

Statement By Edward Snowden
Statement By Edward Snowden To Human Rights Groups At Moscow’s
Sheremetyevo Airport
Edward Snowden 14 July 2013
Edward Joseph Snowden delivered a statement to human rights
organizations and individuals at Sheremetyevo airport at 5pm Moscow time
today, Friday 12th July. The meeting lasted 45 minutes. The human rights
organizations included Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch and
were given the opportunity afterwards to ask Mr Snowden questions. The
Human Rights Watch representative used this opportunity to tell Mr
Snowden that on her way to the airport she had received a call from the
US Ambassador to Russia, who asked her to relay to Mr Snowden that the
US Government does not categorise Mr Snowden as a whistleblower and
that he has broken United States law. This further proves the United States
Government’s persecution of Mr Snowden and therefore that his right to
seek and accept asylum should be upheld. Seated to the left of Mr.
Snowden was Sarah Harrison, a legal advisor in this matter from WikiLeaks
and to Mr. Snowden’s right, a translator.
Transcript of Edward Joseph Snowden statement, given at 5pm Moscow
time on Friday 12th July 2013. (Transcript corrected to delivery)
Hello. My name is Ed Snowden. A little over one month ago, I had family, a
home in paradise, and I lived in great comfort. I also had the capability
without any warrant to search for, seize, and read your communications.
Anyone’s communications at any time. That is the power to change
people’s fates.
It is also a serious violation of the law. The 4th and 5th Amendments to the
Constitution of my country, Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and numerous statutes and treaties forbid such systems of
massive, pervasive surveillance. While the US Constitution marks these
programs as illegal, my government argues that secret court rulings, which
the world is not permitted to see, somehow legitimize an illegal affair.
These rulings simply corrupt the most basic notion of justice – that it must
be seen to be done. The immoral cannot be made moral through the use of
secret law.
I believe in the principle declared at Nuremberg in 1945: "Individuals have
international duties which transcend the national obligations of obedience.
Therefore individual citizens have the duty to violate domestic laws to
prevent crimes against peace and humanity from occurring."
Accordingly, I did what I believed right and began a campaign to correct
this wrongdoing. I did not seek to enrich myself. I did not seek to sell US
secrets. I did not partner with any foreign government to guarantee my
safety. Instead, I took what I knew to the public, so what affects all of us
can be discussed by all of us in the light of day, and I asked the world for
justice.
That moral decision to tell the public about spying that affects all of us has
been costly, but it was the right thing to do and I have no regrets.

Since that time, the government and intelligence services of the United
States of America have attempted to make an example of me, a warning to
all others who might speak out as I have. I have been made stateless and
hounded for my act of political expression. The United States Government
has placed me on no-fly lists. It demanded Hong Kong return me outside of
the framework of its laws, in direct violation of the principle of nonrefoulement – the Law of Nations. It has threatened with sanctions
countries who would stand up for my human rights and the UN asylum
system. It has even taken the unprecedented step of ordering military
allies to ground a Latin American president’s plane in search for a political
refugee. These dangerous escalations represent a threat not just to the
dignity of Latin America, but to the basic rights shared by every person,
every nation, to live free from persecution, and to seek and enjoy asylum.
Yet even in the face of this historically disproportionate aggression,
countries around the world have offered support and asylum. These
nations, including Russia, Venezuela, Bolivia, Nicaragua, and Ecuador have
my gratitude and respect for being the first to stand against human rights
violations carried out by the powerful rather than the powerless. By
refusing to compromise their principles in the face of intimidation, they
have earned the respect of the world. It is my intention to travel to each
of these countries to extend my personal thanks to their people and
leaders.
I announce today my formal acceptance of all offers of support or asylum I
have been extended and all others that may be offered in the future.
With, for example, the grant of asylum provided by Venezuela’s President
Maduro, my asylee status is now formal, and no state has a basis by which
to limit or interfere with my right to enjoy that asylum. As we have seen,
however, some governments in Western European and North American
states have demonstrated a willingness to act outside the law, and this
behavior persists today. This unlawful threat makes it impossible for me to
travel to Latin America and enjoy the asylum granted there in accordance
with our shared rights.
This willingness by powerful states to act extra-legally represents a threat
to all of us, and must not be allowed to succeed. Accordingly, I ask for
your assistance in requesting guarantees of safe passage from the relevant
nations in securing my travel to Latin America, as well as requesting
asylum in Russia until such time as these states accede to law and my legal
travel is permitted. I will be submitting my request to Russia today, and
hope it will be accepted favorably.
If you have any questions, I will answer what I can.
Thank you.
www.zcommunications.org

East Cape SACP turns back on ANC
Mkhululi Ndamase (The Herald)

12 July 2013

LESS than a year before the general election, the SACP in Nelson Mandela
Bay has cut ties with the ANC in the region, claiming the ruling party's
leadership had abandoned the cause of developing the poor.
After a series of meetings, the SACP announced on Wednesday that its
branch leaders had decided to "suspend relations" with the ANC, district
secretary Nokuthula Tetyana said.

Relations between the tripartite alliance members in the region have
significantly weakened in recent years as the communists said they were
increasingly sidelined when the ANC took major governance decisions.
They also blamed the instability in administration on interference by the
ANC regional leadership.
Yesterday, Tetyana said they would only consider working with the ANC
again when it "went back to its principles of being for the people and by
the people".
www.peherald.com

Numsa urges Nkandla transparency
Lebogang Seale

12 July 2013

Johannesburg - The National Union of Metalworkers of SA has joined calls
for the declassification of the Nkandla report - dubbing the costs on
President Jacob Zuma’s Nkandla private homestead “the worst form of
squandering of public resources”.
In an unsparing criticism on Thursday, Numsa general secretary Irvin Jim
said the expenses represented “an unprecedented expenditure since the
democratic breakthrough in 1994”.
He said only an open and transparent inquiry into the expenditure would
end the suspicion of corruption.
“A dark cloud of suspicion of corruption and looting of the public purse
hangs over this whole matter, and only an expeditious and transparent
process will settle or resolve the matter,” Jim said in Joburg.
The briefing came after Numsa held its special national executive
committee meeting on Tuesday. Jim said South Africans deserved to know
the underlying reasons that led to the Department of Public Works and
others involved in the approval and use of taxpayers’ money “renovating
the private residence of a sitting president”.
“Our response is quite clear - the Nkandla renovations represent the worst
form of squandering of public resources to satisfy the private accumulation
interests of tenderpreneurs.”
The latest reports have suggested that the construction costs on Zuma’s
homestead had escalated from R27.7 million to more than R206m.
Numsa’s stance is expected to further fuel the simmering tensions within
the tripartite alliance, especially its fractured relationship with union
federation Cosatu.
www.iol.co.za

Zim blogger dishes out dirt
SAPA

11 July 2013

Reveals information from well-connected insiders of Mugabe's health
secrets, murder, assassination and corruption plots.

Baba Jukwa's name is whispered in buses, bars and on street corners by
Zimbabweans eager for the inside scoop on President Robert Mugabe's
ruling party. One avid follower even climbs a tree in a rural village for a
signal to call a friend for the latest tidbits from the mysterious yet
stupendously popular blogger.
Baba Jukwa, or Jukwa's father in the local Shona language, is a ZANU-PF
party insider, or "mole," who says on his popular Facebook page that he is
disheartened by the "corrupt and evil machinations" of President Robert
Mugabe's fractious party.
From its launch in March the Baba Jukwa page now has a larger following
than both the president and prime minister with at least 200,000
followers.
The shadowy blog points to what it claims are exposes by well-connected
insiders of Mugabe's health secrets, murder, assassination and corruption
plots, and intended intimidation and vote-rigging ahead of upcoming
elections scheduled for the end of July.
Zimbabweans who follow Baba Jukwa now say they have unfettered access
to what they have always wanted to know but never dared ask for fear of
being arrested. Under the nation's sweeping security laws, it is an offense
to undermine the authority of the president and national security
operatives.
There is even a Baba Jukwa claim on the page that there is a bounty on his
head, although it is believed there are several authors because the writing
style of the posts changes from day to day.
After state-run media, loyal to 89-year-old Mugabe, said the president
made a trip to Singapore for an eye check-up, the Baba Jukwa page
stated: "When we welcomed him at the airport yesterday early in the
morning our old man, ladies and gentlemen, looked weaned and very
weak. It was clear that the chemotherapy process he went through in Far
East Asia was still having effect on him."
It said Mugabe was suffering from a severe recurrence of prostate cancer.
With the catchphrase "tapanduka zvamuchose," a Shona term that he has
"gone rogue," Baba Jukwa gives details of secret venues and times of
undercover meetings.
ZANU-PF insiders have reported they are afraid to leave important
meetings to go to the bathroom in case they are suspected of firing off
smart phone texts to Baba Jukwa. The site has reported getting tip-offs
from the midst of meetings of Mugabe's politburo, its highest policy making
body, and other confidential gatherings.
Zimbabwe has an estimated 12 million mobile subscribers with 60 percent
estimated to have direct access to the Internet through their cell phones,
according to commercial company reports from the three main mobile
networks.
McDonald Lewanika, director of Crisis Coalition, an alliance of democracy
and human rights groups said the Facebook site has provided ordinary
Zimbabweans with a platform to access information on secretive state
security operations. Lewanika said Baba Jukwa remains anonymous
because of the dangers associated with what he is doing.
"It is a bad sign for the country that there's no free flow of information,"
Lewanika told The Associated Press.

The faceless Baba Jukwa vows to end Mugabe's rule by exposing the
alleged involvement of his top officials, secret agents, police and military
in the violence that led to disputed elections in 2008 and corruption and
internal plotting ever since.
Baba Jukwa says Mugabe won't be able to withstand a grueling election
campaign.
Mugabe's ZANU-PF party spokesman Rugare Gumbo said that his party does
not know the identity of Baba Jukwa and other possible contributors.
The posts are factually incorrect, he said. However, some have proven to
be correct as events unfold. The distribution of private and secret
telephone numbers of security agents and forecasts of political
developments have been corroborated in later public statements by
Mugabe's ZANU-PF party.
"Whoever he is, he fabricates lies and is not doing any good to the morality
of our society," Gumbo said.
Baba Jukwa's posts claim Mugabe's ZANU-PF is incensed by the site and is
making desperate efforts to establish his identity and has put a $300,000
bounty on him or them being unmasked. That claim could not be verified.
"They are wasting their time as I am extremely careful and working from
within the country and will never go anywhere as long as these evil old
people exist I will continue fighting. My blood will water freedom and
democracy for Zimbabweans if I die for this cause" he said, in a recent
Facebook posting.
"Asijiki," a word in the local language for "we do not retreat" is the signoff
Baba Jukwa uses at the end of all the posts.
Baba Jukwa has been dubbed by his followers "Zimbabwe's own Julian
Assange", but he describes himself in the local Shona language as
"mupupuri wezvokwadi" which means "the harbinger of truth."
A former minister from Mugabe's party was killed in a car wreck June 19
after a post had warned several times of an assassination plot against him.
The page claimed Edward Chindori-Chininga was suspected of being a Baba
Jukwa contributor who leaked inside information on infighting in Mugabe's
party.
"I told you there will be body bags coming this year ... The war has begun,"
Baba Jukwa posted on his wall.
The posts have detailed the correct private phone numbers of police,
intelligence chiefs and under-cover intelligence officers and urged readers
to call them.
Saviour Kasukuwere, the nation's black empowerment minister, publicly
admitted to receiving least 50 insulting calls a day, and some even went to
his children and aging mother.
He said the calls were taking a toll on his family but added "it's a price we
have to pay for our country," he said.
Baba Jukwa has promised to revealed his identity in time.
"I assure you will know me in a new Zimbabwe where our government will
be transparent," he said.
www.moneyweb.co.za

Wind power may rescue Medupi
Melanie Gosling

11 July 2013

THE SA Wind Energy Association (Sawea) has said it is willing to speed up
the supply of wind energy to compensate for Medupi’s delay and could
have dozens of wind power plants ready to feed into the grid within 18 to
24 months.
Sawea chief executive Johan van den Berg said yesterday the wind energy
industry was ready to accelerate their programme to avoid “fallout from
further construction delays and cost over-runs at the coal-fired Medupi
station”.
“We’ve got about 1 150MW of wind energy approved by government and
more than 600MW is under construction. Most of this will come online
before winter of 2014. Our members have dozens of projects ready to
commence construction within six months, all of which can be
commissioned within 18 to 24 months,” Van den Berg said.
Medupi will have a capacity of 4 800MW, made up of six units of 800MW.
The first unit was due to come online in December, but has been delayed
until the second half of next year.
Van den Berg said in addition to the 600MW of wind energy plants being
built now, another 550MW had been approved by government. Bids for the
third round of approvals would close in August.
The Department of Energy approves new wind power producers through a
competitive bid programme. While all projects must be at a stage that is
ready to be built immediately, not all bidders will be successful as the
government has set a limit on the amount of wind energy it will approve.
“We need to utilise the readiness of those bidders who would not succeed
under the current allocation. They are ready, willing and able to
commence construction almost immediately. Additional wind power has
already been approved by the minister of energy. If we bring that forward,
more power will be on the grid faster at a very attractive price,” he said.
Van den Berg said if one compared the cost of wind energy to that of “new
coal” – coal-fired power stations currently being built – wind energy cost
89c a kilowatt hour and coal 97c/kWh.
A North West University study found the “external cost” of coal, which
included pollution and water usage, added another 90c/kWh to the cost.
This made coal twice as expensive as wind.
Van den Berg said coal was used for “baseload” electricity generation, but
wind could play a big part in generating electricity for peak demand. Wind
was far cheaper that traditional peaker plants, which cost R4 to R6.93
k/Wh.
“With wind you can bank on a capacity of 25 percent. That means if you
build a 100MW plant you will always get 25MW. But with a good wind plant
you can have up to 40 percent.”
He said when Medupi was first announced, it cost R52bn and it was due to
come online by mid-2011. It will now come online in mid-2014.
Sawea says with the cost of Medupi’s flue-gas desulphurisation, its total
cost would be around R155bn. Eskom said this week the cost would be
R105bn.

www.iol.co.za

Soaring costs of Durban’s billing system
Gugu Mbonambi

8 July 2013

Durban - Durban’s new billing system continues to cost ratepayers an
inordinate amount with it now emerging that an IT consultancy is being
paid R650 000 a month by the eThekwini Municipality to oversee its
implementation.
To date, the incomplete Revenue Management System has cost Durban
ratepayers about R505 million to develop, far more than the cost estimates
of between R90m and R150m approved by council in 2004.
Municipal spokesman Thabo Mofokeng confirmed that the project manager,
IT Advisory, was being paid R650 000 a month as of January 1 this year for
the next two years to oversee the implementation of the project.
Councillors were initially sold on the idea of an in-house billing system by
then city manager Michael Sutcliffe, and were convinced that no
commercially available product met eThekwini’s requirements. Another
advantage was that in-house development would negate the need to pay
annual licence fees.
But Mofokeng also said that the city was forking out R1.1m annually in
licence fees. And, the overall annual amount being paid to city works for
maintenance was R14.7m.
IT Advisory was appointed after the city’s executive committee
recommended, in October last year, that an independent project manager
be appointed to report directly and independently to council.
The Mercury was unable to trace the company, and requests for company
details, as well as who owns it, remain unanswered by the municipality.
A number of modules of the new system have already gone live. These
include revenue receipting, business support, community residential units,
bulk electricity and the rates calculation model.
Mofokeng said the rationale for the city to pay maintenance fees was “to
support the five modules that have gone live”.
The municipality collects more than R20 billion a year in revenue.
The equivalent system in Cape Town cost R350m, and it is estimated that
the cost of the billing component was about R120m.
Cape Town’s system was developed during 2001 to 2002 and took 18
months to implement, according to the city’s executive deputy mayor, Ian
Neilson.
Cape Town’s SAP system was not developed in-house; SAP is an enterprise
IT system developed by a German company.
“Software maintenance is the norm for enterprise software systems such
as this and, in the case of SAP, it amounts to approximately 22 percent of
the cost of the software. It is paid annually and, because we did not only
implement a billing system, I can only estimate the software maintenance
for the billing component to be less than R10m per annum,” he said.

DA councillor Rick Crouch said it was astounding and unacceptable that
Durban ratepayers would be paying an additional R14.7m a year in
maintenance fees. He also said the city was supposed to own the software,
therefore there should be no licence fees paid to a particular company.
“The main selling point to council at the time was that we should develop
our own software package because we would then not have to pay the
annual licence fees. And, if we bought an ‘off the shelf’ package we would
have to pay licence fees to another company. So why are we now paying
R1.1m a year in licence fees; was council lied to?” asked Crouch.
Minority Front councillor Patrick Pillay said the revenue management
system had become a monstrous nightmare for the city and its ratepayers.
He said the costs of developing the system had escalated vastly, and
ratepayers were being held to ransom.
“It seems we have to pay licence fees for the rest of our lives. There was
no transparency in terms of the after-costs when the RMS was initiated.
I’m concerned that the project cost of R650 000 (a month) is unacceptably
high. We would have expected the process to be done in-house,” he said.
www.thepost.co.za

Protest Movement in Bulgaria
The Spirit Of Protest In Brazil And Turkey Has Now Swept Into Bulgaria
John O'Brennan 6 July 2013
In recent weeks the world has been transfixed by protests in Turkey and
Brazil. Fewer media outlets have reported on the anti-government protests
in Bulgaria, now well into their second week. But make no mistake about
it: Bulgaria is undergoing a profound crisis of representation.
Every night for more than a week up to 10,000 people have taken to the
streets of Sofia, initially protesting against the appointment on 14 June of
the media oligarch Delyan Peevski as Bulgaria's "security tsar", the head of
the State Agency for National Security (Dans), the Bulgarian CIA.
Peevski, who is 32, comes from a well-connected family that owns
Bulgaria's largest newspaper and television group (it controls 80% of print
media in the country) and has no experience in the security sector. In 2007
he was sacked from his post as deputy minister and investigated for
attempted blackmail. He is an MP for the ethnic Turkish party, the
Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF), which supports the prime
minister Plamen Oresharski's governing coalition, led by the Bulgarian
Socialist party (BSP). His appointment took place without a debate in the
National Assembly.
Dans is the agency responsible both for Bulgaria's internal and external
security. Its role was elevated significantly in the wake of the terrorist
attack on Burgas airport in July 2012 (attributed to Hezbollah) which killed
five Israeli tourists and their Bulgarian bus driver. This executive role has
been strengthened even further recently after controversial amendments
in the Dans legislation were signed giving the organisation responsibility for
dealing with organised crime.
Bulgarians are protesting against far-reaching and systematic corruption
and the "capture" of the state by rent-seeking oligarchic networks.
Oresharski was appointed by the BSP to head a so-called "expert"
government, after a general election in April produced a tight outcome.
The technocratic government came about because the leading figures

within the two largest political parties, the BSP and the centre-right Gerb
(Citizens for European Development of Bulgaria) were widely discredited.
And although the prime minister has now withdrawn the appointment of
Peevski, for protesters the episode suggested that even respected figures
like Oresharski are incapable of shaking off the shadowy world of
oligarchic power in Bulgaria.
In Bulgaria it is often impossible to know where organised crime ends and
legitimate business begins. The nexus between the two is characterised by
complex bureaucratic structures, opaque corporate accounting and a maze
of offshore accounts. In Varna, Bulgaria's third largest city, the protests
have taken direct aim at TIM, a business conglomerate allied to Gerb and
long the real power in the region. Some estimates suggest that it controls
up to 70% of Varna's economy, including most of the tourist infrastructure.
When protesters in Varna yell "M-A-F-I-A" they are automatically collapsing
business into politics and implicating local municipal officials as the agents
of this powerful oligarchic network.
Varna perfectly illustrates why the current protests are largely non-partypolicitical and anti-politics in tone: the definitive division in today's
Bulgaria is no longer between right and left, but between the citizens and
the mafia. This is a world where the guilty don't just go unpunished; they
ascend to the highest citadels of power.
Although corruption and the abuse of power are the central themes of this
protest, economic hardship also plays a role. New data from the EU
demonstrates that Bulgarians have the lowest standard of living in the
European Union, at around 50% of the EU average. Even Croatia, which will
accede to the EU on 1 July, is significantly more prosperous than Bulgaria.
The irony here is not lost on Bulgarians. At the onset of the EU financial
crisis in 2008, Bulgaria had one of the lowest levels of public debt in
Europe at 15% of GDP. Its budget deficit was below 3%. And yet the
government of Boyko Borissov embarked on a foolish programme of
austerity measures, the logic of which was almost entirely predicated on
demonstrating to Brussels what a good pupil Bulgaria now was. Reductions
in public spending coupled with large increases in the price of electricity
and other utilities brought people out on to the streets in February. But,
like Turkey, what began as a protest against a specific appointment has
quickly mutated into a general opposition to the government.
Oresharski also has to grapple with increasing ethnic tensions in the
country. Many Bulgarians resent the influence of the junior coalition party,
the MRF which represents mainly the Turkish minority (about 10% of the
population). The far-right party Ataka, which won 23 seats and 7.3% of the
vote in the recent parliamentary election, has sought to exploit this
sentiment at every opportunity. Its leader, Volen Siderov, continues to
stoke the flames of hatred against both the ethnic Turks and the Roma
population.
A further destabilising element is the continued feuding between the
leaders of Bulgaria's largest political parties. Last week, Borissov vowed to
initiate a libel lawsuit against Sergei Stanishev, leader of the BSP and
president of the Party of European Socialists, over claims by the latter that
Borissov had a criminal record. The timing of all these developments could
not be worse for Bulgaria as it comes under more and more scrutiny in the
run-up to the June European council summit meeting.
The protesters, meanwhile, cherish the attenion. They want to re-enforce
their message to Bulgaria's politicians: an end to vertiginous and voracious
oligarchical power and the normalisation of Bulgarian politics.
www.zcommunications.org

Obama Administration to Intensify Opposition to Generic Drug Industry
Zach Carter

3 July 2012

The Obama administration and members of Congress are pressing India to
curb its generic medication industry. The move comes at the behest of
U.S. pharmaceutical companies, which have drowned out warnings from
public health experts that inexpensive drugs from India are essential to
providing life-saving treatments around the world.
Low-cost generics from India have dramatically lowered medical costs in
developing countries and proved critical to global AIDS relief programs;
about 98 percent of the drugs purchased by President George W. Bush's
landmark PEPFAR AIDS relief program are generics from India. Before
Indian companies rolled out generic versions priced at $1 a day, AIDS
medication cost about $10,000 per person per year.
But India's generic industry has also cut into profits for Pfizer and other
U.S. and European drug companies. In response, these companies have
sought to impose aggressive patenting and intellectual property standards
in India, measures that would grant the firms monopoly pricing power over
new drugs and lock out generics producers.
On Thursday, a House subcommittee held a hearing on international trade
disputes with India that included testimony from American manufacturing
and solar energy groups. Most of the event, however, was devoted to U.S.
drug company Pfizer's complaints about Indian policies that have fostered
the country's billion-dollar generics industry. The hearing followed
Secretary of State John Kerry's trip to India earlier this week for the U.S.India Strategic Dialogue, a major diplomatic mission.
Last week, a bipartisan group of 170 House lawmakers sent a letter to
Kerry and President Barack Obama raising objections to India's patent
system. But at Thursday's hearing, few seemed well-versed on intellectual
property or public health issues.
"I first learned of this issue just a few short weeks ago from Pfizer, my
largest employer in my district," said Rep. Fred Upton (R-Mich.), before
asking Pfizer Chief Intellectual Property Officer Roy Waldron if his
company had talked to the Obama administration about its concerns.
"We have been speaking with [the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative]
and the administration and we're very hopeful that this issue has been
raised during Secretary Kerry's visit to India," Waldron replied.
A State Department spokesperson told HuffPost that during his trip, Kerry
"discussed a number of economic and trade issues with Indian officials,
including ongoing issues in the pharmaceutical sector."
Kerry's involvement represents an escalation in the Obama administration's
opposition to India's generic drug policies. Following two recent landmark
court decisions, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the Office of
the U.S. Trade Representative have been pressuring the Indian government
on its patent standards.
In January, India's Supreme Court rejected a patent on a Novartis leukemia
drug called Gleevec (or Glivec), clearing the way for cheaper generic
production. The active ingredient in Gleevec has been available for years,
but Novartis filed for a patent on an updated version available in pill form.
India's highest court turned down the application on the grounds that the
delivery format did not constitute a legitimate innovation.
Gleevec is protected by multiple U.S. patents, and costs upwards of
$75,000 a year domestically. In India, where annual per capita income is
about $1,400, Novartis was charging about $31,000 a year for the

medication. The generic version legalized by the court's decision costs
around $2,100.
Last year, India also permitted a generic manufacturer to produce a
cheaper version of another cancer drug patented by Bayer AG. Bayer was
charging $5,000 a month for the drug, while only servicing about 2 percent
of the population that needed it. The generic version was priced at $157 a
month.
By securing secondary patents, as Novartis tried to do with Gleevec, drug
companies can effectively extend monopolies on their medicines beyond
the standard 20-year window required by World Trade Organization
treaties. The practice is known as "evergreening," and is frowned upon by
the World Health Organization.
At Thursday's hearing, Rep. Jerry McNerny (D-Calif.) appeared more
concerned than other lawmakers about the public health consequences of
altering India's existing patent system. He asked Rohit Malpani of the
international medical aid group Doctors Without Borders to elaborate on
problems that arise from evergreening.
Rep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) also extolled the importance of access to
inexpensive medications for PEPFAR, which has seen its budget cut in
recent years.
Otherwise, lawmakers appeared receptive to Waldron's contention that
U.S.-style intellectual property policies in India will help develop a more
robust and innovative medical system there. Waldron also said such
practices would lead to the creation of more American jobs, pointing to a
study from the U.S. Department of Commerce that was also cited in last
week's letter from lawmakers.
That study has been widely ridiculed for overstating the impact of
intellectual property protections on jobs, claiming that "IP-intensive"
industries are responsible for nearly 20 percent of all American jobs. Yet
the pharmaceutical industry, which is largely comprised of firms
dependent on government copyright and patent protections, accounts for a
little less than 300,000 jobs, according to the report.
The U.S. has attacked the global generic drug industry before. President
Bill Clinton adopted policies during his presidency that were hostile toward
the introduction of generic AIDS medications in Africa, relenting only when
activists disrupted campaign events over the issue. Clinton later came to
regret his administration's position and has been very active on
international AIDS relief efforts through the Clinton Global Initiative.
www.huffingtonpost.com

Even fish vote for ANC’

Moloko Moloto

1 July 2013

Given a chance, fish and animals from the Kruger National Park would vote for
the ANC.
The ANC enjoys mass support – even among animals – more than all opposition
parties combined, according to the ANC’s national head of elections, Ngoako
Ramatlhodi.
Addressing a rally in Polokwane on Sunday, Ramatlhodi – who is also deputy
minister of correctional services – took a swipe at the DA, Cope and Agang SA,
likening them to “a three-headed serpent”.
In reference to Julius Malema’s mooted political party, the Economic Freedom
Fighters, the former Limpopo premier said the “stillborn” party would die a
natural death like Cope had.
He implied that the DA was the home of apartheid government remnants. “In a
sense we are managing a white man’s economy on behalf of white men who ran
the economy under apartheid, but they have changed in form, not in politics.”
Ramatlhodi referred to this arrangement as “the system” that had become
arrogant and confident after the ANC wrested power in 1994.
“And we see elements of that confidence played out by organisations such as
the DA, claiming our history, expropriating our symbols, claiming to own our
heroes, even our own Nelson Mandela,” said Ramatlhodi.

He instructed ANC “volunteers” to educate the masses about the Struggle
ahead of next year’s general election.
He said the ANC needed to teach the opposition a lesson. “And the lesson is
that you cannot take our people for granted. Do not assume they are stupid,
that they do not understand where they are coming from.”
Ramatlhodi said the ANC had enough support in “every household and voting
station” in the country.
“Even the fish, I am told when the time comes, they vote for the ANC from the
sea. If animals at Kruger National were allowed to vote, they would be voting
the ANC,” he said.
moloko.moloto@inl.co.za
The Star
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Nkululeko Gwala Murdered in Cato Crest
Abahlali baseMjondolo Press Statement

27 June 2013

Last night Nkululeko Gwala, an Abahlali baseMjondolo member, and a well
known and respected housing activist, was murdered in Cato Crest. Twelve
shots were fired. The style of this assassination is very similar to the
assassination of Thembinkosi Qumbelo, also a well known housing activist
(but not an AbM member) who was killed in the same area on the 15th of
March this year. There are also strong similarities to the attack on our
movement in Kennedy Road in 2009.
There has been a long struggle in Cato Crest against evictions, transit
camps and rampant corruption in the housing project. Nkululeko Gwala ,
along with a large number of comrades from Cato Crest, participated in

the Abahlali baseMjondolo UnFreedom Day event in the Kennedy Road
settlement in April. In May he joined the movement. We were planning to
launch the Cato Crest branch next week.
On Monday there was a road blockade in Cato Crest starting at 2:00 a.m. It
was a protest against Councillor Mzimuni Ngiba for only allocating housing
to members of the ruling party. Later that morning the councillor called
the people to his offices to talk but when they got there he refused to
come out. He said that he would only meet with a delegation of four
people. Four people, including Nkululeko, were delegated to speak to the
councillor. Nkululeko spoke about corruption. He questioned why houses
were only going to party members and why ward committee members
were receiving two or three houses. They delegation told Cllr Ngiba that
they wanted to meet with the ward committee and that they would not
meet with the ANC or SACP. A meeting with the ward committee and the
delegation of four was set up for Tuesday at 9:00 a.m.
When the four comrades, all Abahlali baseMjondolo members, arrived at
the meeting the ANC and the SACP were there. The delegation made it
clear that this was not what they had agreed too and that they did not
want political parties present. The ANC replied that this was ANC land and
that the housing project was an ANC project and that they would make all
decisions in the area and about the project. Nkululeko decided to walk
out. The other three comrades remained. They were told to warn
Nkululeko that the ANC would not accept what they called his ‘disrespect’.
There were a lot of threats.
The three comrades who remained in the meeting reported back to the
community in Cato Crest and to Abahlali baseMjondolo. The protests in the
neighbouring section of Dunbar, which is in a different ward, were
discussed. There are no Abahlali baseMjondolo members there but it was
decided that although Dunbar is in a different ward people were struggling
on the same issues and facing the same threats and that they should try to
unite.
At around 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday people in Dunbar started to protest.
Nkululeko and others started to move towards Dunbar from the transit
camps in Cato Crest (where people have been left to rot for six years). At
11:00 p.m. Abahlali baseMjondolo received a call from one of our members
there to say that people in the Dunbar community had burnt down the
offices of their councillor, Zanele Ndzoyiya. He said that the people were
doing their own thing and were not under the discipline of Abahlali
baseMjondolo or any other organisation. The same group of people then
moved to Councillor Ngibai’s office and at 2:30 a.m. that office was burnt
down.
On Wednesday a Municipality car with ‘Community Participation’ written
on the side drove around Cato Crest and the people were called to a
meeting with a loudhailer. It was said that the agenda was to unite the
community.
But when the people got to the meeting it was not about uniting the
community. James Nxumalo, the mayor, and Sibongeseni Dhlomo, the ANC
chairperson in Durban, chaired the meeting. The meeting was about
Nkululeko. It was said by the ANC that he was vocal, that he was not
disciplined, that he was disrespectful, that he was causing trouble to the
party, that he was making it difficult for the ANC to operate in the area
and it was claimed that he was introducing a new political party to the
area (i.e. our movement which is not a political party). It was also said
that anyone who interrupted the bulldozers would be ‘sorted out’. Dhlomo
told Nxumalo to tell Nkululeko that he must ‘wash his feet’ and that
Nxumalo must give him a lift back home to Inchanga today. It was said that
he must leave Durban and return there.
Dhlomo attacked the police for not controlling the protests in the area. He

has called on residents to ‘protect the area’. We all know what this
means. He was calling for ANC members to drive out people organised
outside of the party as the ANC did in Kennedy Road in 2009. We
remember very well how Willies Mchunu said that Kennedy Road had been
‘liberated’ after our movement was driven from that area by the ANC with
violence while the police did nothing. We expect more violence in Cato
Crest. But just as we have taken Kennedy Road back through the strength
of democratic organisation we will also hold our place in Cato Crest and
across this city.
After this meeting Nkululeko contacted Abahlali baseMjondolo and set up a
meeting for 8:00 a.m. this morning. The agenda was to discuss the
intimidation and political corruption in the area and to organise a press
conference to expose all of this to the media. Nkululeko had been
collecting evidence of intimidation and political corruption for a long time.
There was a Confederation Cup game on last night. Nkululeko watched the
game at a friend’s house. He was in sms and telephone contact with
Abahlali baseMjondolo leaders throughout the evening. He made it clear
that he expected an attack. His comrades in Cato Crest advised him to flee
the area. He said that he would ‘rather take a bullet’ than run away. At
9:30 p.m. he was returning to his shack after the game. Four men accosted
him and he was shot 12 times. People who saw the shooting are saying that
he was killed by the same men who killed Thembinkosi Qumbelo in the
same area in March. This murder was never investigated and there have
been no arrests.
Now that Nkululeko is dead his body is being taken home to Inchanga.
People are asking if this is what Dhlomo meant when he said that the
Mayor should take him home. Just as in the case of the Qumbelo murder,
and the attack on Abahlali baseMjondolo in Kennedy Road in 2009, the
senior politicians arrived directly after the violence. This is exactly how
the 2009 plot in Kennedy Road was organised. Just like in Kennedy Road
they were singing songs against Nkululeko at this meeting. They said that
they would not tolerate Nkuleleko’s ‘nonsense’ while he is still selling
vetkoek.
Nkululeko was always a confident man, full of smiles, jokes and songs. His
favourite song was Babekuphi Lababantu Emzabalazweni?
But recently he was very quiet although he never stopped speaking out at
meetings. He was saying that he knew that he was at the top of the list of
people to be killed in Cato Crest and that there were many others on the
list. He was asking the movement to make sure that we continued to
support the struggle in Cato Crest after he was gone.
Nkululeko was 34 years old. He leaves a girlfriend, Thembi Mazibane. She
is a strong comrade and highly respected. We will stand with her. We
express our condolences to Thembi, Nkululeko’s family and everyone who
is in rebellion in Cato Crest.
We are not sharing information that we have that could put more
comrades at risk. But if there is a credible and independent investigation
into this murder we will be happy to share all the information that we
have including the text messages that he sent just before he was
murdered.
The murder of Nkululeko is the front page story on the final edition of
today’s Daily News. The front page story on the earlier edition was about
massive corruption in housing tenders in Durban. It said that 45 companies
are under investigation. There is a direct connection between the massive
corruption in housing in Durban and the repression that we are facing. The
Manase Report remains hidden from the public. We continue to demand its
release.
In 1993 uTata Nelson Mandela said that “If the ANC does to you what the

Apartheid government did to you, then you must do to the ANC what you
did to the Apartheid government.” We are being evicted by the ANC. We
are being put into transit camps by the ANC. When we organise we are also
being beaten, tortured, jailed and killed by the ANC. We will not give in to
tyranny. We will continue to resist. Stand with us in the struggle for
freedom and justice. Stand with us in the struggle for a country where
everyone can organise freely and land, cities, wealth and power are
shared.
http://www.abahlali.org/node/9839
For more information please contact:
Bandile Mdlalose 084 557 5090
Mazwi Nzimande 076 843 3361
S’bu Zikode 083 547 0474

Venezuelan Workers Meet for Worker Control Congress
Ewan Robertson 28 June 2013
Activists from across the Venezuelan labour movement met last weekend
for the country’s first ever Workers’ Congress, where workers discussed
workplace democracy and the construction of socialism.
The congress, billed “I Workers’ Congress: Balance and Challenges of
Worker Control and Workers’ Councils for the Construction of Socialism”,
was organised by the National Worker Control Movement and saw the
participation of over fifty groups from factories across the country.
Political and union organisations were also present, including radical
activists from the United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV), the trade
union current of the Venezuelan Communist Party (PCV), and
representatives of leftist union confederation the National Union of
Workers (Unete).
The meeting was an attempt to revitalise and strengthen the movement
for worker self-management of factories in Venezuela, known as “worker
control”. The movement holds that the direct control of workers over the
means of production is fundamental to the construction of socialism.
Further, according to the congress’ organising committee, the aim of the
meeting was to “promote, strengthen and consolidate the self-organisation
of the working class, based on an analysis of its labour and an evaluation
of its struggles, to allow for the generation of its unity around a common
plan of struggle”.
A decade of organising
As part of resistance to factory closures and management lock-outs by
bosses opposed to the administration of former President Hugo Chavez,
dozens of factories have come under whole or part management by their
workers over the past decade.
The worker control movement reached a high point with the proposal of
the “Plan Socialist Guayana” in 2009, whereby the state-owned heavy
industries of the eastern Guayana region would be run with the direct
participation of their workers.
Although Hugo Chavez voiced his support for the plan at the time, it has
largely fallen into stagnation due to opposition from management
bureaucrats and some reformist politicians within the Chavista movement.
The 1st Worker’s Congress, which met in the state-owned Sidor steel plant

in Guayana 21 – 23 June, was the result of a year of meetings between
workers in different parts of the country, who seek to bring together all
those interested or involved in worker control projects into one national
movement.
The congress took up a slogan common to the Venezuelan radical left,
which declares, “Neither capitalists nor bureaucrats, all power to the
working class”.
With presentations, workshops and plenary sessions, participants discussed
four main themes at the congress. There were, “the self organisation of
the working class”, “the class struggle and the state, legality and
legitimacy”, “workers councils, worker control and management for the
transformation of the capitalist economy” and the “formation and
socialisation of knowledge”.
Those present took part in animated debate, which was seen as key to
reaching conclusions on how the movement could advance toward
implementing greater workplace democracy in the South American
country.
Alexander Coriano, a coordinator of the National Worker Control
Movement, argued that movement should not aim to just get workers
appointed to run companies, but rather should seek to introduce a
management model in which workers make the decisions and intervene in
processes of monitoring and control.
“The proposal of collective management is complex, and should still be
analysed. The company should be directed by the workers, but for this to
be achieved the intention is not enough, as this should be accompanied by
a methodology that’s reached with debate and discussion,” Coriano said to
local paper Diaro de Guayana.
Concrete goals of the congress were to compile and analyse experiences of
worker control in Venezuela, draft a final declaration on the national
political situation and that of the labour movement, and reach an agreed
manifesto and plan of struggle around which the worker control movement
could unite.
At the end of the event it was announced that a follow-up meeting would
take place on 27 July to compile and finalise the congress’ manifesto and
declarations, which will be made public and handed to President Nicolas
Maduro for his consideration.
www.zcommunications.org

DSM activist threatened with deportation

An injury to one is an injury to all
DSM (CWI South Africa) correspondents

25 June 2013

South African authorities have made a vicious attack and unwarranted
attack on Liv Shange, an organiser of the Democratic Socialist Movement
(DSM) – the South African section of the Committee for a Workers’
International. They have threatened to prevent her from returning to the
country after visiting her family in Sweden with her three children.
She is clearly being victimised by the ANC-led government for the role she
and the DSM have played in the mineworkers’ strikes last year and in the
building of a new alternative party - the Workers’ and Socialist Party
(WASP). These threats are part of a series of attacks made recently on
mineworkers and trade union activists. The DSM and WASP will not let this
attack pass in silence.
Two days after Liv Shange left South Africa to visit her family in Sweden,
the South African Newspaper, the Sunday Independent published an article
claiming to have received information from the South African Department
of Home Affairs that Liv was being investigated by them and by state
intelligence. The article stated that this is linked to the role she played in
the mineworkers’ strike last year. The ANC secretary-general, Gwede
Mantashe, had already accused “foreigners” from places like Sweden and
Ireland for promoting “anarchy” in the mines when he spoke to mining
managers two weeks ago.
Liv and the members of the DSM supported the mineworkers’ strikes last
year. They helped to set up and link strike committees of different shafts
and mines together in the National Strike Committee which subsequently
developed into the National Workers’ Committee. It was also out of the
mineworkers’ independent committees that the call came for a new
workers’ party leading to the founding of WASP. Liv has learned to speak
fluent Zulu and has addressed many workers’ mass meetings, becoming a
well-known face in the struggle.
Longstanding member of DSM
Liv Shange moved to South Africa in 2004. She is married to a South African
and has three children with her in Sweden but due to return to school for
the second semester which begins on July 15. Before moving to South
Africa, Liv was active in the Swedish sister organisation of the DSM,
Ratviserpartiet Socialisterna and was an elected councillor in the northern
town of Lulea. Throughout her time in South Africa she has been actively
involved in campaigning as part of the DSM and is now a leading
member.of the organisation.

The investigations referred to in the article, following on from the public
attacks on the DSM by the ANC general secretary, Gwede Mantashe, are
clear attempts to scapegoat the DSM for the resistance which the bosses
face in the mines.
It appears that there is political interference in the Department of Home
Affairs which has taken advantage of the absurd complications which have
beset Liv’s attempts to reside regularly with her family in South Africa.
Liv’s passport with her spousal visa was stolen when she was mugged in
late 2010 – causing difficulties which it now appears the authorities are
trying to exploit against her. Home Affairs claimed not to have any record
of her spousal permit issuing her with a tourist visa instead. With the long
and frustrating process of resolving the ensuing complications still pending,
the basic legal position remains that Liv, as the wife of a South African
citizen, should have every right to come back to the country together with
the children.
Liv has been active in the struggle for genuine, democratic socialism all
her life, in South Africa as well as in Sweden. Like all members of the DSM,
she stands for the building of democratic, worker-controlled trade unions
which are prepared to take on the necessary battles with the bosses. She
works for the revival of working class fighting traditions and for taking
forward the struggle for the socialist transformation of society. She sees
this as the only way out of the capitalist dead-end – nothing to do with
Mantashe’s “anarchy”, by the way. Liv has seen the ANC order guns to be
used against workers at Marikana and elsewhere. Her right, and that of
millions more, to criticise the government without fear of reprisal must be
honoured.
Protest and solidarity
This attack on the DSM and the mineworkers is not isolated. Mining bosses
recently tried to suspend worker-activists who were involved in the strikes
of last year. Various attempts have been made to discredit the DSM in the
eyes of the workers. But workers see through the propaganda of the
capitalist media and they know that an injury to one is an injury to all.
Mineworkers, trade unionists and left activists will come out in protest
against any attack on Liv Shange if the Ministry of Home Affairs continues
to threaten her with a deportation order.
The Committee for a Workers’ International urges workers and socialists of
all countries to condemn with international protests this victimisation of a
dedicated activist and the threats against Liv Shange in particular and the
DSM as a whole.
You can use the model letter of protest below:
To the Department of Home Affairs, (mkuseli.apleni@dha.gov.za,
info@dha.gov.za)
To the Minister of Home Affairs Grace Naledi Mandisa Pandor
(carmen.h@dha.gov.za)
To the African National Congress (sngubane@anc.org.za)
I/we have heard with great concern, and wish to protest against the threat
of deportation from South Africa of Liv Shange. Liv is a genuine honest
fighter for working class interests in South Africa. She has been living in
the country since 2004 and has founded a family there, now threatened
with being pulled apart by the deportation.
As a leading Democratic Socialist Movement activist, Liv has played a role
supporting the recent miners’ strikes and the founding of the Workers’ and
Socialist Party. Given the latest speech by Gwede Mantashe against

foreigners who cause “anarchy” in the mining sector, I/we believe that the
investigation into Liv’s legal status is politically motivated.
I/we urge you to give Liv Shange to her full legal right to return to South
Africa and all the necessary documentation to live in the country without
threat of expulsion. I/we will publicly protest and support Liv Shange
against any victimisation over her political activity.
Yours
...
Please send copies to dsmcwi@gmail.com and
solidarity@socialistworld.net

Cosatu, ANC at odds over three E’s
Terry Bell 21 June 2013
E-tolling, excrement and expanded public works. Apart from starting with
the letter “E” they appear at first sight to have nothing in common. But
with the country heading toward what promises to be a bitterly contested
election in April or May next year, they are are not only linked, they are
likely to be major campaigning features.
Perhaps even more importantly, the “three E’s” are likely to put still
greater strain on the relationship between Cosatu and the governing ANC.
Already the issue of e-tolling is causing political strain.
The ANC government is committed to implementing the system; Cosatu,
numerically the largest component of the governing alliance, is implacably
opposed. And not just in Gauteng.
In the Western Cape, where the SA National Roads Agency Limited (Sanral)
is also determined to introduce e-tolls, Cosatu finds itself on the same,
rejectionist, side as the opposition DA.
But in the Western Cape even more publicity has been given to the second
“E”. The issue of excrement, how it is disposed of and who is flinging it at
whom, is a matter of considerable messy politicking.
This involves not only the DA-controlled Cape Town city council and
provincial government and elements of the ANC Youth League (ANCYL), but
also municipal worker members of the Cosatu-affiliated SA Municipal
Workers Union (Samwu).
The DA council has distributed thousands of portable flush toilets to shack
dwellers and others living in the townships on the Cape Flats who have,
until now, relied on the bucket system.
These large metal buckets, usually emptied once a week, are certainly
smelly and unhygienic. And it is workers, whether unionised or not, who
have the unenviable task of carting these containers to a tanker to empty
them.
This introduces the third “E”: the Expanded Public Works Programme
(EPWP). This is a national government initiative that, according to some
Samwu officials, is “an ANC programme enthusiastically adopted by the
DA”.
The EPWP is the system whereby “job opportunities” are created that,

according to the Western Cape government, “provide poverty and income
relief through temporary work for the unemployed to carry out socially
useful activities”.
Like the payment to farmworkers, which became a national media focus
earlier this year, the income of EPWP workers is decided by ministerial
regulation.
The EPWP regulations, promulgated in May last year by Labour Minister
Mildred Oliphant, made provision for a minimum daily rate of R63.18,
almost R6 short of the R69 determination for farmworkers that caused a
national outcry.
Following strikes and protests, Oliphant increased the minimum daily wage
for farmworkers to R105.
However, according to a survey by union members in the Western Cape,
EPWP workers involved in manual work such as “waste disposal and
excavation” are paid R80 a day, while supervisors of such work earn
between R100 and R132. “It is worse than the farmworkers and is a back
door to privatisation and labour broking,” a Samwu official agreed.
So, added to the volatile mix that involves the battle over portable flush
toilets, is anger about jobs that the unions feel should be “decently paid
and full time” being handed out on an outsourced basis, in which the EPWP
is part.
But although some municipal workers are convinced that permanent
workers have been retrenched to make way for “job opportunities”, this
does not seem to be the case. As the demand for services in Cape Town
has soared and as permanent workers have retired, additional labour and
replacements tend to have come via outsourced services.
Anger about this has simmered for some time and was ratcheted up when
elements of the ANCYL and self-styled “community activists” took to
dumping the contents of buckets and portable toilets onto council property
or flinging faeces at, among others, DA leader Helen Zille.
These actions were supposed to embarrass the DA and to rally the
opposition ahead of next year’s Big E – the election. It didn’t work,
especially since it made workers – among them members of Samwu –
furious because it is they who invariably had to clean up the mess.
At a superficial level, this toilet tiff in Cape Town is about buckets versus
portable flush toilets, subjects I can speak about from personal experience
having used the bucket system as a youth before water-borne sewage
came to our suburb.
Our family of four also used a portable flush toilet for several months,
while living in a motor caravan – and it is a marked improvement: it
doesn’t smell, is hygienic and, provided it is regularly emptied, works very
well. However, it is no substitute for an efficient water-borne system.
Here is the rub: the DA says the portable flush toilet system is an
improved, temporary measure; the ANC and its allies claim it is a scheme
to avoid providing “decent, proper sanitation to the poorest of the poor”,
a claim the DA says has more to do with electioneering than reality.
But the issue is complicated by the fact that the emptying of the portable
flush toilet containers was effectively outsourced to a private firm and
there are complaints in several areas that the job was not properly done;
that workers on low-paid contracts do not have any incentive to work well.
Evidence does exist that, in an apparent rush to get the work over as

quickly as possible, some containers were damaged, leading to leaks. In
some cases, the council also clearly did not anticipate how many people
would use each portable toilet, resulting in damage through wear and tear
– and the need to empty the containers more often.
So the toilet tiff continues, with the city council pointing out that it has
massively increased the budget for the extension and maintenance of the
water-borne sewage system. On the other hand, Samwu and Cosatu
complain bitterly about cut-price outsourced labour, e-tolling and, at the
moment in a more muted way, about the EPWP.
All of which boils down to the E that affects it all: economic policies and
their implementation.
www.iol.co.za

Brazil protests explode into mass demonstrations

Yahoo News

21 June 2013

Hundreds of thousands of Brazilians are continuing to hit the streets to voice their discontent with
the government. It is estimated that more than a million people are taking part in the
demonstrations, taking place in dozens of cities across Brazil. Outside Sao Paulo, a wave of people
engulfed the motorway, stopping the traffic. In Rio de Janiero, protesters clashed with police
attempting to control the crowds. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff canceled a planned trip to
Japan in the face of the escalating unrest. A rise in bus ticket prices sparked an explosion of anger
at the billions of euros that the government is investing in hosting sports events.
za.news.yahoo.com
Govt pays R830m in Gautrain subsidies
Irma Venter

18 Jun 2013

Government had paid a monthly ridership guarantee to Gautrain operator,
the Bombela consortium, since June 7, last year, amounting to R831.4million by the end of March, Transport Minister Ben Martins on Tuesday
noted in a written response to a question posed in Parliament.
Gautrain Management Agency (GMA) CEO Jack van der Merwe said in May
that the monthly patronage guarantee had been steadily dropping since
last year, as the result of an increasing ridership on the public transport
system.
Average weekday passenger trips on the train increased from 26 000 at the
beginning of April 2012 to 42 000 at the end of March.
According to the agreement between government and Bombela, signed at
the start of the R26-billion project, a patronage guarantee was payable to
the operator to ensure it covered all its costs, while still making a
reasonable profit.
It had been expected that the guarantee payable would decrease as fare
box income increases, with a 50:50 profit-sharing system between
government and Bombela applicable once the fare box income reached a
level where all Bombela’s costs were covered.
These costs included operational costs, maintenance and replacement
costs and the servicing of loans. Income included fare box revenue, valueadd income (such as advertising revenue).

The patronage guarantee served to make up the shortfall.
Van der Merwe said public transport was subsidised worldwide, and that
the Gautrain was no different. Metrorail is also heavily subsidised, at
roughly two-thirds of ticket costs.
He expected to reach the profit-sharing phase of the concession “in a few
years’ time”.
Martins also noted in his Parliamentary response that there were no plans
to increase the number of stations in the Gautrain system in the short
term. However, provision had been made for possible stations at
Modderfontein, on the east–west service, and Samrand, on the north–south
service.
He said a property developer would provide the capital for the
Modderfontein station.
He also noted that Bombela was investigating the technical feasibility and
associated costs to introduce an earlier train and a later train between
Sandton and OR Tambo International Airport, without impacting on the
contractual engineering/maintenance hours.
“The concessionaire indicated its willingness to consider paying for this,
but reserved the option to request a possible contribution from the GMA.
Discussions and investigations are continuing to further extend the
operating hours, but there is no definite plan yet.”
www.polity.org.za

A Boycott of Academic Ranking Systems?
Klaus Dörre, Stephan Lessenich, Ingo Singe

25 May 2013

Universities and institutions of higher education across the globe are being
impacted by structural change, guided by principles of the entrepreneurial
university. The imposition of New Public Management principles means
that universities are increasingly being managed like private enter-prises.
Resources are being allocated according to performance records and target
agreements. Academic capitalism has entered Germany, and its main
instruments are university department rankings and league tables. The
downside is an academic routine biased towards quantitative per-formance
indicators (research funding, number of doctorates and graduates) and a
neglect of qualitative criteria. Work in academia has changed
fundamentally in both design and content. Teaching and research are
increasingly being obstructed by the growth of administrative responsibilities. There is a logic of escalation inherent in performance
measurement exercises (“more and more and never enough”), resulting in
work intensification, stress, and overload amongst all groups of the
academic workforce. Negative effects on the quality of research and
teaching are increasingly being felt.
The German Sociological Association (GSA) has therefore decided to take a
stand against aca-demic capitalism by boycotting the 2013 CHE (Center for
the Development of Higher Educa-tion) ranking, which certainly is the
most influential ranking in the German-speaking world. Qual-ity in
teaching and research, the reputation of scholars, scientific infrastructure,
and international “visibility” are amongst the assessment criteria for
university departments. For this purpose, data (for example on third-party
funding) is gathered from university directorates, students are being
surveyed, and some professors are also being consulted. Results are

published in cooperation with the highly respected weekly Die Zeit and
certainly are a very important point of reference for university
directorates as well as for the science bureaucracy.
The GSA recently called upon departments, lecturers, and students not to
participate in the CHE ranking. The initiative was first taken by the
Institute of Sociology at the Friedrich-Schiller-University in Jena. Having
been ranked amongst the best in the league tables, the university’s
sociology department used this strong position to publicly declare its nonparticipation. The announcement was made shortly after the results of the
2011 ranking had been published. The department’s resolution stated:
“The new 2011/12 CHE Ranking, published in Die Zeit, has ranked the
Institute of Sociology at the Friedrich-Schiller-University at a top position.
We are pleased about this expression of appre-ciation of our work.
However, we are deeply skeptical about the instrument of university
ranking as such. We consider the information value of the CHE ranking to
be low, if for only one reason, namely that a significant number of
institutes have been ranked on the basis of incomplete data. First and
foremost, ranking universities serves as an instrument for establishing
competitive cul-tures in academia. It systematically produces winners and
losers but does not help to improve the quality of scientific work. The
Institute of Sociology therefore is planning not to take part in the next
round of this competition. As already stated, we will consult with the
GSA’s board and council in order to coordinate a joint approach of the
discipline. On this occasion, there needs to be an exchange about
appropriate instruments for assuring scientific quality and ways to provide
students with information on the different sociology programs at German
universities.”
The boycott, which has been widely covered in the press, has meanwhile
been joined by the GSA and a majority of sociology depa
rtments in Germany. It is also being supported by other discip-lines.
Historians, English literary scholars, chemists, pedagogues, and political
scientists have decided not to partake in the CHE ranking for the time
being.
The boycott is not given unequivocal support by university managements.
And the GSA has made it clear that it will not refuse performance
appraisals on principle. The GSA’s board thus decided in October 2012 to
establish an alternative exclusively descriptive information system for
students. It has also decided to set up a working group called “Task Force
Studiengangse-valuation” which is to discuss alternative ways to establish
valid evaluation mechanisms. The boycott will enter its “hot phase” during
the summer term of 2013. The coming months will show whether or not
the boycott is being supported by sufficient numbers of students and
scholars. Right now, the outcome is uncertain, but sociologists from Jena,
and indeed Germany, are appealing to the international scientific
community to follow suit and boycott rankings.
www.isa-sociology.org

Greece: Government shuts down state broadcaster ERT
Unions must organise general strike action now!
Leaflet text by Xekinima (CWI Greece) 13 June 2012
The Greek government announced that it has shut down, from Wednesday
12 July, the radio and TV services of the state broadcaster, ERT.
Over 2,500 workers will be sacked before the company re-opens in
September, according to government announcements.

This blatant attack against workers’ rights and conditions, and the public’s
right to access media, provoked outrage across Greek society. Mass
demonstrations in support of ERT employees, who are occupying the ERT
buildings, are taking place.
Below we carry the text of a leaflet on the ERT crisis issued by Xekinima,
the Greek section of the CWI, which was distributed at protest rallies that
took place in many Greek cities yesterday.
socialistworld.net
With the decision to close the ERT broadcaster, Prime Minister Samaras
and his coalition government have shown that they will stop at nothing in
order to flatten opposition to their policies and to complete their
devastation of Greek society.
The decision to close ERT is nothing less than a parliamentary coup to
circumvent the Greek constitution. It makes a mockery of parliamentary
democracy! This action was taken just before parliament’s summer recess,
so that not even this House, as decorative as it is, can undo the coup!
Who will stop them and how?
This is a critical moment for the anti-austerity opposition, the workers’
movement and the Left! If the closing down of ERT is allowed to go
through, it will only encourage the use of "Samaras’ law” in other areas,
starting with twenty other public sector bodies that are already targeted
also by government.
And immediately after ERT, the public utility companies, which have not
yet been privatised, will follow. In these companies, wages have already
fallen by 40-50% already and as if this is not enough, after ERT they may
also face ’sudden death’: mass layoffs and lock-outs, so that the
government can finish them off quickly and ‘neatly’.
There is only one answer to this unprecedented challenge facing the
workers’ movement and that is a mass strike movement to overthrow the
plans of Samaras and his government.
Media workers need to embark on all-out strike action. Workers in the
print media, TV and radio have nothing left to lose!
The ERT has become a central struggle and a focal point to mobilise and
link workers from all sectors. But the ERT struggle needs the support of
generalized strike action.
The rest of the workers’ movement should coordinate an immediate
response to the attack on ERT workers. This means mass, well
coordinated, all-out strike action by the biggest union federations.
Now is the time to enlist the support of teachers, maritime and transport
workers, who in recent months suffered big setbacks after the Samaras
government used authoritarian measures (‘conscription’) to stop their
industrial action.
Now is the time for municipal workers’ unions, the water board workers
and the electricity workers, who are next in the plans of Samaras to
slaughter what is left of their rights and conditions, to also take decisive,
co-ordinated industrial action.
Now is the time for all the labour movement to take action. Instead of a
series of limited days of industrial action, which the GSEE and ADEY union
federations’ leaders called over the last three years but which failed to
stop the deep austerity cuts, much more militant escalating action is

needed. Determined, growing general strikes, of public and private
sectors, is the only realistic and effective way to respond to the assault of
the Samaras government.
Power of organised working people
Several union leaders argue that these sorts of proposals are “extreme”
and that employees will not respond to them. We say these remarks are an
attempt by union leaders to hide their own cowardice and unwillingness to
lead a determined struggle on behalf of workers. There is no other way to
deal with the latest government assault on basic workplace rights than
with a generalised strike movement. And there is no government that will
withstand such a movement! Samaras, of course, will use every means at
his disposal against the unions and workers’ movement - the massive
propaganda of the private media, state repression and the neo-Nazi
‘Golden Dawn’ - in case of an "emergency". But the power of organised
working people is infinitely greater. To be deployed successfully, the
workers’ movement needs to be democratically organised from below,
through strike committees and neighbourhood associations, at every level
and linked up nationally.
And the Left needs to carry out its duty. SYRIZA (Coalition of the Radical
Left), which is second in the polls, should state directly, openly and
boldly, that its goal is the immediate fall of this austerity government,
through the unfolding of mass strike action and mass social movements.
The position frequently put by some SYRIZA leaders, that “we can not tell
the trade union movement what to do” is subterfuge. After all, the
governing New Democracy and PASOK parties always put demands on the
trade union movement. So on what basis can SYRIZA claim that it is not its
job to interfere with the trade union movement?
SYRIZA has to assume political responsibility for a massive campaign and
industrial action to force the removal of the government of the Troika and
to raise the prospect of a government of the Left. SYRIZA needs to commit
to fighting to bringing down the ND/PASOK/DL government and replacing it
with a Left government that will, as a minimum, openly commit itself to:
Reverse all cuts and anti-working class measures taken by the current
government
Reinstate all dismissed workers
Return to public ownership (nationalise) all privatised enterprises
Introduce social and workers’ control and management in the public
sector, under conditions of full transparency, to put an end to
mismanagement and corruption
The entire Left – SYRIZA, KKE (Greek communist party) and the ‘extraparliamentary’ Left – need to fight together, in one united front, for the
above objectives. They must struggle for a Left government pledged to
carry out socialist policies to end the catastrophic economic and social
crisis and the endless austerity attacks. These socialist measures need to
have as a pillar the nationalisation of the big banks and strategic sectors of
the economy, so that working people can democratically plan the economy
for the needs of the majority.
On this basis, the Greek workers’ movement’s actions can appeal to the
rest of the European labour movement, which is also burdened by similar
austerity attacks, especially Turkey, where the masses are currently
writing their own history. Our own struggles can become a model and a
catalyst for workers throughout Southern Europe and across all Europe and
internationally.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6352

Germany: Blockupy protests

Police repression in the belly of the beast
Sascha Stanicic, SAV (CWI Germany) 7 June 2013
„We want to show that there is also resistance against Merkel and the
Troika in the belly of the beast“, this was the comment of one of the
protesters who took part in the “Blockupy Days of Action” on the 1st June
in Frankfurt/Main, Germany. 15,000 were on the march. The day before
more than 3,000 had participated in blockades of the European central
bank headquarters and other institutions. These institutions are seen as
symbolizing the power of the markets, the racist migration policy in
Europe and the profit-driven textile industry which is responsible for the
deaths of thousands of workers recently in Bangladesh.
State Repression
„Blockupy“ is an alliance of different left-wing organisations, the Left
Party (DIE LINKE), some trade union structures, Attac and other social
movement groups which were set up last year to build resistance against
the policies of austerity in Europe to Germany. In 2012 the city of
Frankfurt/Main legally banned all protests, demonstrations and gatherings
for the two days when the occupations and blockades were due to take
place. Even demonstrations which had nothing to do with Blockupy were
banned. This led to a wave of solidarity and thousands spontaneously
flocked to Frankfurt to participate in the then only legal event - the mass
demo on the last day of the days of action.
This year things were turned upside down by the police. The protest camp
was tolerated and also protests and blockades on the May, 31st were
allowed to take place take with relatively little police repression. The
conservative-led federal state government and the police leadership had
learned their lesson and had planned for a clampdown on the day of the
mass demonstration.
Only 20 minutes after the demonstration had begun it was stopped by the
police and the anti-capitalist contingent of far left groups at the head of
the demo was kettled. The police gave the excuse of firecrackers and the
covering of their faces by some demonstrators as a reason for their
repressive actions. In reality it has become clear – and was even expressed
by anonymous police officers to the press – that this crackdown was
planned well in advance. One police officer told a SAV member: “Did you
really think we would let you just march after the defeat you inflicted on
us last year.”
1,000 demonstrators were kettled for several hours during which time they
had no access to a toilet. Lawyers could not get to their clients and first
aid helpers were not let into the kettled area to reach injured people of
which there were up to 200. The rest of the demonstration could not move
forward and remained nearby in solidarity with the ones encircled by the
police. Only late in the evening, when many participants had already had
gone off to catch their buses and trains to go home did the police let the
kettled demonstrators go.
Despite this, the days of action were a success. Germany does not share
the same economic and social problems as Greece, Spain, Portugal and
other countries at the moment. This also means that consciousness is
different and there are fewer mobilizations and struggles taking place.
Given this background the Blockupy days of action mainly mobilised leftwing activists however they also play an important role in showing that
there is also resisitence in Germany. Most impressive of all was the
participation of 500 activists from Stuttgart who come from the movement
against Stuttgart 21 (the planned new underground train station which led
to mass protests for several years).
At the same time Germany’s relative economic stability is paid for by

millions of low paid workers and worsening social conditions. Workers in
the retail industry have begun to take strike action for better pay and
against attacks by the employers.
Members of SAV (Sozialistische Alternative – CWI in Germany) participated
in the days of action. So did the Left Party (DIE LINKE) and it’s youth
organisations who had their own contingents in which SAV members
participated. 350 attended a public meeting of DIE LINKE on the night of
the first day with speakers from Greece, Portugal and Germany.
For many of the demonstrators the arbitrary police repression is further
proof of the real nature of capitalism: democracy is granted as long as it
does not threaten the profits of the banks and big corporations.
www.socialistworld.net

Wits University Workers Issue Ultimatum to New Vice Chancellor
Wits Worker Solidarity Commitee

4 June 2013

Yesterday, Professor Adam Habib's first day in office as Wits University's
new Vice Chancellor was marred by chaos on campus.
Hundreds of workers – some of whom have worked at the university for
over twenty years - are facing the loss of their jobs at the end of June.
Yesterday, these 'outsourced' workers were herded into an urgent meeting
at 8am with the companies that employ them and told to queue up at the
university's Services department to be interviewed for the jobs they
already have. Others were handed 'termination notices' by the companies.
The panic that ensued led to an emergency high-level meeting between
the Wits Workers Solidarity Committee (Wist WSC), workers' unions, and
the new Vice Chancellor.
The university management's handling of the matter has sparked fierce
criticism from almost all constituencies at Wits University. Most recently,
the executive of the representative body of academics (ASAWU)
condemned the university management for its "callous treatment of
workers".
At a demonstration last Tuesday, the Wits WSC asked the Deputy ViceChancellor for Finance, Professor Tawana Kupe, to "treat workers with the
dignity they deserved". Workers demands were simple and reasonable:
"guarantee all workers their jobs in line with existing labour legislation".
The university responded simply, saying: "no".
Yesterday, the Wits WSC met with Professor Habib. He indicated the
university would proceed as planned, confirmed the university would not
guarantee a single job, conceded there would be job losses, and that they
would not allow workers direct representation in the processes that
affected their lives.
Workers, staff and students are shocked and outraged at the university
management’s arrogance. Since outsourcing was introduced in 2001 at Wits
University, contract workers have been consistently abused and
mistreated. Workers were called ‘k—rs’ by a senior university employee,
forced to use separate entrances, forbidden from using the toilets they
cleaned, banned from meeting on campus, and worker leaders have been
dismissed for organising other workers against these apartheid-era
practices.
A report commissioned to investigate the conditions of outsourced workers
confirmed that working conditions were “unacceptably poor,” that

workers’ constitutional rights, as well as the fundamental tenets of their
human dignity, had been violated. The outgoing Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Loyiso Nongxa, was forced to admit he was “ashamed” that this had
happened at a place like Wits.
"Instead of engaging seriously around these terrible effects of outsourcing,
the new university management under Professor Adam Habib has
confirmed its commitment to treating the largest black workforce on
campus as disposable, undeserving of human dignity and compassion," said
Tokelo Nhlapo, a member of the Wits WSC.
Workers have said they will not stand by idly while the new Wits University
Vice-chancellor provides commentary on radio and TV about social justice,
while his first act in office is to dispose of hundreds of black workers. They
have warned Professor Habib and the entire university management that
they will fight.
A demonstration petitioning the Wits University Senate to intervene is
planned for this Wednesday from 13h00 to 13h30 outside the university's
Senate Room, 2nd floor Senate House. Members of the media are invited.
ISSUED BY:
MBUYISENI NDLOZI
WITS WORKERS SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE

Turkey: Huge protest wave marks turning point in struggle
I. Zekeriya Ayman

2 June 2013

When the humble “Occupy Gezi” (Occupy Promenade Park) protest in
Istanbul’s Taksim Square was brutally attacked by police on May 31,
protests spread like wildfire throughout other cities and the Turkish left
was in the thick of it.
In the early days of the protest, Sirri Sureyya Onder -- national MP for the
umbrella organistion of the Turkish-Kurdish left, the Peoples’ Democratic
Congress (HDK) -- lay his body, with others, in front of bulldozers to stop
them destroying the park’s 70 year old trees.
When he spoke to the media, Sureyya Onder was angry. He asked why the
“idiot” alternative mayoral candidates were not there to defend this small
green pocket of the Taksim. When the police attacked in the early hours of
May 31 Onder again lay in front of the bulldozers. He was one of the first
casualties to be taken to hospital.
Two days earlier, the headline in the socialist daily Evrensel highlighted
the potential 300 million Turkish Lira that multinational companies stood
to make from construction of a new, third, bridge across the Bosphorus
between Asia and Europe. On the day, Turkish Prime Minster Tayyip
Erdogan laid the foundation stone at a launch ceremony, Evrensel reported
the project would require the destruction of 2.5 million trees.
A third international airport and countless other destructive urban
development plans of the Islamist ruling class -- described as a “class of
looters”.
The Turkish left is well aware of environmental issues and very active
around them. There have been hundreds of demonstrations by villagers
against hydroelectric dams lead by the left. Even in the midst of a civil war
environment, Kurdish people have been organizing against the military’s
burning of forests -- to uncover Kurdish guerillas hiding there.

With 53% support, the Islamist government is arrogant. It has groomed
ordinary people’s Islamic beliefs, arrested fascist generals (one in three
generals are now in prison) and coup leaders, started peace negotiations
with the Kurdish freedom movements and won three elections in a row.
“The decision is made. The project (demolition of Gezi Park) will
continue," said Tayyip Erdogan after four days of Taksim clashes. “If you
gather 200 000 people, I will gather 1 million".
But Erdogan has stumbled recently. His attempt to ban abortion provoked
a huge backlash. His vision for a religious Turkish youth was badly
received. He foolishly suggested that ayran (a watery yoghurt drink) should
be the “national drink” ahead of raki (the beloved aniseed-based spirit)
and introduced a law that banned sales of alcohol between 10pm and 6am.
His mass jailing of journalists have also been unpopular.
When he laid the foundation of the third Bosphorus bridge last week he
announced it would be called the Sultan Selim.
Selim was a 16th century Ottoman emperor who butchered thousands of
Allevis, ensuring that Turkey became, and remains, dominated by Sunni
Muslims. He ignored the feelings of the estimated 20 million Allevis living
in Turkey today.
The chain of clashes spreading across Turkey from Gezi Park is a huge blow
to the PM’s arrogance. For the first time he has appeared in defensive
mode and “sincerely” asked protesters to go home.
Taksim Square has a special place in the heart of the Turkish left as a
symbol of resistance. The left call it “May Day Square.” On May Day in
1977 the square was bathed in the blood of dozens of workers and students
who were among more than 100,000 people marching with red flags that
day.
Unknown killers opened fire at crowd from top of buildings surrounding the
square. It remains an unsolved crime. The Turkish left believes the
perpetrators were NATO’s clandestine anti-communist paramilitary,
Operation Gladio.
The Turkish government has banned May Day marches ever since and every
May Day there have been hundreds of clashes between police and
demonstrators who want to march to Taksim Square.
The interior minister admitted during an answer to an opposition MPs
question in parliament that on May Day this year Turkish Police sprayed 14
tons of gas on demonstrators .
Gezi Park resistance has brought much needed Turkish Kurdish unity to the
Left opposition. Kurdish cities have joined to the solidarity protests.
Kurdish, Turkish, secularists, social democrats and nationalists merged in
the clashes against police brutality. The left, with its “Taksim passion”,
has played a leading role in the protests.
The mainstream medias’ blackout of protests –- which is unprecedented -has brought leftist media to the fore. Leftist Hayat television has been
covering the protests non-stop.
There has been a protest outside the headquarters of national broadcaster
NTV for turning a blind eye to the protests. Benjamin Harvey, Turkey
Bureau Chief for Bloomberg tweeted “Turks who aren't in Istanbul and
don't get their news from the Internet may have no idea anything is even
going on here now”.
The Gezi Park resistance is a turning point for the people of Turkey. After

many decades they feel their power again. It has reminded the left that
they can lead the people’s spontaneous action.
www.greenleft.org.au
[I. Zekeriya Ayman is a Kurdish Turkish leftist living in Melbourne.]

Durban March against Monsanto

Earthlife Africa eThekwini Press Release:
DURBAN MAKES MAY-HEM IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE GLOBAL MARCH
AGAINST MONSANTO: On Saturday the 25th of May Durbanites will join an
international outpouring of rage against the multinational company,
M...onsanto. The global ‘March against Monsanto’ protest (#MAM),
highlights the most notorious of those companies that are patenting life
and increasingly controlling our food supply.
Monsanto is also at the forefront of pushing ‘genetically modified’ (GM)
crops worldwide. The multinational is also infamous for peddling
dangerous chemical products while downplaying their toxicity. These
include Agent Orange (2,4D herbicide) used by the USA in the Vietnam
War, the pesticide DDT and PCBs, which are now banned.
Monsanto expanded from chemicals to biotechnology in the 1980s, and
consequently to the sale and ownership of seed. Monsanto now owns
almost 25% of commercial seeds worldwide. South Africa is Monsanto’s
base on the African continent where it has a monopoly over the GM seed
market, controls 50% of our maize seed and 60% of the glyphosate
herbicide markets.
Despite being the only country in the world to allow the genetic
modification of our staple food, maize, South Africans are largely unaware
that we are eating GM foods. This year 86% of maize, 90% of Soya and 100%
of cotton (processed into cotton seed oil for foods) grown in South Africa
was GM. GM Canola oil is also approved for consumption in South Africa.
Mandatory labelling of GMOs has been introduced in the last two years, but
many food manufacturers continue to flout labelling regulations.
“GM crops have been dogged by controversy since the first plantings in the
1990s. Given that this living technology cannot be recalled, GM organisms
have been approved with surprisingly scanty safety testing, mostly carried
out by the biotech industry”, says Delwyn Pillay of the Green Squad
Alliance. Independent scientific studies with animals fed on GM food are
revealing serious cause for concern including cancers, allergies, damage to

organs especially the kidneys and liver, birth defects and reduced fertility.
The only human trial with GM foods found that GM genes transferred into
intestinal bacteria. Given that GM foods contain antibiotic resistant
pesticidal genes, this could result in our stomach bacteria becoming living
pesticide factories immune to antibiotics.
The patented GM seeds and related chemicals cost farmers more, and
numerous ecological problems are also associated with GM crops. The
majority of commercialised GM crops are resistant to glyphosate, which
enables farmers to liberally apply this herbicide on their fields without the
crop dying. Exposure to Glyphosate is associated with disruption to the
endocrine system, increased risk of miscarriages, premature birth, and
cancer. The other main type of commercialised GM crop contains bacteria
genes that makes the plants produce pesticide in all their parts.
“It is apt that the March against Monsanto coincides with Africa Day, as
now more than ever Africans must unite to protect our seed and farming
systems from corporate control” says Vanessa Black of Earthlife Africa
eThekwini. South Africa is renowned for being the biotech industry’s
spring-board into other African countries. According to Black, “GM crops
are the most recent addition to an increasingly risky industrial agriculture
system, which currently contributes to 50% of climate change emissions.
We must urgently transition to small-holder farming using agro-ecological
farming methods, which are biodiverse, GM and chemical free. Most
importantly we need to localise farming to support our communities and
take back control of our food and seeds.”
The global protest organisers have announced that marches are being
planned on six continents, in 36 countries, totalling events in over 280
cities. In South Africa marches will happen in Johannesburg, Durban, Cape
Town and the Garden route.
==============================
DETAILS DURBAN MARCH AGAINST MONSANTO EVENTS ON SATURDAY 25TH
OF MAY:
• @ 10h30 -12h00 a protest will take place in and around the Gugu Dlamini
Park and the Workshop Shopping Centre public precinct
• @ 13h00 there will be media conference and an introduction to
participating organisations at ‘101 on Pine’ Pub and Grill at the corner of
Monty Naicker and Walnut Streets. (entrance in Walnut – proceed up to the
roof)
• @14h00 ‘Musos against Monsanto – Songs for seed” will begin at 101 on
Pine. This free live music concert features Durban’s finest musicians
including Steve Fataar, The Meditators, Free Haine, Lu Dlamini, Hinds
Brothers, Lance Schultz, Poppy Seed, Kianja, Sara Jackson, Shomon, The
Accidentals and more, as well as a fantastic line up of poets.
EarthDance (The Global Dance Party for Planetary Peace) will follow on
with some of Durban’s best underground Dj’s & artists.
==============================
CONTACTS:
1. Vanessa Black (Earthlife Africa eThekwini) – black@ispace.co.za or cell
082 472 8844
2. Delwyn Pillay (Green Squad Alliance) - greendelwyn@gmail.com or cell
071 621 8305
3. Emma Kelly (Musos Against Monsanto) - emn8ing@gmail.com or cell 082
746 5883

Church’s position on e-tolls applauded
Ahmed Areff (IOL News) 21 May 2013
Johannesburg - Outa applauded the Catholic Church's stance against the etolling of Gauteng highways on Tuesday.
“We are extremely pleased that an entity of such stature and magnitude as
the Catholic Church has come out to defend the country's citizens against a
questionable decision and action by the state,” Opposition to Urban Tolling
Alliance (Outa) chairman Wayne Duvenage said in statement.
“This denouncement of e-tolling by the church was clearly conducted after
significant research and an introspective assessment of the pros and cons
of e-tolling.”
Duvenage said the church could have sat back and watched from the
sidelines “as so many organisations do”, but had instead delved into the
matter.
“It was ultimately the moral courage of various religious groups and other
entities in the past that became the catalyst (for) apartheid's irrational
'house of cards' to come crashing down,” Duvenage said.
“It would appear there is a case of deja vu in this matter of irrationality,
which has raised the brow of this massive religious body.”
The Southern African Catholic Bishops' Conference's (SACBC) justice and
peace department said on Monday that it supported Outa in its case
against e-tolling, to be heard by the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) in
September.
“We... call for the immediate suspension of the GFIP (Gauteng Freeway
Improvement Project) e-tolling project and a full-access review of it by an
appropriate forum (the Public Protector, the Auditor General or a judicial
inquiry),” it said in a statement.
“We appeal for a re-think regarding alternative methods of funding it.”
The SACBC said it felt compelled to highlight the key moral issues
underpinning e-tolling.
It said “it hardly seems appropriate” for the cost of implementing e-tolling
to be nearly 74 percent of the total cost of the project.
The SACBC asked why increasing the fuel levy had not been considered,
whether it was reasonable to privatise existing public roads, and what
impact the project would have on the poor.
“Anything that raises the costs of doing business in the core of our South
African economy will impact on the cost of living, and will
disproportionately impact on the poor,” it said.
“Why are we investing in more expensive public infrastructure that fails to
address the desperate need for an integrated public transport system that
is affordable?”
The SACBC called on South Africans to “support and collaborate” in action
against the project by the Congress of SA Trade Unions (Cosatu).
Cosatu spokesman Patrick Craven said it “warmly welcomed” the church's
stance.

“Cosatu particularly welcomes the church's concern over the effect of etolling on the poor,” he said.
“Thousands of workers have no alternative to driving their cars to and
from work, because of the lack of a reliable public transport service and
will therefore suffer a steep increase in their transport costs.”
He urged church members to join Cosatu's protests against e-tolling in
Johannesburg on May 24 and in Ekurhuleni on May 31.
In April, the SA National Roads Agency Limited (Sanral) said it would begin
e-tolling on Gauteng roads within two months.
In April last year, the High Court in Pretoria granted Outa an interdict
approving a full judicial review before electronic tolling could be put into
effect.
The interdict prevented Sanral from levying or collecting e-tolls pending
the outcome of a review. Sanral and the National Treasury appealed the
court order.
In September, the Constitutional Court set aside the interim order. In
December, the High Court in Pretoria dismissed Outa's application to scrap
e-tolling.
The court granted Outa leave on January 25 to take the matter to the SCA
in Bloemfontein. - Sapa
www.iol.co.za

HOSTEL RESIDENTS MARCH AGAINST METRO POLICE ABUSE

Umbilo Action Group

20 May 2013

Over 2000 residents of Dalton Hostel marched on City Hall today,
Saturday 18 May to call for an end to Metro Police’s abuse of power
and corruption and to demand the immediate resignation of Metro Head,
Eugene Nzama.
The march resulted from the actions of Metro Police members during an
anti-drug and firearms operation held at Dalton Hostel on Friday 3 May
2013, during which residents stated that:
- Metro Police members vandalised Room 80, Block C and destroyed

lockers in this room;
- Metro Police members also stole R 15 000,00 which was intended for
the payment of lobolo;
- Metro Police members also forced open a money tin and stole +/R800,00 which had been saved by a resident for his children’s school
uniforms;
- Metro Police members then invaded the Female Section at Dalton
Hostel and illegally confiscated bedding, blankets and mattresses from
women and children residents;
- Members also illegally confiscated women street traders’ foodstuffs
(consisting of 5 litre containers of oil, 10kg bags of flour and other
items) if they were unable to produce proof of purchase slips;
- 10 sheets of corrugated iron to be used by one of the women for
housing were also stolen.
CAS 46/05/2013 for house breaking and theft was registered at the
Umbilo SAPS against Metro Police members after this incident. The
matter has now been referred to the Independent Policing Investigative
Directorate.
The march was peaceful despite a heavy police presence of both SAPS
and Metro Police. Many placards bore slogans such as “Nzama - respect
our mothers”, “Stop Metro corruption”, “Phansi Nzama” and “Where is
R15 000?”. A coffin bearing the inscription “RIP Nzama”, pall bearers
and ululating women mourners headed the march to symbolise an end to
Nzama’s unpopular reign as Metro Police Head.
On arrival at the City Hall, Dalton Hostel Chairperson, Mthembiseni
Thusi addressed marchers and city officials and handed a memorandum to
eThekwini mayoral representative, S Ndaba (isiZulu & Eng versions
attached) who undertook to appoint a task team to investigate the
incident. Dalton Hostel residents, amongst other things, are demanding
full restitution for the belongings stolen, illegally confiscated or
damaged during the raid. They are also demanding the resignation of
Metro Head, Eugene Nzama and the unconditional release of the full
Manase Report.
The city has been given seven days to report back on the investigation
or hostel residents will lodge a complaint with the Public Protector.
Dalton Hostel has vowed to intensify protests until all demands are
met and justice is received.
For more info contact: Dalton Hostel Chairperson: Mthembiseni Thusi 0738894385

Amazon UK pays $3.7 million tax on $6.5 billion sales
Tom Bergin 15 May 2013
LONDON (Reuters) - Amazon.com's main UK unit paid $3.7 million of taxes
on its 2012 income, it said on Wednesday, despite group UK sales of $6.5
billion (4 billion pounds), prompting criticism from lawmakers and
competitors.
Amazon.co.uk Ltd added in its accounts, published through the UK
companies register, that it received 2.5 million pounds in government
grants during 2012 - just ahead of the 2.4 million it paid in corporation
tax, the UK form of corporate income tax.
Corporate tax avoidance has risen to the top of the political agenda in
Europe following revelations in the past couple of years about how little

big names like Apple Inc., Starbucks, Google and Microsoft pay in tax in
markets where they reap billions of dollars in sales.
The companies say they follow the rules but UK Prime Minister David
Cameron has called for international action on the shifting of profits,
which can help firms cut tax bills.
Amazon.co.uk reported a small corporate income tax bill because all sales
to British customers are routed through a Luxembourg affiliate, Amazon EU
Sarl, which employs around 500 staff.
The British subsidiary, which employed 4,191 people at the end of 2012
and thousands more indirectly via contracting agencies, is deemed, for tax
purposes, to be a service provider to the Luxembourg unit.
It is funded by fees it receives from Amazon EU and since these only just
cover operating costs, little is left over for the UK tax authority, Her
Majesty's Revenue and Customs (HMRC) to tax.
Amazon EU pays little tax in Luxembourg because it pays hundreds of
millions of euros each year in fees to a tax exempt affiliate, also
registered in Luxembourg.
Amazon was not immediately available for comment but has previously
said it follows the tax rules in every country where it operates.
John Hemming, a member of parliament with the Liberal Democrats, the
junior party in Britain's governing coalition, said the figures showed the
inadequacy of existing rules to tackle the problem of profit shifting by
major corporations.
"The government clearly needs to do a detailed study on how to handle the
tax implications of e-commerce," he said.
But Nick Smith, a member of parliament with the opposition Labour party,
said he wanted the tax authorities to take a close look at Amazon,
describing its tax payment as "pathetic".
"HMRC should be going through this company's tax arrangements with a
fine-tooth comb," he said.
Mark Brighton of Kew Books, which operates three bookstores in southwest
London, said Amazon.co.uk's low tax bill highlighted the unfair competition
small retailers like himself face.
Larger booksellers, electronics retailers and grocers have also criticised
Amazon's arrangements in the past year.
In December, a committee of British lawmakers grilled an Amazon
executive about the company's tax affairs and accused it of behaving
"immorally".
Like other businesses, Amazon also pays taxes on employee wages and
collects value added tax, a European form of sales tax, for the
government.
Including adjustments in relation to previous years, Amazon.co.uk Ltd had
a total tax charge of 3.2 million pounds.
(Reporting by Tom Bergin; Editing by Keiron Henderson and Mark Potter)
za.news.yahoo.com

Pakistan: Marxist wins election in Waziristan!

Ali Wazir's election poster
But reactionary forces are organizing fraud
Written by our correspondent in Lahore
Monday, 13 May 2013
Comrade Ali Wazir has won the election in South Waziristan - in the heart
of Taliban territory! The news was published yesterday (Sunday) in one of
the main television channels in Pakistan, GeoTV. Yet, today (Monday) it
was announced that the election in South Waziristan would have to be held
again on May 18th.
Waziristan in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas. Illustration:
WikimediaThe victory in the election was an amazing feat by any
standards. South Waziristan is a war zone, an area that is occupied de
facto by the Pakistan army, where roving bands of heavily armed Taliban
supporters are active, and where murderous drone strikes are a regular
occurrence.
Waziristan is part of the so-called tribal area, where for generations the

writ of the central government did not extend. In this harsh, unforgiving
country, it is a hard struggle just to survive, but to carry on an election
campaign and win on a Marxist programme, is nothing short of a miracle!
The corrupt gangsters who control the PPP made sure that no member of
the IMT would be given a party ticket anywhere in Pakistan. Such was their
fear and hatred of the Marxists that they preferred to lose seats in areas
like Karachi and Swat, rather than allow well-known Party figures who
were members of the IMT to stand. But in the case of Waziristan, things
were different. Comrade Ali Wazir of the IMT stood on an independent left
ticket – and won.
Ali Wazir, a tough and experienced revolutionary and dedicated Marxist, is
well known to the masses. He is a very courageous man who has fearlessly
faced the opposition of the religious fundamentalists on the one hand and
the Pakistan army on the other. His uncle and elder brother have already
fallen victims to assassinations by the dark forces of reaction. But no
danger could deter him from his revolutionary duty.
Ali fought his campaign on a clear socialist programme: against imperialism
and terrorism, for the old revolutionary slogan: roti, kapra aur maqan:
“Bread, Clothes and Shelter”, for schools and health for all. This message
found a response in the mids of the people of this war-torn land.
Ali Wazir won the election against all the odds. His victory was also
announced in today’s edition ofThe News, one of the main English
language daily papers in Pakistan.
Despite this, it is not at all certain that he will finally take his seat in the
National Assembly in Islamabad. In the 2008 elections, held after the
murder of Benazir Bhutto, Ali Wazir also won, but was cheated out of his
seat by the intervention of the state forces.
First the result was not announced for a long time. When it was finally
made public, the seat was handed to a reactionary mullah. The hand of
the sinister ISI (Pakistan military intelligence), which constitutes a a state
within the state, was clearly behind this manoeuvre.
Now we may be facing the same kind of dirty intrigue. The ISI cannot
stomach the thought of a Marxist winning this seat. They are allied to the
forces of Islamic reaction and terrorism. Indeed, the fundamentalists and
terrorists could not exist without the backing of the state and the ISI.
The result giving the victory to Ali Wazir was made public after 86 percent
of the votes had already been counted. Yet the “official” result had yet to
be declared. Today (Monday) it was announced that the election in South
Waziristan would have to be held again on May 18th. How convenient! If
some reactionary Mullah had won, there would be no problem. But when a
Marxist wins an election, it must be held again!
This is obviously an “action replay” of the 2008 electoral swindle. It is the
ugly reality behind the smiling facade of “Pakistan’s democracy”. This is
democracy only for the rich exploiters, it is freedom to rob, cheat and
plunder. The outgoing PPP government was particularly notorious for its
corruption. The ingoing government of the Muslim League will be no
better, and probably even worse.
The so-called National Assembly is merely a thieves’ kitchen, where any
crook, thief, swindler, drug dealer or Taliban is welcomed with open arms
to join in the orgy of corruption and plunder. But against the
representatives of the workers, peasants and poor people, the doors of the
thieves’ kitchen are securely locked.
www.marxist.com

A New Era for Worker Ownership
Kari Lydersen 13 May 2013
Today, in a revamped Campbell's Soup building in an industrial and
residential section of southwest Chicago, the New Era Windows
Cooperative will celebrate the grand opening of its new factory.
The journey to this moment has been a long and rocky one. Becoming a
worker-owned cooperative is the latest chapter in the saga of the workers
of Republic Windows and Doors, who gained the nation's attention by
occupying their factory - twice - and became a symbol of resistance in the
face of corporate corruption and the economic crisis.
Right before the December 2008 holidays, with the economy plunging into
crisis, unemployment skyrocketing and a cold snowy winter setting in, 300some workers at the Republic Windows and Doors factory on Goose Island
in the Chicago River learned they were about to lose their jobs. Owner
Richard Gillman announced that the factory would be closed, leaving
workers without the unused vacation pay and severance pay legally due
them. And their health insurance would be cut off promptly.
So they occupied their factory in protest, demanding the money they were
owed and earning national headlines. The workers cheered when the
California company Serious Materials bought the factory and promised to
hire everyone back and honor the union contract.
But what followed was a roller coaster of ups and downs. Serious Materials'
business in Chicago never took off, and by early 2012 the company was
planning to close and liquidate the factory. Workers staged another
occupation, this one resolved more quickly as the owners agreed to give
the workers time to raise money to buy the operations themselves. With
the help of the New York microfinance group The Working World, they
eventually gathered enough money to purchase the factory equipment and
rent a less expensive space.
I visited that space on a chilly day in November 2012, when the workers
were on the cusp of, in the words of leader Armando Robles, "becoming
CEOs." They had incorporated during the summer and on this day, they
were gathered to officially sign the lease on the new factory.
Entering through one of the loading docks, I saw a cavernous space with an
array of strange-looking machines with wheels, blades and presses equipment standing ready to make windows and doors. In an office on the
factory floor, about 20 workers were squeezed between a chunky black
refrigerator and wire shelves holding four microwaves. They talked
excitedly in English and Spanish below a whiteboard with the factory's
floor plan and pieces of butcher paper with bilingual lists of tasks.
The tight-knit group of men and women, comprised of Latino immigrants
and African Americans, discussed logistics like insurance, electric wiring,
the location for the permanent office and the restrooms, and the number
of heating units they'd need during the coming winter. They debated
whether to elevate the air compressors on a platform, to cut down on
noise and open up more space, and how to locate the office so visitors
would not need to walk through the factory without safety goggles. Such
pragmatic details come naturally to them, familiar as they are with the
inner workings of a window and door factory. All had worked at Republic
Windows and its successor for between one and three decades.
The workers know launching and running a company won't be easy, but
given their deep knowledge of the industry and their personal investment
in the project, they are confident they can do it. Many of them spent last

summer taking business management classes at the union hall of the
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE) - the
progressive union that the workers have belonged to throughout their
journey.
"The incredible thing is the ownership they already feel," noted Brendan
Martin, the president and founder of The Working World, which invested in
New Era and advised the group.
Martin, who acted as an informal facilitator during the November meeting,
has spent seven years in Argentina working with cooperatives. He says he
has seen few co-ops or businesses as promising as New Era. The project
was well under budget, Martin noted, thanks in part to the worker-owners'
personal hard work and commitment. For example, they spent long hours
in the fall moving almost all the equipment and inventory themselves from
Goose Island seven miles to the northeast, spending just $18,000 instead of
the $100,000 originally planned.
"They're doing an incredible job - it shows that when workers have true
control they can do things like finding ways to save costs," he said. "They
aren't just the raw material; they are the protagonists. they're making
capital work for people, not people work for capital."
As the meeting wound down, Robles pulled a dark bottle of liquor out of
the refrigerator, and someone found a stack of shot glasses. It was an
almond concoction Robles had brought back from his recent trip to his
native Mexico to visit workers' cooperatives on a strip known as the "Road
of Co-ops" near Mexico City. Along with numerous co-ops, he visited a
sandal factory where workers have been on strike for two years. The
owner was trying to get the government to declare the strike illegal, which
would deny workers the strike pay they otherwise are due under Mexican
labor law, Robles explained. The sandal workers will likely form a co-op.
He also visited a building co-operative in Mexico; he dreams New Era could
sell them windows and doors. Though he knows there would be a lot of
logistical and cost issues involving the border, it would be a powerful
statement.
"I saw how people did these different things to survive," said Robles with a
touch of awe in his voice, even as he helps lead a similar struggle. "Instead
of working for someone, they create these things of their own."
The workers passed around the liquor and toasted to New Era. Then it was
time to go sign the five-year lease on this space, making it truly their own.
They filed upstairs to a lushly decorated office, smelling of perfume,
where they greeted the building owner. The group makes decisions
collectively, so in the meeting they voted on who would actually sign the
lease on behalf of the cooperative. However, everyone received their own
copy and read it over before the signing.
Waiting on the couches in the office lobby, Robles fooled around and told
the more reserved workers, "You can talk, it's not like church!" Robles and
coworker Melvin "Ricky" Maclin noted that their company does not have a
president or a hierarchical structure; they will all be owners. "It's a lot
easier for a worker to become an owner, than an owner to become a
worker," laughed Maclin.
"Some people thought we were crazy, but we did it," said Robles, who was
wearing a "Troublemakers" T-shirt from the 2012 LaborNotes conference in
Chicago.
Maclin said it was no accident that the workers around the table waiting to
sign the lease had stuck together through various ups and downs. The
bonds they've formed over the years will be the bedrock of the success of

New Era, he said.
"When you have a cooperative it's not just about your skills. You have to
really get along, have the ability to work together. you're like a family."
www.zcommunications.org
Kari Lydersen, an In These Times contributing editor, is a Chicago-based
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Hong Kong Dockers Claim Victory
Ellen David Friedman 9 May 2013
A 40-day strike of more than 500 dockworkers at the Port of Hong Kong
ended yesterday with a settlement that included a 9.8 percent wage
increase, non-retaliation against strikers, and a written agreement, all of
which had been fiercely resisted by the four contractors targeted in the
strike.
Strikers accepted the offer by a 90 percent vote.
The four contractors also agreed to work through the port manager Hong
Kong International Terminal (HIT) to provide meal and toilet breaks, which
had been lacking even for workers on 12- or 24-hour shifts. Crane
operators laid off during the strike will be rehired.
Workers see HIT—owned by Li Ka-shing, one of the world’s wealthiest
capitalists—as the real power at play, as the interview below
demonstrates.
Though members of the Union of Hong Kong Dock Workers (UHKDW) had
been holding to their demand for a double-digit wage increase, they had
growing concerns about contractors’ use of scabs and the relative ease
with which shippers could reroute from Hong Kong to the nearby mainland
China port of Shenzhen. After the breakthrough accomplishment of forcing
the contractors to negotiate, and clearly winning the battle of public
opinion, strikers were ready to return to work.
The strike was notable in that dockworkers across multiple sub-contractors
first self-organized, from the bottom up, before seeking affiliation for
their union with the Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions (HKCTU).
The political environment in Hong Kong allows inter-union competition
between HKCTU and the pro-Beijing Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions
(HKFTU). Workers have the chance to see the differences between the
HKFTU’s pro-corporate brand of unionism and the HKCTU’s anti-corporate
stand—but are also caught between the antagonistic interests. During the
strike, HKFTU carried to workers the employers’ low-ball wage-increase
offer (5 percent). These negotiations exposed HKFTU’s relative
illegitimacy.
The support of students, particularly through the group Left 21, was
critical to engaging Hong Kong society as a whole. More than HK$8.5
million (US$1,105,000) was raised for a strike support fund which stood at
only HK$30,000 (US$3,900) at the outset. Financial contributions and
solidarity resolutions came from the West Coast longshore union in the
U.S. (ILWU), the International Federation of Transport Workers, and

transport workers unions in Japan, Australia, and the Netherlands.
Solidarity actions such as informational pickets, slow-downs, or rallies
didn’t materialize, however—although in the U.S. and Canada, the
Steelworkers were considering action at facilities owned by Husky Energy,
a subsidiary of Li Ka-shing’s vast empire.
Interview with Hong Kong Dockworkers Leader
Stephen Philion, associate professor of sociology at St. Cloud State
University in Minnesota, conducted this interview with the dockworkers
union Secretary Wong Yu Loy last week in Hong Kong. Philion also
translated.
The battle of the Hong Kong dockers, as union Secretary Wong Yu Loy
reveals, was important not only because of the rarity of strikes in Hong
Kong, or because it was a pitched battle with Hong Kong’s wealthiest
corporate magnate, but also because of the way corporate globalization
set up the terms of the battle and the importance unions around the globe
attached to it.
As Wong suggests in the interview, the strike was followed closely and
supported by labor activists and sympathizers in mainland China. The
strike thus has potentially powerful implications for a global labor
movement much in need of a sign that resistance to global capital remains
not only relevant but possible.
Click here for more information and updates on the strike.
Q: To start with, what are the key issues that that have brought about the
Hong Kong International Terminal (HIT) dockworkers’ strike?
Wong Yu Loy: Wages and workplace conditions. From 1995 to 2011 wages
for stevedores had been constantly cut to the point where the wages were
less than in 1995. In 2011 the union finally succeeded in securing a
HK$200/day (US$26) wage increase, which still meant daily wages were
HK$150 less per 24-hour shift than in 1995. As for crane drivers, they are
paid much less if they are hired by subcontractors than by HIT directly.
This current conflict started brewing around March of last year. We
attempted collective bargaining, sending a letter to all the terminals
demanding a salary adjustment for workers across the industry, but this
was met with rejection. We were basically ignored by the dock owner
(Hong Kong International Terminals), a unit of multibillionaire and Asia’s
wealthiest person Li Ka-shing’ s Hutchison Port Holdings Trust.
Subcontractors used various measures to repress the union, most notably
insisting on direct negotiations with individual groups of workers. But from
the outset dockworkers had insisted that negotiations be conducted with
union representatives. These negotiations met with no success. Now, for
the 10 years prior to 2011 there had been no wage adjustments, and it’s in
the last year that the conflict reached a boiling point. Workers had waited
a long time for changes and were frustrated with attempts by
subcontractors’ strategy of negotiating with groups of 100, 200 workers.
How do you conduct such negotiations?
Q: But isn’t the union the representative of the workers?
Wong: Sure, but the subcontractors wouldn’t acknowledge this. Instead,
they just regard workers as their hired help and repress the union where
possible.
Q: How many dockworkers does HKCTU represent?

Wong: About 700 altogether who are our members. HIT employs about
3,000 and total dockworkers comes to about 5,000.
Q: And other unions represent them?
Wong: Yes, the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions, which historically is
close to the Chinese government. Now, of course, they’ve been around
much longer than us (HKCTU was only established in 2006). However, many
of its leaders have become “small bosses,” i.e., subcontractors. There is a
subcontractor who is an FTU dockworkers union executive council member.
So their approach is often to put forth what seem to be very appealing
demands, but the results are always far less. So the mass of workers don’t
have much faith in FTU.
Our union is only seven years old, organizationally growing step by step.
Q: Are there members of HKCTU that have left HKFTU?
Wong: Yes. A fair number of our members have worked on the docks for 10
to 20 years, or even longer. Mind you at that time HKFTU was the only
union they could join. Some workers began to lose faith in FTU, not
believing they represented dockworkers’ interests.
Q: What is the difference between how HKCTU and HKFTU approach
organizing?
Wong: I think the biggest difference is that we organize from bottom up.
As many of their cadres have been promoted to management level, they
have considerable power to get dockworkers to join the FTU. A worker
might feel they have little choice in the matter. But such union cadre
can’t really represent the interests of dockworkers. Our union works from
below persuading worker by worker to join and get organized, with the
effect of enabling rank-and-file workers to make their voices heard.
Q: Have dockworkers who are not in the HKCTU shown support for this
strike?
Wong: Yes, there have been examples of that in the form of dockworkers
working to rule (slowdowns), and refusing overtime, having an impact on
dock productivity. From what we’ve heard, roughly 80 percent of crane
drivers are carrying out such actions, in all perhaps 500.
Q: Is the fact that perhaps only about a fifth of the dockworker workforce
is on strike a challenge or barrier to this strike’s success?
Wong: The members involved in this strike occupy key skilled positions on
the docks, as crane drivers or stevedores. This kind of skilled worker is
hard to replace. Of those still working are truck drivers, who are all
subcontracted out. You can imagine how easy it is to divide and conquer
them. Interestingly, in 1990s this was the most advanced group of workers
in terms of organizational power. HIT took note of this significance and
broke them up via subcontracting.
Q: Yet there remain crane drivers at HIT working who are not members of
HKCTU and not engaging in work to rule, right?
Wong: Yes, but keep in mind it’s not a sustainable situation since they
have to work overtime, in some instances up to 48 and even 72 hours
straight. The pressure on them is great!
Q: Work hours is also an issue in this strike, right? Which is tied to
workplace injuries?
Wong: Yes.

Q: How do you explain that these issues have become so serious over the
past decade? Main factors?
Wong: For one, the unemployment rate in Hong Kong has been pretty low,
hovering around 3.1 percent, combined with a very high rate of inflation.
Dockworkers look around and compare their situation with other workers in
Hong Kong and in other countries. For example, in construction, bar
benders, whose level of work intensity is roughly equivalent to
dockworkers and who also are members of one of the more strongly
organized HKCTU unions, recently reached a collectively bargained
agreement that won them 50 percent pay increases that in three years will
give them HK$1,800 (US$230) per day. That’s for workers who work only
eight hours a day, with one hour for meal breaks and an additional half
hour regular break. That is, they are only working 6.5 hours! So the
dockers compare, “How come I work for 24 hours straight?”
Q: I have not worked on docks before—how do they last for 24 hours
straight?
Wong: Well, they don’t work straight through, there are periods where
they are not working for 5, 10 minutes. But during peak season, I’ve heard
of extreme cases of workers working for one straight week. And they are
working for 24 hours straight for $HK 1,300 (US$169). It’s terrible. This of
course makes them unhappy, thinking, what was the point of exhausting
myself so and getting so little in return?
Q: Is this kind of work-hours arrangement common in other countries?
Wong: No, I’ve seen the collectively bargained agreement of the ILWU [the
West Coast Longshore union in the U.S.]. They work three shifts and have
overtime pay. Medical care, pension, and children’s educational benefits
are included. But in Hong Kong, we don’t see any of these.
Q: These workers are hired through subcontractors, right?
Wong: Yes, crane operators’ jobs in the 1990s were subcontracted out.
Stevedores have been subcontracted out for even longer. The terminal
owner (HIT) claims that they are not the direct employers of these
workers, instead the ship owners are. The terminal operators hire
dockworkers through the contract agent to work for the ship owners! For
the stevedore workers, there are two main hiring subcontractors and three
for the crane operators.
Q: Originally, were there more subcontractors? What about the role of
subcontracting as a factor in pushing down dockworkers’ wages? We see
competition between subcontractors as having this race-to-the-bottom
effect in many industrial sectors in the U.S. and throughout the world.
Wong: Oh, this is one of the more amazing features of this industry. Why
do I say so? In Hong Kong, though these subcontractors have a contract
with the terminal operator, actually the terminal operators control the
whole hiring system. The biggest difference of daily pay among
subcontractors is all of HK$10-20 (US$1.30-$2.60), very minimal.
Something funny is going on here—why is the difference so small? Isn’t
there some preexisting agreement reached behind closed doors?
Q: So the purpose is not so much to push down wages as to enable the
terminal operator to avoid responsibility for the low wages and work
conditions?
Wong: Exactly. We researched the background of these
“subcontractors”and it turns out they are nearly all registered
shareholders in British Isles offshore tax havens. We suspect that they are

controlled by the terminal operators who have worked out kickback
arrangements with these contractors.
Q: How is globalization a factor in this strike’s occurrence?
Wong: Oh, I think it’s a big one. Globalization intensifies the degree that
workers from different parts of the world need to compete with each
other in a race to the bottom. Just a few decades ago Hong Kong was an
important manufacturing center. As China underwent market-based
restructuring, Hong Kong’s textile and electronics companies all relocated
to China because workers there are cheaper. Now even Mainland China
faces such problems, as manufacturers move to Cambodia, Burma, and
Laos.
You know, dockworkers are a vital cog in the corporate supply chain. Any
knots that emerge in that chain block movement to the next link. If the
dockworkers were all to go on strike, this would cause many factories in
China’s Pearl River Delta region to experience stoppages. If the containers
can’t move, their commodities have nowhere to go. Major shippers might
need to skip Hong Kong, going to Taiwan or Singapore instead. The effects
will be felt around the globe. It is a very real form of resistance to
globalization.
Cross-national solidarity during this strike is very important, therefore. For
example, the Maritime Union of Australia has sent representatives here to
express support. The ILWU has raised funds for the strikers and might also
send a representative to the strike line. Even though they are not
themselves on strike, their donations are greatly appreciated. These
donations let Hong Kong’s dockworkers know they are not alone. We are
brothers and sisters across the globe. This leaves a big impression on Hong
Kong’s working class.
Q: What do you see as the significance of this strike for Hong Kong’s
working class?
Wong: I think Hong Kong’s workers are very happy to see this group of
some 500 ordinary workers coming together in solidarity as a formidable
force able to stand up to the wealthiest man in Hong Kong and eighth
richest man in the world. This is very encouraging to Hong Kong’s working
class. Of course, we don’t have a tradition of socialism or social
democracy in Hong Kong.
Q: So seeing so many ordinary Hong Kong citizens donating so much to the
strike fund is really quite remarkable.
Wong: Yes it is. I believe that Hong Kong’s people see Li Ka-shin as up to
too many nasty tricks. He’s got hands in everything, retail, shipping,
manufacturing…so many businesses. Many are just worn down by his
accumulation of power via monopolistic ownership. Concretely, we can see
this from the strike fundraising results, which to date have approached US$
1 million. We’ve never seen a strike receive so much in the way of
financial donations from the general public.
Q: So how much was your strike fund before the strike started?
Wong: Wow, this is shameful! You know, union dues are very cheap, all of
HK$10 per month. Almost nothing! Before the strike we had barely
HK$30,000 (US$3,900), an evening meal for Li Ka-shin!
Q: So then the support from the general public in Hong Kong has been very
critical.
Wong: Hugely important. I think their support is absolute crucial in
enabling us to sustain the victory and achieving a victory. I hope that we

don’t let them down.
Q: Your success would mean what to Hong Kong’s workers?
Wong: It would mean a great deal in terms of collective memory. Every
donor will have a memory that they donated to the strike fund and a
victory, and this would contribute to the gradual development of a new
collective consciousness in Hong Kong.
Q: Likewise what is the significance of this strike for China’s working class?
Wong: Wow, it’s massive. And why? On the second day of the strike, I
asked a friend who was more familiar with China’s internet discussions if
there was much information about our strike. He responded that the strike
has already become a “hot topic” in internet chat rooms. Mainlander
students and visitors have come to our strike line and donated to our strike
fund.
Q: Has the strike received any media coverage in China?
Wong: Actually, Xinhua.net, China’s official media station, reported on it
and it was pretty fair in its coverage. I’ve been pleasantly surprised by the
level of support from within China. It’s partly a reflection of the hopes
that Chinese labor supporters or activists have for our strike. They’re
paying attention to the developments in the strike. They’ve sent several
thousand $HK to our strike. They might not have a great amount of money,
but it’s a way of expressing their belief in us.
A Chinese labor activist has also written up an analysis of the significance
of the strike for Chinese workers. It’s quite well written, from a class
struggle perspective. He argues that the Chinese working class movement
also needs to develop similar types of strikes through an organizing process
in lieu of the present trend of spontaneous short-lived strikes that don’t
develop organizational power.
I also know that we have friends in Taiwan who have sent donations, along
with Korea and Japan. In fact, the All Japan Dockworkers Union was the
first to publicly show support for our strike with a public letter of
solidarity. The ILWU has also sent a donation to the strike fund. Around
the world Hutchison is known as a major terminal operator, so
dockworkers internationally understand the significance of this strike.
Q: What is the likelihood of a success for this strike?
Wong: Well, to begin, in any negotiations, you know you’re not going to
get everything you originally demanded. At this time (April 26) I can’t say
with any certainty what the final result of the strike will be in terms of
who will gain the most. But at the very least, the strike will show to the
world that Hong Kong’s dockworkers have the ability to carry out a strike
and are able to secure from the terminal operators fairer wages and work
conditions.
Q: One of the subcontractors that is an employer of the striking workers
has announced it is closing up shop. Will that affect the strikers’ ability to
retrieve their jobs?
Wong: It shouldn’t. I am confident that the other subcontractors will look
to hire them since in this industry there is a shortage of labor. It’s very
hard labor and not many people are willing to do it. So I’m not worried
about getting their jobs back.
Q: So far the negotiations have broken down several times. Do you
anticipate that HIT and the subcontractors will finally negotiate seriously
with you?

Wong: I think that they will get to a point where they have no choice but
to seriously negotiate. As ports remain unable to get back to normal due to
lack of enough skilled dockworkers, the need for more serious negotiations
will be apparent.
Q: Do you anticipate the strike lasting through to (winter, pre-Christmas)
peak season?
Wong: I think the striking dockworkers would like to settle this issue as
soon as possible. It’s my own hope that after May 1, we could resume
work. The terminal operators will also want to get this over with and get
back to normal operations.
Q: For this strike you’ve chosen the non-peak season. Why not the peak
season?
Wong: Hong Kong’s workers are very disciplined. They want to show the
terminal operators that they are sincere and have integrity. And if the
strike went for too long, that’s not something that would benefit us. But I
also believe that after this strike we will reconsider our tactics and look at
pursuing strikes in the future during peak season, as that would result in a
greater likelihood that the terminal operators would respond to and meet
our demands more quickly.
We would have the support of the public too. We can say that we already
tried a softer approach to the strike by choosing the non-peak season and
that wasn’t effective. We can gradually win over a Hong Kong public, that
is not accustomed to accept future strikes, to a strike during peak season.
Q: What about the reaction of the Hong Kong government?
Wong: Really, it’s a handicapped government, impotent. They can’t do
anything about Li Ka-shin. Only deep into the process did the Labor Bureau
Secretary finally call for mediation, but that went nowhere. Of course he’s
the richest man in Hong Kong and the government doesn’t have a
mandate. It puts the government in a weak position. It has no popularly
elected leaders.
I’m not saying U.S. elections are the ideal; they are contests between
different wings of capital. But even the bare minimum of free elections in
Hong Kong we don’t enjoy. The executive is chosen by 1,200
representatives. As a result, it’s a government with no real power to
confine or restrict the power of capital. So I always say Hong Kong is a
capitalist heaven!
Q: HIT has been placing quite expensive ads in many of Hong Kong’s
newspapers attacking the union for this strike. How do you respond to
those quite public broadsides?
Wong: Yes, it’s quite something. On the one hand we are not having any
effect, according to HIT, but they are spending a fortune to buy up fullpage ads in Hong Kong’s newspapers to smear us for “class struggle” (!).
And it’s a real shame they’re willing to spend all this money on ads, but
won’t put out for a fair wage increase. This is really ridiculous.
We respond with facts about the wage system, the fact that we are just
seeking a reasonable pay, showing how our wages lag behind where they
were in 1995. They say our demands will hurt the Hong Kong economy. We
say the real economic predators in Hong Kong are the real estate
speculators constantly causing the price of housing to increase. They claim
that working 24 straight hours is something we volunteer to do. We ask
whether HIT management is willing to work for 24 hours straight. In fact
workers don’t have that freedom to reject such work hours.

Q: Actually, it’s understandable why they’re willing to put out money for
ads instead of a fair wage settlement. If their strategy is long-termoriented, it is to prevent future strikes and organization from below via
breaking this dockworkers union.
Wong: Well, true, but Hong Kong’s citizenry feels the impact at the
everyday level of corporate control and exploitation. So, the more ads
they place in the newspapers, the more we respond with the truth and the
public sees that we’re in the right.
Q: What means do you have to rebut them since you don’t have the
resources of this global corporate giant?
Wong: We only bought a one-day ad in two newspapers, whereas they
placed their ads in every newspaper for three separate days. But I think
that the mass media in Hong Kong, with the exception of a handful who
have sided with HIT, have shown their sympathy for us. That is a reflection
of just how serious the level of inequality that exists in Hong Kong’s
society is. In most countries, usually the mass media is pro-corporation. So
this is a pretty exceptional situation.
www.zcommunications.org
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UK shows how tolling can flop
Simon Calder 8 May 2013
It may be a little late now, but this cautionary tale from The Independent
shows just why Sanral should have thought longer and harder before
bulldozing the infamous Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project through
over the objections of the people who would have to pay for it, and
putting us all in debt to a Austrian company with no stake in South Africa
other than a free pass to siphon motorists' money out of the country.
The UK's first attempt at a pay-as-you-go freeway, the M6 Toll, is proving
such a flop that transport officials are demanding a cut in tolls - and
possible nationalisation of the privately-owned road.
The M6 is the key artery through central England but it's also part of
Britain's longest and most important freeway and it's seriously congested.
The M6 Toll Road was supposed to siphon off traffic - mostly trucks travelling north Birmingham without stopping and jamming up the M6 in
the process, sending them on a fast-flowing loop around the city.
OVERPRICED AND UNDER-USED
Originally, 72 000 vehicles a day were forecast to use the link, but just half
that number of motorists take the route today. In contrast, the original M6
is carrying 125 000 vehicles a day.
Transport authority chief executive Geoff Inskip said nine out of 10 trucks
were using the original freeway, causing congestion that was costing the
local economy £2 billion (R28 billion) a year.
He said: We believe this is due to the price truckers - and car drivers - are
being asked to pay, he said. It's important we keep the region moving and
one way of doing that is to get the trucks that aren't stopping in

Birmingham, off the M6 and on to the toll road.
NO INCENTIVE
The 43km privately-owned freeway to the north of Birmingham opened a
decade ago, at a cost of £900 million (R12.6 billion). The toll is currently
£5.50 (R77) for private cars and £11 (R154) for trucks, with modest
discounts for weekend and overnight use.
But when traffic is flowing reasonably freely on the original M6, there is no
incentive to use it. The toll route is marginally longer than the free route,
with time also lost with the stop at the toll booth.
Inskip said: If the M6 Toll Road cannot be made to work in terms of
attracting more vehicles off the M6 then one solution is to take it into
public ownership. This would give us the option of setting the toll at a
level that does encourage through traffic.
LOSING MONEY
The toll road is operated by Midland Expressway Ltd, which has the
concession until 2054, when the road is due to be handed back to the
government. But Australian parent company Macquarie Atlas Roads
complains that underlying performance continues to be impacted by the
continuing weak economic conditions in the United Kingdom.
In other words they are losing money on the deal - so much so that they
are being forced to renegotiate loans with their creditors. - The
Independent
And if that's not a grim warning for Sanral, we don't know what is.
www.iol.co.za

Zuma govt warned about Guptas
News 24

6 May 2013

Johannesburg - President Jacob Zuma’s administration was warned two
years ago by top state security officials that the Gupta brothers could pose
a threat to national security, a report stated on Monday.
A few months apart, starting in 2011, Gibson Njenje, the former head of
the State Security Agency’s domestic branch, Moe Shaik, the head of
foreign intelligence and Jeff Maqetuka, a director-general at the agency,
all resigned after falling out with State Security Minister Siyabonga Cwele,
the Daily Maverick reported.
The cause of all the fall-outs was apparently the Gupta family.
Njenje ordered an investigation into the family’s inappropriate influence
on the country’s top political leaders and government officials but Cwele is
alleged to have ordered an immediate stop to the probe.
The Maverick report stated that Njenje tried to warn that the Guptas’
behaviour constituted a “threat to national security” and if allowed to
continue would compromise the credibility of the state.
From then on, the relationship between Cwele and the directors-general
began to sour and eventually the minister asked them to leave.
The Guptas caused a furore last week when a chartered jet carrying guests
to the Gupta wedding was allowed to land at the Waterkloof Air Base in
Pretoria.

Several officials, including the chief of state protocol at the department of
international relations and co-operation, have been suspended following
the incident.
Government had appointed a team of directors-general to investigate all
the circumstances surrounding the incident and was expected to report
back within seven working days.
www.news24.com

METRO RAID AT DALTON HOSTEL
Police wage war on the poor
Umbilo Action Group Press Release

5 May 2013

The Dalton Hostel Drummers & Dancers 4 Peace were forced to withdraw
from the Umbilo Action Group’s “Reclaim Your Park Day” event today as
a result of a raid undertaken at the hostel by Metro Police on Friday
3 May. Due to this, and the inclement weather the UAG event has been
postponed to Saturday 11 May 2013 at 11h00.
Steve Thusi, hostel chairman, invited the UAG to attend an urgent
press conference convened at the hostel this morning and speak to the
residents regarding yet another incident of police abuse of power.
SABC and eTV filmed the aftermath of the raid.
According to a large number of witnesses, the hostel was surrounded by
over 10 Metro Police vehicles at around 08:00 yesterday morning, the
area cordoned off, and door-to-door searches undertaken – ostensibly
for drugs and weapons. Most of the police activity appeared to have
taken place in the women’s section of the hostel. We were shown into a
6-bed room where the door had been kicked off its hinges and metal
lockers containing residents’ meagre belongings, forced open and
damaged. Residents now have nowhere to keep their possessions
securely.
A resident who had been safekeeping R15 000 saved for his brother’s
lobola payment – the ceremony was due week after next – claims the
money was stolen by officers during the raid. He had also saved around
R800 in R5 coins to pay for his children’s school uniforms at the end
of the year. He has been unemployed for some time and had been setting
aside this small change from odd jobs. The tin had been wrenched open
and the money allegedly stolen. This man has laid charges against the
Metro Police at the Umbilo SAPS.
We were next taken to a shelter behind the women’s hostel where
homeless women street traders sleep and store their goods. The area is
backed by concrete sinks, while cupboards and fridges line the sides.
It is open at the front and has a tarred floor. Hostel management has
permitted these women to take shelter here for years, rather than
sleep with their children under plastic sheeting on the streets,
however Metro members declared this arrangement to be in contravention
of city bylaws and confiscated the women’s bedding and possessions. If
the women were unable to produce proof of sale slips, their foodstuffs
were also confiscated. These confiscations included 10kg bags of rice,
flour and oil, used by the women to cook food at their trading stalls.
We saw many small children at this shelter. Together with their
mothers they had spent the night on the tarred floor, with no
blankets, no mattresses.
We were informed Metro Commander Anand Maharaj had been in charge of

the operation which had been authorised by controversial Metro Police
Head, Eugene Nzama. Nzama was witnessed at the hostel by many
residents during the raid.
Dalton Hostel management have made it quite clear they welcome police
crime prevention operations within the hostel but are furious over
this blatant abuse of power and victimisation of the poor. They intend
to raise this matter directly with Nzama as hostel residents have not
been harassed in such a way since the 2010 Soccer World Cup when
‘raids’ of this nature were commonplace. Residents complain that when
they visit Metro Headquarters to reclaim their possessions, no trace
of their belongings can ever be found.
The UAG would like to know why, if Metro Police were searching for
drugs, they did not raid the area adjacent to the Dalton Beerhall
renowned for its myriad whoonga dealers and cops who are witnessed
there on a daily basis extorting bribes. We would also like to know,
as an operation of this magnitude is clearly possible by Metro Police,
why they have never cordoned off Flamingo Court and Kenneth Gardens to
shut down the illegal shebeens operating from within these residential
blocks and arrested their associated drug dealers. But we should
remember it is far easier to steal from the poor.
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:
Steve Thusi: Chair Dalton Hostel: 0738894385
Vanessa Burger: Chair: Umbilo Action Group: 0828477766
umbiloactiongroup@gmail.com
Evil flourishes when good people do nothing!

Gupta’s Family gets state security at Sun City
Cosatu 2 May 2013
The Congress of South African Trade unions in the North West province
have been informed that the Gupta family, who are staying in the Sun
International-owned resort of Sun City in the North West, are getting what
could be called preferential treatment by the state and that they continue
with racism against our members.
COSATU has been informed that the family is under police protection while
they are in the resort and all their trips have police escorts using state
vehicles.
COSATU is also informed that the family does not want to be served by the
African staff members who are employed in the resort. They demand that
their services must be rendered by white personnel, starting from the
cleaning of their rooms, the cooking and the drivers of the shuttles they
use in the resort.
For us as COSATU this is racism at its worst and this cannot be allowed to
continue to take place in a country where racism is a crime. At Sun City
our members have been facing racial attitudes from some of the service
providers such as the 24/7 security company with which we have an
outstanding case with, as we have with Sun City.
It also cannot be allowed that people who are on a private trip are
provided with state security while in the country, and this applies only to
this family and not to all the foreign visitors who come and visit our
country.

For us as COSATU there is a link between their private jet landing at the
air force base and the use of police as their escorts. This can only mean
that this has been authorised somewhere in the security departments of
the country, as we believe that the members of the police services take
directives from their superiors.
COSATU calls on the government to stop using state resources for private
business and all the member of the police services who have been
deployed to protect the Guptas must be withdrawn with immediate effect.
COSATU also calls on Sun City not to allow the Guptas to practise racism in
their resort.
COSATU have noted the attitude of the new manager who has started with
the tendency of wanting to oppress workers, as COSATU has been informed
that he refused to let the workers attend the May Day celebrations which
were held on 1st May 2013.
The COSATU Provincial Secretary will be visiting the resort on 3rd May 2013
to interact with the workers who have experienced this racist attitude of
the Guptas. The workers will take action immediately.
For more information contact Solly Phetoe the Provincial Secretary of
COSATU North West at 082 304 4055

May Day events around the world
Nigeria: Militarisation of May Day rallies: DSM comrades arrested and
detained
Press statement by Segun Sango, general secretary DSM (CWI Nigeria)
Twelve members of Democratic Socialist Movement (DSM) have been today
arrested in Abuja, Anambra, Oyo, Niger and Kaduna states at May Day
events. While those arrested Ibadan and Minna have been released those in
Abuja, Anambra and Kaduna are still (May 1) being detained variously by
State Security Service (SSS) and police.
Taiwo Hassan Soweto and Odun Eniayekan were arrested at Eagle Square
Abuja by operatives and detained at State House’s SSS office. Sadare
Dimeji and Sefiu Amusat are detained in Kaduna by SSS while Francis
Nwapa is being detained at the Anambra State SCID Awka. Abiodun
Bamgboye and 4 others were arrested in Ibadan by SSS.
We call for the immediate and unconditional release of DSM members still
being incarcerated. The activists are arrested for circulation of the
Socialist Party of Nigeria (SPN) leaflet and selling of Socialist Democracy,
the paper of Democratic Socialist Movement, whose contents the security
operatives termed seditious. The leaflet is critical of monumental
corruption and pension fraud and highlights the shameless endorsement of
corruption by Jonathan government with state pardon granted to Diprieye
Alamieyesiegha. The paper has bold headline on pension fraud. All
materials such as leaflets, newspaper etc., were forcefully seized.
The venues of May Day rallies this year were heavily militarized. While this
may be under the guise of providing security, in reality the huge presence
of the security operatives is primarily to harass and intimidate anybody or
groups who are critical of the government. It is a fact that the Jonathan
government and state governments have become highly intolerant of
divergent view. Indeed, there is rapid descent into civilian dictatorship by
Jonathan government. This is not unconnected to its growing unpopularity
as a result of egregious corruption and anti-poor conducts and policies the
government has been characterized with.

It should be recalled that just recently the government bans the
circulation of a documentary film titled “Fueling Poverty” and threatened
the producer with arrest. Shortly earlier four journalists with Leadership
newspaper were arrested and detained for publishing a story while a
professor was arrested at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, for a comment
he made at lecture.
We call on Labour, socialist and human right activists and organizations as
well as the media to condemn this brutal attack on democratic right and
join us in demand for the immediate and unconditional release of all those
currently detained.
See also on the DSM website: As workers celebrate May Day, workers and
the poor must unite to save Nigeria!
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6283

Pakistan: May Day demonstration in Sindh
SMP (CWI Pakistan), Sindh
A rally was called by the Socialist Movement Pakistan (CWI Pakistan), the
trade union federation, Progressive Workers Federation , and Bonded
Labor Liberation Front at Mirpur Khas Sindh. The rally started from the
office of the Progresive Workers’ Fedration and marched through the main
roads of the city. The rally ended at the press club Mirpur Khas Sindh.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6286

Taiwan: Over 20,000 march on May Day
‘Defend pensions! Stop corruption!’
Chris Dite in Taipei, chinaworker.info
Around 20,000 Taiwanese workers used this year’s May Day to rally against
austerity and cuts to the pension. Workers weaved through the central
Taipei city streets today , despite the cold weather and pouring rain,
chanting ‘defend the pension!’ and ‘stop corruption!’. A CWI Taiwan
contingent also marched in the demonstration today in central Taipei.
Laid-off workers – ordered by the government to repay retirement
payments given as loans 16 years ago – began a hunger strike earlier this
week outside the Council of Labor Affairs. Today they attended the May
Day march in wheelchairs, weak from deprivation. These workers are
symbols of the horrors of austerity, in which bankers destroy lives and get

bonuses but the poorest are constantly ordered to pay more. They were
strongly supported by other workers today.
Many workers were pleased with the involvement of the CWI in the day’s
events. The CWI Taiwan contingent got a particularly warm response from
members of the Taiwan Radical Nurses Union, who are battling against
long hours and out of control nurse-patient ratios.
The government demonstrated its nervousness about workers’ response to
its attacks on the pension by erecting giant military-style barricades
around certain buildings. These and riot police added a strong feeling of
menace to the day’s events, and reminded protestors that the days of the
Kuomintang military dictatorship were not so long ago.
The government needn’t have worried. Union leaders kept the mood low
and broke up the march almost before it had finished. Despite the
presence of wheelchair-bound hunger strikers and older workers furious at
attacks on their standard of living, union leaders abruptly ordered the
demonstration to disperse.
A small number of youth came to support the protesting workers. A school
student comrade made the point that many more youth in Taiwan will
have to mobilise in the future to fight capitalism and achieve social
change.
This week has seen the government step up its bold and violent attacks on
workers, pensioners, students and communities like that in Miaoli (scene of
a long and bitter struggle by textile workers last year). Fighting for an end
to attacks like these means fighting against capitalism. This system insists
on exploitation and austerity, and can’t handle the sort of democracy
demanded by workers today. Any struggle for workers’ rights must be
linked with the need for an end to capitalism!
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6287

Austerity 'Is Killing People'
New Research: Economic Austerity in US and Europe 'Is Killing People'
Jon Queally 30 April 2013
Recessions hurt, but austerity kills.
Despite assurances by financial elites that austerity economics is a
prescription to improve the lives of the masses, research contained in a
newly published book shows that the push for steep cuts in wages, social
programs, and public health programs is literally killing people throughout
Europe and the US.
The book—titled The Body Economic: Why Austerity Kills, written by David
Stuckler, an Oxford University political economist, and Sanjay Basu, an
epidemiologist at Stanford University—uses historical case studies from
around the globe and throughout history to show how government policy
becomes a matter of life and death during deep or prolonged financial
crises.
Discovering that the cure to the financial crisis of 2008 was in some ways
worse than the affliction, Stucklet and Basu argue that countries turned
their recessions into veritable epidemics by championing austerity
measures that ultimately ruined or extinguished thousands of lives in series
of misguided attempts to balance budgets, appease financial markets, and
bow to the economic elite.
The harms we have found include HIV and malaria outbreaks, shortages of

essential medicines, lost healthcare access, and an avoidable epidemic of
alcohol abuse, depression and suicide, said Dr. Stuckler in a statement.
Austerity is having a devastating effect.
As Reuters reports:
The researchers say more than 10,000 suicides and up to a million cases of
depression have been diagnosed during what they call the Great Recession
and its accompanying austerity across Europe and North America.
In Greece, moves like cutting HIV prevention budgets have coincided with
rates of the AIDS-causing virus rising by more than 200 percent since 2011
- driven in part by increasing drug abuse in the context of a 50 percent
youth unemployment rate.
Greece also experienced its first malaria outbreak in decades following
budget cuts to mosquito-spraying programs.
And more than five million Americans have lost access to healthcare
during the latest recession, they argue, while in Britain, some 10,000
families have been pushed into homelessness by the government's
austerity budget.
As the authors explain in the introduction to their book, it is not only the
dire impacts of the policies they found troubling, but the heartlessness of
the policy-makers who so vigorously endorse them. They write:
We were shocked and concerned at the illogic of the austerity advocates,
and the hard data on its human and economic costs. We realized the
impact of the Great Recession went far beyond people losing their homes
and jobs. It was a full-scale assault on people's health. At the heart of the
argument was the question of what it means to be a society, and what the
appropriate role of government is in protecting people.
Compounding the problem, the authors conclude, is the fact that
alternative paths did exist, and continue to exist, but that nations remain
unwilling or unable to break free from the purveyors of austerity.
Citing examples from the historical and current record, Stuckler and Basu
show that many countries have weathered financial and other crises by
investing in public health and innovative social programs.
Ultimately what we show is that worsening health is not an inevitable
consequence of economic recessions. It's a political choice, said Professor
Basu.
www.zcommunications.org

Mpisane still raking in millions
Kamini Padayachee

29 April 2013

Durban - Wealthy businesswoman Shauwn Mpisane, who is facing dozens of
tax and tender fraud charges, is still raking in a lion’s share of lucrative
eThekwini municipality contracts, scoring work worth R445 million without
the normal tender processes over the past nine months.
The contracts were awarded in terms of section 36 of the municipal supply
chain management policy, which is only meant to be used in exceptional
circumstances. Abuse of the regulation by certain municipal departments
has recently been severely criticised by opposition parties and the
municipal manager, S’bu Sithole.

According to a report tabled recently before the finance and procurement
committee, Mpisane’s company, Zikhulise Cleaning, Maintenance and
Transport, was awarded three section 36 contracts between last July and
March this year relating to an uMlazi housing project.
On Sunday, city treasurer Krish Kumar said the contracts were as a result
of an out-of-court settlement the city had made with Zikhulise.
While details of the settlement were never made public, it is understood
that the agreement allowed Zikhulise to continue with the project,
including new phases of construction.
The company took the city to court after Mpisane, who has a 2005
conviction for VAT fraud, claimed the project was stalled by city officials
who questioned whether it should do business with a convicted person.
Kumar added that the city was entitled to award the contracts using
section 36, as Zikhulise was the original contractor and a decision was
taken that it was appropriate for the company to continue with the
project.
Kumar added that there were no legal grounds preventing the city from
awarding contracts to Mpisane’s company.
DA ward councillor Dean Macpherson said it was alarming that Zikhulise
was the single biggest awarded contractor, having received 37.6 percent of
section 36 contracts from the housing department, getting R445m of a
total of R1.2 billion.
“Clearly, section 36 awards to Mpisane’s company is controversial, to say
the least, due to her having a previous tax evasion conviction. It is
unthinkable that one single company can receive such a large portion of
housing awards when so many unanswered questions remain. Sithole has
never explained why he agreed to the out-of-court settlement because
there was no mandate from exco or full council to do this.”
He added that the Municipal Finance Management Act clearly stated that a
municipality may not do business with an individual who had a criminal
conviction, but the city continued to flout the law.
Contacted for comment, Mpisane said she could not comment on matters
that are sub judice.
“It is difficult to comment on allegations that are before the court. The
previous fraud conviction is part of the current case against me. I cannot
say more than that,” she said, referring to the fact that one of the charges
she faces is that she continued to run her business after her conviction,
allegedly in contravention of the Companies Act and the Close
Corporations Act.
The report on the section 36 awards also said that 752 awards were made
using section 36 between last July and March, and 376 of those were made
by the housing department.
The report said the majority of the section 36 awards were made on the
basis that it was an exceptional case where it was impractical or
impossible to follow official procurement processes”.
Kumar said the statistics showed that the use of section 36 was being
“contained”, and that the city had put in extra measures to prevent abuse
of the regulation.
“There are additional processes, including that all section 36 contracts
have to go to exco and the bid adjudication committee before it is

awarded.”
Mpisane is set to appear in court this week for one of her tax fraud cases,
where she is charged with submitting incorrect documents to Sars.
In a separate case, she is also charged with forging documents which led to
her company being fraudulently awarded contracts by the Public Works
Department.
She is also facing charges of corruption, as the State alleges she tried to
persuade a State witness in one of the tax fraud cases to tamper with
evidence.
www.iol.co.za

Seattle teachers’ testing boycott
Teachers at Garfield High school in Seattle, Washington, faced down
possible suspension for boycotting the winter Measures of Academic
Progress (MAP) test, which purports to evaluate student progress in
reading and maths.
Dylan Murphy, first published in Socialism Today, magazine of the Socialist
Party (CWI England & Wales) 27 April 2013
The superintendent of the city’s public schools, Jose Banda, initially
instructed the teachers to implement the test by 22 February or face ten
days’ suspension without pay. The boycott began on 9 January when the
19-strong group of teachers at Garfield High voted unanimously to refuse
to administer the test – the first time a group of teachers has boycotted a
standardised test in the US.
Garfield High teachers published a letter pointing out how the MAP test,
which is administered three times a year from first grade to 12th grade,
disrupts students’ learning and is a costly and ineffective measure of
student progress. It is used unfairly to evaluate the effectiveness of
teachers, and to introduce a payment-by-results regime in education.
Their letter concludes: “We are not troublemakers nor do we want to
impede the high functioning of our school. We are professionals who care
deeply about our students and cannot continue to participate in a practice
that harms our school and our students”.
The American Federation of Teachers, the Seattle Education Association,
and teachers from a number of Seattle schools voted to support the
boycott, calling on Banda to abandon the tests. Many students at Garfield
High have backed the boycott, which has been further strengthened by the
support of the parents’ association, as well as by teachers, parents and
academics across the country. Hundreds of students effectively have taken
solidarity action by refusing to take the tests.
The boycott of the MAP test at Garfield High and other Seattle schools is
part of the growing national fight-back against the high-stakes, public
school testing regime that has swept through the US education system. In
the past year, hundreds of school boards have passed resolutions calling
for an end to the testing, stating that it is strangling learning. In New York,
increasing numbers of parents are refusing to let their children sit the
standardised tests. Many have criticised companies such as Pearson for
profiteering from administering the tests.
Professor Diane Ravitch, a historian of education and former US assistant
secretary of education (1991-93) under president George HW Bush, has
signed a statement of support for the Seattle teachers along with 60 other
leading education academics. In March 2010, in an article for the Wall

Street Journal, she explained her opposition to standardised testing: “The
current emphasis on accountability has created a punitive atmosphere in
the schools. President Barack Obama’s administration seems to think that
schools will improve if we fire teachers and close schools. They do not
recognise that schools are often the anchor of their communities,
representing values, traditions and ideals that have persevered across
decades. They also fail to recognise that the best predictor of low
academic performance is poverty – not bad teachers”.
The Chicago Teachers’ Union has launched a campaign, ‘Pencils Down’, to
support local and national efforts to eliminate high-stakes standardised
tests from public schools. In a paper, ‘Debunking the Myths of
Standardized Testing’, it comments: “Children who do not have access to
health care, who are hungry, who do not have books or access to other
informal learning at home, whose parents have limited education, whose
families are constantly stressed by economic problems, and who do not go
to libraries and museums in their free time are at an academic
disadvantage. These factors are highly related not only to testing
outcomes, academic achievement, future education and socio-economic
success, but also to the racial, ethnic and class origins of individuals”.
Education writer, Alfie Kohn, has noted how politicians and the education
establishment are locked onto quick fixes, such as blaming teachers for
low educational attainment among low-income and other disadvantaged
children: “Many public officials, along with like-minded journalists and
other observers, are apt to minimise the matter of resources and assume
that everything deficient about education for poor and minority children
can be remedied by more forceful demands that we ‘raise the bar’. The
implication here would seem to be that teachers and students could be
doing a better job but have, for some reason, chosen not to do so and
need only be bribed or threatened into improvement... The focus among
policymakers has been on standards of outcomes rather than standards of
opportunity”.
High-stakes standardised testing is a major part of Obama’s education
programme, ‘Race to the Top’. This gives city and state authorities the
power to take punitive action against schools and individual teachers for
poor student performance in standardised tests. It is worth noting that
most private schools, where Obama and other public officials send their
kids, do not administer such tests.
This ties in with the privatisation drive in public schools whereby ‘poorly
performing’ schools can be closed and reopened with new staff, or
converted into charter schools which are non-union and can be run by big
private companies for profit. School budgets are being cut while multimillion-dollar contracts are given to companies such as Pearson to
administer standardised tests.
The opposition to the MAP tests from teachers, students and parents – only
180 valid tests were delivered out of a planned 810 at Garfield High –
forced Seattle education authorities to extend the winter testing deadline
from 22 February to 1 March. Superintendent Banda was also forced to
back down on suspending teachers, although he continued to threaten to
label teachers as insubordinate and impose undefined ‘disciplinary
actions’. To date, the Seattle education authorities have taken no action
against teachers boycotting the MAP tests. Their determination to stand
firm and continue the boycott, together with the support from parents,
students and unions around the country, has helped stay Banda’s hand.
Kit McCormick, Garfield language arts teacher, said: “These threats of
reprimand by the district have not threatened the resolve of the Garfield
teachers, or teachers around the city who are boycotting the MAP test”.
Garfield history teacher, Jesse Hagopian, added: “Teachers who are
insubordinate against unfair tests are obedient to educational justice. If

they follow through with these threats to teachers’ livelihoods, people
around the world will rally to support Garfield”.
In Britain, politicians of all colours have embraced the ethos of the US
model of education over the last two decades. They support the
privatisation of education in the form of academies and free schools, share
the same mania for testing children, and all choose to ignore the fact that
social class and poverty are fundamental factors in shaping educational
attainment.
Another idea from the US that the Con-Dem coalition government seems
intent on introducing is performance-related pay for teachers, whereby
pay is determined by students’ test scores and exam results. If a school’s
results are poor, teachers face pay cuts and the possibility of their school
being closed or forcibly turned into an academy. Instead, the emphasis
needs to be shifted to providing a better quality of education for
disadvantaged young people, and onto tackling child poverty and high
rates of youth unemployment.
At the end of March, schools superintendent Banda wrote to teachers in
Seattle saying that they would not face disciplinary action for the boycott
action. It is a clear retreat. The boycott remains in place in the face of
impending MAP tests in the spring.
www.socialistworld.net

Bangladeshi garment workers strike after factory collapse

LibCom

27 April 2013

Hundreds of thousands of workers went on strike on Thursday in protest at
the deaths of hundreds of workers in a factory collapse the previous day.
Workers downed tools and blockaded major highways in several industrial
areas outside the capital Dhaka, forcing factory bosses to declare a day's
holiday.
Factories where the owners did not grant the day off were attacked.
The chief of police told press that many of the workers also wanted to
donate blood to their fellow workers, over 1000 of whom were injured in
the collapse.

Hundreds of workers laid siege to the headquarters of the main
manufacturers' association demanding that those responsible be punished.
They smashed windows and destroyed vehicles until being run off by
police.
After cracks in the building were discovered, the plant’s 3000 workers
were evacuated on Tuesday, however managers ordered them back to
work.
The factory collapse is the latest of many tragedies in Bangladesh's
garment export sector: over 100 workers were killed in a fire when they
were locked in to their factory in November last year.
libcom.org

The DA stole my flag, says artist
Faranaaz Parker (Mail & Guardian)

26 April 2013

The DA believes there's no need to apologise for using an artist's image
that featured the ANC logo on the backdrop of apartheid South Africa's
flag.
Rhett Martyn claims the DA used his art work without his permission.
(Madelene Cronjé, M&G)
The Democratic Alliance's use of the ANC logo on the backdrop of the old
South African flag continues to create controversy – now Rhett Martyn, the
visual artist behind the image, which was featured on the cover of last
week's Mail & Guardian, has taken umbrage at the use of his work without
his permission.
The image was designed towards the end of 2011 in response to the debate
around the Protection of State Information Bill (also known as the Secrecy
Bill) and has circulated on the internet for the past few years. It surfaced
recently as part of a draft DA presentation put together by the party's
Western Cape region for its election campaign strategy in the run-up to
next year's polls.
As part of its campaign, the DA hopes to draw parallels between the ANC
and the old National Party, by comparing, for example, Hector Pieterson
with Andries Tatane or the Sharpeville massacre with the violence at
Marikana.
Martyn said he was annoyed because the image had been taken out of
context – it was originally designed as commentary on the Bill but had
been "reappropriated to support peripheral views".
"My main problem with the way that the image is being appropriated is
that, first, it was done without my consent," he said. "For me that
breaches serious issues around the way individuals and artists are treated
by larger entities, corporate or political."
He said the image was never created to endorse a particular party.
"When they appropriated the image … suddenly it was as though I had
become the poster boy for the DA," he said. "It does worry me, to be
honest."
Martyn said that, although it was not widely known online that he was the
creator of the image, it could still be traced back to him and the DA should
have asked his permission before using it.

"I would like to request a formal apology. I think it would be noble of them
to do that and I think it would serve them … It's blatant sloppiness on their
behalf and I think they should apologise for it," he said.
But the DA's national spokesperson, Mmusi Maimane, said the presentation
was not an official DA document and that there was therefore no need for
the party to apologise.
"The Western Cape legislature has not officially adopted a campaign with
that image in it," he said. "That document was used as part of a
PowerPoint presentation to make a specific point. It's never been ratified
by federal officials, neither has any permission been given for that image
to be used in any formal publication."
Although the document was apparently due to be discussed at a
conference on the party's election campaign next month, Maimane said he
had not seen it on the agenda for the meeting or among the discussion
documents.
"I suppose there's a question of referencing but that's not a conversation
about the DA; it's about protection of images and something to do with
Google … The conversation about the use of images is a separate
conversation [related to law-making]," he said.
mg.co.za

Witbank air 'dirtiest in world'
Witbank has some of the highest levels of poison gases in its air, an EU
research team found.
Yahoo News 25 April 2013
The levels of barium and chromium were so high that the team's
instruments were unable to take accurate readings.
A researcher on the team said that the area they were researching had
some of the highest levels of heavy metals in the air that they'd seen.
The reserach team was in the area, doing research to determine if
enviornmental and social offenses were takign place there. According to a
South African researcher on the team, the EU was concerned about coal
mines encroaching on protected areas and residential neighbourhoods.
The EU and Isarel has reportedly allaocated R48-million into researching
the area.
za.news.yahoo.com

Study pours cold water on SA’s nuclear build plan
No new nuclear power would be required before at least 2029,
according to a study.
Carol Paton 19 April 2013
New National Planning Commission (NPC) modelling of South Africa’s
energy demands says nuclear power should be delayed by years‚ and an
immediate commissioning of new gas-generation capacity should take
place to avoid rolling blackouts in the near future.
The remodelling commissioned by the NPC signals the start in earnest of

what will be a highly contested policy debate: whether South Africa needs
and can afford nuclear power or not‚ and by when.
The implication of the modelling is that no new nuclear power would be
required before at least 2029‚ but more likely as far away as 2040 if
demand grows as expected. It had been envisaged that new nuclear power
would come on line in 2023.
It also means the Department of Energy should act promptly to procure
imported liquefied gas and gas power stations to avoid blackouts in the
highly likely event of delays to the completion of Eskom’s Medupi and
Kusile coal-fired power stations.
The commission’s initiative in undertaking the modelling comes in the
wake of a delay in the revision of the department’s Integrated Resource
Plan 2010 (IRP2010)‚ which should be updated every two years.
Department director-general Nelisiwe Magubane told Parliament’s energy
portfolio committee this week that the IRP2010 would not be updated
before the end of the year as it depended on finalising a broader energy
plan.
The modelling exercise‚ undertaken on behalf of the commission by the
Energy Research Centre at the University of Cape Town‚ said such a delay
in updating the IRP2010 could be disastrous.
"Ignoring this new information and fixing decisions‚ including a large
nuclear roll-out of large units‚ on an outdated plan is going to be very
costly to the economy.
"The analysis shows that even in a higher-demand (scenario)‚ new capacity
in nuclear is only required in 2029 and not in 2023 as per the IRP2010. This
means there is more time to make a decision about nuclear and it is by no
means a matter of urgency‚" the report said.
However‚ in her briefing to Parliament‚ Ms Magubane said that the nuclear
build programme was non-negotiable and that the Cabinet would not reevaluate it.
She also erroneously stated that the NPC was in favour of nuclear power‚
while in fact it has questioned this option. The National Development Plan
calls for a thorough investigation into the costs‚ timing and financing of
nuclear investments.
Planning commissioner Anton Eberhard said the modelling had been
commissioned in order to "catalyse" the debate around South Africa’s
electricity future. The NPC recognises the legislative mandate of the
Department of Energy to produce electricity plans and saw this new report
as an input into future updates of the IRP2010‚ he said.
The report on the modelling argued that many of the assumptions on which
the IRP2010 was based are out of date.
First‚ it said‚ growth in energy demand has been much slower than
expected due to the slowdown in economic growth as well as rising
electricity prices‚ which have dampened demand and encouraged energy
saving. While the IRP2010 recommended an installed capacity of 89GW by
2030‚ the new power plan suggests 61GW might be sufficient.
Lower growth in demand means that no extra capacity will be needed
other than investments already in the pipeline and the need for immediate
power to cover shortfalls due to delays in Eskom’s build programme.
The second assumption the report said is out of date is about costs for

energy inputs‚ which have changed significantly since the IRP2010 was
finalised. In particular‚ it said‚ nuclear costs are a lot higher now — at
$7‚000/kW — compared to $5‚000/kW when the IRP2010 was modelled.
New data are also available on renewable energy and gas sources.
The updated assumptions change the recommended energy mix
significantly.
They suggest that new capacity between 2025 and 2030 be dominated by
gas‚ with solar‚ thermal‚ wind and imported electricity meeting the
remaining requirements.
The earliest at which nuclear power might be required is 2029‚ but the
more likely scenario — based on the lower demand growth — would be no
new nuclear before 2040.
Even then‚ other low-emission alternatives to nuclear capacity could be
installed at lower cost with shorter lead times.
But in the short term‚ new generation capacity is urgently required as the
delays to Eskom’s new power stations "will almost certainly result in rolling
black-outs"‚ the report said.
The department said it would respond to questions but at the time of going
to press it had not yet done so.
news.howzit.msn.com

Venezuela: a developing coup attempt – URGENT ACTION NEEDED
Hands Off Venezuela

16 April 2013

On Sunday April 14, Bolivarian candidate Nicolas Maduro won the
Venezuelan presidential election by a narrow margin. With 99.12% of the
votes counted, there was a 78.71% turn out, with Maduro receiving
7,505,378 votes (50.66%), and Capriles 7,270,403 votes (49.07%).
Opposition candidate Capriles declared that he does not recognise the
result and demanded an audit of 100% of the vote.
On Monday April 15 Capriles made a speech, which was broadcast live by
all private TV stations as well as CNN Spanish. In it he refused to recognise
the election results and called for mobilisations to demand a full manual
recount of the vote. These included a national pots and pans banging
protest on Monday at 8 pm, marches on the regional offices of the National
Electoral Council (CNE) on Tuesday 16, as well as a march on the CNE in
Caracas on Wednesday 17.
At the same time both the Organisation of American States president
Insulza and the United States declared that they were also in favour of a
full recount. The Spanish government added its voice to the chorus and
said they did not recognise the results of the elections.
This was followed by riots in the streets, road blockades and burning
barricades organised by opposition supporters. Prominent opposition
leaders spread rumours that ballot boxes and ballot papers were being
burnt to prevent a recount, using pictures of the destruction of electoral
material from previous election contests (these were taken from the CNE
website as can be seen here).
Following the allegation by prominent opposition journalist, Nelson
Bocaranda, that Cuban doctors were participating in the burning of ballot
papers, dozens of CDI (Integral Diagnosis health Centres) were attacked

throughout the country.
Gangs of armed opposition thugs were roaming the streets of the main
cities last night. Four Bolivarian supporters were killed as a result of the
violence, some of them in drive by shootings, repeating a pattern we saw
last week and on election day. PSUV offices were attacked in several
states as well as the buildings housing Simoncito pre-school nurseries,
Mercal and PDVAL state-run supermarkets and the Petrocasa housing
program in Carabobo. The private homes of a number of state officials
were also attacked. In the capital Caracas there were attacks against
Telesur, La Radio del Sur and VTV state media buildings. (See some
PICTURES here and HERE)
This is the real face of the so-called “democratic” opposition in Venezuela.
They are attacking all the symbols of the social programs of the Bolivarian
government, all the conquests of the revolution.
PSUV campaign coordinator Jorge Rodriguez as well as the new Venezuelan
president Nicolas Maduro described these actions as a “developing coup
d’Etat.” CNE president Tibisay Lucena rejected the blatant imperialist
interference on the part of the OAS, the US and Spain. She added that an
audit of 54% of the ballot boxes had been conducted, and that the final
count of 100% of the vote slightly increased Maduro’s lead.
The Venezuelan elections have been free and fair and the voting system is
fool proof. This has been ratified in several elections by institutions which
are not suspicious of revolutionary leanings like the Carter Centre. The
elections were observed by a range of international bodies, including
UNASUR and the OAS, all of which have certified their clean and
democratic nature. Even right wing governments like those of Mexico,
Colombia and Chile, not known for their sympathies towards the Bolivarian
revolution have recognized the result. Capriles himself accepted the
results of the October 7 presidential elections, which were organized by
the same CNE, with the same voting machines and with the same electoral
register.
The bottom line is that the opposition lost the election and refuses to
accept the result. The result was close, yes, but there have been other
election results international with results which were even closer and
these were not challenged. Capriles himself only won the governorship of
Miranda in December last year by 40,000 votes and the PSUV accepted the
results. Chávez lost the constitutional reform referendum in 2007 by a
narrower margin, 1.4% and accepted the result.
As CNE head Tibisay Lucena pointed out, if the opposition wants to
challenge the results, there are legal mechanisms to do so, instead of
resorting to violence and not recognizing the official institutions.
What we see in Venezuela is an attempt to violate the democratically
expressed will of the people. Venezuela has elected a president, albeit by
a small margin.
We call on all progressive and democratic forces around the world to
remain vigilant, to express their solidarity with the Bolivarian revolution,
to denounce the undemocratic maneuvering of the opposition and
imperialism, to counter the lies and manipulation of the mass media and
to demand respect for the democratic will of the Venezuelan people
www.handsoffvenezuela.org

Anti-Thatcher song tops chart

IOL News

12 April 2013

The BBC is in a bind after opponents of late British leader Margaret
Thatcher pushed the song “Ding Dong! The Witch is Dead” to the top of the
charts.
An online campaign to drive the “Wizard of Oz” ditty to the No 1 spot on
the UK singles chart was launched by Thatcher critics shortly after the
former prime minister died of a stroke on Monday. She was 87.
Normally, a top position on the charts guarantees a song airtime on the
BBC, but some called on the broadcaster not to play the song.
John Whittingdale, a lawmaker from Thatcher's Conservative party, told
the Daily Mail newspaper that many would find the song “deeply
insensitive.”
Messages left for the BBC weren't immediately returned Friday. - Sapa-AP
www.iol.co.za

Tunisia: A highly politicised World Social Forum
About 70,000 activists from around the world gathered at the WSF in
Tunis, 26-30 March.
Jeroen Demuynck, (working with Socialist Party MEP Paul Murphy) 11 April
2013

Tunisia was an appropriate choice because the revolutionary process the
country is passing through led to a highly politicised atmosphere.
Tunisian activists were present en masse. The UGTT (General Union of
Tunisian Workers) had about 1,000 of its activists present.
The coming to power of the conservative Islamist party Ennahda has not
resolved any of the problems that were at the root of the revolutionary
uprising.
The CWI was present in Tunis, with activists from six different countries,
and our revolutionary Marxist ideas got a wide and enthusiastic echo.

The WSF organisers had doubted the feasibility of this meeting. Since the
forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil, the forums have had limited attendance.
This fear was partially confirmed in Tunis by the limited participation from
Asia and Latin America.
Other concerns stemmed from the political instability in Tunisia, especially
since the political assassination of Chokri Belaïd, the famous left
opponent.
But the strong participation in the forum from North Africa, is an
indication that the revolutionary process in Tunisia and in the wider region
is still alive. It continues to capture the imagination of many left activists
and many others.
Unfortunately, some decisions of the organisers had a negative effect,
leading to tensions with Tunisian activists. For example, students from the
university campuses had to leave their student housing for WSF
participants, without much notice!
The revolutionary process is far from over

The dominant feeling among Tunisian activists is that the revolution is still
to be completed. The revolutionary process is still developing and is visible
through the sharp political polarisation in the country.
The vast majority of the population identifies with the revolution. But two
years after the fall of Ben Ali, daily life is marked by numerous problems.
The unemployment rate is monumental and a whole generation of young
people has no future. For those who have a job, they often work in very
poor conditions for low wages, often below the official minimum wage of
200 dinars (€100) per month.
The coalition government is led by the reactionary Islamist Ennahda party.
Since coming to power, Ennahda has applied similar policies to that which
prevailed during the reign of the ousted dictator - devastating neoliberal
policies.
The government recently signed a loan of around €1.35 billion with the
International Monetary Fund. In return it promised to abolish state
subsidies for food and gasoline, while food prices have already risen
sharply recently. Meanwhile, many companies are engaged in an offensive
against wages and working conditions.
The ‘democratic’ façade of the government is collapsing because of its
inability to meet the social expectations and demands of the population.
The class struggle is developing, and the response of the authorities is to
resort to increasingly brutal law enforcement, including using the so-called
‘Leagues of the Protection of the Revolution’. These are reactionary
Islamist militias acting as mercenaries for Ennahda .
After the assassination of Chrokri Belaid, the labor movement flocked to
attend his funeral and there was a 24-hour general strike across the
country. But the UGTT union federation unfortunately limited itself to the
condemnation of political violence. The strike could have been used to
develop an action plan aimed towards bringing down the government.
Such a plan would be met with broad support in society. A young activist
expressed his feelings to us by stating that: “We will not let them steal our
revolution.” This sentiment is widely shared, and is partly reflected in the
high performance in the polls of the Popular Front, an alliance of left
parties and organisations. It has scored 20% in some opinion polls.
But the UGTT and the Popular Front have no clear strategy to move the
revolution forward. So many young activists are looking for ways to
accelerate the revolutionary process and prevent the reactionary ruling
clique taking the upper hand.
The thirst for revolutionary ideas
This quest for ideas to strengthen and accelerate the revolutionary process
– including the question of controlling the means of production and
democratic socialism - was illustrated by the interest in our leaflets and
political material at the forum. After the first day, almost all of our
newspapers, books and pamphlets had disappeared.
Our leaflets on the situation in Tunisia and on the CWI and our analysis of
the international situation, both available in Arabic, French and English,
were met with enthusiasm.
People came to our stall throughout the WSF. People came back to discuss
with us after reading our political material. These discussions were often
at a high political level.
There was real interest in the idea of a wave of successive general strikes
until the fall of the government, and its replacement by a government of
workers, youth and poor people. Most of our discussion focused on the

strategy to break with the capitalist system and how to move towards the
establishment of a democratic socialist society.
It was not just a question of overthrowing this rotten government, but also
of building a fundamentally different economic and social system.
This created a dynamic and lively atmosphere at our stall, with
spontaneous meetings involving small groups of bystanders around one or
two of our activists. Our meeting devoted to the international struggle
against capitalism had 80 people there, despite the difficulty of finding the
room. This meeting was also broadcast live on the WSF website, and 1,200
people ‘attended’ it that way.
The CWI will make every effort to increase its presence in the region. We
will help to build a revolutionary movement armed with a socialist program
capable of fulfilling the revolutionary aspirations which came onto the
scene a bit more than two years ago.
www.socialistworld.net

Zim voters' roll 'in hands of suspect Israeli company'
Mail & Guardian

11 April 2013

A secretive Israel-based firm - accused of manipulating past elections in
the region - is alleged to be involved in managing Zimbabwe's voters' roll.
Eddie Cross, a Zimbabwean opposition Movement for Democratic Change
(MDC) MP who has proved to be well informed on security matters in the
past, told the Mail & Guardian that he had been informed by security
sources that the company, Nikuv International Projects, is working on the
roll at Defence House, the headquarters of the Zimbabwe Defence Force.
The MDC also alleged that Nikuv was a front for the Israeli intelligence
agency Mossad, although it offered no evidence to support the claim.
It is unclear what Nikuv’s involvement in this coming election is but it
specialises in population registration and election systems.
Cross said the source told him that the company is working under the
direction of Daniel Tonde Nhepera, the deputy head of the Zimbabwe’s
dreaded internal security arm, the Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO).
Another Zimbabwean intelligence source confirmed to the M&G the
allegation that Nikuv is working on the voters’ roll “with the CIO”.
In the run-up to the disputed 2008 elections, Zimbabwean opposition
parties accused the company of assisting the Zanu-PF government to
manipulate the roll in favour of Robert Mugabe. Suspicions of electionrigging were heightened when Zimbabwe’s electoral commission took five
weeks to release the results of the election. The MDC leader, Morgan
Tsvangirai, calculated that he had won much more than 50% of the votes in
the first round of polling but, when results were eventually published, he
was credited with 47.9% against Mugabe’s 43.2%, forcing a run-off.
A campaign of violent intimidation led Tsvangirai to withdraw from the
second round, leaving Mugabe in power.
The Israeli embassy in Pretoria took the unusual step of issuing a
statement at the time, denying that Mossad was involved in any way in the
elections.
Questionable tenders

But now an amaBhungane investigation has found that top executives of a
Nikuv associate company, ISC International Security Consultancy, have an
Israeli intelligence background and Nikuv has been linked to other cases of
collaboration with the Zimbabwean security services as well as to
questionable tenders in the region.
On its website Nikuv says that the company focuses on projects for
“governmental sectors” and initiated its activities in Africa in 1994 in
Nigeria. It had “since expanded its activities to Zimbabwe, Zambia, Ghana,
Botswana and Angola in IT and additional areas like agriculture and
security”.
In Zambia, where Nikuv was brought in to manage and computerise voter
registration, the United National Independence Party (Unip) accused the
ruling Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD) of trying to rig the 1996
election with the company’s help. Unip eventually boycotted the poll.
The Zambian opposition also accused Nikuv of landing the contract without
proper tender procedures. The process was allegedly managed by the
office of Vice-President Godfrey Miyanda rather than the electoral
commission.
The Zambian High Court found that the registration process was flawed but
that there was no evidence that a majority was built in for the ruling MMD.
Nevertheless, the Nikuv roll was later scrapped.
AmaBhungane understands that Nikuv’s offices in Lesotho were raided in
March, apparently in connection with an identity document contract
awarded last year in controversial circumstances. It had previously won an
open tender to supply passports in Lesotho.
Its first Zimbabwean contract appears to have been a $15-million deal
signed in November 1994, reportedly to computerise the ministry of home
affairs, the census office and the election system. The deal was backed by
the Israel Foreign Trade Risks Insurance Corporation.
Riot control gear
It also appears that individuals linked to Nikuv played a role in helping the
Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) obtain riot control equipment and
motorbikes, which would have been difficult for the ZRP to access at the
time, given international sanctions.
On August 2 2001, Zimbabwe’s Financial Gazette reported that, before the
2002 presidential elections, which the government feared that Mugabe
would lose, the ZRP contacted Eli Antebi, who represented a company
called Beit Alpha, about the purchase of the vehicles and water cannons.
The amaBhungane investigation established a web of connections between
Antebi and Nikuv:
• According to its website, nipprojects.com, Nikuv International Projects
Ltd was established in 1994 by Emmanuel Antebi. As far as amaBhungane
could establish, Emmanuel is Eli’s brother.
• A Financial Gazette report of August 9 2007 revealed that the
Zimbabwean State Procurement Board had queried the Zimbabwe police’s
insistence on purchasing 100 quad bikes through “a Netherlands-registered
company, Pedflora”, which operated an account with Credit Suisse in
Geneva.
The report said the purchase was eventually approved, despite the ZRP’s
failure to explain why it had nominated Pedflora rather than following
tender procedures.

AmaBhungane has established that Pedflora was registered in the British
Virgin Islands in 2004 and that its the directors were Eli Antebi and another
Israeli citizen, Dror Jackson.
The Nikuv website lists Jackson as the representative of the company's
“agro division”.
No online profile
The company website says that Nikuv was formed “by a group of
professionals with an accumulated experience of 45 years in the field of
population registration and election systems in Israel”, adding that it was
initially a subsidiary of the Formula Group, one of Israel’s largest software
groups. On its website Nikuv lists offices and numbers in South Africa,
Zimbabwe, Angola and Botswana, but the phone numbers for South Africa
and Angola are out of date and those in Zimbabwe and Botswana ring
unanswered.
AmaBhungane managed to contact the man who appears to be running the
company’s project in Zimbabwe, Ron Asher, who has been in the country
since 2011. But he refused to disclose anything about the company’s
activities in Zimbabwe, declining even to give the physical address of its
Harare office. He referred all queries to the Nikuv head office in Israel.
The head office is on the second floor of a large unmarked building of
concrete and darkened glass, buried deep in the industrial zone of
Herziliya, north of Tel Aviv. It is listed alongside about 10 other companies
in the building’s reception area – including Defence Technological Security
Ltd – and appears to have a head office staff of about 20.
When a reporter from the Guardian visited it on amaBhungane’s behalf,
the receptionist said the entire staff were in a “big meeting” and could
not be disturbed.
Nikuv Israel confirmed receiving detailed questions from amaBhungane on
March 7, including a question about whether it is working on the
Zimbabwean voters’ roll under the direction of the CIO. It had not replied
at the time of going to press a month later.
Efforts to get a comment from the registrar general Tobaiwa Mudede were
unsuccessful as his phones went unanswered. A woman who answered the
phone of Shupikai Mashereni, the spokesperson of the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission, said he was unavailable for comment. – Additional reporting
by Thabang Matjama
Former Mossad officials linked to South African deals
A company linked to Nikuv – ISC (International Security Consultancy) – has
provided services in the past for Johannesburg's OR Tambo International
Airport and other South African organisations, Nikuv's website reveals.
An amaBhungane investigation has established that very senior former
Israeli intelligence officers feature prominently among ISC's principals.
The website says that ISC "provides a full range of security services ranging
from advice to aviation security, debugging and countersurveillance". It
lists an impressive spread of "satisfied clients" including Nokia in South
Africa, the Central Bank of Nigeria, the Turkmenistan presidential palace,
Kenya's Rift Valley Academy, the Banco de Costa Rica, Russia's Bank
Menatep, Ecuador's National Petroleum Company and the Hilton hotels
chain.
AmaBhungane has established that all ISC's founders and senior associates
appear to have once served at the highest levels of the Israeli intelligence
services.

The president and founder of ISC is Dani Issacharoff. A former colleague,
who asked not to be named, said: "Dani was with Mossad – he was very,
very senior."
He is also described as a former head of security for Israel's airline El Al
and the founder and president of what appears to be ISC's forerunner, a
company called International Consultants for Targeted Security.
Minimal involvement in South Africa
The latter, set up in about 1982 by former members of Israel's security
agencies, specialised in airline security, particularly the profiling of
passengers to identify high-risk individuals. It was pioneered at El Al. By
1989, the company had become controversial. It was exposed in the
Spanish newspaper El País as operating in Spain without the official
authorisation required for foreign security companies and using the
Spanish-based Hachuel Group as a cover.
ISC, according to its own website, has representatives in Israel, South
Africa, Kenya, Italy and Switzerland.
The South African number no longer works, but Issacharoff keeps a halfday secretary at the office of a well-known local security company,
Nicholls, Steyn & Associates, and travels to South Africa regularly.
Speaking from Israel, Issacharoff said that ISC currently has minimal
involvement in South Africa. It was involved in tracing miners for a class
action suit against mining companies for compensation over lung disease.
Issacharoff, who is now 75, said there was no formal relationship with
Nikuv: "We just worked on some joint projects together."
He said he had not been involved in Zimbabwe for more than two years,
though he declined to say what his last engagement there entailed. Travel
records show Issacharoff has been in Harare at least twice since the
beginning of 2013. – Sam Sole
Nikuv's trouble in the mountains
Lesotho's Directorate on Corruption and Economic Offences raided the
offices of Nikuv International Projects in Maseru and the Lesotho police
questioned its deputy chief executive, according to the country's home
affairs minister, Joang Molapo.
The raid, which took place last month, appears to be connected with two
contracts awarded to the company – one, for identity smart cards, that
was allocated last year without an open tender process.
Molapo said this week that the raid took place "because the ministry found
a letter to the ministry from Nikuv saying that the project [which also
includes a contract for e-passports] would cost $25-million, but the
ministry presented a different figure of $29-million to the Cabinet". The
discrepancy sparked suspicion of corruption and prompted the raid, he
said.
He confirmed that a Nikuv "consultant", Steven Becker, and the deputy
chief executive, Amnon Peer, were taken in for questioning by the police
but released the same day. Both appear to have crossed into South Africa
since then. Through their South African lawyers, they said they would only
return to Lesotho if they were offered immunity from prosecution. Molapo
said Lesotho's current coalition government had inherited Nikuv from the
administration of the former prime minister Pakalitha Mosisili. "As a
government we cannot commit to their conditions because investigations
are ongoing. We don't know what the results of the investigations will be,"
he said.

The controversial smart-card contract is understood to have been signed
two months before it received Cabinet approval last year. Lesao Lehohla,
the former deputy prime minister and home affairs minister, said he saw
nothing wrong with the tender award because Nikuv "was found to be
multiskilled and would save money".
"This company will provide us with e-passports as well as IDs, while MCA
Lesotho [another company] was focusing only on IDs," Lehohla was quoted
as saying.
Becker said Nikuv won a tender for e-passports but had been awarded the
ID contract after an "internal evaluation" by the ministry. "Nikuv's tender
for the e-passport contract included the ID component and was still $5million cheaper than our competitors, as shown by the internal
evaluation," he said.
Retselisitsoe Khetsi, the principal secretary who signed the contract on the
government's behalf, declined to talk about Nikuv because he "is out of the
civil service at the moment".
Khetsi was placed on indefinite leave after he allegedly failed to explain to
Molapo how Nikuv had won the contract. – Thabang Matjama
mg.co.za

Stadium’s running costs a mystery
Sisi Lwandle

8 April 2013

Cape Town - The real cost of running Cape Town Stadium appears to be a
mystery as financial reports purport that the venue, built for the 2010
World Cup, has recorded a loss of nearly R300-million over a period of
three years.
But city officials were quick to point out on Sunday that the figures in the
report - signed by both executive director for events in the city Anton
Groenewald and the mayoral committee member for the portfolio
responsible, Grant Pascoe - may be incorrect.
According to councillor Yagyah Adams, who serves on the city’s finance
portfolio committee, the stadium - which cost over R4-billion to build had losses of more than the R44.6-million a year the city initially reported.
Using figures from a report released at a committee meeting held last
Friday, Adams calculated that the operating cost of the stadium from the
end of 2009 until June 2013 was projected to be more than R300-million.
In contrast, the income generated from the end of 2009 to February 2013
was a mere R35-million.
Chairperson of the Green Point Ratepayers and Residents Association, Bob
Goebel, said that if the figures were correct, it was “frightening”. He
added that he could not comment without confirming the in- formation
and consulting other members of the association.
Deputy mayor Ian Nielson’s office has responded by saying the figures were
incorrect and should have been withdrawn.
When questioned on what the correct figures were, the office was unable
to respond. It was also unable to explain why the incorrect figures were
allowed to circulate and why they had not yet been formally withdrawn.
Kevin Jacoby, chief financial officer for the City of Cape Town, said the

financial results for the various financial years were presented in a manner
that was unclear.
“It is not possible to determine the true operating results from the tables
presented. In order to prevent any confusion... I will review the report and
present (it) at the next finance portfolio committee (meeting).”
He added he could not confirm the released calculated operating costs.
“The stadium belongs to all the residents of Cape Town. As such we will
continue to explore all avenues in order to make it benefit as many people
as possible,” he said.
Mayoral committee member for tourism, events and marketing Grant
Pascoe, who also signed off the report, was unable to comment at the
time of going to print.
According to the director of the 2010 operations at the stadium, Lesley de
Reuck, the report was “pulled back in order to make sure all the numbers
were correct”.
However, Adams said he was alarmed by the amount of money wasted and
how the meeting dealt with the flawed figures.
According to Adams, no formal withdrawal was made to him.
“We have not been told that the figures are incorrect. They said something
may be wrong with them, but no resolution or further action was taken.”
The councillor believes that none of the relevant officials read the report
before the meeting, as there were no objections until questions based on
the figures in the report emerged.
“Based on the fact that the figures were described by the deputy mayor as
inaccurate, what evidence is available to suggest that the figures bantered
about in the past are correct?”
According to Adams, a senior finance manager publicly stated in the
committee meeting that it was “impossible to unscramble an egg”,
insinuating that it was impossible to determine what the stadium’s true
cost.
Adams, who said he had been requesting the financial report for over a
year, expressed concern about how the figures could be so grossly
incorrect.
“What is apparent from this and the time that it took to compile the
report is that only a few people actually know the true cost of the stadium
expenditure,” he said.
* Concerts bring in loot for stadium
On the entertainment side, Cape Town Stadium has brought in a
substantial amount of income by hosting many sold-out music events.
Massive sales were recorded for the Lady Gaga, U2, Linkin Park and Red
Hot Chili Peppers concerts.
In addition, next month’s Justin Bieber concert is already sold out.
The stadium also hosted the Kings of Leon, Coldplay and Eagles concerts.
In 2011, the stadium showcased Premier Soccer League matches involving
Ajax Cape Town, which drew 107 013 spectators over the season.

Bafana Bafana, has played to two full-house matches at the stadium this
year, including a 2014 World Cup qualifier.
Other stadium income generators include film shoots and tours.
www.iol.co.za

Portuguese Constitutional Court: Bailout measures violate Constitution
Keep Talking Greece

6 April 2013

This is a lesson Eurozone member-countries in bailout should learn: that
Troika imposed and government applied bailout terms can be against the
national Constitutions that aim to protect the citizens in these countries.
“Portugal’s Constitutional Court has ruled several key articles of the 2013
state budget unconstitutional.
It rejected four out of nine contested austerity measures from the budget.
It will deprive the state of some 1.5bn euros (£1.3bn) in savings the
government had said were necessary to meet the terms of a eurozone
bailout.
The court rejected a measure to scrap summer holiday bonuses for public
sector workers and pensioners, as well as cuts to unemployment and
sickness benefits.
The court’s decision came almost exactly three months after Portugal’s
President Anibal Cavaco Silva formally asked the court to determine
whether retirees and public workers were being treated unfairly or not,
under the terms of the country’s constitution.
For most Portuguese workers, the annual tax rises are equivalent to more
than a month’s wages. The standard income tax rate is rising from 24.5% to
28.5%.
The savings are Portugal’s toughest in living memory, aimed at meeting
the terms of a 78bn-euro (£64bn) bailout.
Portugal’s government will have to either find other ways for savings or renegotiate the bailout terms.
(full story BBC)
Summer and even Christmas bonuses have been scrapped in Greece,
unemployment allowances have been cut to a minimum, sickness and
disability benefits almost disappeared and lowering the minimum wage
makes covering basic needs impossible. But even if the Greek
Constitutional Court ruled the ‘emergency property tax’ would be against
the Constitution if collected for more than two years, Samaras’ coalition
government found a new name for it.
PS I suppose, governments need to re-read national Constitutions and
recapitulate the protection of fundamental rights.
www.keeptalkinggreece.com

Mass leaks 'reveal secret world of tax havens'

Yahoo News

4 April 2013

Millions of emails and leaked records from offshore tax havens have
exposed the identities of thousands of holders of offshore accounts,
including the family of the president of Azerbaijan and French President
Francois Hollande's one-time campaign treasurer, the Guardian and Le
Monde newspapers reported on Thursday.
The alleged involvement of Jean-Jacques Augier adds to the pressure on
Hollande, who is already on the defensive after his former budget minister
Jerome Cahuzac was charged in a tax fraud probe.
Britain's Guardian said the information came from a leak of two million
documents and emails which mainly concern the British Virgin Islands, but
also the Cayman Islands.
The investigation into offshore accounts has been carried out by a variety
of media organisations in conjunction with the Washington-based
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ).
The Guardian says there is no suggestion that any of the individuals named
in its report have behaved unlawfully and that the only thing they have in
common is that "they have used a jurisdiction which provides them with
secrecy", allowing them to avoid tax.
One of Mongolia's most senior politicians, former finance minister
Bayartsogt Sangajav, told the ICIJ he was considering resigning after the
study claimed he had set up an offshore entity and a secret Swiss bank
account which at one point contained more than $1 million (780,000
euros).
"I shouldn't have opened that account. I should have included the company
in my declarations," he said. "I should probably consider resigning from my
position."
The Guardian said three entities were set up in the British Virgin Islands in
2008 in the names of Azerbaijan President Ilham Aliyev's daughters Arzu
and Leyla. The companies list Hassan Gozal, a wealthy businessman whose
company has won major contracts in Azerbaijan, as a director. None of the
parties involved made any comment.
The Guardian and French newspaper Le Monde reported that Augier, who
controlled the purse strings for the last year's election campaign of
President Hollande, holds shares in two companies registered in the
Caymans, including a distributor based in China.
Augier told Le Monde he had done "nothing illegal" and said they had been
set up to form partnerships with foreign entrepreneurs.
But the report is another headache for Hollande, who is reeling after
Cahuzac, his former budget minister, was charged in a tax fraud probe
after he admitted having a secret foreign bank account which he had
repeatedly denied having.
Another case cited by the Guardian was the wife of Igor Shuvalov, a
businessman close to President Vladimir Putin who has been first deputy
prime minister since 2008, who is recorded as setting up several offshore
companies. Olga Shuvalova made no comment.
The ICIJ's exploration of offshore accounts began when it obtained a hard
drive packed with corporate data as a result of Australia's Firepower
scandal, a case involving fraud and offshore havens.
The European Commission reacted to the reports by calling on EU states to

do more to tackle tax fraud, estimating it costs their cash-strapped
governments around one trillion euros a year.
"For the Commission, there can be no exceptions whether for individuals,
companies or third countries who ... abet tax evasion," Commission
spokesman Olivier Bailly said.
za.news.yahoo.com

Drop the charges against labour rights activist Andy Hall
Labour Start

4 April 2013

A labour rights activist, Andy Hall, is facing the possibility of years in
prison and a multi-million dollar fine because he helped write a report
exposing rights violations, including the use of child labour, by a fruit
processing company in Thailand.
The charge against him is that he broadcasted "false statements to the
media" -- which is untrue.
Two global union federations have launched an online campaign through
LabourStart to mobilize thousands of protest messages demanding that the
charges be dropped.
Please take a moment to send off your message - click here.
And then please spread the word to your fellow union members.
http://www.labourstart.org/2013/

WILLOWVALE HOTEL ILLEGAL EVICTIONS UPDATE
Umbilo Action Group

3 April 2013

Further to our press release “Poor Tenants Illegally Evicted from the
Willowvale Hotel to make way for Varsity Res” we were contacted by the
UKZN Corporate Relations Division Executive Director, Mr Nomonde Mbadi,
who, contrary to the information supplied by the SAPS, has denied UKZN
involvement in the student accommodation allegedly being provided at the
Willowvale and indicated that no court order was served on them as was
reported (refer statement below from Mr Mbadi).
“A court order was not served on UKZN management and UKZN is unaware
of the future plans of the Willowvale Hotel.”
The Umbilo Action Group apologises for any inaccuracies in this regard
resulting from SAPS utterances which are beyond our control and taken at
face value. Our concern is directed purely at bringing the contravention of
residents’ rights to light, not to portray the UKZN in a negative context.
Amidst the highly charged background of recent failures regarding the
supply of student accommodation and the proliferation of accommodation
intended for the sex trade in the immediate area of the Willowvale and
the potential for individuals to exploit this situation for their own gain
while trashing the rights of our community, we await further developments
around this property with intense interest.

POOR TENANTS ILLEGALLY EVICTED FROM THE WILLOWVALE HOTEL TO

MAKE WAY FOR VARSITY RES
Umbilo Action Group 2 April 2013
ZODWA* HAS WORKED AND LIVED AT THE WILLOWVALE HOTEL FOR 30
YEARS.
Her loyalty was rewarded last week when she was given 6 days to get off
the property – 4 of which were public holidays. Along with around 100
other Willowvale tenants who were called to a residents meeting by Mlu
Ntomela, partner of the new owner, Leo Chetty, on Wednesday this week,
Zodwa was informed, “I’m the CEO - I don’t need your money and I’m not
interested in you. I need to renovate this building. You can stay, but I’m
informing you the water and lights will be cut off.” Within 2 hours basic
services were suspended and tenants scrambled to give - or throw away food deteriorating in their fridges. Despite what Ntomela had originally
said, he then informed residents on Thursday that they must now vacate
the premises by 1 April at the latest. Water was apparently restored some
time later, albeit intermittently. Residents were then either locked out, or
in, on the Thursday evening. Mr Pimms, a resident who has lived in the
hotel for many years, was effectively rendered an instant prisoner in his
own home when power to the lifts was suspended. Mr Pimms is 77-years
old and battles to get about even with a walker.
The Umbilo Action Group (UAG) was contacted by a senior member of the
Umbilo SAPS to assist tenants, several of whom had laid charges of assault
(according to SAPS at least one resident was reportedly treated at Kind
Edward Hospital for a broken nose), crimen injuria, harassment and
intimidation against some of Ntomela’s bodyguards, some of whom SAPS
alleged were former MK cadres. According to police witnesses, Ntomela
arrived at the Umbilo SAPS to demand the release of his bodyguard –
arrested for assault common. Sources present at the time stated that
Ntomela claimed to be the nephew of the KZN Minister for Education,
seemingly in an apparent attempt to place himself and his bodyguards
above the law. This was reportedly later denied by Ntomela, although the
same police source claimed that Ntomela is a close friend of the son of the
MEC for Community Safety and Liaison, Mr Willies Mchunu, and politically
very well connected. It has since been confirmed that Ntomela and
Mchunu’s son are business associates and close friends.
While on-site, we were informed that the previous owner, Tony Reddy
owed an electricity debt of several hundred thousand rands to the
municipality. The liquidation process had been initiated by Absa Bank on
13 March, without, it seems, knowledge of the tenants currently resident
in the building. Despite residents claiming to be up to date on their rental
and services bills they were unceremoniously evicted by Ntomela a mere 2
weeks thereafter. It is understood renovations were begun immediately
after the 13th and although tenants attempted to clarify the situation, the
previous owner refused to discuss the matter, referring queries instead to
the new owner, Chetty and his partner, Ntomela. Tenants claimed they
had been paying between R2 600 and R3 200 rental per room, depending
on whether one or two people were resident – an exorbitant amount given
the state of the building and location.
Residents claimed that Chetty initially promised to renovate one floor at a
time – starting with the first floor, and thereby allowing residents to move
between finished floors. It therefore came as a shock, right before the
long weekend, when residents were informed they would immediately be
without basic services and needed to vacate the property by Monday 1
April at the latest. According to tenants, no eviction notices were served
and no rental refunds provided to those who left before the end of the
month. Furthermore, tenants employed at the Willowvale Hotel alleged
they had not been paid their salaries.
This, according to many residents, had always been a problem, with
several claiming that employees salaries were often withheld by the

former owner – Reddy - for weeks into the following month, and reports
emerged that employees were sometimes assaulted if they became too
persistent.
Residents who had been waiting for friends and relatives to collect their
belongings piled on the pavement, expressed concern over a mentally
challenged man who lived on the top floor and was unaware of the
evictions. They claimed that this man had a father, a teacher, who lived in
Umbilo, and who came to pay the rent and provide food for his son each
month. They did not know how to reach the father and requested
assistance for him. We were taken to see him and horrified at the stench
emanating from the room when he cracked open the door.
Clearly severely disturbed, he stated he could not be held responsible “For
the noise next door.” Most of the unoccupied flats had already been
stripped and workmen were busy on all floors removing rubble and
breaking down interior walls. The flat next to the mentally challenged man
had been gutted the previous day.
The UAG will be lodging an urgent application with the Legal Resources
Centre on behalf of the tenants on 2 April. We also enlisted the help of a
nearby church to check on Mr Pimms and the mentally challenged man and
followed up both with the police and ward committee.
Late on the Saturday afternoon, two residents contacted the UAG to
inform us that a team from Umbilo SAPS had arrived with batons and
forcibly removed all construction staff who had been working on the
renovations. We were also told SAPS members had “kicked down the door”
of the electricity control room and restored power to the building.
Members had checked on Mr Pimms, whom they found had fallen and was
unable in the dark to get back to his bed. He was assisted by the SAPS
members who then ensured he was comfortable.
The SAPS source who originally contacted the UAG alleged at the time,
that the undue haste with which these renovations were being undertaken,
may coincide with the UKZN court order, which has given varsity
management until early April to provide additional beds for students. The
source claimed the timing of the court orders against the UKZN
management coincided precisely with the liquidation order served on
Reddy, the former Willowvale Hotel owner. It has since been confirmed
that the new owners indeed intend turning the Willowvale Hotel into UKZN
students’ accommodation although according to inside sources, the
liquidation process has not yet been completed and Ntomela and Chetty
did not have permission to start renovations or illegally evict the tenants.
It has since been brought to our attention that a large quantity of blood
was discovered on the pavement outside the Willowvale Hotel reportedly
after a violent altercation ensued on Sunday night between private
security summoned by the former owner’s son, Kevin Reddy, who currently
leases the hotel’s bottle store, and Ntomela’s bodyguards and contractors.
Although it seems no charges have been laid, the Umbilo SAPS have been
placed on high alert as the situation is clearly becoming increasingly
volatile and is now a threat to the security of neighbouring residents and
businesses. We understand the former owner now intends lodging an
urgent interdict to halt the renovations, maintain access to the building
and reverse the liquidation order.
The UAG has come to believe our politicians are capable of the most
inhumane violations of human rights and dignity when money is involved –
however turning poor people out into the street to make a buck from a
quick students residence construction deal, is really scraping the barrel. It
would seem there is a lot more to this matter than meets the eye, not
least of all the sudden concern by the Umbilo SAPS for human rights,

transparency and co-operation with the press and UAG. As they say in the
classics – we smell a rat – a BIG FAT RAT.
*Not her real name.
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:
VANESSA BURGER:
Chair: Umbilo Action Group:
0828477766 / umbiloactiongroup@gmail.com Evil flourishes when good
people do nothing!

Asda, workfare and company scrip
LibCom

2 April 2013

Are the UK government planning to use Workfare placements and welfare
store-cards as part of a state-run 'Truck system'?
The Guardian reported this week that Birmingham council is to provide
crisis welfare in the form of prepaid store-cards, which will be redeemable
only in Asda stores as part of the government’s welfare reforms starting in
April. The store-cards will be for use on only specific products not
including tobacco, alcohol, phone-related expenditure and fuel, and will
replace crisis loans, which were previously administered by the
Department for Work and Pensions.
There are several obvious problems with the government’s latest
authoritarian scheme. Crisis loans are often used by people living in
poverty to pay for electricity on top-up meters and other basic necessities
which can’t be bought in an Asda store, and many Asdas are situated outof-town, making them inaccesible to people who might be in need of a
crisis loan.
Indeed, such problems are already encountered by asylum seekers forced
to use “Azure” cards redeemable only at selected retailers, one of which is
Asda. Aside from the limitations and inconveniences such a system imposes
on the lives of those subjected to it, these ration-like welfare cards also
help to mark people out, further stigmatising their socio-economic
situation.
The new scheme to replace crisis loans also makes a [further] mockery of
the ‘free market’, granting the UK’s second largest chain by market share
(after Tesco) a monopoly free from the competition of smaller, often more
local shops. The Uk grocery market is already an oligopoly, with Tesco,
Sainsbury’s, Asda and Morrisons sharing 74.4% of the grocery market.
Asda is also one of the companies making use of Workfare, so people could
be forced to buy from Asda stores while also working in them unpaid, in an
economic bind similar to the use of Company scrip in a ‘Truck System’.
Such arrangements have historically led to artificially high pricing due to
the lack of competition.
Not that Company scrip is a thing of the distant past. In fact, as recently as
2008, Walmart (who own Asda - coincidence?) were ordered by the
Mexican Supreme Court of Justice to stop paying employees in part with
vouchers redeemable only at its stores, after the court found the practice
to be in violation of Article 123 of the Mexican Constitution guaranteeing
the right to “dignified and socially useful work.”

If this scheme were to be rolled out nationally, it would mean a significant
amount of money which was previously circulated within the economy at
people’s discretion going straight from the government purse into private
hands. With more and more people being placed on Workfare schemes,
and the recent revelations about sanctioning targets, it seems we’re not
far from a situation where large sections of society are forced to work in
shops without pay, and remunerated only with credit to be used in specific
stores on specific items.
At a time when more competition between more businesses employing
more people might be something to encourage (if you cared to save
capitalism, that is) this simplification of money circulation is completely
economically illiterate. Rather than cash changing hands in a number of
transactions, it would end up in the tills of the world’s largest retailer
after just one exchange.
libcom.org

Kulubuse, others face criminal charges – liquidators
Loyiso Sidimba (City Press) 27 March 2013
President Jacob Zuma’s nephew, Khulubuse Zuma, former president Nelson
Mandela’s grandson Zondwa Mandela and other Aurora directors are facing
criminal charges, according to an interim report of the liquidators.
Other Aurora directors including President Jacob Zuma’s lawyer, Michael
Hulley, Sheshile Ngubane and Dato Raja Zainal Alam Shah also face
criminal charges, which liquidators have referred to the police’s serious
economic crimes unit.
Aurora directors may face more charges as liquidators will conclude the
Master of the North Gauteng High Court insolvency inquiry into the
company’s Orkney and Grootvlei mines in the next month and are
expected to make recommendations for further action to the SA Police
Service based on the testimony and interrogation of witnesses.
Aurora directors also face charges of allegedly fraudulently transferring
the company’s funds into their bank accounts.
In his interim report, before Parliament’s Portfolio Committee on Mineral
Resources, joint liquidator Wayne Gibbs says he has issued Companies Act
section 424 summonses to all Aurora directors for acting recklessly with
the intention to defraud its creditors.
The cases against Zuma, Mandela and other Aurora directors will be heard
in August.
The group is opposing the charges, which relate to the asset stripping of
Aurora.
The liquidators have also filed an action against the Aurora directors for
the looting, with particulars of the claim already drafted. The trial has
been set for 2015.
Gibbs’ interim report states that Aurora’s mines were stripped of their
assets and despite undertakings by the company, employees and creditors
were not paid and gold produced remained unaccounted for, water
polluted and several alleged irregularities occurred.
Aurora acquired Pamodzi Gold’s assets in October 2009 and by June 2011,
Master of the North Gauteng High Court instituted the inquiry.
The liquidators are claiming R24 million from nine Aurora creditors
although there is no guarantee the amounts will be recovered in full.
A spokesperson of the Aurora directors could not immediately be reached

for comment.
Aurora ‘was virtually run as a Ponzi scheme’
24 March 2012
The liquidators of the disgraced – and politically connected – mine
Aurora have revealed that the company only has R2 000 left in 10 bank
accounts, leaving workers with no hope of ever being paid.
Media24 Investigations has established that the SA Revenue Service
(Sars) has now launched a full-scale forensic audit into suspected dodgy
gold deals.
Mine workers at Aurora’s troubled Orkney and Grootvlei mines, who
have not been paid for almost three years, started getting emergency
food aid last week.
The Sars audit comes as Aurora’s financial statements show that
between September 2009 and May 2010, the company sold R130 million
of gold to Rand Refinery.
In the same period, however, Aurora paid out R260 million to itself and
creditors from its 10 accounts, raising suspicion that the company sold
far more gold than it officially declared.
Aurora liquidator Gert de Wet of KaapVaal Trust told City Press that he
couldn’t find any labour contracts between the company and its
workers. There was no payroll either.
Aurora took over the running of the two mines towards the end of 2009
when the owner, Pamodzi Gold, went into liquidation. At the time, the
mines were fully operational.
Aurora itself was liquidated in October last year. The company used an
affiliate, Kaunda Global Mining Resources, to run the mines.
De Wet says there is also no evidence that the company ever paid a
percentage of the workers’ wages to the Workman’s Compensation
Fund (UIF). He can also not find any evidence that Aurora paid VAT on
its transactions.
This has opened up the company and its directors – among them
President Jacob Zuma’s nephew, Khulubuse Zuma, and Nelson
Mandela’s grandson, Zondwa Mandela – to charges of fraud and
corruption.
“Aurora was bankrupt from the start,” said De Wet. “It is almost a
Ponzi scheme.”
He says the liquidators would “try their best”, but it did not seem there
was any money left to pay the workers.
Pamodzi liquidator Johan Engelbrect told City Press he would take legal
action against Aurora directors this week to compel them to repay the
millions of rands of damage caused to the mines.
De Wet confirmed allegations from workers that Aurora management
concealed gold and that not all transactions were properly reflected.
Engelbrecht agreed that the running of Aurora boiled down to virtually
a “Ponzi scheme”, and mentioned prima facie evidence of fraud and
theft committed by its directors.
Workers at the Orkney mine say last month alone electrical cable worth
more than R3 million was removed.
In October 2009, Aurora took control of Pamodzi Gold’s two mines and
seven mine shafts. It promised a R600 million investment in the tired

mine, as well as job security for the mine workers and educational
bursaries for their children.
Six months later, it stopped paying its workers. Several shafts are
nothing more than stripped skeletons.
Aurora has been accused of destroying 5 300 jobs, impoverishing 42
000 people and polluting wetlands.
Aurora is currently involved in an insolvency hearing in the Pretoria
High Court. One of the issues to be decided is liability for selling the
mine’s assets.
If Aurora is found to be liable, it will possibly face civil and criminal
charges. The company owes workers about R20 million in salaries. Each
worker is owed about R180 000, on average.
Gideon du Plessis, trade union Solidarity’s deputy general secretary,
said it was “very unlikely” that workers would get their outstanding
salaries and compensation for the pain and suffering they had endured.
“We would like to see the perpetrators end up in jail,” he said.
A raft of court orders instructing Aurora and Zuma to make payments of
millions to various parties – including workers – have been ignored.
Cosatu North West secretary Solly Phetoe said their political
connections made them “untouchable”.
“These directors will not be held accountable because they are related
to Nelson Mandela and Jacob Zuma,” he said.
Aurora commercial director Thulani Ngubane did not respond to
requests for comment.

Put people first, urges Brics-from-Below

Noelene Barbeau

28 March 2013

About 500 people from various civil society organisations marched
peacefully through the Durban city centre to the International Convention
Centre, stopping at the city hall to protest and dance. They were followed
closely by police equipped with riot gear and in armoured vehicles.
NGOs concluded their Brics-from-Below civil society summit on Wednesday
with a march to Durban’s International Convention Centre, where the fifth
Brics Summit is being held.
There they hand over a memorandum which was accepted by a UN
Ambassador on behalf of the Minister of International Relations and Cooperation, Maite Nkoana-Mashabane.

It demanded that Africa not be carved up and that south Durban should not
be moved to make way for a dig-out port.
“We recognise how much is at stake. We are very worried about the
potential for Brics heads of state and 15 allies among African elites to
continue the processes of neocolonial extraction and destruction. The best
example of this, close to home, is the south Durban port expansion and
petro-chemical investment,” the memorandum read.
The NGOs, including the South Durban Environmental Alliance and the
University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Centre for Civil Society, met south Durban
residents at Settlers Primary School, where pupils’ health has been
affected by pollution from industries in the area.
“The investments being planned by Brics elites, and in particular the South
African government, do not do much to improve people’s lives. The
solution to Brics is to be found below, across Africa,” the memorandum
read.
The only NGO allowed to attend the main summit was Oxfam Great
Britain, which works to overcome poverty and suffering.
Questions
Commenting on the summit and in particular on the planned Brics
Development Bank, Oxfam’s Steve Price-Thomas said there were still many
unanswered questions on this issue.
“What are they going to focus on? It’s essential to put poverty reduction at
the centre of its mission. I know the bank will focus on infrastructure, but
they need to make sure the needs of the poor are met,” he said. Almost
half of the world’s poor people, said Price-Thomas, live in the Brics
countries, and all the Brics apart from Brazil have increasing rates of
inequality.
He added that there needed to be a better water supply in rural areas, as
well as free access to education and health care.
“Brics leaders are blazing a trail in reforming the global financial
architecture, but the devil is in the detail. If the Brics Bank fights poverty
and inequality it could be a big success. But if it focuses only on big-ticket
schemes that fail to directly benefit poor people, it could do more harm
than good,” he said.
www.iol.co.za

ANC denies business deals in CAR
News 24

28 March 2013

South Africa's military is preparing for a fresh mission in Central African
Republic, with troops assembling in neighbouring Uganda.
Johannesburg - The ANC is not in the diamond business and does not know
why South African troops were sent to the Central African Republic (CAR),
the party said on Thursday morning.
"We are not in the business of business; we are in business of politics, and
our business of politics has been done in South Africa," spokesperson
Jackson Mthembu said.
"We are not in the business of diamonds, we are in the business of
politics."
ANC-linked deals
Mthembu was responding to an article in the Mail & Guardian, according to

which the South African military's involvement in the CAR had been
entwined with ANC-linked deals.
It reported that Didier Pereira, a special adviser to ousted CAR president
Francois Bozize, partnered with "ANC hard man" Joshua Nxumalo and the
ANC's funding arm, Chancellor House, to secure a diamond export
monopoly from in the CAR.
In 2006 Pereira signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
CAR mining ministry. It was intended to create a public-private
partnership, Inala Centrafrique. A South African company, Serengeti
Group, which was majority-owned by Nxumalo, had a 65% stake in it.
Inala's attempts to control diamond mining in the CAR failed by March
2008, the M&G said.
Mthembu said the ANC was not a signatory to the MOU.
"This matter started in 2006... To my knowledge, the ANC is not a
signatory," he said.
"Secondly the ANC has no interest in the CAR... We don't know what was
uploaded in the MOU. The ANC cannot comment on why troops were
deployed to the CAR, only government can comment on that."
Mbeki era
He said the MOU was signed long before Jacob Zuma became president.
"That was under comrade Thabo Mbeki's time. We think people who can
explain why our troops were there [in the CAR] is our government and the
SA National Defence Force."
Mthembu said the ANC did not get involved in government matters.
"We don't interfere on issues of government. As the ANC we have no
business interests. It is very disingenuous for the ANC's name to be dragged
[into this]."
Last weekend, 13 SANDF soldiers were killed and 27 wounded in the CAR
during an attack by rebels.
Bozize came to power in 2003 when he toppled his predecessor, Ange-Felix
Patasse, in a coup.
www.news24.com

R50m in World Cup legacy funds missing
News 24

26 March 2013

Johannesburg - Around R50m meant for 2010 World Cup legacy projects in
the Eastern Cape has gone missing, The Times reported on Tuesday.
Parliament's sport portfolio committee was investigating the matter.
Committee chairperson Richard Mdakane said the discovery of the missing
funds was made in June last year.
"There was a problem about the legacy project when we visited Buffalo
City and an allegation was made there is R50m that is unaccounted for,"
Mdakane was quoted as saying.
The Buffalo City municipality includes East London, Bhisho and King

William's Town.
"We requested the department of sport in the Eastern Cape to deal with
the matter [but it has] not really come back to us."
Mdakane said they were consulting with the portfolio committee on safety
and security and sport director general Alec Meomi on the matter.
The municipality's spokesperson Keith Ngesi denied there was any money
missing.
He told The Times that around R21m had gone into upgrading the Buffalo
City Stadium and that there had been delays in other projects.
"The metro is aware of the work that has not been done and responsible
units are putting together a report, including paid invoices with a portfolio
of evidence of work done," he said.
www.news24.com

Almost every JHB highway to be tolled
Angelique Serrao (IOL News) 22 March 2013
Motorists in Gauteng may soon have to pay e-tolls for nearly 500km of
highways.
This comes after Gauteng Premier Nomvula Mokonyane confirmed in the
legislature this week that phase two of the Gauteng Freeway Improvement
Project (GFIP) would go ahead.
The SA National Roads Agency Ltd (Sanral) declared in 2009 that the
project to improve and toll roads in Gauteng would happen in three
phases.
The first phase, 185km of roads, has been completed and it is expected
that Sanral will announce the start of tolling for this section of the road
soon.
ALMOST EVERY HIGHWAY
Phase two comprises 300km of roads – almost every highway in Gauteng
will be tolled.
DA spokesman for Gauteng Jack Bloom issued a statement this morning
indicating that the premier said in reply to his questions in the legislature
that phase two would go ahead.
Bloom said this was a reversal of the announcement by former Transport
minister S’bu Ndebele in November 2011 that phase two would be halted
until all consultative processes were exhausted.
“It now appears that the decision has already been made, and will follow
the planned introduction of e-tolls on phase one of the GFIP,” said Bloom.
He said the estimated cost of the second phase was R24 billion, “but it is
likely that it will cost vastly more than this”.
It cost about R22bn to upgrade the roads in the first phase, and according
to an affidavit by Sanral CEO Nazir Alli, the full cost, which included the etoll system, was R70bn.
FEES TO ESCALATE

“E-toll charges will rise dramatically to pay for it unless an alternative
source of finance is found. This raises the stakes in the e-toll battle.
Government seems determined to push tolls countrywide, including the
N1-N2 Cape Winelands and other routes,” said Bloom.
Mokonyane’s spokesman Thebe Mohatle did not comment by the time of
publication.
A document outlining Sanral’s declaration of intent 2009-12 includes a map
showing the roads to be upgraded and built but does not indicate whether
all will be tolled.
However the document indicates that all the roads will be fitted with the
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and makes it clear that ITS “will
include an electronic toll-payment facility using electronic vehicle
identification”.
The document also says the second phase of the project includes “the
supply, installation and operation of open road electronic toll collection
systems and related infrastructure”.
The maps show that this system is also intended to be rolled out in
KwaZulu-Natal and Cape Town.
A section of road that is part of phase two is the M1 between Corlett Drive
and Woodmead in Sandton – a section of road that the Gauteng Roads and
Transport Department announced last year would be upgraded by Sanral.
But MEC Ismail Vadi promised at the time that this section of the road was
just being upgraded, and not tolled.
Sanral however has made it clear that the only way these upgrades can be
funded is through the user-pay principle.
The current e-toll system is still the subject of a court appeal from the
Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance, whose chairman Wayne Duvenage
said it was surprising that there were plans to go ahead with phase two
when there was so much controversy and a court case around phase one. The Star
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Workers & Socialist Party launched in Pretoria

Launch surpassed all expectations
CWI reporters, South Africa 22 March 2013
Over 500 Tshwane workers, mineworkers’ delegates, trade union and

community activists packed Lucas Van Den Bergh Community Hall in
Pretoria for the launch of the Workers & Socialist Party today. The hall
could not accommodate the turnout and attendees over-spilled onto the
neighbouring field.
The launch surpassed all expectations. It is without a doubt that WASP is
striking a chord with working class people. Today’s launch will have
worried many in the establishment – the ANC and their partners in
government, the Cosatu leadership and big business. A new power is rising.
The working class are getting organised and they are preparing a mighty
challenge to the status quo. The ideas of socialism are being re-embraced.

The meeting was chaired by Weizmann Hamilton, the general secretary of
the Democratic Socialist Movement (DSM). Headline speakers included
Mametlwe Sebei (WASP spokesman & DSM executive member), Elias Juba
(chairman of the national mineworkers committee), Ephraim Mphahlela
(president of the National Transport Movement NATAWU), Elmond Magedi
(Socialist Youth Movement), Liv Shange (DSM) and Joe Higgins (Socialist
Party MP in Ireland).

Speakers from supporting organisations included workers’ delegates from
Klerksdorp Uranium, Kumba Iron Ore in Northern Cape, Bokoni Platinum,
Gold Fields KDC, Harmony Gold, Mpumalanga coal mines, Anglo Gold
Ashanti amongst others.
WASP outlined the following manifesto points and principles:
WASP’s five point manifesto
• Kick out the fat-cats. Nationalise the mines, the farms, the banks and
big business. Nationalised industry to be under the democratic control of
workers and working class communities. Democratic planning of production
for social need, not profit.
• End unemployment. Create socially-useful jobs for all those seeking
work. Fight for a living wage of R12,500 per month.
• Stop cut-offs and evictions – for massive investment in housing,
electricity, water, sanitation, roads, public transport and social services.
• For publicly funded, free education from nursery to university.
• For publicly funded free health care accessible to all.
WASP’s principles
We reject outright the corruption of pro-capitalist politicians and political
parties.
All WASP candidates for publicly elected positions – whether councillors,
MPLs or MPs – are elected subject to the right of immediate recall.
For workers’ representatives on workers’ wages. All officials elected on
the basis of the WASP manifesto will only take the wage of an average
skilled worker. The remainder will be donated back to WASP.
WASP will now prepare for its next phase of development. WASP will
shortly announce a date for convening of a conference to establish
democratic structures, a leadership and flesh out its manifesto. There are
many other fronts WASP plans to open up: a campaign to re-call corrupt
councillors, taking up the issue of labour broking, the collection of one
million signatures in support of WASP, and preparing the ground for a
general strike should the mine bosses and government dare to enact mass
retrenchments in the mining industry.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6223

Students shocked by ‘eviction’ notices
Kevin Lancaster

20 March 2013

University of KwaZulu Natal students face the prospect of being put out
into the street again, after management staff from their temporary
accommodation on Tuesday issued them with notices to leave the building.
Hundreds of students staying at Impala Holiday Flats received “check-out
reminders” instructing them to vacate their rooms by 10am on Thursday so
staff could prepare for “incoming guests”.
The general manager of Impala Holiday Flats, Johan van der Spuy, said the
university had been told the students would have to leave on that date,
and he had communicated that to the university on several occasions.
“When the university made the booking for the students until March 21
they were made aware… that we had existing bookings,” said Van der
Spuy.
But according to affected students, they had not been told about the
arrangement, and many were shocked to receive the notification.
A second-year student staying at the flats, Bright Mabaso, said he had no
idea where they would move to next.
“The university has not let us know where we are going; at the moment
they have not told us anything,” he said.
Mabaso said the university should have notified the students of the need to
move, not the building’s management.
“The university has failed dismally. We paid close to R20 000 (for
accommodation) and we are not getting any services,” he said.
The move from Impala Holiday Flats would be his fourth this year, after
having stayed in temporary housing twice previously, following problems
with the permanent residence.
University spokesman Nomonde Mbadi said the check-out notices were
standard hotel procedure to inform guests of when they had to leave, and
the university was fully aware that students would have to leave on
Thursday. “The accommodation matter is a priority at the university and
we are hopeful that a permanent solution will be in place soon,” she said.
Previous miscommunications resulted in students spending a night in the
street the Friday before last, after they were turned away from the Royal
Hotel.
The hotel’s management had barred them from entering after the
university reportedly secured a deal for accommodation.
On the university’s Durban campus, protests continued yesterday, but
were quickly quelled by police. Students set a tyre alight and filled it with
sticks and leaves as they gathered before 9am, preparing to march through
the campus.
Angered by the lack of progress, the students vowed to continue the
protest despite a court interdict prohibiting them from doing so.
Carrying rocks and bricks the protesters began marching, but scattered

when police confronted them.
One student was arrested and taken in for questioning, said police
spokesman Thulani Zwane.
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Eskom ordered to give up secret
Tony Carnie 19 March 2013
Eskom is expected to come under growing public pressure in the next few
days to reduce soaring electricity prices for ordinary people by putting an
end to decades of secret discount prices to the power-guzzling BHP Billiton
aluminium smelters.
This follows a landmark decision by the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) on
Friday compelling Eskom to disclose some of its “confidential” bargainbasement price agreements that have remained hidden despite the power
crisis, blackouts and rising tariffs.
Ordinary Durban residential consumers are paying just over R1 for a
kilowatt hour of electricity, while Australian-based BHP Billiton has
refused to disclose how much it is charged for power, despite reports that
it may be paying as little as 8c to 12c/kWh.
Eskom has also refused to release the figures, but the court ruled that the
state power utility was now obliged to disclose these costs as ordinary
consumers “undoubtedly have a public interest” in seeing how much they
were paying for power compared with BHP Billiton.
The case against Eskom and BHP Billiton was bought by senior Media24
journalist Jan de Lange under the Promotion of Access to Information Act
in 2009 after Eskom refused to release the terms of their tariff
agreements.
De Lange argued that if Billiton had been forced to pay reasonable tariffs,
South Africa might not be faced with such a severe power crisis and rising
electricity prices.
Eskom supplies power at a discounted rate to the two electricity-intensive
aluminium smelters at Richards Bay and Maputo, whose joint power
consumption equals almost 6 percent of the total power consumed by
Eskom customers.
Referring to a series of confidential pricing agreements between BHP and
Eskom and dating back to the early 1990s, De Lange said: “It is clear
Billiton has profited substantially at the expense of Eskom and other
electricity consumers by virtue of these contracts.”
De Lange noted that the low prices paid by BHP also appeared to be wholly
or partially responsible for Eskom’s R3.2 billion operating loss in March
2009 and a projected R9.5bn loss due to “embedded derivatives”, a term
understood to refer to Eskom’s secret deal with BHP.
De Lange told The Mercury although Eskom was discussing how and when
the information would be released, he expected this would be done “in
the next day or two” unless BHP chose to contest the ruling in the
Constitutional Court.
Eskom did not respond to questions on when details of the secret tariffs
would be published. The National Energy Regulator failed to respond to

queries on whether BHP tariffs would be renegotiated.
BHP said it accepted the SCA’s decision.
It emphasised that it regarded the secret contracts to be “legally binding”,
indicating it remained opposed to any substantial revision of the tariff
structure into which Eskom is locked for another15 years in Richards Bay.
“It is globally accepted that sanctity of contracts is an important premise
of doing business,” it said.
“The construction or refurbishment of the Bayside and Hillside smelters at
a cost of more than R60bn followed strategic decisions by successive South
African governments between 1970 and 2003 to encourage large-scale
industrial projects by making surplus electricity capacity available at
internationally competitive rates.”
The court noted that BHP executive Konrad von Szczepanski had testified
that electricity prices in the global aluminium business were a closely
guarded secret and could cause harm to the company if they fell into a
competitor’s hands.
SCA Deputy President Kenneth Mthiyane said in a majority decision that
this argument appeared to be false or substantially overstated, especially
considering Billiton had concluded the agreement with a state entity. - The
Mercury
www.iol.co.za

Millions of litres of water down the drain
Mpume Madlala (IOL News)

18 March 2013

Durban - While South Africans are being urged to help conserve and
protect the country’s precious water resources, the eThekwini Municipality
has revealed it lost more than 237 million litres a day during its most
recent financial quarter.
Details of the massive water loss - mainly the result of burst water pipes,
theft, leaks and overflows in the city’s 13 000km of pipes - were outlined
in a report tabled at the municipality’s executive committee (exco)
meeting on the eve of National Water Week, which starts today.
The increased loss has been blamed on essential equipment not being
bought.
It was revealed that
by the end of the second quarter in December 2012, the city was losing
237 879 000 litres a day - an increase of 3.467 million litres every day
when compared to the whole of the 2011/12 financial year period.
The loss every day equates to nearly 6 000 medium swimming baths (40
000 litres each).
In 2011/12 the city bought 870 million litres a day, but only sold 561.9
million litres of that; the rest being water lost, as well as for its own use.
For the same period, a total of 85.6 billion litres - 234 412 000 litres a day
- was lost.
The municipality attributed the extra loss to its intervention programme

stalling late last year.
The programme to stem water lost due to theft, leaks and burst pipes had
“practically ground to a halt” as a result of the city’s failure to award
contracts for “critical interventions”, Simon Scruton, the manager for the
eThekwini Water and Sanitation’s non-revenue water branch, said in the
report.
The branch is in charge of reducing water losses.
Scruton said in the report that “almost no activities” had taken place in
the second quarter, which led to the system deteriorating and the levels of
water leakages rising again. Illegal connections, vandalism, and people
failing to report leakages, had also greatly contributed to the increase, he
added.
“Even though I cannot give an exact figure, this is costing the city millions
every year,”
Scruton said in an interview with the Daily News.
Mava Scott, the chief director for communication services at the
Department of Water Affairs, said this year’s Water Week came at a time
of numerous challenges, including water shortages in the Free State,
Mpumalanga and the North West, and reported water quality concerns.
Scott said a report by the Water Research Commission that would be
officially released by Water and Environmental Affairs Minister Edna
Molewa this week, indicated that almost half of South Africa’s drinking
water was lost in the distribution system.
“This water is lost, among others, through leaking taps, pipes and illegal
connections. As such, a heightened awareness about the value of water in
relation to our own behaviour requires a shift in our mindset as citizens
and people who rely on water for survival,” he said.
“However, the department is working closely with municipalities in these
areas to urgently address these challenges in the short, medium to long
term.“
Scott said the department’s Rapid Response Unit had been deployed to
some of the affected areas and progress was being made to address the
current challenges.
He explained that the causes of water shortages varied according to the
different problems faced by the municipalities, saying that in areas where
inadequate infrastructure had been identified, upgrades and repair work
were being done.
The recent high temperatures had also led to reservoirs drying up,
affecting water availability and supply, he added.
A renewed sense of urgency and commitment in water management and
enduring partnerships with the private sector and entire society was
needed to deal with the challenges of water availability and security of
supply, Scott said.
“It is clear that the department and the sector have to move in earnest to
implement the long-term measures which are aimed at addressing these
enduring challenges in our localities,” he said.
“The finalisation of the National Water Resource Strategy 2 and
implementation of the Water Infrastructure Investment Plan will assist us
in moving forward speedily.”

The strategy seeks to identify opportunities where water can be made
available for productive livelihoods, and also the support and assistance
needed to use the water effectively.
Addressing exco members at a city meeting earlier this month, mayor
James Nxumalo said urgent intervention was required to avert a crisis in
eThekwini.
The Minority Front’s Patrick Pillay asked whether the city had sufficient
plumbers to attend to all the leaks, saying leaks were often leaving
residents without water for up to 24 hours.
Last weekend residents of Umhlatuzana in Chatsworth were without water
for 10 hours after a pipe burst.
The DA’s Ronnie Veeran said stemming the leaks should be a priority. “Let
us attend to the things that people can see, like burst water pipes and
potholes,” he said.
City treasurer Krish Kumar noted there were call centres to receive public
complaints about the water and electricity departments. But deputy mayor
Nomvuzo Shabalala was not impressed, saying the call centre phones went
unanswered.
“They (the centres) are no longer working the same way that they used to
before. We need to follow up on them and find out what is happening,”
she said.
Lilian Develing, chairwoman of the Combined Ratepayers Association, said
the city had known for years about the amount of water that was being
lost through leaks.
She said the city was losing billions of litres of water because it did not
have enough manpower to run the water system, and the people they did
have were generally not qualified for their jobs.
“This is a major problem, because with every drop of water that is wasted,
ratepayers suffer the consequences,” Develing said.
“The city just cannot keep up. They just don’t have a plan in curbing
water loss by the looks of things.”
She said the head of the city’s Water and Sanitation Department, Neil
Macleod, was the only person in the water department who knew what he
was doing.
“But we can’t expect miracles from him when he is not given the proper
resources and employees to perform his duties. We are heading down a
slippery slope.”
www.iol.co.za

Shack dwellers invade Durban
IOL News

14 March 2013

Durban - Close to a thousand displaced shack dwellers who have begun
clearing land along Sherwood and Cato Crest with the intention of living
there have escalated their demands that the eThekwini Municipality
provide them with houses – or face their wrath.

Yesterday, angry shack dwellers continued to chop down trees and remove
bush in open tracts of land along Mary Thipe Road (Cato Manor) and King
Cetshwayo (Jan Smuts) Highway after their shacks were demolished last
week to make way for a housing development in Cato Crest.
The land being cleared near King Cetshwayo Highway, which also borders
Piedmont Road, has been dubbed “Marikana” by the invaders, after the
scene of last year’s Lonmin mine massacre. They are determined not to be
moved.
The invasion comes as members of Parliament said yesterday that they
were “sick to the stomach” when they heard that R886 million had not
been spent by the Human Settlements Department (full story on Page 2).
The eThekwini Municipality is facing an uphill battle in providing housing
to more than 410 000 people living in 150 000 shacks. There are also 11
000 families living in transit camps in eThekwini.
Recent figures provided by the Department of Human Settlements show
there are 636 informal settlements in KwaZulu-Natal, 484 of them in
eThekwini.
According to residents of nearby Manor Gardens, the banging and chopping
went on throughout the night on Tuesday.
“It was a mad racket,” said a resident of Rif Road who feared being
named. “We called the municipality and the police, but the noise and
cutting down of the beautiful trees just did not stop.
“It would be a tragedy if they were allowed to clear one of the last green
belts in this area, for shacks.”
On Tuesday, a mob armed with pangas and spades attacked a councillor’s
house in Cato Crest and also damaged a council office and an earth moving
tractor.
Yesterday there was a large police presence at the Cato Crest settlement
where several city officials met leaders of the land invaders.
According to Cato Crest Residents Association president, Thembinkosi
Qumbelo, officials from eThekwini warned the crowd to stop clearing the
forest or face going to jail.
Also discussed was the invasion on Tuesday night of 18 nearly complete
council flats in Cato Crest.
Qumbelo said the invaders were chased away by people whose shacks had
been demolished to make way for the flats, and who felt they had a
stronger claim to the new homes.
“The situation is very tense. Residents were not given an alternative
accommodation after their shacks were demolished for the project. Part of
the houses had been completed, but not allocated to those on the waiting
list,” he said.
“We have been told that invaders came from as far as Chesterville,
Bhambayi and uMlazi.
“They want to seize the opportunity to own a house. It is a complex
issue,” Qumbelo said.
“Some of the people were from the nearby Wards 29/30.”
He said the failure of the area committee to consult adequately with the

people whose shacks had been demolished and those paying rent to “shack
landlords” had fuelled the land invasions.
On a visit to the multibillion-rand Cornubia housing development near
uMhlanga earlier this year, members of the city’s executive committee
expressed concern about the never-ending shack problem.
“The mushrooming of informal settlements is a challenge for the city to
beef up its land invasion control,” chairman of the city’s human
settlement committee, Nigel Gumede, reportedly said.
www.iol.co.za

Africa told to view China as competitor
William Wallis

12 March 2013

Africa must shake off its romantic view of China and accept Beijing is a
competitor as much as a partner and capable of the same exploitative
practices as the old colonial powers, Nigeria's central bank governor has
warned.
Reflecting the shifting views of a growing number of senior African officials
who fear the continent's anaemic industrial sector is being battered by
cheap Chinese imports, Lamido Sanusi cautions that Africa is opening itself
up to a new form of imperialism.
China takes from us primary goods and sells us manufactured ones. This
was also the essence of colonialism, he writes in the Financial Times. His
remarks are among the most trenchant yet by a serving African official
about the continent's ties with the world's second largest economy.
Trade between China and Africa was worth more than $200bn in 2012, 20
times what it was in 2000 when Beijing committed to a policy of
accelerated engagement. It has been a period of strong growth partly
thanks to Asian demand for African resources . But a boom in commodities,
services and consumer spending has coincided with the relative decline of
African manufacturing from 12.8 per cent to 10.5 per cent of regional GDP,
according to UN figures.
China's taste for diamonds
Investor eyes S. African mining industry
China's growing influence in Africa African leaders and the African
Development Bank have recently urged governments to work with each
other to ensure they maximise benefits from relations with their leading
trade partner, but they have traditionally cloaked their concerns in
emollient diplomatic language.
In contrast Mr Sanusi has thrown down the gauntlet to Beijing. China is no
longer a 'fellow underdeveloped economy', he writes. China is the second
biggest economy in the world, an economic giant capable of the same
forms of exploitation as the west. China is a major contributor to the deindustrialisation of Africa and thus African underdevelopment.
An experienced private sector banker, Mr Sanusi is credited with cleaning
up Nigeria's banking system after a crash that wiped out 60 per cent of
bank capital in 2009. He has also given Nigeria's central bank a more
activist role, providing concessional refinancing to banks exposed to
manufacturers and small and medium enterprises struggling to service
high-interest, short-term loans.
In his article, Mr Sanusi argues that African countries must respond to

predatory trade practices -- such as subsidies and currency manipulation -that give Chinese exports an advantage. He also says the continent must
build infrastructure and invest in education so that African businesses can
compete for continental trade as Chinese labour costs rise.
China is losing that advantage as its economy grows and prosperity
spreads, he writes. Africa must seize the moment and move manufacturing
of goods consumed in Africa out of China to the African continent ... I
cannot recommend a divorce. However, a review of the exploitative
elements in this marital contract is long overdue.
His comments come ahead of South Africa's hosting of a summit of Bric
nations later this month. South Africa, the largest economy in sub-Saharan
Africa, was incorporated into the bloc of Brazil, Russia, India and China
last year.
South African President Jacob Zuma last week warned western companies
to shed an old colonial mindset when investing in Africa and to stop
warning against the embrace of China.
China is doing business in a particular way and we think we can see the
benefits, he told the Financial Times. But we are very, very careful, he
added, citing Africa's experience of colonialism. Such a relationship he said
must benefit both. And this is what we and China have been agreeing.
edition.cnn.com

Police invasion of Greek anti-mining town

LibCom

11 March 2013

The dispute over gold mines in Greece intensified this week. Police
invaded the town of Ierissos and tear-gassed school children as residents
protested.
The last few days have seen more incidents in the dispute over gold mines
in Northern Greece. Police invaded the town of Ierissos, which is close to
the mining site at Skouries, on Thursday morning whilst carrying out an
investigation into an earlier arson attack. Several units of riot police were
needed to enter the town as local residents gathered and erected
barricades. This is the latest confrontation in a long running struggle
between the people of Chalkidiki and the mining companies backed by the

Greek state.
As police investigate an arson attack on a mining compound they have
been accused of intimidatory and illegal tactics. On a number of occasions
since February 20th the police have held residents in police stations
without access to legal representation. During these detentions people
have reported that they were forced to give DNA samples against their will
and on one occasion a minor was taken to the police station for
questioning without the presence of any adult representation. Residents
have criticised police for these illegal actions.
On Thursday morning police once again moved into Ierissos to make more
detentions. With police units approaching local residents rang the church
bells as a warning. Hundreds of people gathered and set up barricades
blocking the road into town with others going to the police station. Units
of riot police then moved in with tear gas and asserted control of the town
in order to conduct searches of the suspects' homes. During this invasion
tear gas was fired into the local school with reports saying some children
had to be taken to hospital as a result. Police spokesmen at first tried to
deny tear gas was used despite videos, photos and eyewitness accounts to
the contrary.
In a show of support to the residents of Chalkidiki a massive demonstration
was held on Saturday in Thessaloniki. The anti-mining demonstration
brought thousands to the streets with estimates ranging from 10-20,000
people in attendance. Another solidarity demonstration is planned for next
week in Athens.
http://libcom.org

ANC used DA policies for NPD: Numsa
IOL News

8 March 2013

The ANC has used the DA's economic policies for its National Development
Plan (NDP) for the country, the National Union of Metalworkers of SA
(Numsa) said on Thursday.
“After a thorough analysis, the (central committee) came to the extremely
disturbing conclusion that significant and strategic parts of the NDP were
directly lifted from DA policy documents,” Numsa general secretary Irvin
Jim said in Johannesburg.
“The reading of the documents is shocking, and that is what we are going
to reveal to the public.”
Jim was briefing the media on the outcomes of its central committee
meeting.
He said in spite of some impressive announcements by Finance Minister
Pravin Gordhan, the “fundamental flaw” in his Budget was that it was
based on the NDP.
After going through the more than 400 pages of the NDP document it came
as a shock to discover this, said Jim.
At the African National Congress' conference in Mangaung in December,
delegates in commissions would have been given shortened versions of the
document for their discussions and those who prepared it would have
worked hard to lobby support for it.
The working class was outnumbered when it came to adopting it, he said.

Jim said Numsa had not yet formally raised this with the ANC but planned
to do so in the future and also planned strikes over it.
Its major problem with the NDP was that it protected power relations of
colonialism, leaving them intact.
This was a “rightwing” deviation from the Freedom Charter that would
bring the country closer to an implosion among the poor if not contested,
Numsa said. - Sapa
www.iol.co.za

RESPONSE TO THE NPC ATTACKS TO NUMSA
NUMSA 8 March 2013
The National Office Bearers (NOBs) of the National Union of Metalworkers
of South Africa (Numsa) note the venomous and vulgar response by the
National Planning Commission (NPC) in relation to the NUMSA Central
Committee (CC) Statement concerning our critique of the National
Development Plan (NDP). Despite the revolutionary lingo and radical
sounding response of the NPC, the commission fails to deal with the
substance of our critique of the NDP.
Instead the NPC launches a personal attack on Numsa’s General Secretary
Irvin Jim. The thesis of NPC’s response to our CC Statement centres on
defining our General Secretary as suffering from an infantile disorder,
isolating him from the collective decisions of the union, and undermining
the political and intellectual wisdom of the CC. The response fails dismally
to deal with the substantive issues that we are raising on the NDP.
As our General Secretary, comrade Irvin Jim is entrusted with the
responsibility of publicly articulating the policy positions of the union. It
therefore goes without saying that he carries the mandate of Numsa’s
311 000 members who all stand behind him.
The NOBs are fully aware of a well-calculated campaign to smear the
person and political standing of our General Secretary by writing stories
about his personal life. This is aimed at discrediting any articulation on
matters affecting the working class and poor in our society. This plan shall
not succeed.
Given the hysteria in the public domain with regards to our principled
position on the NDP, we have decided to release the document: The
National Development Plan: Mixed Bag or Downright Neoliberal? which
we used as the basis of our discussionsat our Centra Committee. Members
of the committee were taken through a detailed presentation that
compared the policies of the Democratic Alliance (DA) with the provisions
of the NDP.
From time the NPC was established, Numsa made its critical policy
positions public. Since 2011, we have discussed the NDP and even made a
Numsa submission to its draft version. These documents have been on our
website (www.numsa.org.za) since May 2012. To dispel the accusations
that as a union we are just shooting from the hip, we attach all Numsa’s
discussion documents on the NDP.
Contact: Castro Ngobese, National Spokesperson – 081 011 1137

Pakistan: Unilever exploiting workers through Third Party contract

PTUDC Gujranwala

6 March 2013

Unilever is extracting huge profits in Pakistan through brutal exploitation
of workers. Most of the products of Unilever are now manufactured
through Third Party contracts in which workers are given starvation wages
and no other benefits at all.
Protest outside UnileverOne of these places of oppression and brutality is
Ashraf Soap Ltd. Located on G.T. road in Kamoki near Gujranwala. Here
Lux, Life Buoy and Vim soaps of Unilever are manufactured under the
banner of Ashraf Soap. Though the management of Unilever Pakistan
regularly visits this place, the factory is owned by Ashraf Soap. Here
exploitation of workers is at an extreme where they are hired by another
contractor and have no job security.
In February 25 workers were forcibly sacked by the owners without giving
them any notice. They were being paid less than 100 dollars per month
while their employers were making these huge profitable products. In the
year 2012 only the profits of Unilever increased by 1.4 billion Rupees or 14
million dollars which is due to this exploitation.
Workers at Ashraf Soap are not getting any allowances or any of the other
benefits and job security offered to permanent workers of Unilever. Even
Ashraf Soap doesn’t recognize them as their workers; rather they claim
that they are hired by Rafiq contractor.
These workers contacted PTUDC and a meeting was held at Sultania Hotel
opposite Ashraf soap on 21st February. Workers planned a protest outside
the main gate of the Factory on 27th February and all the demands were
conveyed to the Management.
On 27th February a protest and sit in was held outside the main gate of
Ashraf Soap. A representative of Unilever management was expected to
come on this date but he ran away. Central Leader of PTUDC comrade
Adam Pal also joined the protesting workers and supported their demands.
Zahid Baryar Advocate, Comrade Awais, Sajjad, Nazia and other PTUDC
activists from Gujranwala were also present at this sit in. They addressed
the workers and said that their demands will be conveyed to workers of
other sectors in Gujranwala and all over Pakistan. President of Coca Cola
Gujranwal CBA union Muhammad Yusaf sent a message of solidarity for
these workers. A solidarity message from workers of Unilever Rahim Yar
Khan was also read out to the protesting workers.
Workers were holding placards against Unilever management and were
demanding an end to Third Party Contract System. Many workers from
inside the factory also joined the sacked workers in a sit in and condemned
the contract system of Unilever. They demanded that all sacked workers
should be restored on their jobs immediately and all 151 workers in Ashraf
Soap be given permanent jobs by Unilever or they will continue their
protest.
A delegation was sent by management comprising of the President and the
General Secretary of the pocket union. On behalf of management they
assured the protesters that all their demands will be discussed and will be
resolved by the 6th March. On this promise workers ended their peaceful
sit in but warned that they will hold bigger protests and sit ins if their
demands are not met by the 6th March. Workers from adjoining industrial
units also gathered at the occasion in big number and supported the
demands of these workers.
www.marxist.com

Access to environment information is being blocked, reveals report
Mail & Guardian

5 March 2013

A report by the Centre for Environmental Rights has found that
government bodies and companies are blocking requests for information.
This is even when the centre had submitted a Promotion of Access to
Information Act (PAIA) request.
The Act is the most important way that citizens have of accessing
information, and is meant to be a way to ensure transparency. It allows
access to any information held by the state, and any information held by
private bodies that is required for the exercise and protection of rights.
But in its second report the centre found that the system is not working.
The Centre for Environmental Rights puts in many requests – last year they
submitted 66 – and was the recipient of the Golden Key Award from the
South African Human Rights Commission. This was in recognition for it
being the best user of the Act.
The report, Barricading the Doors, said a majority of the centre’s PAIA
requests were to public bodies. The rest were to parastatals and private
bodies. The report is a follow-up to one last year and compares the
findings from 2011 with those from 2012.
And while the majority of requests to public bodies in 2011 were simply
ignored, this had changed and the requests were now being accepted, but
then refused. “Generally, we have started to see some acknowledgement
by public bodies of their obligations under PAIA, but a decrease in actual
disclosure of records,” it said.
The number of requests refused dropped from 36% to 7%. This shows a
more active engagement with PAIA requests, and potentially that more
resources are being made available in public bodies to process PAIA
requests, it said.
But at the same time the number of requests refused went from 11% to
29% in the same period. The percentage of records released after the
public body had granted the information request also dropped.
The least compliant department
In the 2011 report the department of mineral resources was the least
compliant department. They did not respond to requests 44% of the time.
Last year that dropped to 12%, but at the same time their active refusal of
requests went from 8% to 12.5%.
To slip through the Act, the department had kept giving letters that gave
partial access to PAIA requests. But the report said this only resulted in
actual delivery of records in seven instances out of 36 requests. This
percentage was the same for last year, it said.
It had also not updated its PAIA since 2004, which a department is
supposed to do every year. And the report found that this was a trend
across most departments that it dealt with – which included water affairs,
transport, and the Gauteng department of agriculture and rural
development. Only environmental affairs had a PAIA which met the
requirements, it said.
And only 12% of municipalities had PAIA manuals which were in line with
regulations, it said.
“At the same time, the stance of private companies to releasing

environmental information has hardened to the extent of opposing legal
proceedings brought to compel disclosure,” it said.
In 2011 60% of all the requests submitted were deemed to have been
refused – where the company does not respond. In 2012 there were none of
these, but more than 50% of the requests were refused.
“In 2012 companies stopped ignoring requests for information submitted by
the Centre for Environmental Rights, and started to make use of PAIA –
unfortunately to actively refuse access to information,” it said.
Water monitoring data
The report cites two instances where JSE-listed companies refused to
disclose water monitoring data to community organisations, because they
said non-governmental organisations had no right under PAIA to access the
information, it said.
A report released alongside Barricading the Doors found that companies
tailored their response to reports along the legal minimum, and
government was doing little to enforce this.
Turn on the Floodlights found that: Although South African environmental
laws acknowledge the importance of transparency in environmental
governance, few statutes compel disclosure of licences and compliance
data.
By looking at other countries, it found that mandatory disclosure of
environmental licences is common. And large multinational companies
might be disclosing their licences in these countries, but would not be
doing so locally because they do not have to. Many of the centre's PAIA
requests were for these licences.
The current system in South Africa excluded members of the public,
affected communities, and civil society organisations. “A number of
databases of environmental licences already exist, but are designed to give
access to authorities themselves, and often also to licence applicants and
holders,” it said.
Melissa Fourie, executive director of the Centre for Environmental Rights,
said that in many government departments the people dealing with PAIAs
were not in a dedicated section and had to deal with many other legal
problems. This led to bottlenecks and put the burden on the applicant,
who would have to litigate when they were rejected or ignored.
You can't leave this all to litigation, which places a heavy burden on
citizens, she said. And at the moment there was very little litigation in the
court system, because it was a fairly new area for court challenges, she
said.
She hoped that with time government would realise that it could work with
civil society to protect environmental rights. And with this become more
transparent, releasing things like environmental permits for anyone to look
at. This in turn should make companies more responsible, she said.
Licences are not a secret, so put them on a website, she said.
mg.co.za

Fears over power supply
Bronwyn Fourie 1 March 2013
Durban - Consumers will have to tighten their belts firmly in coming

months as the eThekwini municipality warned on Thursday that its
electricity price increase in July would be more than the 8 percent granted
to Eskom.
The same would apply to all municipalities across KwaZulu-Natal that
supplied electricity.
Consumers should brace themselves for possible load-shedding and higher
electricity increases in future after Eskom failed to get its requested 16
percent increase from the National Energy Regulator of SA (Nersa).
Deena Govender, the eThekwini municipality’s senior manager for
electricity pricing and marketing, said that initial calculations showed that
the increase of the municipality’s general operating expenses was above
inflation and would result in an average greater than 8 percent.
Its increase would only be effected three months after Eskom’s, and
adjustments needed to be made to recover the revenue lost during those
three months, Govender said.
“We must also consider that the allowed 8 percent increase is an average
increase across Eskom’s customer base, of which eThekwini is one
customer. The impact will be different for different customers, and actual
increase to eThekwini will still need to be investigated.”
Eskom said yesterday it would detail the tariffs for each category of Eskom
customer - residential, municipal, industrial and rural - once it had studied
Nersa’s determination on the tariff structure.
Govender said about 70 percent of the electricity department’s expenses
was the cost of electricity, and any increase from Eskom had a severe
impact on the municipality’s budget.
“The other 30 percent of our expenses are direct operating expenses
incurred in ensuring our network is functioning reliably and the cost of the
provision of this service.
“The lower increase is a double-edged sword. While lower increases will
help the depressed economy and put back cash into our pockets, it will put
Eskom under pressure to do more with less,” Govender said.
Andrew Layman, the chief executive of the Durban Chamber of Commerce,
warned that any joy over the tariff hike could be short-lived.
The consequences could be load-shedding or higher tariff increases next
time. However, despite this, and although the increase was higher than
inflation, he said it was a “nice surprise” for consumers.
“I think businesses are very pleased and will be breathing a sigh of relief. A
lot may have already done their budgets, and would have budgeted for 16
percent or 12 percent. It would have been foolhardy for any business to
have budgeted for less than 8 percent.
“Some business may actually save money now after budgeting,” Layman
said.
But consumer activist Ina Wilken was unsatisfied, and said: “I know people
are saying ‘at least it is not 16 percent’, but it’s still above inflation.”
As all businesses used electricity to produce their goods and carry out their
services, everything else would be affected, she said.
“So we must not say it is not so bad – it is very bad. We are not happy,”

Wilken said.
“This is bad news for Eskom’s balance sheet,” said Peter Attard Montalto,
an emerging markets economist at Nomura in London.
“The government is asking Eskom to accelerate its infrastructure
programme and take the bulk of that on its shoulders while not allowing it
to raise funds through user-pay-principle to fund it,” he said.
Agri SA president Johannes Möller said the tariffs were “realistic” and
”conducive to creating a more certain business environment.”
In a statement, Eskom said that it needed to study Nersa’s decision to
understand its consequences and assess its impact.
It said that its application for 16 percent was based on “current regulatory
rules and policy, and Eskom’s mandate to keep the lights on”.
Nersa cited the global economic recession as the reason why it approved
an average of 8 percent increase.
- A power cut nearly disrupted Nersa’s announcement about the tariff
increases in Pretoria on Thursday.
The first jokes surfaced seconds after darkness descended on the reporters
assembled.
“Was this a veiled warning?” asked a reporter.
Another piped up: “Give us our increase... or else.”
Officials wore sheepish grins during the 10-minute wait for power to be
restored at the Nersa building in Madiba Street, Pretoria.
www.iol.co.za
bronwyn.fourie@inl.co.za

US: Socialist Alternative city council candidate arrested
Ty Moore accused of civil disobedience at Housing Justice rally
Christopher Gray, Socialist Alternative (US supporters in the CWI) 2 march
2013

Joined by 12 union and community leaders, Ward 9 City Council candidate
in Minneapolis Ty Moore was arrested in a civil disobedience at the Wells
Fargo Home Mortgage center, standing up for housing rights for all
Minneapolis residents.
Running as a Socialist Alternative candidate and endorsed by the Green
Party, Ty Moore said, “Our neighborhoods are being torn apart by unjust
foreclosures. Instead of lip service, the Mayor and City Councilors should
be here with us today, putting their political careers and their bodies on
the line for those most impacted by the economic crisis.”
Ward 9 is among the hardest hit communities by the foreclosure crisis.It is
also home to five residents facing eviction who have refused to move, and
declared their neighborhoods a “Foreclosure and Eviction Free Zone.” In
the Powderhorn and Central neighborhoods alone, 835 families have been
foreclosed in the past five years. Ty Moore, a homeowner in Powderhorn,
is an organizer with Occupy Homes and is demanding banks forgive the
negative equity debt owed by Minneapolis residents to Wall Street and to
halt foreclosures until a just negotiation is achieved.

Earlier in the evening, Jessica English, a mother of four experiencing
homelessness, moved into one of the numerous bank-owned vacant
properties owned by Wells Fargo in Ward 9. English expressed enthusiasm
for Ty Moore’s campaign, commenting “I could be arrested at any time at
the hands of the police for the simple crime of needing a roof over my
children’s heads. Finally, we haveIMG_8923 small a serious candidate to
stand with families fighting for justice in the Foreclosure and Eviction Free
Zone.”
Socialist Alternative calls for public ownership of the banks to be run
democratically in the interests of everyday people. In regard to his action
today, Ty said: “When city officials ignore the issues most pressing to their
residents, we have a responsibility to join others in collective action to
bring attention to injustice. In the City Council, I will fight tooth and nail
to achieve a foreclosure moratorium in this city, and to make sure quality
housing is treated as a human right for all, not a commodity reserved for
those who can afford it.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6186

Unwanted Gauteng e-tolls will go ahead, premier says
Setumo Stone (Yahoo News) 28 February 2012
Premier Nomvula Mokonyane said on Monday she had not mentioned e-tolls
in her state of the province address since it was no longer an issue.
We are going ahead with e-tolling as government, Ms Mokonyane said at a
media briefing after her speech.
Ahead of Ms Mokonyane’s address, members of the Congress of South
African Trade Unions (Cosatu), clad in red shirts, gathered next to the
Gauteng provincial legislature to protest against the implementation of etolls in the province.
The unpopular open road tolling system could be launched before the end
of next month.
The e-tolls bill is expected to be debated in Parliament on March 5, and
implemented within 14 days from that date.
Ms Mokonyane said the decision about e-tolls might have been unpopular,
but it was for the good of the country.
She said citizens had a constitutionally protected right to protest.
However, Ms Mokonyane warned, South Africa’s sovereign credit rating
would have been adversely affected if e-tolling had been stopped.
We have borrowed and used people’s money, she said.
Gauteng is the most populous and richest province in South Africa,
contributing about 35% to the gross domestic product.
Gauteng’s struggling health department was one of the key features in Ms
Mokonyane’s speech. She said the province’s public health system was well
on its way to recovery, and there were pockets of excellence that should
be celebrated and further enhanced.
Ms Mokonyane said efforts to turn around the struggling department,
including bringing in high-level expertise and effective leadership, were
yielding positive results. We will continue turning the corner and yielding

tangible results, Ms Mokonyane said.
The department had been struggling with paying suppliers, which almost
led to a collapse of public health services in Gauteng due to, among other
factors, shortages of medical equipment.
There was concern the department was underfunded, and efforts were
being made — together with the Treasury — to seek more funds.
The department has also said it will ask the South African Revenue Service
to audit overtime claims submitted by doctors in some hospitals, amid
concern that the overtime system was being abused.
Ms Mokonyane said yesterday that as part of the fight against corruption,
the tightening of management controls in key areas had helped to identify
and act against collusion with private-sector suppliers, fraudulent overtime
claims and the illegal sale of land.
She said the province’s success in education was a result of partnership
with unions and other stakeholders. Last year Gauteng took the top spot in
the country with an 83.9% matric pass rate overall.
On public transport, she said the province’s public transport plan sought to
address operations and infrastructure to achieve an integrated, safe,
reliable and environmentally sustainable multimodal and multinodal public
transport system.
Across the road, Godfrey Tshabalala, a Gauteng resident and Cosatu
member, carried his protest placard high. It read: NO to open road tolling
systems.
za.news.yahoo.com

Solidarity with arrested Turkish Trade Unionists
LabourStart

27 February 2013

In the early morning of Tuesday, 19 February, Turkish police targeted
members and leaders of the public sector union KESK, arresting at least
100 of them, including members of the teachers union.
Overall, 167 arrest warrants were issued for trade unionists. The police
have accused the trade unionists of links with terrorist organizations.
This is not the first time that the Turkish authorities have used antiterrorism laws to crack down on trade unionists. On 10 April, the a trial
will begin against 72 additional KESK members and leaders who were
arrested in June 2012.
The International Trade Union Confederation, the Education International,
Public Services International and the European Federation of Public Service
Unions, representing tens of millions of organized workers around the
world have launched a major new campaign demanding the immediate and
unconditional release of all the arrested union members. They also
demand that the Turkish state stop harassing and labeling trade unionists
as terrorists.
Please take a minute and add your name to the online campaign - click
here.
And please make sure that your union shares this message with thousands
of its members -- this is the only way to grow this campaign into something

so massive that we cannot be ignored.
If thousands of us send off messages, and soon, we may be able to get the
Turkish government to back down and to release our brothers and sisters
from jail.
Thank you. And - solidarity forever!
www.labourstart.org/

Report shows SA meat products contain donkey, goat, buffalo
Mail & Guardian

26 February 2013

The discovery of horse in meat products sparked outrage across Europe and
a new Stellenbosch University report has revealed similar findings in SA.
'Anything from soya, donkey, goat and water buffalo were to be found in
up to 68% of the 139 minced meats,' said the report. (Gallo)
More CoverageHorse meat scandal boss speaks out Tests show up to 100%
horse meat found in Euro beef productsFast food linked to child
asthmaThere's a fair share of fraudulent meat products on the South
African market, according to a new study by meat scientists from
Stellenbosch University, the university's news blog reported on Monday.
The study found that anything from soya, donkey, goat and water buffalo
were to be found in up to 68% of the 139 minced meats, burger patties,
deli meats, sausages and dried meats that were tested. In other cases,
even undeclared plant matter was detected.
According to the blog, the study was published in the international Food
Control journal and was created by Donna-Maree Cawthorn and Louw
Hoffman of the Stellenbosch University's department of animal sciences.
Our study confirms that the mislabelling of processed meats is
commonplace in South Africa and not only violates food labelling
regulations, but also poses economic, religious, ethical and health
impacts, said Hoffman.
Unconventional species such as donkey, goat and water buffalo were also
discovered in a number of products.
In Britain, frozen food giant from Sweden, Findus, and supermarket chains
Tesco and Aldi have all been forced to recall products labelled as beef
which, tests showed, contained up to 100% horse meat, the Mail &
Guardian reported on February 9.
Findus withdrew various frozen meals from France and Sweden on
February 8, a day after withdrawing frozen beef lasagne from sale in
Britain that was found to contain up to 100% equine flesh.
We believe that the two particular cases of the frozen burgers from Tesco
and the lasagne from Findus are linked to suppliers in Ireland and France
respectively, said the UK's Food Minister Owen Paterson over two weeks
ago.
Labelled incorrectly
The Stellenbosch University study forms part of a research project in which
Hoffman and Cawthorn used DNA-based species authentication to identify
commercial fish species and game species sold in local restaurants.
The blog stated they found that a large percentage of fish and game meat
sold was in fact identified incorrectly.

Research into why this occured is now under way, said the university blog.
mg.co.za

India strike paralyses banks, industry for second day

Abhaya Srivastava

21 February 2013

Operations at India's public-sector banks and many factories were hit for a
second straight day by a general strike called to protest against the
government's pro-market reforms.
The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHAM), a
prominent business group, estimated losses from the two-day stoppage at
260 billion rupees ($4.8 billion).
Eleven unions called the walkout in protest against the measures which
they condemned as anti-poor and said were likely to cost jobs and raise
prices.
While the impact of the stoppage was felt mainly in heavily unionised
state-run institutions, analysts said it underscored discontent among
workers.
The government must sit down with the workers and hear them out
because it cannot afford to ignore this class any more with general
elections due in 2014, Shubha Singh, a New Delhi-based political analyst
and writer, told AFP.
Leaders of two main leftist parties said they were boycotting the opening
session of parliament on Thursday in solidarity with the strikers.
The government's reforms include opening the retail, insurance and
aviation sectors to wider foreign investment in a bid to spur a sharply
slowing economy.
They also involve raising prices of subsidised diesel and reducing the
number of discounted cooking gas cylinders to trim a ballooning fiscal
deficit.
The government is already under pressure over an economy growing at its
weakest pace in a decade and widespread allegations of corruption.
Attendance at some government offices was thin and many education

institutes were closed as teachers' unions joined the strike. Universities
cancelled exams set for Thursday.
Operations at India's state-run banks were also halted.
Top carmaker Maruti, which has a history of labour unrest, declared a
holiday to avert trouble while two-wheeler manufacturer Hero MotorCorp
gave workers a day off.
The All India Trade Union Congress said millions of workers were taking
part in the strike and called on them to keep up pressure on the
government, already facing a hostile opposition in parliament.
In an industrial area of New Delhi, protesters shouted slogans against the
government and pelted stones at factory buildings to force their shutdown.
Police arrested nearly 100 people in Noida, a sprawling suburb of Delhi
where vehicles were torched and factories vandalised on Wednesday.
ASSOCHAM slammed protesters for the violence.
Pictures showing burning of cars and other industrial property spread all
over the print, electronic and social media really scares investors, it said
in a statement.
za.news.yahoo.com

Greece in general strike, 20 February 2013

Keep Talking Greece

20 February 2013

Austerity frustrated Greeks took to the streets on Wednesday to protest
the so-called “reforms” apparently for the shake of reconstructing the
debt-ridden country. “Reforms” that leave patients without health care
nad drugs, students without education, taxpayers without income, families
with zero-employee, workers without labour rights and 60% of the youth
without work.
Farmers of PAME (union of Communist party KKE) came with two tractors
to Omonia Square. Traffic police does not allow them to move to
Parliament.
Thousands of employees and jobless, members of unions and opposition
parties, pensioners and students, followed the call of public and private
sector unions for a general strike, the first of this kind in sixth austerity
year, 2013.

Protests are taking place in Athens, Thessaloniki, Patras, Kardista and all
the big cities.
In Lasithi, Crete, citizens angry about the removal of many public services
due to austerity mergers, stamped self-made passports in a move to
protest the isolation of their area.
www.keeptalkinggreece.com

Horsemeat in 29 out of 2 501 beef products in Britain
Sapa-AFP 16 February 2013
Twenty-nine beef products out of 2 501 tested in Britain have been found
to contain more than one percent horsemeat, the Food Standards Agency
said on Friday.
FSA chief executive Catherine Brown said: The overwhelming majority of
beef products in this country do not contain horse. The examples we have
had are totally unacceptable, but they are the exceptions.
All of the 29 products containing horsemeat have already been withdrawn
from sale, she added.
These include lasagne and spaghetti bolognese sold by Aldi supermarkets,
burgers sold by Co-op stores, and burgers and spaghetti bolognese sold by
Britain's leading supermarket chain Tesco.
Beef lasagne made by the frozen foods giant Findus, as well as burgers for
the catering industry produced by Irish firm Rangeland Foods, were also on
the list.
Brown stressed that the results were still far from the full picture and that
testing continued on other products.
It emerged on Friday that cottage pie delivered to nearly 50 schools in
Lancashire in northwest England tested positive for horse DNA, although
officials insisted only tiny amounts of horsemeat were involved.
Pub and hotel group Whitbread on Friday became the latest company in
Britain to admit horse DNA had been found in its food, saying two of its
products - meat lasagne and beef burgers - had been affected.
And the world's largest catering firm, Compass Group, was dragged into
the scandal on Friday when it blamed Rangeland for supplying it with
horsemeat-tainted burgers that it in turn sent to a small number of outlets
in Ireland and Northern Ireland.
www.timeslive.co.za

BRETTONWOOD LEARNERS SKIP CLASSES DUE TO CRIME
Umbilo Action Group 13 February 2013

Today around 90 Brettonwood High School learners did not attend school due to what they called a
“rampage of crime” against pupils of the school. A group of 30 angry pupils had surrounded two

alleged attackers and where seen marching them along Oliver Lea Drive towards Stellawood
cemetery.

Another group of around 30 learners had gathered in Umbilo Park. They described how in the past
year they have been systematically attacked in and around Umbilo Park and particularly at the
footbridge from the park to Southway Mall. Learners described how the spate of attacks was
disrupting their schooling.

Umbilo Park has a history of violent attacks, rapes and murder. All attempts, including the attention
of MEC Willies Mchunu and who lives very nearby, have failed to arrest the wave of crime that has
engulfed this crime hotspot. For years community groups have been campaigning for the area to be
properly policed. After each incident the problem receives some attention but then is again
abandoned by policing.

A community watch group was set up, with the involvement of staff from the MEC’s office, by young
local residents living close to the hotspot, but was abandoned after threats by criminals armed with
guns to kill the members if they persisted. The area is unlit and bushy and it was deemed too
dangerous for community members in light of the violent nature of attacks which had occurred.

Yesterday a school girl from Brettonwood High School was attacked while crossing the footbridge.
Today a community member reports that a Brettonwood High School girl was attacked outside the
school.
Community members and school learners looked for the attacker and based on the description
detained a person and alerted SAPS.

It is highly likely that this crime spree is fueled by the spread of whoonga through the area.
Whoonga is a heroin based drug and is highly addictive. Community volunteers have recently
described how this drug is decimating the community and a local soup kitchen was robbed allegedly
by persons known as whoonga addicts. Despite giving police a proper description of the alleged
perpetrator and waiting for fingerprints to be taken, no policing action was evident in that case.

UPDATE: It has been since reported by Provincial SAPS Spokesperson: Col Jay Naicker, that Umbilo
SAPS have denied receiving any complaints relating to this incident.

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT: Barry Bolter: Youth Upliftment Co-ordinator: Umbilo Action Group: 083
3678890 barrybolter@gmail.com / umbiloactiongroup@gmail.com

Green growth could give SA competitive advantage
By embracing a cleaner energy path not only will the country be able to
catapult ahead of others, but it will also be able to create jobs.
Mail & Guardian 13 February 2013
The external costs of dirty growth and energy are ignored in current gross
domestic product (GDP) calculations. A greener path would take away this
looming danger. Dirty growth means that actual GDP performance is much
lower than the headline figures for countries like South Africa. The danger
posed by developing on a resource base that is dwindling will be escaped.
This was one of the main conclusions of a Green Growth road show held in
Rosebank, Johannesburg on Tuesday. Hosted by the National Business
Initiative and the British High Commission, it brought together leaders in
the green finance and energy sectors to see what this kind of growth could
mean for South Africa.
“Dirty growth, the business-as-usual model, has generated lower growth
than there seems to be,” said Cameron Hepburn of the London School of
Economics. When you factor in things like deaths from coal energy and
damage to natural resources, the real GDP is very different. Beijing, where
there has been phenomenal economic growth but heavy pollution makes it
hard for people to breathe, is a perfect example of this, he said.
This cost, and the growing scarcity of resources, is only now starting to
make itself be felt. “Resource prices basically fell by 50% in the last
century. But in the beginning of 2000 that changed dramatically. And with
that you see that if we do not start managing our resources properly we
are going to fall off a cliff,” he said.
This cliff will come for economies that have developed on natural
resources which will disappear over time. The addition of taxes on carbon
emissions would also present a huge cost on this development path, he
said.
Green transition
For South Africa the cliff is not immediately clear because of its wealth in
natural resources. But the economy has to start making the transition
towards a sustainable one. To encourage this, external costs have to be
included. “It’s just sensible economics. When we have priced everything
we can let the market go,” he said.
Philippe Joubert, the former head of energy giant Alstom, said with energy
demand to double over the next few decades and 1 200 new coal stations
in the pipeline, the focus had to be on making this sector more efficient.
“Emissions are mostly in power and transport, so this is where we have to
concentrate,” he said. And his first target would be in getting wider
acceptance for carbon capture and storage (where carbon is stored
underground). With this kind of technology working with the power mix
that the world has clearly embraced, a significant difference could be
made, he said.
This could be a big component of industry taking the lead in making the
world economy more sustainable. “If big businesses change how they work
and impose this on their supply chain – like some are already doing – you
will see a solution,” he said.
If this is coupled with long-term commitment and willpower from
governments, whole economies can be changed to be more efficient and

sustainable.
Renewable sector
For South Africa this presents an opportunity if it adapts quickly. “If you
are clever, you make sustainability the first factor for your growth. This
gives you years of advantage over other economies, he said.
But this change has to happen quickly. “Unfortunately it is starting to be
too late, because the price of a changing climate is already starting to be
paid by people,” he said.
Saliem Fakir, head of the Living Planet Unit at the WWF, said a lack of
local capital was hampering green growth in South Africa. This stemmed
from the high unemployment and subsequently low tax base. As a result
government did not have the levels of money available that were needed
to guarantee the investment needed from the private sector, he said.
What the country needed to therefore do was turn green development into
something that created jobs, which would expand the tax base. The old
economy, based on mining, could be an essential part of this if the
expertise and capital in mining could be leveraged to bring new and
innovative growth, he said.
Rentia van Tonder, head of green industries at the Industrial Development
Corporation, said that the local renewable sector had grown tremendously
in the last two years from a base of nothing. “Over the next five years we
need R100-billion to really get it growing,” she said.
This would spill over into other parts of the economy, as long as a
sophisticated financial system to handle it was developed, she said.
mg.co.za

Factory in Greece starts production under workers' control
LibCom

12 February 2012

Striking workers at the Vio.Me factory in Thessaloniki, Greece who have
not been paid since May 2011 have decided to restart production under
workers' control on 12 February 2013.
With unemployment climbing to 30%, workers’ income reaching zero, sick
and tired of big words, promises and more taxes, unpaid since May 2011
and currently withholding their labour, with the factory abandoned by the
employers, the workers of Vio.Me. by decision of their general assembly
declare their determination not to fall prey to a condition of perpetual
unemployment, but instead to struggle to take the factory in their own
hands and operate it themselves. Through a formal proposal dating from
October 2011 they have been claiming the establishment of a workers'
cooperative under full workers’ control, demanding legal recognition for
their own workers’ cooperative, as well as for all the others to follow. At
the same time they have been demanding the money required to put the
factory in operation, money that in any case belongs to them, as they are
the ones who produce the wealth of society. The plan that was drawn up
met with the indifference of the state and of trade union bureaucracies.
But it was received with great enthusiasm by the world of the social
movements, which, through the creation of the Open Initiative of
Solidarity in Thessaloniki and afterwards with similar initiatives in many
other cities, have been struggling for the past 6 months to spread the
message of Vio.Me across society.
Now it's time for worker´s control of Vio.Me.!

The workers cannot wait any longer for the bankrupt state to fulfil its
gratuitous promises of support (even the 1000-euro emergency aid
promised by the Ministry of Labour was never approved by the Minister of
Finance). It's time to see the Vio.Me. factory –as well as any other factory
that is closing down, going bankrupt or laying off its workers- reopened but
its workers, and not by its old or new bosses. The struggle should not be
limited to Vio.Me., in order for it to be victorious it should be generalized
and spread to all the factories and businesses that are closing down,
because only through a network of self-managed factories will Vio.Me be
able to thrive and light the way towards a different organisation of
production and the economy, with no exploitation, inequality or hierarchy.
When factories are closing down one after another, the number of the
unemployed in Greece is approaching 2 million and the vast majority of
the population is condemned to poverty and misery by the governing
coalition of PASOK-ND-DIMAR, which continues the policies of the
preceding governments, the demand to operate the factories under
workers’ control is the only reasonable response to the disaster that we
experience every day, the only answer to unemployment; for that reason,
the struggle of Vio.Me. is everyone’s struggle.
We urge all workers, the unemployed and all those who are affected by
the crisis to stand by the workers of Vio.Me and support them in their
effort to put in practice the belief that workers can make it without
bosses! We call them to participate in a nationwide Struggle and Solidarity
Caravan culminating in three days of struggle in Thessaloniki. We urge
them to take up the struggle and organize their own fights within their
working places, with direct democratic procedures, without bureaucrats.
To participate in a general political strike in order to oust those who
destroy our lives!
Aiming to establish worker’s control over factories and the whole of
production and to organize the economy and society that we desire, a
society without bosses!
It's Vio.Me.’s time. Let's get to work!
Paving the way for workers’ self-management everywhere!
Paving the way for a society without bosses!
Open Initiative of Solidarity and Support to the struggle of the workers of
Vio.Me.
libcom.org
http://www.viome.org/

Price of food ‘set to soar’
IOL News

5 February 2013

Prepare for the price of food to rocket following the 52-percent minimumwage increase for farmworkers announced on Monday.
After negotiations with farmers, the Department of Labour and workers,
Labour Minister Mildred Oliphant almost doubled the minimum wage from
R69 to R105 a day, promulgated for a three-year period. During years two
and three, wages would be increased by the consumer price index plus 1.5
percent.
However, she said, the wage did not amount to a “balanced daily food
plate” for workers but her department and the Employment Conditions
Commission were mindful of the findings of the Bureau for Food and

Agriculture Policy report, which stated that the increase meant farmers
“were unable to cover their operating costs or pay back borrowing”.
The announcement follows two months of uncertainty in the agriculture
sector after violent strikes in November by seasonal workers in the
Western Cape.
Consumer activist Ina Wilken said the increase would have a “huge impact”
on ordinary people.
“Food prices are going to go through the roof.”
She added imminent fuel and electricity increases were already beyond
what people could bear.
“The problem is, where is this all going to stop? The increase will
compound into next year and each year thereafter,” she said.
KwaZulu-Natal Midlands egg producer Robin Barnsley said it would affect
pork, poultry, vegetable, fruit and dairy producers the most, with retailers
turning to cheap imports.
“Farmers will have to increase their prices and retailers will go overseas.
Consumers must brace themselves for big trouble.”
While he agreed that farmworkers required a living wage, he said that the
government had to protect local producers from cheaper imports and
consider the introduction of a wage subsidy for farmers.
While Food and Allied Workers’ Union head Katishi Masemola welcomed
the adjustment he was sympathetic to farmers who, he said, were
exploited by retailers.
“Retailers are making a killing. When you see farmers getting less than 15
percent of the end price and retail margins at 65 percent, that is not fair.
Farmers just don’t have the power to negotiate.”
He said the minimum wage announcement would put pressure on labour
negotiations with retailers.
Spar’s Mike Prentice said the wage increase would have an inflationary
effect that would show up in shelf prices within six months. Fresh produce
would be the first to rise.
Kwanalu chief executive Sandy la Marque said farmworkers were
celebrating yet cautious about job losses.
KZN’s biggest sugar cane farmer, Charl Senekal, who employs nearly 2 000
workers, said his wage bill would go up by R4.5 million next month.
However, instead of retrenching, he said he would actively pressure the
government. “The government must realise what our margins are and start
protecting farmers, and looking to wage subsidies. Otherwise there is going
to be chaos. The government knows our industry could lay off 100 000
workers,” he said.
www.iol.co.za

DA ‘took money from Guptas
IOL News

27 January 2013

Cape Town - DA leader Helen Zille has been accused of a “serious case” of
hypocrisy by gunning for the influential Gupta family – this while she had
gone cap in hand to the Guptas and had come away with “substantial”

donations for her party.
While Zille this week publicly snubbed the Guptas – the founders and
majority shareholders of The New Age newspaper and controversial
backers of President Jacob Zuma – by pulling out of a New Age breakfast
briefing following reports the breakfasts were sponsored by cash-strapped
state-owned enterprises, sources told Weekend Argus that the party had in
the past been a beneficiary of the billionaire Gupta brothers.
A well-placed source confirmed that Zille had gone to the Gupta’s
sprawling compound in Saxonwold, Johannesburg in 2011 to personally ask
for a donation and had emerged with a “substantial” cheque. It is believed
the Gupta’s donation ran to several hundred thousand rands.
Highly-placed government insiders on Saturday took a swipe at Zille, saying
her hypocrisy was “shocking”.

When approached for comment on Saturday, Zille pussyfooted around the
issue, neither denying nor confirming that her party had benefited
generously from the controversial family.
“The issue is not whether the Guptas have ever donated money to the
DA,” Zille said when asked whether she or her party had received any
funding from the Guptas.
“The issue is, if they did, whether the DA ever channelled huge amounts of
public money to them in return. The answer is no.”
Zille added that the problem was not that the Guptas were ANC donors,
but that they should not be benefactors of President Zuma.
“As with Schabir Shaik, it creates a major conflict of interest. The problem
is, in return, if they get significant business advantages from the state
(including State Owned Enterprises). That is the issue.
“What we have here is the ANC in government paying huge amounts of
money to the ANC in business, who in turn gives large sums to the ANC as a
party and the president’s family,” she countered.
The Gupta brothers were travelling abroad this weekend and could not be
contacted for comment.
DA insiders said media reports dating back to 2011 had made mention of
suspicions that the party had accepted funds from the Guptas, but because
the DA had centralised its funding operations only a handful of key party
members in the inner circle were aware of who the main party funders
are.
“Nobody knows when or how much money was donated,” another party
source said.
There has for some time been a drive to get the government to review the
issue of transparency in political party financing.
The DA, like the ANC, does not reveal details about donors who in the past
controversially included German fraudster Jurgen Harksen as well as slain
businessman Brett Kebble.
www.iol.co.za

Greece: Riot police sent in against striking metro workers
Solidarity strikes spread – Unions must widen strike action to defeat
government repression and to stop all cuts!
Xekinima (Greek CWI) Reporters 26 January 2013
In the last 48 hours, the militant struggle of Athens’ metro workers has had
an explosive impact in Greece, threatening to transform the situation and
open up an atmosphere of renewed militancy and struggle against the
misery spiral of Troika austerity.
Metro workers were engaged in 8 consecutive days of strike action, against
the brutal Troika-imposed (by the third Memorandum) wage attacks, to
strip up to 25% of workers’ salaries in addition to the 35-40% already
imposed on the transport workers by the previous two Memoranda.
At a time when the level of class struggle was relatively low, in comparison
with the high points of 2012 and particularly 2011, which featured a series
of general strikes and other militant and determined class and social
movements, the government clearly saw in moving to forcefully break the
Metro strike an opportunity to inflict an important defeat on one of the
more militant sections of the Greek working class.
On the basis of implementing anti-strike legislation originating in the
period of the military dictatorship, the government ruled the strike illegal
and issued an order “obliging” workers to return to work. Following the
Metro workers’ courageous refusal, at 4.00am this morning, riot police
launched a violent attack to clear an occupation of workers in Athens’
main depot.
However, it seems that the Greek government’s attempts to set a
precedent in defeating these workers through authoritarian measures may
have backfired. Within hours of the threat of police attack yesterday
afternoon, the whole of public transport all over Athens had ground to a
halt, with bus and train unions striking in solidarity with Metro workers and
to defeat the brutal attacks they also face. A mass rally is set to take
place this afternoon in response to the events. The hope of hundreds of
thousands of Greek workers is that the heroic struggle of the Metro
workers and the government’s attempt to smash it, could be the spark for
a new wave of resistance to austerity.
Xekinima (CWI in Greece) energetically participated in the events of the
last days. Below, we publish the text of a Xekinima leaflet being
distributed today, and extracts from a Xekinima report of an important
assembly of bus workers, which gives an indication of the mood among
workers.
Metro workers show the way forward!
Spread strike action now!
Brutal repression! This is the Greek government’s response to the struggle
of workers in urban transport. Last night, riot police were deployed against
striking metro workers in Athens. As if responding to a major terrorist
attack, eight squads were used, blocking all roads leading to a depot
occupied by workers, smashing down doors and occupying buildings.
Why is the government reacting so violently towards metro workers? This is
because these workers dared to go on indefinite strike to defend their
wages and collective agreements.
They refused to follow the well-trodden path of the leaderships of the
main union federations, the GSEE and ADEDY [the private and public sector
trade union centres]. Against the onslaught of cuts, these leaders just
called a few scattered work stoppages and 24 hour strikes only in order to

defuse the anger of workers, not to build up real militant action to defeat
the government’s latest vicious cuts.
But the metro workers’ strike started to give hope to workers everywhere,
that maybe they can take once again to the path of mass struggle and
perhaps not all is lost. This is the hope that the government wants to
crush. So they treat the metro workers’ strike as a ‘threat’ to ‘national
security’.
Workers in urban transport need to make sacrifices, the government
claims, giving the impression that workers in the industry are untouched by
the Memoranda (cuts) and other austerity measures in recent years.
However, from the first day Greece entered the Memoranda, the wages of
urban transport workers have fallen by 35%-40%. The latest proposals will
mean payroll deductions, of up to 25%. In response, the transport workers
held a general meeting on 24 January and decided on repeated 24-hour
strikes and to occupy a major metro depot.
The strike action should be developed and widened. The workers’
movement must reply decisively against the government’s military-style
attack against urban transport workers. We must defend the right to
strike, which, in practice, the government is trying to abolish.
The employees of all workplaces must stand in solidarity with the struggle
of workers in urban transportation and the best solidarity is to widen the
strike front. Faced with this onslaught, the two union confederations
should call for repeated strikes until the government either retreats or
falls.
However, the leaderships of GSEE and ADEDY are not willing to really
confront the government. So responsibility passes on to some of the Unions
that have shown willingness to break the rule of the bureaucrats and to
enter the road of struggle. Unions like that of the Electricity Workers, the
local government workers, the maritime workers, the petrol distilleries,
the health workers all of whom are now facing new attacks at the present
time, should be out! They must enter the struggle now! Against such a
mighty force no riot police or any special security force can stand.
Together we have tremendous power in our hands!
All out sector-wide strikes now, to prepare for an all-out national general
strike
Extracts from Xekinima report of assembly of Athens “Blue bus”
workers
In one of their most massive and most angry workers’ assembly at ETHEL OASA (“blue buses” in Athens) decided to call recurring 24-hour strikes
until next Tuesday, when there will be a new general meeting to decide on
the further continuation of protests.
The last straw was the government’s repression of Metro workers.
Initially, in the general assembly, the leaders of the union onlyproposed
calling one 24-hour strike on Thursday next week.
This proposal led to an explosion of rage from below, and gave way to the
agreement of a militant strategy, as a result of the pressure from below
and from more militant union factions.
So the bus workers’ Union, by far the biggest of the public transport
Unions, decided on: repeated 24-hour strikes until next Tuesday, the
immediate closure of depots, for workers to occupy the depots, the
formation of picket lines at each depot, for a march of the workers and
solidarity rally with the Metro workers.

The assembly of workers then denied the union Board any right to take
decisions on its behalf, understanding that only their own power, organised
in their general assembly, can be relied upon.
A broad front (“Anexartiti Paremvasi”, one of the factions in the Bus
Workers Unions) in which Xekinima members form a crucial part, played a
key role in the dispute and its development, producing and circulating two
written statements in the previous days exposing the real scale of the
coming attack (which the Pasok and ND Union leaders were hiding from the
rank and file) and campaigning on the demand for a General Assembly of
the workers, which the Union leadership was trying by all means to avoid
holding.
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6135

Angry Workers Hold Bosses Hostage
Working Class Self Organization 25 January 2013
More than 1,000 migrant workers in Shanghai have gone on strike and held
18 managers hostage following a dispute over the introduction of a
draconian new disciplinary policy. Four hundred riot police officers
attended to the factory in a bid to free the bosses. There are reports of
many workers being injured in the subsequent clashes, including several
with broken limbs. Following the incident the bosses have withdrawn the
new policy, issued an apology for its introduction, and have promised the
workers a pay rise…… Direct action gets the goods!
The workers, employed at the Shinmei Electric plant were furious at the
new rules and regulations that will mean heavy fines or dismissal, should
people be late back from the toilet, and instant dismissal for making one
work related mistake. Angry workers besieged the plant in Shanghai for
over two days, rounding up the bosses and forcibly locking 18 of them in a
room.
To give them a taste of their own medicine the bosses were prevented
from using the toilet for the duration of their detention.
The workers claim that there are 49 unfair or unacceptable clauses within
the policy that came into force soon after new owners took over the
factory. A local newspaper reports that:
“An assembly worker, who declined to be named, said they were also
angry over the acquisition. She said workers feared that they would no
longer enjoy the benefits accumulated in their previous years working in
the factory after they signed a new contract following the acquisition by a
Chinese firm in Dalian, Liaoning province.”
An unnamed worker has said that:
“We earn less than 2,000 Yuan a month, but we could be subjected to
fines of 50-100 Yuan for arriving late or spending more than two minutes
on the toilet.”
The strike started on Friday morning and ended on Saturday night. All the
bosses were released unharmed – after they agreed to reconsider the
policy.
Following the incident the bosses have withdrawn the new policy, issued
an apology for its introduction, and have promised the workers a pay rise.
Direct action gets the goods!

www.zcommunications.org
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GM foods may hold toxic gene
IOL News

22 January 2013

London - Genetically modified (GM) crops have been found to contain a
potentially toxic gene, overlooked in previous checks by scientists.
The revelation in a study by the European Food Safety Authority throws
new doubt over the safety of genetically modified foods.
The EU watchdog found that 54 of the 86 GM plants approved for
commercial growing and food in the US contain the viral gene, which is
known as ‘Gene VI’.
The researchers said the presence of the gene ‘might result in unintended
... changes’.
These may include the creation of proteins that are toxic to humans.
Although GM crops are not grown commercially in Britain, they are often
fed to animals producing meat, milk and eggs on British farms.
A review of the EFSA research in Independent Science News said: ‘This
situation represents a complete and catastrophic system failure.’
Saying that a protein made by Gene VI may be a human toxin, it added:
‘This is a question that can only be answered by future experiments.’
Critics of GM foods called for affected products to be taken off the
market. Pete Riley of GM Freeze said: ‘They should be withdrawn from
sale, until a full review of their safety has been carried out.’
But Dr Julian Little of the Agricultural Biotechnology Council said more
than 130 EU-funded research projects ‘have found no higher risks’ from GM
crops than from conventional plants. - Daily Mail
www.iol.co.za

Anglo Plats crisis demands decisive step
DEMOCRATIC LEFT FRONT 21 January 2013
ANGLO PLATS CRISIS DEMANDS DECISIVE STEPS NATIONALISE MINES FOR CLIMATE JOBS
Anglo Platinum’s announcement that over 14,000 mineworkers are to be retrenched at its
Rustenburg operations demands decisive steps from the South African labour movement. Last year’s
strike-wave, which began on the platinum belt and spread through the gold and other sectors, has
exposed how far the South African mining industry continues to rely on apartheid-era mechanisms
of exploitation, and has inspired the fight for a living wage among the mass of the poorest paid, not
least the farm workers.

The Amplats announcement is clearly part of the bosses’ counter-offensive to break this new spirit
of militancy. It coincides with Harmony’s indefinite lockout at the Kusasalethu goldmine, while the
four shafts targeted for closure in Rustenburg have the highest concentration of AMCU members.
Yet, in the first half of 2012, these same shafts achieved labour-productivity and output increases of
over 20% and 30% respectively, according to Amplats’ own figures.

And this is just the beginning. The big investors are urging more cuts across the platinum sector to
restore their profits and roll back the challenge to the low-wage economy that underpins South
African capitalism.

Zwelinzima Vavi is therefore right to declare that COSATU will resist the Amplats assault with
“everything in its power”. But these words must now be put into action. The entire labour
movement must be mobilised and placed on a war footing. Every effort must be made to support
the elected workers’ committees - which have led the struggle for a living wage - regardless of their
union affiliation. The Amplats workers must know that when they strike, there will be massive
sympathy action. They are now on the frontline of a struggle whose outcome will shape the future of
every worker and their dependents.

At the same time, the Rustenburg retrenchments reflect a deeper crisis in the platinum industry.
This, however, is a crisis of the bosses’ own making and demands radical solutions. Amplats
complains that it is the victim of the global recession and that its profits have been hit by the
downturn in platinum prices. But its problems, and that of the wider platinum industry, are overexaggerated. It is certainly true that world platinum prices have fallen since the financial crash of
2008. However, they are still on average almost double those of the ‘boom’ period of the early to
mid-2000s and almost three times the average platinum price in the 1990s.

At the same time, Amplats and financial analysts alike have repeatedly stated that the industry’s
future prospects are good. In its interim financial report (June 2012), Amplats not only says that
‘despite the current short term challenges, the longer term outlook for the platinum business
remains attractive’, but boasts that ‘with its superior asset base in terms of extent and reef type,
[Amplats] is well positioned to adjust project prioritisation and scheduling to match future demand’.
This gets to the heart of the matter. 88% of the world’s platinum reserves are concentrated in South
Africa and Amplats alone accounts for 40% of global production. Rather than being a ‘price-taker’, it
is uniquely empowered to ‘make’ the world price by controlling supply – the essence of its long-term
strategy.

During the boom years Amplats and its competitors rushed to expand production. However, when
the global crisis hit in 2008, Amplats sacked 19,000 workers, suspended three shafts and borrowed
heavily from parent company Anglo American. Despite posting record earnings of $13.3 billion at the
end of 2011 and paying out R1.1-billion in dividends, Amplats launched its operational review in
February 2012 to boost flagging prices by further cutting production. This is the source of the current
jobs massacre, but the shafts will be kept ticking over for when market conditions improve.

The ANC has publicly reacted to Amplats’ announcement with anger and has threatened to revoke
its Rustenburg mining licences. This is simply rhetoric. It was the ANC government that allowed
Amplats and the other SA mining giants to move overseas in the first place, and Susan Shabangu’s
silence on the lock-out of workers at Harmony Kusasalethu goldmine, whose chairperson is Patrice
Motsepe, indicates that her outburst has little to do with the well-being of workers. But even if
Shabungu and co did see their threat through, the licences would be allocated to another capitalist
who, regardless of the colour of their skin, would simply add to the problem.

It is time for workers in the platinum sector to stop paying the price of the anarchy of the market.
The industry as a whole must be nationalised under workers’ democratic control in conjunction with
the local communities in the mining areas. Only then can production be planned on the basis of need
rather than falling victim to the private corporations, whose competitive scramble is the root cause
of the sector’s recurrent crises of over-accumulation. There must be massive state investment in
industries that use platinum in socially useful products like catalytic converters and fuel cells, which
hold out the hope of eliminating environmentally harmful emissions. The platinum sector must be a
driving force of a new green economy that creates hundreds of thousands of quality climate jobs
that are well-paid and secure. It must benefit the majority that produce the wealth rather than the
minority who steal it, and create havoc, misery and despair for us all in their endless pursuit of
profit.

For further comment on this press release:
Noor Nieftagodien 082 457 4103
Niall Reddy (079) 5129584
www.democraticleft.za.net

Eskom uses spy agency to counter labour unrest
Yahoo News

21 January 2012

AS YET another wildcat strike broke out at Eskom's Medupi project in
Lephalale this week, evidence came to light that the state-owned utility
has resorted to spying tactics to mitigate risks related to labour unrest.
Documents and e-mails forwarded to Business Times reveal that Eskom
contracted the services of intelligence support company Swartberg to spy
on employees, communities, unions, political parties, green lobbies and
government officials.
Clever guises were used to infiltrate communities such as social upliftment
projects, where agents were placed to gather information and influence
people's attitudes towards the project and company management. Local
scouts were also recruited to keep an ear to the ground.

Swartberg advised Eskom to send out positive media propaganda on what
the company was doing to better the lives of communities close to the
Medupi project in order to influence perceptions.
Labour attorney Craig Kirchmann said, depending on the tactics deployed,
such actions were not necessarily illegal but were ethically dubious.
It is not illegal to supply communities with soup while also picking up on
their political sentiment, but they are definitely playing a smoke-andmirrors type of game, he said.
Eskom spokesperson Hilary Joffe would not confirm whether or not such
action had been taken by Eskom, but said the company was keeping close
to communities due to the importance of Medupi to communities and also
to the rest of South Africa.
A source said Eskom's top management is aware of dealings with Swartberg
and of meetings held between Swartberg head Lukas Swart and Medupi
general manager Roman Crooks.
He said tactical information was supplied to the company to get an
advantage over unions during negotiations.
The 4,764 MW Medupi power plant will be one of the five biggest coal-fired
power stations in the world once commissioned. It is being built to plug
the power shortfall in South Africa.
Medupi should have been commissioned in 2012, but a number of delays
have pushed the deadline back to the end of this year and have pushed the
project's price tag to more than R120bn.
In 2011, thousands of protesters torched buses and damaged vehicles
during a strike at the Medupi site. The police said residents claimed Eskom
had employed foreign boilermakers without considering locals for the
positions.
In September last year, workers contracted by Murray & Roberts
Construction and Grinaker-LTA damaged several vehicles and some
equipment at the power plant.
The workers protested because the contracts of about 600 local employees
were due to end.
This week, workers embarked on a violent strike over various issues,
including a lack of training and inadequate working conditions.
Swartberg intelligence showed that politicians and lobby groups were often
instrumental in fueling violent attitudes.
The Swartberg documents showed that Lephalale leader Jack Maeko
hosted an ANC rally in Shongane last year which was attended by energy
minister Dipuo Peters.
He told the crowd to get educated to avoid white people at Medupi from
f***ing them around, since the white people at Medupi were uneducated.
The documents also revealed plans by the Association of Mineworkers and
Construction Union to delay Medupi in 2013 by engaging in joint-venture
operations with green lobby groups such as Greenpeace, Earth Life and
GroundWorks.
Swartberg also worked on Transnet's multi-product pipeline from
Johannesburg to Durban that experienced a three-year delay and had
budget overruns of R14-billion.

za.omg.yahoo.com
This article was first published in Sunday Times: Business Times

STOP THE REPRESSION IN UMLAZI!
Study reveals local grape economics
Business Report

18 January 2013

Of every £4.50 (or R63) a British person pays for a kilogram of green
seedless grapes in a UK supermarket, only R11.37 will reach the farm gates
in the Hex River Valley.
Half or R5.91 of that will go to farmworkers, while the farmer has to pay
for fertilisers, pesticides and other expenses with the remaining R5.46,
before taking his share.
These are just some of the findings of a research report on South Africa’s
horticulture industry.
Researchers found only 18 percent of the final retail price of South African
grapes sold in the UK found its way back to farmers and farmworkers’
pockets.
The report was co-authored by UCT researcher Margareet Visser after 127
workers were interviewed, along with key industry players and 16 key
informants last year.
Researchers found the export value of table grapes had increased by 218
percent to R3.7 billion between 2000 and 2011, that the cost of labour had
also grown.
Between 2000 and 2011 the cost of labour as a percentage of gross farm
income increased from 35 percent to 52 percent.
The biggest share of the final price consumers pay goes to retailers.
Altogether 42 percent or R26 of the R63 retail price goes to supermarkets
in the UK.
Hex Valley Table Grape Association chairman Michael Laubscher said this
week that 90 percent of all grapes produced in the valley were exported
overseas.
According to the research, 49.94 percent of grapes exported make it to
Europe and 20.65 percent to UK supermarkets. The remaining exports go
to Asia, the Middle East and the rest of Africa.
More than 32 percent of the retail price goes to getting the grapes from De
Doorns to shops in the UK and includes freight, insurance and port fees.
On average 8 percent of the retail price goes to packaging. - Cape Town
www.iol.co.za

